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ADVICE TO PUBLIC: *The exact time this report will be considered during the meeting is uncertain since there may 
be several other items on the agenda. Written communications may be mailed to the Area Planning Commission 
Secretariat, 200 North Spring Street, Room 272, Los Angeles, CA 90012 (Phone No.213-978-1300). While all written 
communications are given to the Commission for consideration, the initial packets are sent to the Commission 10 days 
prior to the Commission’s meeting date. If you challenge these agenda items in court, you may be limited to raising 
only those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing agendized herein, or in written correspondence on 
these matters delivered to this agency at or prior to the public hearing. As a covered entity under Title II of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act, the City of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability, and upon 
request, will provide reasonable accommodation to ensure equal access to its programs, services and activities. Sign 
language interpreters, assistive listening devices, or other auxiliary aids and/or other services may be provided upon 
request. To ensure availability of services, please make your request not later than three working days (72 hours) prior 
to the meeting by calling the Commission Secretariat at (213) 978-1300.
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STAFF APPEAL REPORT

Background

The project site is located in a hillside area with sloping lots. The site is rectangular in shape with 
a frontage of 55 feet on the northerly side of Waverly Drive, and it has a uniform depth of 295 feet. 
The site slopes upward to the north and is improved with a one-story single family dwelling that 
will be demolished to accommodate the proposed development. The site contains 16,182 gross 
square feet and is proposed to be developed with five single family dwellings that will be 2-stories 
above a two car garage. The block wherein the site is located is improved primarily with single- 
and multi-family dwellings in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. Adjoining property to the west is improved 
with a 54-unit condominium building, 3-stories above a car garage in the RD1.5-1XL Zone and an 
existing height of 42 feet. The adjoining property to the east is improved with a single family 
dwelling in the RD1.5-1XL Zone, and an existing height of 22 feet. The maximum height allowed 
under the -1XL suffix is 30 feet. Across Waverly Drive to the south is a combination of single- 
and multi-family developments. Properties north of the subject site are developed with commercial 
manufacturing and offices in the CM-1VL Zone.

The subject property is also located in a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone and landslide area. 
On April 29, 2014, the Department of Building and Safety Grading Division issued a conditional 
Geology and Soils Report Approval Letter. Both the geotechnical report and the Building and 
Safety Grading report approval letter are kept in the administrative file.

Based on the RD1.5 Zone, a total of 10 apartments or condominiums could be constructed on the 
property. The proposed development of five small lot single family dwellings on the property is 
below the maximum density permitted on the property. Each dwelling unit will provide two covered 
parking spaces with the appropriate common access to Waverly Drive and the parking locations 
on the interior lots. The proposed area of improvement (land form alteration) will be in less than 
60 percent of the lot area.

Waverly Drive, abutting the property to the south, is a designated Local Street, dedicated to a 
width of 60 feet and improved with asphalt roadway and intermittent concrete curb, gutter and 
sidewalk on the north side of the street. The frontage of the project site is currently not improved 
with concrete curb, gutter and sidewalk.

Two public hearings were held on the subject project: July 9, 2014, and July 23, 2015. Prior to 
the July 9, 2014 public hearing, the planning department received 13 letters and emails of 
opposition regarding TT-72367-SL. One concern was noted for the potential historic importance 
of the existing single family residence, referenced as the Tirado House. Other common concerns 
were the following: that the proposed project did not substantially comply with the Small Lot 
Design Guidelines; that the rooftop patios would impede neighbors’ privacy; that the project’s 
proposed density would lead to congested local traffic and endanger pedestrian safety; and an 
alleged inadequacy of the mitigated negative declaration.

Before the July 9, 2014 public hearing, the project description of the project included zoning 
administrator adjustments for reduced side yards, reduced building separation, and 3-foot roof 
guardrails above the 30-foot building height limit as part of a roof-top open space scheme.

The applicant indicated that the project had been presented to the Urban Design & Preservation 
Advisory Committee (UD&PAC) of the Silver Lake Neighborhood Council (SLNC) on 4 occasions,
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and held over 10 face to face meetings with community stakeholders. In an UD&PAC letter dated 
September 15, 2014, the Committee voted to not support the proposed project and recommended 
denial.

Public comments at the July 9, 2014 public hearing stated that the proposed project height and 
mass is disproportional to the neighborhood context; that the project would shade neighboring 
open spaces and would block scenic views; and that the rooftop decks would impede neighbors’ 
privacy in their backyards. Comments also stated that the front yard setback is not averaged from 
the adjacent properties and that the entryway is above street grade level.

In response to concerns of the community and the council office, the applicant withdrew the zoning 
administrator adjustments request, amended the project description, and the hearing was 
continued.

On November 11, 2014, the applicant’s representative requested reconsideration of the project 
after withdrawing all requests for Zoning Administrator adjustments and modifying the project 
description. On April 23, 2015, a Reconsideration of the previously published Mitigated Negative 
Declaration was issued for the proposed project (ENV-2013-1998-MND-REC1). The 
reconsideration document and the original Mitigated Negative Declaration were recirculated for 
comments consistent with CEQA. Attorney Robert Silverstein, representing the adjacent neighbor 
Doug Tornquist, provided a letter with attachments (dated July 17, 2015) prior to the public 
hearing, also included in the appeal document (part of Exhibit 4).

A continued public hearing was held on July 23, 2015, for the reconsideration of the revised 
tentative tract map. Public comments at the hearing included concerns about noise, privacy, 
blocked scenic vistas, rush-hour traffic congestion, neighborhood context in terms of height, 
scale and massing, violation of the community driveway policy, and the location of trash pick-up. 
Some stakeholders were concerned that the Small Lot Design Guidelines were followed during 
the project design process.

During the public hearing, a representative of the Silver Lake Neighborhood Council stated that 
the applicant did not participate in discussions with the neighborhood council in previous 
meetings. The neighborhood council representative requested a time extension from the 
Advisory Agency to allow for discussion and a vote before the full Silver Lake Neighborhood 
Council at their next meeting. The Advisory Agency granted the request and placed the case 
under advisement until hearing the results of the neighborhood council meeting.

After the July 23, 2015 Advisory Agency public hearing, the full Silver Lake Neighborhood 
Council reviewed the project and recommended disapproval of the project in a 2:12 vote on 
August 4, 2015. However, the Council as a collective did not provide findings to justify their 
decision.

On September 15, 2015, the Advisory Agency issued a conditional approval letter after 
considering all spoken and written testimony.
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THE APPEAL

One appeal was filed by Doug Tornquist, represented by Robert Silverstein of the Silverstein 
Law Firm. The appeal document indicates that Mr. Tornquist will be adversely impacted by the 
proposed project. The following is a summary of the appeal and staff’s response.

Appellant: Doug Tornquist / Robert Silverstein

Appellant’s Statement:

Objection No. 1 The proposed Map is Not Consistent with Applicable General Plan.
Appellant agrees with first finding statement in decision letter that the proposed map "is not” 
consistent with the general plan and applicable specific plan. Furthermore, the appellant 
alleges that the decision letter is silent as to inconsistencies with the Hollywood Community 
Plan policies and standards governing neighborhood character, design, and circulation/ traffic 
safety that were raised before the Deputy Advisory Agency, and included in the attached 
appeal. The appellant further alleges that there is no evidence to sustain a consistency finding 
in the affirmative. The appellant offers the following arguments:

'Inconsistencies” with objectives, policies and standards governing neighborhood character.

The Northside of Waverly Drive between in proximity to the project site is primarily one- and 
two-story single-family homes setback upslope from the street. The exception is a three story 
condominium project abutting the property.

The section of Waverly Drive in question is a dense, mature, hillside neighborhood, with narrow 
substandard street.

Waverly Drive is substandard and narrow.

The project is out of scale and out of character with the neighborhood.

The proposed project height looks 40 feet and not 30 feet in height.

The intensity of residential uses shall be limited in accordance with existing circulation and 
public transportation system, and the steepness of topography and suitability of the geography 
of the area.

Staff’s Response:

The Deputy Advisory Agency had indicated at the July 23, 2014 public hearing that the heading 
of the first finding was a typographical error. Unfortunately that was not corrected in the Letter 
of Decision, thus the correction can be made through the appeal proceedings. The correct 
heading for the finding is:

THE PROPOSED MAP IS CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC 
PLANS.
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Regarding the alleged, lack of evidence, project’s “inconsistencies” with the Hollywood 
Community Plan objectives, policies and the standards governing neighborhood character, 
design, and circulation/ traffic safety, staff responds as follows.

In an effort to make the project appear inconsistent with the Hollywood Community and thus 
having a negative impact on the environment, the appellant includes variants of density and 
intensity to the same project, challenges the project’s height based on “perception”, and argues 
“substandard” circulation system (street standards) in his arguments.

The appellant argues that the project is low density in terms of scale and character, but it is 
dense (intense) in terms of affecting circulation/ street capacity and topography. Staff provides 
the following facts as evidence all included in the administrative file (See Exhibit 3), and which 
are also supported by the LAMC, California Subdivision Map Act, and CEQA, and included:

• Area of the subject property: 16,181 square feet
• Maximum density allowed: 10 dwelling units: proposed: 5 dwelling units
• Project height:permitted under the 1XL height district 30 feet: proposed: 30 feet
• Project setback allowed: prevailing: proposed: 15 feet
• Project grading: 900 cubic yards (less than 1000 cubic yards)
• Lot area improvement: less than 60 %
• Street dedication/required: 30-ft wide right of way to mid-point (fully dedicated to Local 

Street Standards)
• Street improvements: existing: 9.5-feet wide roadway with no sidewalk: proposed: 18-ft 

wide roadway, sidewalk, curb and gutter

Following are consistency fact findings:

The adopted Hollywood Community Plan designates the subject property for Low Medium II 
Residential density with the corresponding zones of RD1.5, RD2, RW2, and RZ2.5.

The property is 16,182 square feet in size and is presently zoned RD1.5-1XL. Per the regulations 
of the RD1.5 Zone, the allowed density is one dwelling unit per 1,500 square feet of lot area. 
Therefore, since the allowed density on the subject site is 10 dwelling units, the proposed project 
density of 5 dwelling units (less 50 percent) is consistent with the RD1.5-1XL.

The small lot subdivision allows a prevailing front yard setback along the street or the required 
set back per the designated zone. The proposed project is setback 15 feet fronting W. Waverly 
Drive which is consistent with RD1.5 zone provisions, thus consistent with the small lot subdivision 
ordinance and applicable zoning regulations governing front yard setback.

The allowed height under the 1XL height limitation is 30 feet; the proposed project height is 30 
feet in every single dwelling unit thus complying with the allowed height regulations.

The proposed project will incur in less than 1000 cubic yards of grading, and it will leave more 
than 40 percent of the lot area untouched thus preserving the landform and minimizing any 
potential impact.

The proposed project is a small lot subdivision encompassing only 5 units where 10 dwelling units 
are allowed. It is located next to a 54-unit condominium building, 3 stories above a car garage in 
the RD1.5-1XL Zone and at an existing height of 42 feet. The proposed project will generate 4 
new peak hour trips exerting a less than significant impact on the adjoining Local Street which is
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required to be improved with road widening, sidewalk, curb and gutter.

The appellant makes reference to some plan objectives, residential policies and standards in the 
Hollywood Community Plan and alleges inconsistency with such objectives, policies and 
standards. The proposed project is not in conflict with any community plan objective, policy or 
standard. The Hollywood Community Plan goals, objectives, policies and standards along with 
the Community Plan Map are a land use component of the Los Angeles General Plan and are 
applied on a community wide basis.

Staff asserts that the proposed project is not in conflict with the following objective:

“To encourage the preservation and enhancement of the varied and distinctive residential 
character of the community... ”

The proposed project is situated in a designated multi-family residential area. Some parcels in 
the neighboring area are underutilized based on the RD1.5-1XL Zone; that is, are developed with 
a variety of densities ranging from 54 dwelling units to single-family homes. The purpose of the 
Hollywood Community Plan is to guide the future development by arranging land use, circulation, 
and services (infrastructure). The subject neighboring area has experienced growth, so it is in 
transition to meet the community plan goals and objectives. The proposed project is at 50 percent 
of the allowed density and meets all the zoning regulation requirements per the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC).

Staff asserts that the proposed project is not in conflict with the following objective:

“[To] minimize grading [in hillside residential areas] so as to retain the natural terrain and 
ecological balance...”

The proposed project will grade only 900 cubic yards of dirt, will leave untouched more than 40 
percent of the lot area, and will develop at only 50 percent of the allowed density

Staff asserts that the proposed project is not in conflict with the following objective:

“[To] provide a standard of land use intensity and population density [in hillside residential areas] 
which will be compatible with the street capacity, public service facilities and utilities, and 
topography and in coordination with the development in the remainder of the City... ”

This is a community wide objective implemented through LAMC Section 17 (Division of Land 
Regulations). The LAMC is an implementation tool that ensures that Subdivision entitlements 
provide adequate street capacity, public service facilities, and topography. Multi-agency review 
ensures a coordinated effort so the project is compatible with the remainder of the city. The 
Advisory Agency Decision Letter (Exhibit 5) includes conditions of approval precisely in the areas 
referenced in this Community Plan Objective. Therefore, the proposed project, as conditioned, is 
consistent with the objectives of the Hollywood Community Plan.

Staff asserts that the proposed project is not in conflict with the following development standards:

“The intensity of residential land use in this plan... shall be limited in accordance with the following 
criteria:

The adequacy of the existing and assured circulation and public transportation systems
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within the area;

The steepness of the topography of the various parts of the area and the suitability of the 
geography of the area of development.”

The proposed small lot subdivision project, as conditioned, is consistent with RD1.5-1XL Zone (it 
is proposed at 50 percent of the allowed density): it is consistent with the Local Street Standards 
and circulation capacity in the area (it requires improvements to Local Street Standards, including 
road widening, sidewalk, curve and gutter): it minimizes grading and impacts on landforms due to 
the steepness of the topography and the suitability of the geography of the area of development 
(it will grade less than 1000 cubic yards of dirt and leave more than 40 % of the lot unimproved). 
Therefore, the proposed project, as conditioned, is consistent with the Hollywood Community 
Plan.

Note: Revised consistency findings are included at the end of this appeal staff report.

Objection No. 2

The project is inconsistent with the Small Lot Subdivision Guidelines.

Staff’s Response:

The applicant met with the Urban Studio staff of the Planning Department to receive 
recommendations regarding Small Lot Subdivision Guidelines. The applicant, in good faith, 
modified the project to the satisfaction of the Urban Studio Staff. In any case, the Small Lot 
Design Guidelines (the “Guidelines”) merely illustrate common design issues, recommended 
best practices and case studies to help shape small lot projects. They are neither requirements, 
regulations nor mandatory standards. Compliance with the Guidelines is not mandated by the 
Subdivision Map Act or the City’s subdivision ordinance. The Small Lot Subdivision Guidelines 
also are not CEQA thresholds legally supported by California State Law.

Furthermore, California Subdivision Map Act Section 66427(d) states “Nothing herein shall be 
deemed to limit the power of the legislative body to regulate the design or location of 
buildings in a project by or pursuant to a local ordinance.” No ordinance adopting the Small 
Lot Subdivision Guidelines has been enacted by the City of Los Angeles. Therefore the 
appellant’s allegation has no merit.

Objection No. 3

The appellant alleges a fair argument exists of potentially significant direct traffic impacts. The 
appellant provides the following allegations:

The proposed project appears to provide a substandard common access driveway of 15’ 10”.

The LADOT Manual of Policies and Procedures recommends 26’ to 28’ driveway apron.

The proposed driveway also violates private street regulations.

Staff’s Response:
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First, the proposed small lot subdivision serving 5 units does not involve a private street 
pursuant to LAMC Section 18. The easement access driveway is permitted under the Small Lot 
Subdivision Ordinance and its width falls under the discretion of the Advisory Agency. Therefore 
any allegation of violation of private street provisions has no merit.

The cited driveway apron widths are recommendations, not requirements, from LADOT. In no 
way the width of the driveway apron width has a direct equivalent for the interior driveway 
easement. The LADOT determines the driveway apron width in small lot subdivision projects on 
a case by case basis after the Advisory Agency determine the width of the easement access 
driveway.

Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 12.03 exempts small lot subdivisions from a 
uniformly mandated minimum driveway, stating that in a “small lot subdivision, a lot need have 
only the street frontage or access as is provided on the recorded subdivision tract or parcel map 
for the development”. The LAMC defers to project-specific recommendations from LADOT, the 
Fire Department, and the Department of Building & Safety under the lead of the Advisory 
Agency to determine the driveway width in each individual small lot subdivision project. The 
Advisory Agency has the discretion in deciding the width of the access easement driveway after 
reviewing agencies feedback (Fire Department, DOT, and DB&S), lot layout, proposed building 
footprint, and information contained in the administrative file.

Furthermore, each small lot dwelling unit is required to have two parking spaces. The applicant 
must allocate enough back out space for each individual vehicle to safely exit the garage (at 
least 22 feet and under the purview of the DB&S). Therefore, in some small lot subdivision 
projects, access driveway easements may be even narrower than the 15’ 10’ easement 
proposed in the subject project. The reason the applicant provided this driveway width was to 
avoid as much as possible "invasion of privacy” on the property adjoining the driveway. Privacy 
or views are not protected or regulated in this multi-family portion of the community.

In reference to the alleged "substandard” or narrow street and absence of sidewalk or curbs, the 
Advisory Agency conditioned the project to street widening and improvements as indicated in 
the Bureau of Engineering standard conditions section (page 18, Exhibit 5) Condition S-3(i) 
which reads:

(i) That the following improvements be either constructed prior to recordation of the 
final map or that the construction be suitably guaranteed:

Improve Waverly Drive adjoining the subdivision by the construction of the 
following

a.

(1) A concrete curb, a concrete gutter, and a 4-foot concrete sidewalk.

Suitable surfacing to join the existing pavements and to complete 
an 18-foot half roadway.

(2)

(3) Any necessary removal and reconstruction of existing 
improvements.

(4) The necessary transition to join the existing improvements.
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Construct the necessary on-site mainline sewers satisfactory to the City 
Engineer.

b.

This will minimize any potential impact resulting from the implementation of this project in that 
W. Waverly Dr. will be widened and a sidewalk will be provided to meet City of Los Angeles 
Street Standards. Any alleged hazard for pedestrians has also no merit. The street 
improvements and project’s front yard setback at 15 feet ensures plenty of visibility for 
pedestrians and any driver exiting the project site.

Transportation/ Circulation arguments will be addressed separately.

Objection No. 4

A fair argument exists of potentially significant cumulative impacts.

The appellant argues the following: "that a particular threshold for analysis may not be met does 
not mean, ipso facto, that no significant impacts, or cumulative impacts, exist.” The appellant 
then cites provisions CEQA Guidelines 15130(a) (1) and 15065(a) (3). These provisions pertain 
to cumulative impacts in EIR projects.

CEQA Guidelines 15130(a) (1) makes reference to cumulative impacts resulting from the 
evaluation of other projects in the vicinity. CEQA Guidelines 15065(a) (3) makes reference to 
the concept "cumulative considerable,” meaning the combined impacts of past, present and 
future projects.

To substantiate his argument, the appellant provides newspaper clips, a list of small lot 
subdivision cases and other housing projects approved by the city or in the city’s administrative 
process and claims there may be a cumulative impact. Also, the appellant submitted a traffic 
study prepared by Herman Basmaciyan, P. E. a Transportation Consultant.

Staff’s Response:

Environmental Assessments have a first phase and that is the Initial Study as indicated in 
CEQA Guidelines. The subject project’s environmental study assessed potential impacts as 
required, including transportation and traffic. The Deputy Advisory Agency determined that after 
implementation of mitigation measures as outlined in the Letter of Decision, less than significant 
impacts would occur due to the implementation of the project. For instance, implementation of 
the project will result in improvements to the circulation system and street standards by the 
construction of a sidewalk, curve, gutter and road widening consistent with the Local Street 
(Standards) designation of Waverly Drive, and thus the Hollywood Community Plan.

Staff asserts that the scope of the project is self-mitigating for the following reasons.

• The allowed density is 10 units, and the proposed density is 5 units (50 percent)
• The project site will remain untouched (unimproved) in more than 40 percent of the site 

area.
• The net number of new peak hour trips generated by the project is 4 trips. The threshold 

number of peak hour trips that requires a traffic study is 25 for single-family projects. If 
fully developed, the project would create 10 peak hour trips (one peak hour trip per 
single-family dwelling unit)
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• The number of off-street parking spaces per dwelling unit is 2.
• The project’s front yard setback is 15 feet, thus allowing plenty of visibility for pedestrian 

and cars ingressing and egressing the project site.
• The project grading would be only 900 cubic yards in an16181 square-foot area lot.
• Lot area improvement would be on less than 60 % of the lot.
• The subdivider is required to widen Waverly Drive to Local Street standards thereby 

improving circulation and access to the project site.
• The subdivider is required to provide a sidewalk fronting the project site.
• Some properties along Waverly Drive are not built out; that is, there is a variety of single- 

and multifamily developments, with a variety of heights and densities, with still many 
properties underutilized. Thus the circulation/ street capacity as well as stress on 
infrastructure components are impacted to a less than significant level.

• The height of the proposed structures is consistent with the 1XL height district.

All these facts render the potential impacts of the proposed project to be not cumulative 
considerable.

The appellant cites CEQA Guidelines language contained in Article 9: Contents of 
Environmental Impact Reports, particularly Sections 15130(a) (1) and 15065(a) (3). That is, the 
appellant insists that the subject project must follow EIR requirements. In other words, the 
appellant asserts or speculates that there is a potential cumulative impact by virtue of citing the 
referenced guidelines pertaining to EIR projects, and also by providing information as follows 
(Exhibit 4):

• Los Angeles Times article/clips.
• An article from a website
• Reference to 12 Small Lot Subdivision projects within a two miles radius
• The lack of cumulative impact analysis on those projects due to their individual sizes
• The appellant qualifies his approach as "conservative” because no more projects are 

included in his list.
• A Transportation Study prepared by Herman Basmaciyan, P. E. a Transportation 

Consultant

The newspaper article provided by the appellant is titled “L.A.’s Small Lot Homes: Destroying 
Low Rent Housing, Restoring the America Dream, or Both?” This article does not make any 
reference whatsoever to traffic/ transportation cumulative impacts resulting from small lot 
projects, or any other impact on the environment, but it has some discussion on low income 
families displacement and affordability, low income housing issues, and development standards. 
Considering that most small lot projects are developed at a density lower than what the project 
sites permit, the appellant fails to address what is the potential cumulative impact from this 
newspaper article/ clips.

The appellant’s reference to the 12 residential projects (Exhibit 4) lacks an analysis, the listed 
projects offer inaccurate information, and his arguments have no merits and amount to 
speculation. The appellant not only included the list of projects as part of the appeal, but also is 
part of the transportation consultant "traffic analysis.”

Staff prepared an accurate development status of the appellant’s cases matrix, and staff also 
prepared a cross reference map showing the location of project sites (See next two pages). 
Circles depict location of projects listed, and triangles depict alleged "impacted” intersections by 
the four new am peak hour trips.
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Distance
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Project Site

cn
File Land Use 

Density

LOD I
Address Maximum Density# Case No. Zone Request Lot Area >Date Date

9/15/2015Oft2925 W Waverly Drive APPROVED - 5small lots 10 dwelling unitsVTT-72367-SL 2013 RD1.5 16,182 SF 50%

4,030 ft 

(0.76 mi)

[TERMINATED]

15 dwelling units
TERMINATED -6small lots Terminated1 VTT-73077-SL 2015 2241 Hyperion Avenue Cl

3,300 ft 

(0.63 mi)

8,074 SF(C2) 

and 7,321 SF(RD2)

C2&
6/9/201523 dwelling units2 ZA-2014-1639-ZV 2014 2420 Hyperion Avenue APPROVED - 22 apartments 96%

RD2

260 ft 

(0.05 mi)
6/2/20152905 W Waverly Drive APPROVED-9small lots 13 dwelling units3 VTT-71756-SL 2014 RD1.5 20,277 SF 69%

2220 W Duane Street (known) / 

1855 N Glendale Boulevard 

(PCTS)

49,528SF (CM) 

and 13,123 SF (RD2)

CM & 6/22/2012APPROVED-44small lots 67 dwelling units4 TT-67952-M1 2011 1.46 mi 67%RD2

900 ft 

(0.17 mi)

APPROVED - 63 condominium
6/18/19932753 W Waverly Drive 63 dwelling units5 TT-50941-CN 1992 RD2 127,232 SF 100%

units

1,220 ft 

(0.23 mi)

APPROVED - 33 residential
1/21/2014132 dwelling units6 VTT-64086-M2 2013 2920 W Rowena Avenue C2 53,000 SF 25%

condominium units

2/4/20142211 N Glendale Boulevard APPROVED-9small lots 10 dwelling units7 VTT-72431-SL 2013 1.10 mi RD2 21,813 SF 90%

7,992 SF (Zl MAS) 

8,400SF (Parcel Map)
1628 Micheltorena Street PENDING -4small lots 4 dwelling units8 AA-2014-4159-PMLA-SL 2014 1.42 mi RD2 100%

9/15/2005APPROVED- 2small lots 2 dwelling units9 AA-2005-3465-PMLA-SL 2005 2250 Fargo Street 1.28 mi RD3 7,497 SF 100%
8/23/2005APPROVED- 2small lots 2 dwelling units10 AA-2005-2496-PMLA 2005 2240 Fargo Street 1.29 mi RD3 7,498 SF 100%

1020 ft 

(0.19 mi)

2844 W Rowena Avenue 

(2836-2851 Buzz Court, ZIMAS)
9/23/2011APPROVED- 6small lots 25 dwelling units11 VTT-71566-SL 2011 C2 10,327 SF 24%

650 ft 

(0.12 mi)
11/15/20122722 Auburn Avenue APPROVED- 6small lots 6 dwelling units12 VTT-71872-SL 2012 RD1.5 9,760 SF 100%

87Single-Family Dwelling Units 

(87 trips generated)

118 Multi-Family Dwelling Units 

(64 trips generated)

TOTAL
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The information offered by the appellant is inaccurate as illustrated by the matrix prepared by 
staff (Exhibit 9). The total number of dwelling units, including approved cases and cases 
pending approval, is 205 dwelling units, not 227 dwelling units alleged by the transportation 
consultant. The number of single-family homes approved and pending approval is 87 dwelling 
units, and the number of multi-family dwelling units (condominium and apartments) approved is 
118 dwelling units. Considering the peak hour trip generation criteria from the consultant, the 
subject project’s peak hour trip generation is actually lower. The consultant’s alleged overall 
daily trips generated by these projects is grossly arbitrary at 1902 daily trips. In his analysis, the 
transportation consultant also makes the following gross omissions of existing conditions factors 
prior to development approval

The consultant fails to acknowledge any existing dwelling units on sites approved for 
development;
The consultant does not take into account existing street circulation capacity which is 
correlated with proposed densities in the Community Plan and Zoning Ordinance;
The consultant does not take into account street improvements resulting from the 
implementation of these projects, and the fact that many of the listed projects result in 
underutilization of land and are developed at lower densities than allowed (See Column 
Land Use Density in Project Matrix).

The subject project will generate 4 new am peak hour trips which will be distributed throughout 
the circulation network. The appellant’s "fair argument” and "low threshold standard” has no 
merits because the arguments and evidence provided are flawed, and the “cumulative 
considerable” concept is irrelevant when inaccurate data and lack of analysis is presented. In 
fact, the Department of Transportation reviewed the transportation “analysis” included in the 
appeal and offered its response as shown in Exhibit 10.

Objection No. 5

A fair argument exists of a significant impact to a historic resource.

The appellant argues that any proposed mitigation measure to address demolition of the 
existing single-family residential structure on site, known as the Tirado House, is inadequate to 
support a Mitigated Negative Declaration. Despite the fact that the Cultural Heritage 
Commission denied the application for Historical Cultural Monument status, substantial 
evidence nonetheless exists of the Tirado House being a historic resource. CEQA Guidelines 
15064.5(a)(3)(c) states that “A resource shall generally be considered by the lead agency to be 
‘historically significant’ if the resource meets the criteria for listing on the California Register of 
Historical Resources [...]”.

Staff’s Response:

During the environmental assessment stage of the subject subdivision case, the Advisory 
Agency staff participated in discussions and monitored the review by the Office of Historic 
Resources (OHR) which is the Lead Agency expert office responsible for assessing potential 
significant historic structures.

Therefore, the Lead Agency’s environmental review is adequate in that the City of Los Angeles 
has conducted extensive analysis of the Tirado House’s potential historic and architectural 
significance, and has concluded that the subject property is not a historical resource pursuant to
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CEQA. As required by OHR, a historic assessment from the qualified historic preservation firm 
Kaplan Chen Kaplan, executed a comprehensively evaluation of the property’s eligibility for the 
National Register of Historic Places and California Register of Historical Resources. The 
conclusion of the expert’s evaluation stated:

There is no concentration of historic buildings in the subject area and thus there is no 
potential for a historic district. The house at 2925 Waverly Drive does not rise to the level 
of historic or architectural significance to be designated as [a] Los Angeles Historic- 
Cultural Monument. The house at 2925 Waverly Drive does not meet the criteria for 
inclusion on the California Register of Historic Resources or the National Register of 
Historic Places.

The Department of City Planning’s Office of Historic Resources has also conducted a historic 
resources survey of the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area as part of 
SurveyLA, the Los Angeles Historic Resources Survey project. The Tirado House was not 
identified during this survey as appearing eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, 
California Register of Historical Resources, or City Historic-Cultural Monument status.

During Cultural Heritage Commission proceeding to determine whether or not the Tirado House 
could be nominated as a Historical-Cultural Monument, the staff of the Office of Historic 
Resources thoroughly analyzed the potential eligibility of the Tirado House for local designation. 
In its staff report for the Cultural Heritage Commission hearing on February 6, 2014, the OHR 
staff found that the subject building does not embody the distinguishing characteristics of the 
Ranch style. It also found that architect Gilbert Leong does not rise to the level of a “master 
architect,” as would be required for designation under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance based on 
association with an architect. The Cultural Heritage Commission carefully considered all of the 
submitted materials, including the nomination itself and the testimony of neighbors supporting 
the preservation of the house, at the February 6, 2014 public hearing. Following public 
testimony and deliberation, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted unanimously to 
support the staff recommendation that the subject property met none of the Cultural 
Heritage criteria for designation (Exhibit 11).

The Advisory Agency concurs with the Cultural Heritage Commission determination.

Objection No. 6

The appellant challenges all the Subdivision findings.

Staff’s Response:

Staff will present a set of revised findings. However, some responses to the appellant’s 
arguments are provided.

In regards to the first subdivision finding (consistency with the general plan and applicable 
specific plan), staff has presented ample response above (Objection 1). In relation to the 
second finding, the appellant does not understand the concept of “design” as defined in the 
California Subdivision Map Act and Section 17 of the LAMC.
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Section 66418 - "Design" defined

"Design" means: (1) street alignments, grades and widths; (2) drainage and sanitary facilities 
and utilities, including alignments and grades thereof; (3) location and size of all required 
easements and rights-of-way; (4) fire roads and firebreaks; (5) lot size and configuration; (6) 
traffic access; (7) grading; (8) land to be dedicated for park or recreational purposes; and (9) 
other specific physical requirements in the plan and configuration of the entire subdivision that 
are necessary to ensure consistency with, or implementation of, the general plan or any 
applicable specific plan as required pursuant to Section 66473.5.”

As mentioned above, most of the infrastructure components of the subject project are included, 
as conditions of approval, in the Advisory Agency Letter of Decision. City agencies provide the 
necessary reports to the Advisory Agency to precisely address this design consistency 
mandate: Bureau of Engineering, Building & Safety Grading and Zoning, Fire Department, 
Department of Transportation, Department of Recreation and Parks, and other City and Utility 
agencies reviewed the subject request.

The Fire Department has reviewed the proposed project, including elevations. Based on the 
project plot plan and lot layout, access to any dwelling unit does not exceed 150 feet from the 
property line to the access door of any proposed dwelling. Therefore there is no need for a fire 
lane within the project site and the proposed easement access width is adequate for safety 
purposes. This is a standard practice and safety is a paramount concern in any decision by the 
Advisory Agency.

In regards to shading, the proposed project will not exceed 30 feet in height. The 54-unit 
structure west of the subject site has a height of approximately 42 feet and is setback 
approximately 7 feet to the property line abutting the subject project site for a total of 
approximately 12 feet between the adjacent building and the project building footprint. The 
single-family structure east of the subject site (the appellant’s property) has a height of 
approximately 22 feet with a variable setback from approximately 3 to 6 feet to the property line 
abutting the subject project site for a total of approximately 8 to 11 feet between the adjacent 
building and the project building footprint. Considering that the height threshold for shade and 
shadow analysis is 60 feet, the proposed project - at 30 feet in height - renders a less than 
significant impact (Exhibit 12).

Staff provided revised finding in the affirmative, supporting approval of the proposed small lot 
subdivision, and they are included in the recommendation section of this report.

Staff’s Recommendation:

In consideration of the foregoing, it is submitted that the Deputy Advisory Agency acted 
reasonably in approving Vesting Tentative Tract No. 72367-SL. Staff recommends that the 
appeal be granted in part, that the attached Revised Findings be adopted, and that the decision 
of the Deputy Advisory Agency be sustained.
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REVISED FINDINGS OF FACT (SUBDIVISION MAP ACT)

(a) THE PROPOSED MAP IS CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND 
SPECIFIC PLANS.

The adopted Hollywood Community Plan designates the subject property for Low Medium 
II Residential density with corresponding zones of RD1.5, RD2, RW2, and RZ2.5. The 
property is 16,182 square feet in size and is presently zoned RD1.5-1XL. Per the 
regulations of the RD1.5 Zone, the allowed density is one dwelling unit per 1,500 square 
feet of lot area. Therefore, since the allowed density on the subject site is 10 dwelling 
units, the proposed project density of 5 dwelling units is consistent with the RD1.5-1XL 
Zone and the Low Medium II density designation. The allowed height under the -1XL 
height limitation is 30 feet; the proposed project height is 30 feet in every single dwelling 
unit thus complying with the allowed height regulations.

The proposed project is setback 15 feet fronting W. Waverly Drive and consistent with 
RD1.5 provisions, thus consistent with the small lot subdivision ordinance and applicable 
zoning regulations governing front yard setback. The proposed project will incur in less 
than 1000 cubic yards of grading, and it will leave more than 40% of the lot area untouched 
thus preserving the landform and minimizing any potential impact.

The proposed project is a small lot subdivision encompassing only 5 units where 10 
dwelling units are allowed; it is located next to a 54-unit condominium building, 3- 
stories above a car garage in the RD1.5-1XL Zone and at an existing height of 42 feet. 
The subject projects also adjoins a property improved with a single-family dwelling at a 
height of 22 feet.

The proposed project will generate 4 new peak hour trips exerting a less than 
significant impact on the adjoining Local Street which is required to be improved with 
road widening, sidewalk, curb and gutter, and is consistent with the Mobility 2035 Plan 
street standards.

The proposed project is not in conflict with any community plan objective, policy or 
standard. The City finds that the Project advances the applicable goals, objectives, 
policies and standards of the Hollywood Community Plan by providing much needed 
housing stock in an appropriately-scaled project that complies with all of the City’s Small 
Lot Subdivision, and Los Angeles Municipal Code provisions.

The proposed project is consistent with the following objective:

“To encourage the preservation and enhancement of the varied and distinctive residential 
character of the community..."

The proposed project is situated in a designated multi-family residential area with a diverse 
development trend. Some parcels in the neighboring area are underutilized based on the 
RD1.5-1XL Zone; that is, are developed with a variety of densities ranging from 54 dwelling 
units to single-family homes. The proposed project is at 50 % of the allowed density and 
meets all the zoning regulation requirements per the LAMC. The purpose of the Hollywood 
Community Plan is to guide the future development by arranging land use, circulation, and 
services (infrastructure). The subject neighboring area has experienced growth, so it is in 
transition to meet the community plan goals and objectives. Parcels in the RD1.5 Zone
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within a 500 feet radius and beyond are developed with one-, two-, three, four-, 5-, up to 
54-dwelling units. The subject project will not exceed the height limit and it is compatible 
with the character of the neighborhood.

The proposed project is consistent with the following objective:

“[To] minimize grading [in hillside residential areas] so as to retain the natural terrain and 
ecological balance...”

The proposed project will grade only 900 cubic yards of dirt, will leave untouched more 
than 40 percent of the lot area, and will develop at only 50 % of the allowed density

The proposed project is consistent with the following objective:

“[To] provide a standard of land use intensity and population density [in hillside residential 
areas] which will be compatible with the street capacity, public service facilities and 
utilities, and topography and in coordination with the development in the remainder of the 
City...”

The LAMC, particularly Section 17 (Division of Land Regulations), provide for adequate 
street capacity, public service facilities, and topography. The Advisory Agency Letter of 
Decision includes conditions of approval that meet the standards of street capacity, public 
service facilities and utilities, and topography. Therefore, the proposed project, as 
conditioned, is consistent with the objectives of the Hollywood Community Plan.

The proposed project is consistent with the following development standards:

“The intensity of residential land use in this plan... shall be limited in accordance with the 
following criteria:

The adequacy of the existing and assured circulation and public transportation 
systems within the area.

The steepness of the topography of the various parts of the area and the suitability 
of the geography of the area of development.”

The proposed small lot subdivision project, as conditioned, is consistent with RD1.5-1XL 
Zone (it is proposed at 50 % of the allowed density); it is consistent with the Local Street 
Standards and circulation capacity in the area (it requires improvements to Local Street 
Standards, including road widening, sidewalk, curve and gutter); it minimizes grading and 
impacts on landforms due to the steepness of the topography and the suitability of the 
geography of the area of development (it will grade less than 1000 cubic yards of dirt and 
leave more than 40 % of the lot unimproved). Therefore, the proposed project, as 
conditioned, is consistent with the Hollywood Community Plan.

(b) THE DESIGN AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION ARE 
CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PLANS

The adopted Hollywood Community Plan designates the subject property for Low 
Medium II Residential land use with the corresponding zoning of RD2, RD1.5, RW2,
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and RZ2.5. The property contains 16,182 square feet of lot area, and it is presently 
zoned RD1.5-1XL.

The proposed Project is to create 5 lots for the construction of 5 single- family 
dwellings under the Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance. Lot sizes will range from 1,844 
square feet to 5,093 square feet, thereby meeting the minimum lot size requirement of 
600 square feet per the Small Lot Ordinance. All 5 lots exceed the minimum lot width 
of 16 feet. Lot coverage range is consistent with the Small Lot Ordinance, significant 
less than the permitted 80 percent. Grading will be 900 cubic yards of dirt.
Unimproved land area within the subject property will exceed 40 % of the lot area, thus 
preserving existing land form. The Project will maintain a 15-foot front yard setback 
along W. Waverly Drive consistent with the requirements of the Small Lot Subdivision 
Ordinance and the RD1.5 Zone.

The Bureau of Engineering has reviewed the proposed subdivision and found the 
subdivision layout generally satisfactory. The Bureau of Engineering also required 
that any necessary sewer easement be provided, and the following street 
improvements be secured:

• Improve Waverly Drive adjoining the subdivision by the construction of the 
following:

(1) A concrete curb, a concrete gutter, and a 4-foot concrete sidewalk.

(2) Suitable surfacing to join the existing pavements and to complete an 18- 
foot half roadway.

(3) Any necessary removal and reconstruction of existing improvements.

(4) The necessary transition to join the existing improvements.

• Construct the necessary on-site mainline sewers satisfactory to the City

The project access easement is adequate for vehicular ingress and egress and 
emergency purposes. The Department of Transportation and the Fire Department 
reviewed the project design and issued conditions of approval consistent with 
Departments’ rules and policies. The Department of Recreation & Parks has also 
reviewed the project proposal and a conditions of approval has been included regarding 
Park Land dedication.

Therefore, as conditioned, the design and improvement of the proposed project are 
consistent with the General Plan and applicable Specific Plans.

(c) THE SITE IS PHYSICALLY SUITABLE FOR THE PROPOSED TYPE OF 
DEVELOPMENT.

The project site contains 16,182 square feet, is rectangular in shape, and has a uniform 
depth of 295 feet. It slopes upward to the north and is improved with a one-story single 
family dwelling that would be demolished. The development of this tract is an infill of an 
otherwise mix density neighborhood. Access to the site would be from Waverly Drive.
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Although the property slopes upward to the north from Waverly Drive, the property is not 
located in a slope stability study area, high erosion hazard area or fault-rupture study zone. 
However, the site is located in an established landslide area. Only 900 cubic yards will be 
graded in a lot area of 16, 182 square feet. Less than 60 percent of the lot area will be 
improved. Since only the portion fronting W. Waverly Drive will be developed, the Fire 
Department does not required a Fire Lane for emergency access.

The Grading Division of the Department of Building and Safety has reviewed the Geology 
and Soils Report for the proposed Project and has approved the VTTM subject to all 
requirements and conditions contained in Inter-Departmental Letter dated April 29, 2014, 
Log No. 81759-01, and as conditioned by the Advisory Agency Letter of Decision 
(Condition No. 7). The subject site is physically suitable for the proposed 5 Small Lot 
Subdivision development. The Project site is located in an area developed with single- 
and multi-family units. The project will be subject to safe construction practices which 
would require compliance with the Building Code, including buildings foundation 
requirements appropriate to site conditions.

The proposed height of 30 feet is consistent with the -1XL height district applicable to any 
development within this hillside neighborhood where properties are zoned RD1.5-1XL. 
The height limitation is suitable for multi-family developments in this hillside area having 
shade and shadow impacts on adjoining properties at a level of less than significant. 
Therefore, the Project site is determined to be suitable for the proposed small lot 
subdivision.

(d) THE SITE IS PHYSICALLY SUITABLE FOR THE PROPOSED DENSITY OF 
DEVELOPMENT.

The subject property is currently developed with a single-family dwelling which will be 
demolished. Adjoining property to the north is improved with a service station in the 
CM-1VL Zone. Adjoining property to the west is improved with a 54-unit condominium 
building in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. Adjoining property to the east is improved with a 
single family dwelling in the RD.1.5-1XL Zone. Parcels in the RD1.5 Zone within a 
500 feet radius and beyond are developed with one-, two-, three, four-, 5-, 6-, 14- 
dwelling units and higher densities. The proposed development of five single family 
dwellings is below the maximum allowed by the zone. Therefore, as the Project would 
be less than the maximum permitted density for the Project site, the Project site is 
sufficient in size for a 5-lot small lot subdivision and physically suitable for the 
proposed density of development.

THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS ARE 
NOT LIKELY TO CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE OR 
SUBSTANTIALLY AND AVOIDABLY INJURE FISH OR WILDLIFE OR THEIR 
HABITAT.

(e)

The Deputy Advisory Agency certified that Mitigation Negative Declaration No. ENV-2013- 
1998-MND-REC1 reflects the independent judgment of the lead agency and determined 
that this project would not have a significant effect upon the environment provided that the 
potential impacts identified above are mitigated to a less than significant level through 
implementation of conditions nos. 17 and 18 of the tract’s approval. Other identified 
potential impacts not mitigated by these conditions are mandatorily subject to existing City 
ordinances (Sewer Ordinance, Grading Ordinance, Flood Plain Management Specific
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Plan, Xeriscape Ordinance, etc.) which are specifically intended to mitigate such potential 
impacts on all projects.

The Project will not degrade the quality of the environment, substantially reduce the 
habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self- 
sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the number 
or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important 
examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory. Based on the analysis 
contained in the MND, with the implementation of identified mitigation measures, where 
applicable, the proposed Project would not degrade the quality of the environment and 
the Project does not have the potential for substantial environmental damage.

THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS ARE 
NOT LIKELY TO CAUSE SERIOUS PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLEMS.

(f)

There are no apparent health problems that might be caused by the design or construction 
of the proposed single family units. This development is required to be connected to the 
City’s sewer system where the sewage will be directed to the Los Angeles Hyperion 
T reatment Plant, which has been upgraded to meet statewide ocean discharge standards. 
The Bureau of Engineering has reported that the proposed subdivision does not violate 
the existing California Water Code because the subdivision will be connected to the public 
sewer system under Waverly Drive and will have only a minor incremental impact on the 
quality of the effluent from the Hyperion Treatment Plant.

With implementation of the recommended mitigation measures and conditions of 
approval, the proposed subdivision would not result in any unmitigated environmental 
impacts; therefore, the subdivision would not have the potential to result in serious 
public health problem.

(g) THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS WILL 
NOT CONFLICT WITH EASEMENTS ACQUIRED BY THE PUBLIC AT LARGE FOR 
ACCESS THROUGH OR USE OF PROPERTY WITHIN THE PROPOSED 
SUBDIVISION.

The subdivision includes easements for sewer access and pipe lines. Furthermore, 
needed public access for roads and utilities will be acquired by the City prior to recordation 
of the proposed tract. The Bureau of Engineering has included conditions of approval 
which requires that the applicant record a covenant and agreement to maintain all 
elements of those areas being merged with the public right-of-way, that the construction 
be guaranteed, and waivers of any damages that may occur as a result of such 
improvements.

During plan check and prior to recordation of the final tract map, the Department of 
Building and Safety will review the plans to ensure that no structures encroach on the 
easements and right-of-way, and thereby cause no conflict. In addition, the Bureau of 
Engineering will require approval of the final tract map from the Bureau of Sanitation 
which is responsible for maintenance of the sanitary sewers. Therefore, the design of 
the subdivision and the proposed improvements will not conflict with easements

(h) THE DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION WILL PROVIDE, TO THE EXTENT 
FEASIBLE, FOR FUTURE PASSIVE OR NATURAL HEATING OR COOLING
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OPPORTUNITIES IN THE SUBDIVISION. (REF. SECTION 66473.1)

The design of the subdivision will provide the following features to allow for passive or natural 
heating or cooling opportunities:

1) In assessing the feasibility of passive or natural heating or cooling 
opportunities in the proposed subdivision design, the applicant has 
prepared and submitted materials which consider the local climate, contours, 
configuration of the parcel(s) to be subdivided and other design and 
improvement requirements.
Providing for passive or natural heating or cooling opportunities will not result in 
reducing allowable densities or the percentage of a lot which may be occupied 
by a building or structure under applicable planning and zoning in effect at the 
time the tentative map was filed.
The lot layout of the subdivision has taken into consideration the maximizing of 
the north/south orientation.
The topography of the site has been considered in the maximization of passive 
or natural heating and cooling opportunities.
In addition, prior to obtaining a building permit, the subdivider shall consider 
building construction techniques, such as overhanging eaves, location of 
windows, insulation, exhaust fans, planting of trees for shade purposes, and the 
height of the buildings on the site in relation to adjacent development.

2)

3)

4)

5)



EXHIBIT 1 - Vicinity Map
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EXHIBIT 2 - Radius Map
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EXHIBIT 3 - Vesting Tentative 
Tract Map
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IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 17, PAGE 65 OF MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS,

IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY.
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TOTAL EXISTING LOT: 1
TOTAL AREA OF NEW DEVELOPMENT: 12,206 SQ FT 
PROPOSED USE: NEW 5 SINGLE FAMILY UNITS 
ALL UTILITIES AVAILABLE TO THE SITE 
EXISTING STRUCTURES TO BE DEMOLISHED 
A.P.N. 5434-025-018 
LAND AREA = 16,164.67 SQ. FT.
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EXHIBIT 4 - Appeal Document



I Hi
Application

APPEAL APPLICATION

This application is to be used for any appeals authorized by the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) for discretionary 
actions administered by the Department of City Planning.

1. APPELLANT BODY/CASE INFORMATION

Appellant Body:

IZI Area Planning Commission D Director of PlanningQ City Planning Commission Q City Council

Regarding Case Number: Vesting Tract Map No. 72367-SL

Project Address: 2925 West Waverly Drive______________

Final Date to Appeal: 09/25/2015______________________

D Appeal by Applicant

□ Appeal by a person, other than the applicant, claiming to be aggrieved 

D Appeal from a determination made by the Department of Building and Safety

Type of Appeal:

2. APPELLANT INFORMATION

Appellant’s name (print): Doug Tornquist

Company:

Mailing Address: 2923 Waverly Drive

City: Los Angeles________________

Telephone: (213) 703-3128________

Zip: 90036State: CA

E-mail: dtorn@sbcglobal.net

• Is the appeal being filed on your behalf or on behalf of another party, organization or company?

IZI Self □ Other:

O Yes IZI No• Is the appeal being filed to support the original applicant’s position?

3. REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT INFORMATION

Representative/Agent name (if applicable): Robert Silverstein

Company: The Silverstein Law Firm___________

Mailing Address: 125 N. Marengo Avenue, 3rd FI.

City: Pasadena Zip: 91101-1504State: CA

Telephone: (626) 449-4200 E-mail: robert@robertsilversteinlaw.com

CP-7769 appeal [revised 6/18/2015] Page 1 of 2
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4. JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL

D PartEl EntireIs the entire decision, or only parts of it being appealed?

D NoQ YesAre specific conditions of approval being appealed?

If Yes, list the condition number(s) here:

Attach a separate sheet providing your reasons for the appeal. Your reason must state:

• How you are aggrieved by the decision

• Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

• The reason for the appeal

• Specifically the points at issue

5. APPLICANT’S AFFIDAVIT

•plication are complete and true:itained in thisI certify that the statements

2-4,s;Date:Appellant Signature: / / Stl'u
7

6. FILING REQUIREMENTS/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Eight (8) sets of the following documents are required for each appeal filed (1 original and 7 duplicates): 

o Appeal Application (form CP-7769) 

o Justification/Reason for Appeal 

o Copies of Original Determination Letter

A Filing Fee must be paid at the time of filing the appeal per LAMC Section 19.01 B.

o Original applicants must provide a copy of the original application receipt(s) (required to calculate 
their 85% appeal filing fee).

Original Applicants must pay mailing fees to BTC and submit a copy of receipt.

Appellants filing an appeal from a determination made by the Department of Building and Safety per LAMC 
12.26 K are considered original applicants and must provide noticing per LAMC 12.26 K.7.

A Certified Neighborhood Council (CNC) or a person identified as a member of a CNC or as representing the 
CNC may not file an appeal on behalf of the Neighborhood Council; persons affiliated with a CNC may only 
file as an individual on behalf of self.

Appeals of Density Bonus cases can only be filed by adjacent owners or tenants (must have documentation).

Appeals to the City Council from a determination on a Tentative Tract (TT or VTT) by the Area or City 
Planning Commission must be filed within 10 days of the date of the written determination of said 
Commission.

A CEQA document can only be appealed if a non-elected decision-making body (ZA, APC, CPC, etc.) makes 
a determination for a project that is not further appealable. (CA Public Resources Code § 21151 (c)). CEQA 
Section 21151 (c) appeals must be filed within the next 5 meeting days of the City Council.

This Section for City Planning Staff Use Only
Reviewed & Acceded by (DSC Planner): Date:Base Fee:

&}■
Lb.

Deemed Complete by (Project Planner): Date:Receipt No: .

/Q Determination authority notified D Original receipt and BTC receipt (if original applicant)

Page 2 of 2CP-7769 appeal [revised 6/18/2015]



Office: Downtown 
Building & Safety Copy 
Application Invoice No: 25989

City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning

•Era

y ?
t $

\ A Scan this QR Code® with a barcode 
reading app on your Smartphone. 

Bookmark page for future reference.

City Planning Request
NOTICE: The staff of the Planning Department will analyze your request and accord the same full and impartial consideration to 

your application, regardless of whether or not you obtain the services of anyone to represent you.

This filing fee is required by Chapter 1, Article 9, L.A.M.C.

Applicant: TORNQUIST, DOUG ( B:213-7033128 )
Representative: THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIRM - SILVERSTEIN, ROBERT ( B:626-4494200 )
Project Address: 2925 W WAVERLY DR, 90039

NOTES:

VTT-72367-SL-1A
Item Fee % Charged Fee

Appeal by Aggrieved Parties Other than the Original Applicant * 100% $89.00
$89.00Case Total

Item Charged Fee
‘Fees Subject to Surcharges $89.00
Fees Not Subject to Surcharges $0.00

Plan & Land Use Fees Total $89.00
Expediting Fee $0.00
OSS Surcharge (2%) $1.78

p.

Development Surcharge (6%) $5.34
LA Department ox Building and Safety 
LA CARL 10301105d 9/25/2015 8:33:42 AM

Operating Surcharge (7%) $6.23
General Plan Maintenance Surcharge (5%) $4.45
Grand Total $106.80

$106.80PLAN & LAND U5ETotal Invoice $106.80
Total Overpayment Amount $0.00
Total Paldtthis amount must equal the sum of all checks) $106.80

$106.80Sub Total:

Council District: 4 
Plan Area: Hollywood
Processed by QUITORIANO, PIO VINCENT on 09/25/2015

0103493202Receipt #:
f

-*
Signature:

Printed by QUITORIANO, PIO VINCENT on 09/25/2015. Invoice No: 25989. Page 1 of 1 QR Code is a registered trademark of Denso Wave, Incorporated

http://planning.lacity.org/cts_internet/index.cfm?fuseaction=m.sum&headertype=mobile&caseidlist=204488



The Silverstein Law Firm 215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, California 91101-1504

A Professional Corporation PHONE: (626) 449-4200 Fax: (626) 4494205

Brad@RobertSilversteinLaw.com
www.RobertSilversteinLaw.com

September 24, 2015

VIA HAND DELIVERY

Los Angeles Department of City Planning 
Figueroa Plaza
201 N. Figueroa Street, 4th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Appeal of Vesting Tract Map No. 72367-SL and ENV-2013-1998-MND- 
REC1 (2925 Waverly Drive)

Re:

To Whom It May Concern:

I. INTRODUCTION

The office represents Doug Tornquist, owner of a single-family residence on 
Waverly Drive, directly adjacent to the proposed Project at 2925 Waverly Drive. Mr. 
Tornquist and his neighbors will be adversely impacted by the proposed project, a 5-lot 
small lot subdivision (“Project”)- This appeal of is filed on their behalf and all persons 
that may be negatively impacted by the Project.

As a preliminary matter, please ensure that notice of all hearings, actions, events 
and decisions related to the Project are timely provided to this office. All objections, 
including those regarding proper notice and due process, are expressly reserved.

II. REASONS FOR THE APPEAL

Reasons for the appeal include, but are not limited to:

The Proposed Map is Not Consistent with the Applicable General Plan.A.

We initially note that the heading in the Determination letter of September 15, 
2015 is actually “THE PROPOSED MAP HAS NOT BEEN DETERMINED TO BE 
CONSISTENT WITH THE APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PLAN.” 
(Exhibit 1.) This is actually a correct statement.

mailto:Brad@RobertSilversteinLaw.com
http://www.RobertSilversteinLaw.com


Department of City Planning/ 
Office of Zoning Administration 
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Page 2

The only evidence provided in the Determination Letter is the Hollywood 
Community Plan (“HCP”) land use designation and the zoning designation, followed by a 
conclusory statement that the Project is consistent with the HCP. The Determination 
Letter, however, is silent as to inconsistencies with HCP policies and standards governing 
neighborhood character, design, and circulation/traffic safety that were raised before the 
Deputy Advisory Agency (“DAA”). These inconsistencies were detailed in 
correspondence to the DAA dated July 17, 2015, attached to this letter as Exhibit 2.

The Design or Improvement of the Proposed Subdivision is Not 
Consistent with the General Plan.

B.

The only evidence provided in the Determination letter is the HCP land use 
designation and the zoning designation, and the proposed lot sizes. This shows only that 
the Project conforms to the minimum lot size required by the Small Lot Subdivision 
Ordinance. The Determination Letter, however, is silent as to inconsistencies with HCP 
policies and standard governing neighborhood character, design, and circulation/traffic 
safety that were raised before the Deputy Advisory Agency (“DAA”). The circulation 
and traffic safety inconsistencies include both an inadequate common access driveway 
internal to the Project and the unique constraints posed by the entirety of Waverly Drive 
between Herkimer and Auburn Streets. These inconsistencies were detailed in 
correspondence to the DAA dated July 17, 2015, attached to this letter as Exhibit 2.

A conclusory statement that the Bureau of Engineering has found the subdivision 
layout “generally” satisfactory at that required improvement to Waverly Drive is 
insufficient to qualify as substantial evidence necessary to make the finding.

The Site is Not Physically Suitable for the Proposed Density ofC.
Development.

The only evidence provided in the Determination letter is the lot size, shape and 
depth of the lot. This is insufficient evidence to find that the site is physically suitable for 
the density of development. The neighborhood character, substandard nature of Waverly 
Drive, the unique constraints posed by both on and off-street parking on Waverly Drive, 
the steep topography of the site, and the inability of the applicant to provide a common 
access driveway of the width recommended by the Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation instead provide evidence that the site is not suitable for the proposed 
density of development. These, and other bases for the inability to find the site 
physically suitable for the density of development, were detailed in correspondence to the 
DAA dated July 17, 2015, attached to this letter as Exhibit 2.
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Office of Zoning Administration 
September 24, 2015 
Page 3

There is a Fair Argument of Potentially Significant Environmental 
Impacts, Making Use of a Mitigated Negative Declaration 
Inappropriate.

D.

Our correspondence to the DAA dated July 17, 2015 (Exhibit 2), outlined several 
potentially significant impacts to:

• Land Use/Planning
• Traffic Impacts, both direct and cumulative
• Historic Resources

The Determination Letter addressed Historic Resources, but offers only 
conclusory statements, at best, regarding the remaining potentially significant impacts. 
This is insufficient to support an MND.

III. CONCLUSION.

The required findings to approve a vesting tentative tract map cannot be made. 
Additionally, substantial evidence in the record exists to support a fair argument that the 
Project may have significant, unmitigated impacts, including but not limited to the areas 
of land use/planning, direct and cumulative traffic/circulation, and historic resources. As 
a result, the Project cannot be approved at this time through use of an MND.

The Project is inappropriate for its surroundings and not consistent with the City’s 
general plan, or state law. The Silver Lake Neighborhood Council understood this, 
voting twice against the Project - the second time by an even greater margin than the 
first.

We respectfully urge that the appeal be granted. Thank you for your courtesy and 
attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

BRADLY S. TO , AICP
FOR

THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIRM
Attachments
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DEPARTMENT OF 

CITY PLANNING City of Los Angeles EXECUTIVE OFFICES
200 N. Spring Street, Room 525 

Los Angeles, CA 90012-4801CALIFORNIA
CITY PLANNING COMMISSION

MICHAEL J. LOGRANDE
DIRECTOR

(213) 978-1271

USA M. WEBBER. AICP 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

(213) 978-1274

JAN ZATORSKI 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

(213)978-1273

DAVID H. J. AMBROZ
PRESIDENT

RENEE DAKE WILSON
VICE-PRESIDENT ‘4*

ROBERT L. AHN 
CAROLINE CHOE 
RICHARD KATZ 
JOHN W. MACK 

SAMANTHA MILLMAN 
DANA M. PERLMAN 

MARTA SEGURA

l

ERIC GARCETTI
MAYOR

FAX: (213)978-1275

JAMES K. WILLIAMS 
COMMISSION EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 11 

(213) 978-1300

:INFORMATION
http://planning.lacity.org

Decision Date: September 15. 2015

Appeal Period Ends: September 25, 2015

Michael Rublevich (O) 
1203 ParkWay 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

RE: Vesting Tract Map No. 72367-SL 
2925 West Waverly Drive 
Hollywood Planning Area 
Zone: RD1.5-1XL 
District Map: 151.5A207 
Council District: 4
CEQA No.: ENV-2013-1998-MND-REC1 
Legal Description: Ivanhoe Tract, Block 2, 

Lot 44

Sam Trude (R)
Southerly Group
3575 Long Beach Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90807

In accordance with provisions of Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 17.03, 
the Advisory Agency approved Mitigated Negative Declaration ENV-2013-1998-MND- 
REC1 as the environmental clearance and approved Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 
73267 composed of one lot, located at 2925 West Waverly Drive, for a maximum of five
(5) small lots pursuant to Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance No. 176354, as shown on 
revised map stamp-dated December 11, 2014, in the Hollywood Community Plan. This 
unit density is based on the RD1.5-1XL Zone. (The subdivider is hereby advised that 
the LAMC may not permit this maximum approved density. Therefore, verification 
should be obtained from the Department of Building and Safety, which will legally 
interpret the Zoning code as it applies to this particular property.) For an appointment 
with the Subdivision Counter call (213) 473-1362. The Advisory Agency's approval is 
subject to the following conditions: l

:

-;
NOTE on clearing conditions: When two or more agencies must clear a condition, subdivider should 
follow the sequence indicated in the condition. For the benefit of the applicant, subdivider shall maintain 
record of all conditions cleared, including all material supporting clearances and be prepared to present 
copies of the clearances to each reviewing agency as may be required by its staff at the time of its review.

i

'

t

http://planning.lacity.org
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BUREAU OF ENGINEERING - SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

That if this tract map is approved as “Small Lot Subdivision” then, and if 
necessary for street address purposes all common access to this subdivision be 
named on the final map satisfactory to the City Engineer.

1.

That if this tract map is approved as small lot subdivision then the final map be 
labeled as “Small Lot Subdivision per Ordinance No. 176,354” satisfactory to the 
City Engineer.

2.

That if necessary public sanitary sewer easement be dedicated on the final map 
based on an alignment approved by the Central Engineering District Office.

3.

That the owners of the property record an agreement satisfactory to the City 
Engineer that they will provide name signs for the common access driveways.

4.

That the subdivider make a request to the Central District Office of the Bureau of 
Engineering to determine the capacity of the existing sewer in the area.

5.

That Board of Public Works approval be obtained, prior to the recordation of the 
final map, for the removal of any tree in the existing or proposed right-of-way 
area. The Bureau of Street Services, Urban Forestry Division, is the lead agency 
for obtaining Board of Public Works approval for removal of such trees.

6.

Notes:

Any questions regarding this report should be directed to Mr. Georgic Avanesian 
of the Land Development Section, located at 201 North Figueroa Street, Suite 
200, or by calling (213) 202-3484.

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY, GRADING DIVISION

That prior to issuance of a grading or building permit, or prior to recordation of 
the final map, the subdivider shall make suitable arrangements to assure 
compliance, satisfactory to the Department of Building and Safety, Grading 
Division, with all the requirements and conditions contained in Inter-Departmental 
Letter dated April 29, 2014, Log No. 81759-01 and attached to the case file for 
Tract No. VTT-72367-SL.

7.

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY, ZONING DIVISION

That prior to recordation of the final map, the Department of Building and Safety, 
Zoning Division shall certify that no Building or Zoning Code violations exist on 
the subject site. In addition, the following items shall be satisfied:

Obtain permits for the demolition or removal of all existing structures on 
the site. Accessory structures and uses are not permitted to remain on lots 
without a main structure or use. Provide copies of the demolition permits 
and signed inspection cards to show completion of the demolition work.

8.

a.
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Show all street dedication as required by the Bureau of Engineering and 
provide net lot area after all dedication. "Area” requirements shall be re
checked as per net lot area after all dedication. Front yard requirement 
shall be required to comply with current code as measured from new 
property lines after dedication.

b.

Resubmit the map to provide and maintain a minimum 20-foot common 
access for frontage, driveway and egress/ingress purposes all the way to 
the public street. No projection is allowed in the 20-foot wide easement. 
Revise the map to show compliance with the above requirement or obtain 
approval from the Department of City Planning for a reduced width.

c.

i

Notes:
sfProvide and dimension the reciprocal private easement for pedestrian and 

driveway egress and ingress in the final map. Separate easement 
covenant shall be recorded with City Planning and provided to Plan Check 
prior to permit issuances for the reciprocal private easement for pedestrian 
and driveway egress and ingress, utilities, drainage, and back up space. r

This property is in the RD1.5 Zone within the Hillside Grading Area and 
may require to comply with the Hillside Ordinance (Section 12.21A.17 
LAMC)

This property is within the 1XL Height District and is restricted to a 30 ft. 
height limit.

The proposed buildings have not been checked for and shall comply with 
Building and Zoning Code requirements. With the exception of revised 
health or safety standards, the subdivider shall have a vested right to 
proceed with the proposed development in substantial compliance with the 
ordinances, policies, and standards in effect at the time the subdivision 
application was deemed complete.

The proposed buildings may not comply with City of Los Angeles Building 
Code requirements concerning exterior wall, protection of openings and 
exit requirements with respect to the proposed and existing property lines. 
Compliance shall be to the satisfaction of LADBS at the time of plan 
check.

Back up space for parking space with less than 26’-8” shall provide 
sufficient garage door opening width to comply with the current Zoning 
Code requirement. ;

‘1If the proposed development does not comply with the current Zoning 
Code, all zoning violations shall be indicated on the Map.

f
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An appointment is required for the issuance of a clearance letter from the 
Department of Building and Safety. The applicant is asked to contact 
Laura Duong at (213) 482-0434 to schedule an appointment.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

That prior to recordation of the final map, satisfactory arrangements shall be 
made with the Department of Transportation to assure:

9.

A minimum of 20-foot reservoir space be provided between any security 
gate(s) and the property line or to the satisfaction of the Department of 
Transportation.

a.

Parking stalls shall be designed so that a vehicle is not required to back 
into or out of any public street or sidewalk (not applicable when driveways 
serve not more than two dwelling units and where the driveway access is 
to a street other than a major or secondary highway) LAMC 12.21 A.

b.

That a fee in the amount of $197 be paid for the Department of 
Transportation as required per Ordinance No. 180,542 and LAMC Section 
19.15 prior to recordation of the final map. Note: the applicant may be 
required to comply with any other applicable fees per this new ordinance.

A parking area and driveway plan be submitted to the Citywide Planning 
Coordination Section of the Department of Transportation for approval 
prior to submittal of building permit plans for plan check by the Department 
of Building and safety. Transportation approvals are conducted at 201 N. 
Figueroa Street, Suite 400, Station 3. For an appointment, call (213) 482
7024.

FIRE DEPARTMENT

This project is located in the very high fire hazard severity zone and shall comply 
with requirements set forth in the City of Los Angeles Municipal Code 57.25.01.

10.

Mitigating measures should be considered. These measures shall include, 
but not be limited to, the following:

a.

• Boxed-in eaves.
• Single pane, double thickness (minimum 1/8” thickness) or 

insulated windows.
• Non-wood siding.
• Exposed wooden members shall be two inches nominal thickness.
• Noncombustible finishes.

Irrigated and managed greeribelts around the perimeter of all structures 
for a distance of 100 feet shall be considered as a buffer between the 
brush and the proposed project.

b.
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All landscaping shall use fire-resistant plants and materials. A list of such 
plants is available from the Fire Department.

c.

All homes shall have noncombustible roofs. (Non-wood)d.

The brush in the area adjacent to the proposed development shall be 
cleared or thinned periodically by the homeowner's Association under 
supervision to the Los Angeles City Fire Department in order to reduce the 
risk of brush fires spreading to the homes.

e.

All “Small Lot” Subdivisions are required to have automatic Fire Sprinklers 
installed as a part of any new or future construction.

f.

Access for Fire Department apparatus and personnel to and into all 
structures shall be required.

9-

No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 150 
feet from the edge of a roadway of an improved street, access road, or 
designated fire lane.

h.

Fire lane width shall not be less than 20 feet. When a fire lane must 
accommodate the operation of Fire Department aerial ladder apparatus or 
where fire hydrants are installed, those portions shall not be less than 28 
feet in width. If the vehicular access easement is less than 20 feet, obtain 
approval by the Advisory Agency.

Submit plot plans indicating access road and turning area for Fire 
Department approval.

J’

k. Where access for a given development requires accommodation of Fire 
Department apparatus, overhead clearance shall not be less than 14 feet.

On small lot subdivisions, any lots used for access purposes shall be 
recorded on the final map as a “Fire Lane”.

No proposed development utilizing cluster, group, or condominium design 
of one or two family dwellings shall be more than 150 feet from the edge 
of the roadway of an improved street, access road, or designated fire lane.

m.

No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 300 
feet from an approved fire hydrant. Distance shall be computed along path 
of travel.

n.

No framing shall be allowed until the roadway is installed to the 
satisfaction of the Fire Department.

o.

Any required fire hydrants to be installed shall be fully operational and 
accepted by the Fire Department prior to any building construction.

P-
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All parking restrictions for fire lanes shall be posted and/or painted prior to 
any Temporary Certificate of Occupancy being issued.

q-

Plans showing areas to be posted and/or painted, TIRE LANE NO 
PARKING” shall be submitted and approved by the Fire Department prior 
to building permit application sign-off.

r.

Electric Gates approved by the Fire Department shall be tested by the Fire 
Department prior to Building and Safety granting a Certificate of 
Occupancy.

s.

Site plans shall include all overhead utility lines adjacent to the site.t.

Any roof elevation changes in excess of 3 feet may require the installation 
of ships ladders.

u.

Where rescue window access is required, provide conditions and 
improvements necessary to meet accessibility standards as determined by 
the Los Angeles Fire Department.

v.

Notes:

The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact regarding 
these conditions must be with the Hydrant and Access Unit. This would 
include clarification, verification of condition compliance and plans or 
building permit applications, etc., and shall be accomplished BY 
APPOINTMENT ONLY, in order to assure that you receive service with a 
minimum amount of waiting please call (213) 482-6509. You should 
advise any consultant representing you of this requirement as well.

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT (LAUSD)

That prior to the issuance of any demolition or grading permit or any other permit 
allowing site preparation and/or construction activities on the site, satisfactory 
arrangements shall be made with the Los Angeles Unified School District. 
Implementing the measures for demolition and construction contained in the 
LAUSD letter dated June 2, 2014 attached to the tract file. The project site is 
located on the pedestrian and bus routes for students attending Ivanhoe 
Elementary School. Therefore, the applicant shall make timely contact for 
coordination to safeguard pedestrians/motorists with the LAUSD Transportation 
Branch (phone no. 213-580-2950), and the principals or designees of Ivarihoe 
Elementary School. (This condition may be cleared by a written communication 
from the LAUSD Transportation Branch attesting to the required coordination 
and/or the principals of the above referenced schools and to the satisfaction of 
the Advisory Agency).

11.

Note: LAUSD recommends conditions that have been added to Construction 
Mitigation Measures nos. CM-21 through CM-33.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AGENCY

12. That satisfactory arrangements be made in accordance with the requirements of 
the Information Technology Agency to assure that cable television facilities will 
be installed in the same manner as other required improvements. Refer to the 
LAMC Section 17.05-N. Written evidence of such arrangements must be 
submitted to the Information Technology Agency, 200 North Main Street, 12th 
Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90012, (213) 922-8363.

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS

That the Quimby fee be based on the RD1.5-1XL Zone.13.

URBAN FORESTRY DIVISION AND THE DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

14. Plant street trees and remove any existing trees within dedicated streets or 
proposed dedicated streets as required by the Urban Forestry Division of the 
Bureau of Street Services. All street plantings shall be brought up to current 
standards. When the City has previously been paid for tree plantings, the 
subdivider or contractor shall notify the Urban Forestry Division (213) 847-3077 
upon completion of construction to expedite tree planting.

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING-SITE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

15. Prior to the recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall prepare and execute 
a Covenant and Agreement (Planning Department General Form CP-6770) in a 
manner satisfactory to the Planning Department, binding the subdivider and all 
successors to the following:

Limit the proposed development to a maximum of five (5) small lots.a.

b. Provide a minimum of two (2) covered off-street parking spaces per 
dwelling unit.

That prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy, a minimum 6-foot-high 
slumpstone or decorative masonry wall shall be constructed adjacent to 
neighboring residences, if no such wall already exists, except in required 
front yard.

c.

d. That a solar access report shall be submitted to the satisfaction of the 
Advisory Agency prior to obtaining a grading permit.

That the subdivider considers the use of natural gas and/or solar energy 
and consults with the Department of Water and Power and Southern 
California Gas Company regarding feasible energy conservation 
measures.

e.

f
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Indemnification. Applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, 
its agents, officers, or employees from any claim, action, or proceeding against 
the City or its agents, officers, or employees relating to or attack, set aside, void 
or annul this approval which action is brought within the applicable limitation 
period. The City shall promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action, or 
proceeding and the City shall cooperate fully in the defense. If the City fails to 
promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding, or if the City fails 
to cooperate fully in the defense, the applicant shall not thereafter be responsible 
to defend, indemnify or hold harmless the City.

16.

Small Lot Subdivision - Note to City Engineer and Plan Check.17.

Pursuant to Ordinance No. 176,354 (Small Lot Subdivisions) and Section 17.03 
of the Los Angeles Municipal code as it applies to this subdivision and the 
proposed development on the site:

Setbacks. The project shall comply with the setbacks as indicated in the 
table below:

(1)

SETBACK MATRIX
Lot Front Side Side Rear

15.00’1 0.25' 5' 16.00’
0.25’ 0.25’2 8.65' 21.32’

3 0.25 8.04’ 5’ 15.89’
8.37’ 132.00’4 5’ 0.25’

5 12.37’ 122.58’ 0.25’ 5

(2) Trash. The project site shall contain one centralized trash area to serve all 
five lots.

(3) Driveway Width. The width of the driveway access easement shall be no 
less than 15.89 feet.

Lot Coverage. All structures on any one parcel shall occupy no more than 
80% of the lot area for that parcel.

(4)

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING-ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION MEASURES

18. That prior to recordation of the final mao, the subdivider shall prepare and 
execute a Covenant and Agreement (Planning Department General Form CP- 
6770) in a manner satisfactory to the Planning Department requiring the 
subdivider to identify mitigation monitors who shall provide periodic status reports 
on the implementation of mitigation items required by Mitigation Condition Nos. 
19 and 20 of the Tract’s approval satisfactory to the Advisory Agency. The 
mitigation monitors shall be identified as to their areas of responsibility, and 
phase of intervention (pre-construction, construction, post
construction/maintenance) to ensure continued implementation of the above 
mentioned mitigation items.
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Prior to the recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall prepare and execute 
a Covenant and Agreement (Planning Department General Form CP-6770) in a 
manner satisfactory to the Planning Department, binding the subdivider and all 
successors to the following:

19.

Prior to the issuance of any permit, a plot plan shall be prepared 
indicating the location, size, type and general condition of all trees on the 
site and within the adjacent public rights-of-way.

MM-1

MM-2 All significant (8-inch or greater trunk diameter, or cumulative trunk 
diameter if multi-trunked, as measured 54 inches above the ground) 
non-protected trees, located within the parkway of the adjacent public 
right(s)-of-way, may be counted toward replacement tree requirements.

MM-3 Removal or planting on any tree in the public right-of-way requires 
approval of the Board of Public Works. Contact Urban Forestry Division 
at 213-847-3077. All trees in the public right(s) of-way, shall be provided 
per the current standards of the Urban Forestry Division, the Department 
of Public Works, Bureau of Street Services.

MM-4 If any archaeological materials are encountered during the course of 
project development, all further development activity shall halt and the 
services of an archaeologist shall then be secured by contacting the 
South Central Coastal information Center (657-278-5395) located at 
California State University Fullerton, or a member of the Society of 
Professional Archaeologist (SOPA) or a SOPA-qualified archaeologist, 
who shall assess the discovered material(s) and prepare a survey, study 
or report evaluating the impact.

MM-5 The archaeologist’s survey, study or report shall contain a 
recommendation(s), if necessary, for the preservation, conservation, or 
relocation of the resource, 
recommendations of the evaluating archaeologist, as contained in the 
survey, study or report. Project development activities may resume once 
copies of the archaeological survey, study or report are submitted to 
SCCIC Department of Anthropology, McCarthy Hall 477, CSU Fullerton, 
800 North State College Boulevard, Fullerton, CA 92834.

The applicant shall comply with the

MM-6 Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit a 
letter to the case file indicating what if any, archaeological reports have 
been submitted, or a statement indicating that no material was 
discovered. A covenant and agreement binding the applicant to this 
condition shall be recorded prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM-7 In the event that human remains are discovered during excavation 
activities, the following procedure shall be observed:

Stop immediately and contact the County Coroner: 1104 N. 
Mission Road, Los Angeles, CA 90033, 323-343-0512. (8 a.m. to

a.
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5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or 323-343-0714 (after hours, 
Saturday, Sunday and Holidays).

b. The coroner has two working days to examine remains after being 
notified by the responsible person. If the remains are Native 
American, the Coroner has 24 hours to notify the Native American 
Heritage Commission.

The Native American Heritage Commission will immediately notify 
the person it believes to be the most likely descendent of the 
deceased Native American.

c.

d. The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make 
recommendations to the owner, or representative, for the 
treatment or disposition , with proper dignity of the human 
remains and grave goods.

If the descendant does not make recommendations, within 48 
hours the owner shall reinter the remains in an area of the 
property secure from further disturbance.

e.

f. If the owner does not accept the descendant’s recommendations, 
the owner or the descendent may request mediation by the Native 
American Heritage Commission.

20. Construction Mitigation Conditions - Prior to the issuance of a grading or 
building permit, or the recordation of the final mao, the subdivider shall prepare 
and execute a Covenant and Agreement (Planning Department General Form 
CP-6770) in a manner satisfactory to the Planning Department, binding the 
subdivider and all successors to the following:

CM-1 That a sign be required on site clearly stating a contact/complaint 
telephone number that provides contact to a live voice, not a recording 
or voice mail, during all hours of construction, the construction site 
address, and the tract map number. YOU ARE REQUIRED TO POST 
THE SIGN 7 DAYS BEFORE CONSTRUCTION IS TO BEGIN.

Locate the sign in a conspicuous place on the subject site or 
structure (if developed) so that the public can easily read it. The 
sign must be sturdily attached to a wooden post if it will be 
freestanding.

a.

b. Regardless of who posts the site, it is always the responsibility of 
the applicant to assure that the notice is firmly attached, legible, 
and remains in that condition throughout the entire construction 
period.
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If the case involves more than one street frontage, post a sign on 
each street frontage involved. If a site exceeds five (5) acres in 
size, a separate notice of posting will be required for each five (5) 
acres or portion thereof. Each sign must be posted in a 
prominent location.

c.

All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted at least 
twice daily during excavation and construction, and temporary dust 
covers shall be used to reduce dust emissions and meet SCAQMD 
District Rule 403. Wetting could reduce fugitive dust by as much as 50 
percent.

CM-2

CM-3 The owner or contractor shall keep the construction area sufficiently 
dampened to control dust caused by construction and hauling, and at all 
times provide reasonable control of dust caused by wind.

CM-4 All loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other appropriate 
means to prevent spillage and dust.

CM-5 All materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently watered or 
securely covered to prevent excessive amount of dust.

CM-6 All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be discontinued 
during periods of high winds (i.e., greater than 15 mph), so as to prevent 
excessive amounts of dust.

General contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment 
so as to minimize exhaust emissions.

CM-7

CM-8 The project shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance 
No. 144,331 and 161,574, and any subsequent ordinances, which 
prohibit the emission or creation of noise beyond certain levels at 
adjacent uses unless technically infeasible.

CM-9 Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 7:00 am to 
6:00 pm Monday through Friday, and 8:00 am to 6:00 pm on Saturday.

CM-10 Construction and demolition activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid 
operating several pieces of equipment simultaneously, which causes 
high noise levels.

CM-11 The project contractor shall use power construction equipment with 
state-of-the-art noise shielding and muffling devices.

CM-12 The project sponsor shall comply with the Noise Insulation Standards of 
Title 24 of the California Code Regulations, which insure an acceptable 
interior noise environment.
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CM-13 Excavation and grading activities shall be scheduled during dry weather 
periods. If grading occurs during the rainy season (October 15 through 
April 1), construct diversion dikes to channel runoff around the site. Line 
channels with grass or roughened pavement to reduce runoff velocity.

CM-14 Stockpiles and excavated soil shall be covered with secured tarps or 
plastic sheeting.

CM-15 All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use appropriately labeled 
recycling bins to recycle construction materials including: solvents, 
water-based paints, vehicle fluids, broken asphalt and concrete, wood, 
and vegetation. Non-recyclable materials/wastes must be taken to an 
appropriate landfill. Toxic wastes must be discarded at a licensed 
regulated disposal site.

CM-16 Clean up leaks, drips and spills immediately to prevent contaminated soil 
on paved surfaces that can be washed away into the storm drains.

CM-17 Do not hose down pavement at material spills. Use dry cleanup methods 
whenever possible.

CM-18 Cover and maintain dumpsters. Place uncovered dumpsters under a roof 
or cover with tarps or plastic sheeting.

CM-19 Use gravel approaches where truck traffic is frequent to reduce soil 
compaction and limit the tracking of sediment into streets.

CM-20 Conduct all vehicle/equipment maintenance, repair, and washing away 
from storm drains. All major repairs are to be conducted off-site. Use drip 
pans or drop clothes to catch drips and spills.

CM-21 The developer and contractors shall maintain ongoing contact with 
administrator of Ivanhoe Elementary School. The administrative offices 
shall be contacted when demolition, grading and construction activity 
begin on the project site so that students and their parents will know 
when such activities are to occur. The developer shall obtain school walk 
and bus routes to the schools and from either the administrators or from 
the LAUSD’s Transportation Branch (323) 342-1400 and guarantee that 
safe and convenient pedestrian and bus routes to the school be 
maintained.

CM-22 The developer shall install appropriate traffic signs around the site to 
ensure pedestrian and vehicle safety.

CM-23 There shall be no staging or parking of construction vehicles, including 
vehicles to transport workers on any of the streets adjacent to the 
school.
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CM-24 Due to noise impacts on the schools, no construction vehicles or haul 
trucks shall be staged or idled on these street during school hours.

CM-25 LAUSD Transportation Branch at (213) 580-2950 must be contacted 
regarding the potential impact upon existing school bus routes:

School buses shall have unrestricted access to schools.

During the construction phase, truck traffic and construction 
vehicles may not cause traffic delays for transported students.

During and after construction changed traffic patterns, lane 
adjustment, traffic light patterns, and altered bus stops may not 
affect school buses’ on-time performance and passenger safety.

Because of provisions in the California Vehicle Code, other trucks 
and construction vehicles that encounter school buses, using red- 
flashing-lights must-stop-indicators will have to stop.

The Project Manager or designee will have to notify the LAUSD 
Transportation Branch of the expected start and ending dates for 
various portions of the project that may affect traffic within nearby 
school areas.

CM-26 Contractors must maintain ongoing communication with LAUSD school 
administrators, providing sufficient notice to forewarn children and 
parents when existing pedestrian and vehicle routes to school may be 
impacted.

CM-27 Haul routes will not pass by any school, except when school is not in 
session.

CM-28 Funding for crossing guards (at contractor’s expense) is required when 
safety of children may be compromised by construction-related activities 
at impacted school crossings.

CM-29 Barriers and/or fencing must be installed to secure construction 
equipment and to minimize trespassing, vandalism, short-cut attractions, 
and attractive nuisances.

CM-30 Contractors are required to provide security patrols (at their expense) to 
minimize trespassing, vandalism, and short-cut attractions.

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING-STANDARD SINGLE-FAMILY CONDITIONS

SF-1. That approval of this tract constitutes approval of model home uses, including a 
sales office and off-street parking. If models are constructed under this tract 
approval, the following conditions shall apply:
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Prior to recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall submit a plot plan 
for approval by the Division of Land Section of the Department of City 
Planning showing the location of the model dwellings, sales office and off- 
street parking. The sales office must be within one of the model buildings.

(i)

All other conditions applying to Model Dwellings under Section 12.22-A,10 
and 11 and Section 17.05-0 of the LAMC shall be fully complied with 
satisfactory to the Department of Building and Safety.

(ii)

SF-2. Prior to obtaining any grading or building permits before the recordation of the 
final map, a landscape plan shall prepared by a licensed landscape architect, be 
submitted to and approved by the Advisory Agency in accordance with CP-6730. 
The landscape plan shall identify tree replacement on a 1:1 basis by a minimum 
of 24-inch box trees for the unavoidable loss of desirable trees on the site.

In the event the subdivider decides not to request a permit before the recordation 
of the final map, a covenant and agreement satisfactory to the Advisory Agency 
guaranteeing the submission of such plan before obtaining any permit shall be 
recorded.

SF-3. INDEMNIFICATION AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION COSTS.

Applicant shall do all of the following:

Defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City from any and all actions 
against the City relating to or arising out of the City’s processing and 
approval of this entitlement, including but not limited to, an action to 
attack, challenge, set aside, void, or otherwise modify or annul the 
approval of the entitlement, the environmental review of the entitlement, or 
the approval of subsequent permit decisions, or to claim personal property 
damage, including from inverse condemnation or any other constitutional 
claim.

(0

Reimburse the City for any and all costs incurred in defense of an action 
related to or arising out of the City’s processing and approval of the 
entitlement, including but not limited to payment of all court costs and 
attorney’s fees, costs of any judgments or awards against the City 
(including an award of attorney’s fees), damages, and/or settlement costs.

Submit an initial deposit for the City’s litigation costs to the City within 10 
days' notice of the City tendering defense to the Applicant and requesting 
a deposit. The initial deposit shall be in an amount set by the City 
Attorney’s Office, in its sole discretion, based on the nature and scope of 
action, but in no event shall the initial deposit be less than $25,000. The 
City’s failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve the Applicant 
from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in 
paragraph (ii).

(ii)

(iii)
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Submit supplemental deposits upon notice by the City. Supplemental 
deposits may be required in an increased amount from the initial deposit if 
found necessary by the City to protect the City's interests. The City’s 
failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve the Applicant from 
responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in 
paragraph (ii).

(iv)

If the City determines it necessary to protect the City’s interest, execute an 
indemnity and reimbursement agreement with the City under terms 
consistent with the requirements of this condition.

(v)

The City shall notify the applicant within a reasonable period of time of its receipt 
of any action and the City shall cooperate in the defense. If the City fails to notify 
the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding in a reasonable time, or if the 
City fails to reasonably cooperate in the defense, the applicant shall not 
thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify or hold harmless the City.

The City shall have the sole right to choose its counsel, including the City 
Attorney’s office or outside counsel. At its sole discretion, the City may participate 
at its own expense in the defense of any action, but such participation shall not 
relieve the applicant of any obligation imposed by this condition. In the event the 
Applicant fails to comply with this condition, in whole or in part, the City may 
withdraw its defense of the action, void its approval of the entitlement, or take 
any other action. The City retains the right to make all decisions with respect to 
its representations in any legal proceeding, including its inherent right to abandon 
or settle litigation.

For purposes of this condition, the following definitions apply:

“City" shall be defined to include the City, its agents, officers, boards, 
commissions, committees, employees, and volunteers.

"Action" shall be defined to include suits, proceedings (including those 
held under alternative dispute resolution procedures), claims, or lawsuits. 
Actions includes actions, as defined herein, alleging failure to comply with 
any federal, state or local law.

Nothing in the definitions included in this paragraph are intended to limit the 
rights of the City or the obligations of the Applicant otherwise created by this 
condition.

BUREAU OF ENGINEERING - STANDARD CONDITIONS

That the sewerage facilities charge be deposited prior to recordation of the 
final map over all of the tract in conformance with Section 64.11.2 of the 
LAMC.

S-1. (a)

(b) That survey boundary monuments be established in the field in a manner 
satisfactory to the City Engineer and located within the California
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Coordinate System prior to recordation of the final map. Any alternative 
measure approved by the City Engineer would require prior submission of 
complete field notes in support of the boundary survey.

That satisfactory arrangements be made with both the Water System and 
the Power System of the Department of Water and Power with respect to 
water mains, fire hydrants, service connections and public utility 
easements.

(c)

That any necessary sewer, street, drainage and street lighting easements 
be dedicated. In the event it is necessary to obtain off-site easements by 
separate instruments, records of the Bureau of Right-of-Way and Land 
shall verify that such easements have been obtained. The above 
requirements do not apply to easements of off-site sewers to be provided 
by the City.

(d)

That drainage matters be taken care of satisfactory to the City Engineer.(e)

That satisfactory street, sewer and drainage plans and profiles as 
required, together with a lot grading plan of the tract and any necessary 
topography of adjoining areas be submitted to the City Engineer.

(0

That any required slope easements be dedicated by the final map.(9)

That each lot in the tract comply with the width and area requirements of 
the Zoning Ordinance.

(h)

That 1-foot future streets and/or alleys be shown along the outside of 
incomplete public dedications and across the termini of all dedications 
abutting un-subdivided property. The 1-foot dedications on the map shall 
include a restriction against their use of access purposes until such time 
as they are accepted for public use.

(*)

That any 1-foot future street and/or alley adjoining the tract be dedicated 
for public use by the tract, or that a suitable resolution of acceptance be 
transmitted to the City Council with the final map.

G)

That no public street grade exceeds 15%.(k)

That any necessary additional street dedications be provided to comply 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990.

(I)

S-2. That the following provisions be accomplished in conformity with the 
improvements constructed herein:

Survey monuments shall be placed and permanently referenced to the 
satisfaction of the City Engineer. A set of approved field notes shall be 
furnished, or such work shall be suitably guaranteed, except where the

(a)
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setting of boundary monuments requires that other procedures be 
followed.

Make satisfactory arrangements with the Department of Transportation 
with respect to street name, warning, regulatory and guide signs.

(b)

All grading done on private property outside the tract boundaries in 
connection with public improvements shall be performed within dedicated 
slope easements or by grants of satisfactory rights of entry by the affected 
property owners.

(c)

All improvements within public streets, private streets, alleys and 
easements shall be constructed under permit in conformity with plans and 
specifications approved by the Bureau of Engineering.

(d)

(e) Any required bonded sewer fees shall be paid prior to recordation of the 
final map.

S-3. That the following improvements be either constructed prior to recordation of the 
final map or that the construction be suitably guaranteed:

Construct on-site sewers to serve the tract as determined by the City 
Engineer.

(a)

(b) Construct any necessary drainage facilities.

(c) Install street lighting facilities to serve the tract as required by the Bureau 
of Street Lighting.

(d) Plant street trees and remove any existing trees within dedicated streets 
or proposed dedicated streets as required by the Street Tree Division of 
the Bureau of Street Maintenance. All street tree planting’s shall be 
brought up to current standards. When the City has previously been paid 
for tree planting, the subdivider or contractor shall notify the Street Tree 
Division (213-485-5675) upon completion of construction to expedite tree 
planting.

(e) Repair or replace any off-grade or broken curb, gutter and sidewalk 
satisfactory to the City Engineer.

Construct access ramps for the handicapped as required by the City 
Engineer.

(f)

(9) Close any unused driveways satisfactory to the City Engineer.

Construct any necessary additional street improvements to comply with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990.

(h)
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That the following improvements be either constructed prior to recordation 
of the final map or that the construction be suitably guaranteed:

(0

Improve Waverly Drive adjoining the subdivision by the construction 
of the following

a.

(D A concrete curb, a concrete gutter, and a 4-foot concrete 
sidewalk.

(2) Suitable surfacing to join the existing pavements and to 
complete an 18-foot half roadway.

(3) Any necessary removal and reconstruction of existing 
improvements.

(4) The necessary transition to join the existing improvements.

Construct the necessary on-site mainline sewers satisfactory to the 
City Engineer.

b.

Notes:

Any questions regarding this report should be directed to Mr. Georgic Avanesian of the 
Land Development Section, located at 201 North Figueroa Street, Suite 200, or by 
calling (213) 202-3484.

Notes:

The Advisory Agency approval is the maximum number of units permitted under the 
tract action. However the existing or proposed zoning may not permit this number of 
units.

Approval from Board of Public Works may be necessary before removal of any street 
trees in conjunction with the improvements in this tract map through Bureau of Street 
Services Urban Forestry Division.

Satisfactory arrangements shall be made with the Los Angeles Department of Water 
and Power, Power System, to pay for removal, relocation, replacement or adjustment of 
power facilities due to this development. The subdivider must make arrangements for 
the underground installation of all new utility lines in conformance with Section 17.05-N 
of the LAMC.

The final map must record within 36 months of this approval, unless a time extension is 
granted before the end of such period.

The Advisory Agency hereby finds that this tract conforms to the California Water Code 
as required by the Subdivision Map Act.
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The subdivider should consult the Department of Water and Power to obtain energy 
saving design features, which can be incorporated into the final building plans for the 
subject development. As part of the Total Energy Management Program of the 
Department of Water and Power, this no-cost consultation service will be provided to 
the subdivider upon his request.

FINDINGS OF FACT (CEQA)

The Department of City Planning issued Mitigated Negative Declaration No. ENV-2013- 
1998-MND-REC1 on April 23, 2015. The Planning Department found that potential 
negative impact could occur from the project’s implementation due to:

Air Quality (construction, operational); 
Biological Resources (tree removal);
Cultural Resources (historic, archaeological); 
Geology and Soils (construction, seismic); 
Hazards and Hazardous Materials (asbestos); 
Hydrology and Water Quality (storm water); 
Land Use and Planning (zoning);
Noise (construction, operational);
Public Services (fire, schools); and,
Utilities (solid waste).

The Deputy Advisory Agency, certifies that Mitigated Negative Declaration No. ENV- 
2013-1998-MND-REC1 reflects the independent judgment of the lead agency and 
determined that this project would not have a significant effect upon the environment 
provided the potential impacts identified above are mitigated to a less than significant 
level through implementation of Condition Nos. 19 and 20 of the Tract's approval. 
Other identified potential impacts not mitigated by these conditions are mandatorily 
subject to existing City ordinances, (Sewer Ordinance, Grading Ordinance, Flood Plain 
Management Specific Plan, Xeriscape Ordinance, etc.) which are specifically intended 
to mitigate such potential impacts on all projects.

The Initial Study prepared for the project identifies no potential adverse impacts on fish 
or wildlife resources as far as earth, air, water, plant life, animal life, and risk of upset 
are concerned. However, measures are required as part of this approval, which will 
mitigate the above, mentioned impacts to a less than significant level. Furthermore, the 
project site, as well as the surrounding area are presently developed with residential 
structures and do not provide a natural habitat for either fish or wildlife.

In accordance with Section 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code (AB 3180), the 
Deputy Advisory Agency has assured that the above identified mitigation measures will 
be implemented by requiring reporting and monitoring as specified in Condition Nos. 
19 and 20.

The subject site is improved with a single-family dwelling (referenced as the “Tirado 
House”) for which a request was submitted to designate the property as a Historic- 
Cultural Monument. On February 6, 2014, the Cultural Heritage Commission (CHC)
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voted unanimously to support the Office of Historic Resources (OHR) staff 
recommendation that the subject property met none of the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance’s criteria for designation. The CHC did not declare the subject property as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 
22, Article 1, Section 22.171.1. Among the findings presented to the CHC were that the 
subject building does not embody the distinguishing characteristics of the Ranch style; it 
also found that while Gilbert Leong is unquestionably a notable architect, particularly for 
his role in designing New Chinatown, he does not rise to the level of a “master architect” 
whose “individual genius influenced his age,” as would be required for designation 
under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance based on association with an architect.

Furthermore, the Advisory Agency hereby finds that modification(s) to and/or 
correction(s) of specific mitigation measures have been required in order to assure 
appropriate and adequate mitigation of potential environmental impacts of the proposed 
use of this subdivision.

The custodian of the documents or other material which constitute the record of 
proceedings upon which the Advisory Agency’s decision is based are located with the 
City of Los Angeles, Planning Department, 200 North Spring Street, Room 750, Los 
Angeles, California 90012.

FINDINGS OF FACT (SUBDIVISION MAP ACT)

In connection with the approval of Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 72367-SL the 
Advisory Agency of the City of Los Angeles, pursuant to Sections 66473.1, 66474.60, 
.61 and .63 of the State of California Government Code (the Subdivision Map Act), 
makes the prescribed findings as follows:

THE PROPOSED MAP HAS NOT BEEN DETERMINED TO BE CONSISTENT 
WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PLANS.

(a)

The adopted Hollywood Community Plan designates the subject property for Low 
Medium II Residential land use with the corresponding zone(s) of RD2 and 
RD1.5. The property contains 16, 182 gross square feet and is presently zoned 
RD1.5-1 XL. The proposed vesting tentative tract is consistent with the Hollywood 
Community Plan. The subject property is not located in a specific plan. As 
conditioned, the project is in conformance with applicable general and specific 
plans.

THE DESIGN AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION ARE 
CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PLANS.

(b)

The adopted Hollywood Community Plan designates the subject property for Low 
Medium II Residential land use with the corresponding zone(s) of RD2 and 
RD1.5. The property contains 16, 182 gross square feet and is presently zoned 
RD1.5-1XL.
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The proposed project is to create five lots for the construction of five single-family 
dwellings under the Small Lot Ordinance. Lot sizes will range from 1,884 square 
feet to 5,093 square feet, thereby meeting the minimum lot size requirement of 
600 square feet per the Small Lot Ordinance. All five (5) lots exceed the 
minimum lot width of 16 feet. The project will maintain a 15-foot front yard 
setback along Waverly Drive, consistent with the requirements of the RD1.5 
zone. As required by the Small Lot Ordinance, the subdivision will maintain, at a 
minimum, a 5-foot setback from adjoining properties. As required by the 
Ordinance, the proposed project is consistent with the density requirements of 
the RD1.5 zone.

The Bureau of Engineering has reviewed the proposed subdivision and found the 
subdivision layout generally satisfactory. As required by the Bureau of 
Engineering, the subdivider shall make improvements on Waverly Drive in order 
to meet current street standards, and also construct mainline and house 
connection sewers within suitable easements. Subdivision committee agencies 
provided input which is reflected in the various sections of this letter of decision.

Therefore, as conditioned, the design and improvement of the proposed vesting 
tentative tract is consistent with the intent and purpose of the applicable General 
Plan and specific plans.

(c) THE SITE IS PHYSICALLY SUITABLE FOR THE PROPOSED TYPE OF 
DEVELOPMENT.

The project site contains 16,182 gross square feet, rectangular in shape, and has 
a uniform depth of 295 feet. It slopes upward to the north and is improved with a 
one-story single family dwelling that would be demolished. The site is one of the 
under improved properties in the vicinity. The development of this tract is an infill 
of an otherwise mix density neighborhood. Access to the site would be from 
Waverly Drive.

Although the property slopes upward to the north from Waverly Drive, the 
property is not located in a slope stability study area, high erosion hazard area or 
fault-rupture study zone. However, the site is located in an established landslide 
area. The project site is suitable for the propose development contingent on the 
recommendations of the Building and Safety Grading Division.

(d) THE SITE IS PHYSICALLY SUITABLE FOR THE PROPOSED DENSITY OF 
DEVELOPMENT.

Adjoining property to the north is improved with a service station in the CM-1VL 
Zone. Adjoining property to west is improved with a 54-unit condominium 
building in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. Adjoining property to the east is improved with 
a single family dwelling in the RD.1.5-1XL Zone. Properties to the south across 
Waverly Drive are improved primarily with single-family dwellings in the RD1.5-1 
Zone. In addition, on the south side of Waverly Drive other properties are 
improved with apartment units and condominiums in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. The 
proposed development of five single family dwellings is below the maximum
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density permitted in the RD1.5 zone which would permit a total of 10 units on the 
property.

THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 
ARE NOT LIKELY TO CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE OR 
SUBSTANTIALLY AND AVOIDABLY INJURE FISH OR WILDLIFE OR THEIR 
HABITAT.

(e)

The Deputy Advisory Agency certified that Mitigation Negative Declaration No. 
ENV-2013-1998-MND-REC1 reflects the independent judgment of the lead 
agency and determined that this project would not have a significant effect upon 
the environment provided that the potential impacts identified above are 
mitigated to a less than significant level through implementation of conditions 
nos. 17 and 18 of the tract’s approval. Other identified potential impacts not 
mitigated by these conditions are mandatorily subject to existing City ordinances 
(Sewer Ordinance, Grading Ordinance, Flood Plain Management Specific Plan, 
Xeriscape Ordinance, etc.) which are specifically intended to mitigate such 
potential impacts on all projects.

THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 
ARE NOT LIKELY TO CAUSE SERIOUS PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLEMS.

(f)

There are no apparent health problems that might be caused by the design or 
construction of the proposed single family units. This development is required to 
be connected to the City’s sewer system where the sewage will be directed to the 
Los Angeles Hyperion Treatment Plant, which has been upgraded to meet 
statewide ocean discharge standards. The Bureau of Engineering has reported 
that the proposed subdivision does not violate the existing California Water Code 
because the subdivision will be connected to the public sewer system under 
Waverly Drive and will have only a minor incremental impact on the quality of the 
effluent from the Hyperion Treatment Plant.

THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 
WILL NOT CONFLICT WITH EASEMENTS ACQUIRED BY THE PUBLIC AT 
LARGE FOR ACCESS THROUGH OR USE OF PROPERTY WITHIN THE 
PROPOSED SUBDIVISION.

(g)

The subdivision includes easements for sewer access and pipe lines. 
Furthermore, needed public access for roads and utilities will be acquired by the 
City prior to recordation of the proposed tract. The Bureau of Engineering has 
included conditions of approval which requires that the applicant record a 
covenant and agreement to maintain all elements of those areas being merged 
with the public right-of-way, that the construction be guaranteed, and waivers of 
any damages that may occur as a result of such improvements.

THE DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION WILL PROVIDE, TO THE 
EXTENT FEASIBLE, FOR FUTURE PASSIVE OR NATURAL HEATING OR 
COOLING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE SUBDIVISION. (REF. SECTION 66473.1).

(h)
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In assessing the feasibility of passive or natural heating or cooling opportunities 
in the proposed subdivision design, the applicant has prepared and submitted 
materials which consider the local climate, contours, configuration of the 
parcel(s) to be subdivided and other design and improvement requirements.

Providing for passive or natural heating or cooling opportunities will not result in 
reducing allowable densities or the percentage of a lot which may be occupied by 
a building or structure under applicable planning and zoning in effect at the time 
the tentative map was filed.

The lot layout of the subdivision has taken into consideration the maximizing of 
the north/south orientation.

The topography of the site has been considered in the maximization of passive or 
natural heating and cooling opportunities.

In addition, prior to obtaining a building permit, the subdivider shall consider 
building construction techniques, such as overhanging eaves, location of 
windows, insulation, exhaust fans, planting of trees for shade purposes and the 
height of the buildings on the site in relation to adjacent development.

These findings shall apply to both the tentative and final maps for Vesting Tentative 
Tract Map No. 72367-SL.

Michael J. LoGrande 
Advisory Agency

JOSE CARLOS ROMERO-NAVARRO 
Deputy Advisory Agency

MJL:JRN:AB:th

Note: If you wish to file an appeal, it must be filed within 10 calendar days from the 
decision date as noted in this letter. For an appeal to be valid to the West Los 
Angeles Area Planning Commission, it must be accepted as complete by the City 
Planning Department and appeal fees paid, prior to expiration of the above 10- 
dav time limit. Such appeal must be submitted on Master Appeal Form No. CP- 
7769 at the Department’s Public Offices, located at:

Figueroa Plaza 
201 N. Figueroa St., 4th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 482-7077

Marvin Braude San Fernando 
Valley Constituent Service Center 

6262 Van Nuys Blvd., Room 251 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 374-5050

Forms are also available on-line at http://cltvDlannina.lacitv.ora/

http://cltvDlannina.lacitv.ora/
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If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code 
of Civil Procedure Section 1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to 
that section must be filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which 
the City's decision became final pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure 
Section 1094.6. There may be other time limits which also affect your ability to 
seek judicial review.

If you have any questions, please call Subdivision staff at (213) 978-1328.

SEP 1 7 2015

By
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The Silverstein Law Firm 215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, California 91101-1504

A Professional Corporation PHONE: (626) 449-4200 Fax: (626) 4494205

Robert@RobertSilversteinLaw.com
www.RobertSilversteinLaw.com

July 17,2015

VIA PERSONAL DELIVERY (WITH 
EXHIBITS) AND EMAIL (LETTER) 
(Jose.Romero-Navarro@lacity.org)

VIA PERSONAL DELIVERY (WITH 
EXHIBITS) AND EMAIL (LETTER) 
(amanda.briones@lacity.org)

Amanda Briones
City Planning Associate
City of Los Angeles
200 N. Spring Street, Room 721
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Jose Carlos Romero-Navarro 
Associate Zoning Administrator 
City of Los Angeles 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 721 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Objections to Proposed Small Lot Subdivision Located at 2925 Waverly 
Drive; VTT-72367-SL, ENV-2013-1998-MND. ZA-2013-2288

Re:

Dear Mr. Romero-Navarro and Ms. Briones:

I. INTRODUCTION.

This office represents Douglas Tomquist, owner of a single-family residence on 
Waverly Drive, directly adjacent to the proposed Project at 2925 Waverly Drive. Mr. 
Tomquist and his neighbors will be adversely impacted by the proposed project, a 5-lot 
small lot subdivision (“SLS”). These objections are submitted in advance of the July 23, 
2015 hearing scheduled for this case.

As a preliminary matter, please ensure that notices of all hearings, actions and 
decisions related to the Project are timely provided to this office. All objections, 
including those regarding proper notice and due process, are expressly reserved.

THERE IS A FAIR ARGUMENT OF POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANTII.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS, MAKING USE OF A MITIGATED 
NEGATIVE DECLARATION INAPPROPRIATE.

Legal Standard.A.

A strong presumption in favor of requiring preparation of an Environmental 
Impact Report (“EIR”) is built into the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”).

mailto:Robert@RobertSilversteinLaw.com
http://www.RobertSilversteinLaw.com
mailto:Jose.Romero-Navarro@lacity.org
mailto:amanda.briones@lacity.org
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This presumption is reflected in what is known as the “fair argument” standard, under 
which an agency must prepare an EIR whenever substantial evidence in the record 
supports a fair argument that a project may have a significant effect on the environment. 
Laurel Heights Improvement Ass’n v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. (1993) 6 Cal.4th 
1112, 1123; Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency 
(2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 111-112.

An EIR must be prepared where there is substantial evidence that significant 
effects “may” occur. League for Protection of Oakland’s Architectural and Historic 
Resources v. City of Oakland (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 86, 904-905. A project “may” have 
a significant effect on the environment if there is a “reasonable probability” that it will 
result in a significant impact. No Oil, Inc, v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68,
83 n. 16. If any aspect of the project may result in a significant impact on the 
environment, an EIR must be prepared even if the overall effect of the project is 
beneficial. CEQA Guidelines § 15063(b)(1).

Substantial evidence “includes fact, a reasonable assumption predicated upon fact, 
or expert opinion supported by fact.” Pub. Res. Code § 21080(e)(1). It also includes 
“reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can be made to support 
a conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be reached .. . .” (Emphasis 
added.) CEQA Guidelines § 15384(a).

The fair argument test is a “low threshold” test for requiring the preparation of an 
EIR. No Oil, supra, 13 Cal.3d at 84. Evidence supporting a fair argument of a significant 
environmental impact triggers preparation of an EIR regardless of whether the record 
contains contrary evidence. League for Protection, supra, 52 Cal.App.4th at 904-905. 
This standard reflects a preference for requiring an EIR to be prepared, and a preference 
for resolving doubts in favor of environmental review. Mejia v. City of Los Angeles 
(2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 322, 332.

A Fair Argument Exists of Potentially Significant Land Use andB.
Planning Impacts.

In determining whether there are potentially significant land use and planning 
impacts, a description of the neighborhood in which the proposed Project is located is 
necessary because that it the context in which the determination is made.
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The north side of Waverly Drive between Auburn and Herkimer - where the 
Project site sits - is primarily one- and two-story single family homes set back upslope 
from the street. The exceptions are a three-story condominium (Waverly Terrace) at 
2929 Waverly and a one-story dwelling unit at 2901 Waverly set back only a few feet 
from the street. Those essentially are the bookends of the north side of the block. Even 
though the condominium building adjacent to the Project site is three stories, the Project 
site is at a higher elevation than either the condominium building or the residential 
property to the east. The single-family homes on the south side of the block are also one 
and two-story, set back downslope from the street.

Waverly Drive between Auburn and Herkimer is narrow and substandard. There 
are no sidewalks, nor are there curbs. On-street parking is not prohibited on the north 
side of Waverly, although the narrowness of the street combined with walls and slopes 
which make exiting the passenger side difficult, makes doing so dangerous. Off-street 
parking for the homes on the south side of Waverly in the vicinity of the Project site is 
head-in spaces on dirt or gravel directly adjacent to the street. (Exh. 1.) As the 
photographs also show, the vegetation is mature. (Id.)

1. Hollywood Community Plan.

There is a potential significant environmental impact if the Project conflicts with 
any applicable land use plan, policy or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the 
Project adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect. Here, 
the Project is inconsistent with a number of relevant residential policies in the Hollywood 
Community Plan (“HCP”), the component of the Land Use Element of the General Plan 
that governs land use on and around the Project site. (Exh. 2.) Specifically, the Project 
is inconsistent with objectives that include the following:

To encourage the preservation and enhancement of the varied and distinctive 
residential character of the Community...

[To] minimize grading [in hillside residential areas] so as to retain the natural 
terrain and ecological balance.

[To] provide a standard of land use intensity and population density [in hillside 
residential areas] which will be compatible with street capacity, public service 
facilities and utilities, and topography and in coordination with development in the 
remainder of the City.
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The section of Waverly Drive in question is a dense, mature, hillside 
neighborhood with a narrow, substandard street. The Project is clearly out of scale and 
out of character with the neighborhood. While we were unable to find elevation 
comparisons in the Project file, the proposed homes appear higher than all surrounding 
buildings. While the illustrations show a 30’ height for each home, because of the slope, 
some of the homes appear to be closer to 40’ above street level. The slope also means 
that the buildings will appear even taller relative to the single family homes to the east 
and south. Additional dwelling units on this stretch of Waverly are also problematic in 
terms of traffic, circulation, parking and pedestrian safety because of the substandard 
nature of the street and somewhat unique on- and off-street parking arrangements.

The proposed Project is also inconsistent with development standards in the 
Community Plan, in particular:

• The intensity of residential land use in this plan ... shall be limited in accordance 
with the following criteria:

1. The adequacy of the existing and assured circulation and public 
transportation systems within the area.

2. The steepness of the topography of the various parts of the area and the 
suitability of the geography of the area for development

The substandard nature of Waverly, along with the unusual on- and off-street 
parking arrangements, and the topography of the site make this Project on this site 
inconsistent with these standards.

Small Lot Subdivision Guidelines.2.

According to the introduction in the Small Lot Subdivision Guidelines, “[t]he 
handbook provides recommendations for addressing the complexities of small lot 
development to be within conformance of the General Plan.” (Exh. 3.)

Introducing the Proposed Project into this neighborhood, as described above, is 
inconsistent with a substantial number of the Guidelines, including:

• The project is not context sensitive. (Id. [seep. 1].)

• The design is not compatible with the existing neighborhood. (Id [see p. 6].)
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The applicant has not considered the design elements of the 5 homes and how they 
will enhance the overall neighborhood character. (Id [see p. 8].)

The characteristics of the Project do not relate to the surrounding built form, 
respecting the overall neighborhood character and existing topography. (Id [see
p. 9].)

The Project is not compatible with the existing neighborhood. (Id. [see p. 9].)

The Project is not appropriately designed to and scaled to transition from the 
single-family properties surrounding it. (Id [see p. 24].)

It is not clear if the roof top decks are being removed, but if they are not, then the 
Project is also inconsistent with Guidelines addressing neighboring privacy concerns 
through the location of balconies. (Id.)

While the Guidelines are not mandatory, the discretionary nature is beside the 
point here. Conformity with the Guidelines is an indicator of conformity with the 
residential policies of the Community Plan enacted to protect single-family hillside 
neighborhoods from out-of-scale development. Failing to conform to the SLS Design 
Guidelines, whether mandatory or not, thus means that the Project is inconsistent with the 
relevant residential policies of the Hollywood Community Plan.

C. A Fair Argument Exists of Potentially Significant Direct Traffic
Impacts.

The proposed Project appears to provide a substandard common access driveway. 
The plans we have reviewed show a common access driveway of 15’ 10”. The Los 
Angeles Department of Transportation’s Manual of Policies and Procedures, however, 
recommends a 26’ to 28’ driveway apron depending on how the subdivision is 
characterized. (Exh. 4.) No justification is given for this reduction, and this design 
creates potentially significant traffic and pedestrian safety hazards, especially given the 
existing substandard nature of Waverly Drive.1

l The narrow width of the driveway also violates Private Street Regulations, 
General Variation No. 2001-1, which requires a minimum width of 20 feet. See Section 
III.C, infra.
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The street is narrow and considered substandard. There are no sidewalks, nor are 
there curbs. There are no on-street parking restrictions on the north side of the street, 
although the narrowness of the street and slopes and/or walls that make exiting the 
passenger side difficult creates potentially dangerous situations. Off-street parking for 
the homes on the south side of Waverly in the vicinity of the Project site is head-in spaces 
on dirt or gravel directly adjacent to the street. (Exhs. 1, 5.) While a substandard 
common access driveway may not be inherently hazardous, its design is potentially 
hazardous - and thus a potentially significant impact - in the context of the substandard 
street here to which it would connect.

D. A Fair Argument Exists of Potentially Significant Cumulative Traffic
Impacts.

According to the Initial Study, “[t]he project does not meet the threshold whereby 
a traffic study was required by the Department of Transportation.” However, there is no 
mention of cumulative traffic impacts at all.

That a particular threshold for analysis may not be met does not mean, ipso facto, 
that no significant impacts, or cumulative impacts, exist. Communities for a Better 
Environment v. California Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 117.

A cumulative impact consists of an impact which is created as a result of the 
combination of the project together with other projects causing related impacts. CEQA 
Guidelines § 15130(a)(1). “One of the most important environmental lessons evident 
from past experience is that environmental damage often occurs incrementally from a 
variety of small sources. These sources appear insignificant, assuming dimensions only 
when considered in light of the other sources with which they interact.” Los Angeles 
Unified School District v. City of Los Angeles (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1019, 1025 
(internal citations and quotes omitted).

CEQA recognizes the potential for an accumulation of small contributions to a 
problem to create a cumulative effect, and requires investigation and disclosure of the 
potential of a project to be the straw that breaks the camel’s back. Guidelines § 
15065(a)(3). If a lead agency finds a project’s incremental effect is not “cumulatively 
considerable,” the agency does need not to consider that effect significant, but it must 
“briefly describe its basis for [so] concluding. . . Guidelines § 15130(a). As with other 
aspects of CEQA, “cumulative impact analysis must be interpreted so as to afford the 
fullest protection of the environment within the reasonable scope of the statutory and
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regulatory language.” Citizens To Preserve the Ojai v. County of Ventura (1985) 176 
Cal.App.3d 421, 431-432.

Over 2,000 individual homes were approved in more than 200 SLS developments 
between 2005 and November 2014. (Exh. 6.) A Los Angeles Times article from July 13, 
2013 suggests the bulk of them are in and around the Silverlake and Echo Park 
neighborhoods. (Exh. 7.) Anecdotally, we are aware of at least 131 lots in 11 SLS 
developments within two miles of the proposed project that we believe are very recent 
past, present, and probable future SLS projects producing related or cumulative traffic 
impacts. (Exh. 8.) Because of their individual sizes, cumulative impact analysis for 
most, if not all, of these projects has probably never occurred. We are also aware of what 
we believe are at least 96 multi-family dwelling units in another 2 projects that may be 
considered related projects. (Id.)

This is a bare minimum. There may be other residential projects in Silverlake of 
which we are not aware. Our list does not include potentially related projects on the 
other side of the river in Atwater Village, such as the 60-home La Krentz development or 
the 23-home Mews development, or projects further south in Elysian Valley. Nor does it 
include non-residential projects. In other words, we have been conservative.

As noted in the attached correspondence from Mr. Herman Basmaciyan, a traffic 
engineer with over 50 years’ experience, this level of development within the general 
vicinity of the proposed Project could have a potentially significant cumulative 
circulation impact on:

Level of Service (LOS) impacts at signalized intersections

LOS impacts on Caltrans facilities: 1-5 and SR-2 Freeways; freeway ramp 
terminals

Traffic operational and safety considerations at unsignalized intersections

LOS impacts at Congestion Management Program (CMP) monitoring intersections 
and/or on CMP facilities

Addition of vehicular traffic on local streets

Increased potential conflicts between vehicular and pedestrian/bicycle traffic. 
(Exh. 9.)
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We note here the already exceedingly dangerous nature of the nearby intersection 
at Waverly/Rokeby/Glendale - not just to pedestrians and cyclists, but also the vehicles 
attempting to turn onto Glendale - something obvious to even the most casual of 
observers.

A multitude of new projects are underway in and around the Silverlake area and in 
the immediate vicinity of the Project, as well as several other nearby projects in the 
planning stages or reasonably foreseeable. Citizens Assn, for Sensible Development of 
Bishop Area v. County of Inyo (1985k 172 Cal.App.3d 151, made it clear that 
consideration must reach beyond those projects currently under environmental review: 
“Related projects currently under environmental review unequivocally qualify as 
probable future projects to be considered in a cumulative analysis. [Citation.] In 
addition, even projects anticipated beyond the near future should be analyzed for their 
cumulative effect.” ML at 168, citing Bozung v. Local Area Formation Com. (1975) 13 
Cal.3d at 284.

“A cumulative impact analysis which understates information concerning the 
severity and significance of cumulative impacts impedes meaningful public discussion 
and skews the decisionmaker’s perspective concerning the environmental consequences 
of the project, the necessity for mitigation measures, and the appropriateness of project 
approval.” Citizens to Preserve the Ojai v. County of Ventura (1985) 176 Cal.App.3d 
421,431.

E. A Fair Argument Exists of a Significant Impact to a Historic Resource.

The Project would include the demolition of a single-family residential structure 
known as the Tirado House. Substantial evidence exists to support a fair argument that 
any proposed mitigation measures designed to address the demolition are inadequate to 
support a Mitigated Negative Declaration.

The Tirado House and major landscape elements were designed by the late 
Chinese-American architect Gilbert L. Leong. An influential architect and businessman, 
Mr. Leong is best known for his design of New Chinatown and many of the commercial 
structures built there between the 1940’s and 1970’s. He also designed much of one of 
the first tract housing developments, the 1954 Ponty Vanowen Homes project in the San 
Fernando Valley.
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Leong has been identified as a significant architect by SurveyLA, the Los Angeles 
Historic Resources Survey. SurveyLA also lists six of his structures, including the 
Tirado House, in its Chinese-American Historic Context Statement.

A “resource shall generally be considered by the lead agency to be ‘historically 
significant’ if the resource meets the criteria for listing on the California Register of 
Historical Resources, including the following: ... Embodies the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or represents the work 
of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values.” CEQA Guidelines 
§ 15064.5(a)(3)(c). There is clearly substantial evidence to support a fair argument that 
the Tirado House is an historic resource under this criterion. The attached report of 
Charles J. Fisher at Exhibit 10 and incorporated herein by reference provides further 
evidence to support this conclusion.

Demolition of an historic resource is a significant environmental impact. CEQA 
Guideline § 15064.5(b)(2). It cannot be mitigated to a level less than significant. 
Photographs, blueprints, and even the salvage of some architectural elements is 
insufficient to support an MND. An EIR must be prepared. Architectural Heritage Ass’n 
v. County of Monterey (2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 1095, 1119-1120.

Despite the fact that the Cultural Heritage Commission denied the application for 
HCM status, substantial evidence nonetheless exists and has been presented to support a 
fair argument of significant, unmitigable impacts to historic and cultural resources from 
the Project.

III. SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE DOES NOT EXIST TO SUPPORT THE
FINDINGS NECESSARY TO APPROVE THE VESTING TENTATIVE
TRACT MAP.

Pursuant to Government Code Sections 66474.60 and 66474.61, the City Council 
shall deny approval of a tentative map if any one of the following findings is made:

That the proposed map is not consistent with 
applicable general and specific plans....

That the design or improvement of the proposed 
subdivision is not consistent with applicable general and 
specific plans.

(a)

(b)

(c) That the site is not physically suitable for the type of
development.
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That the site is not physically suitable for the proposed 
density of development.

That the design of the subdivision or the proposed 
improvements are likely to cause substantial environmental 
damage or substantially and avoidably injure fish or wildlife 
or their habitat.

(d)

(e)

That the design of the subdivision or the type of 
improvements is likely to cause serious public health 
problems.

(f)

That the design of the subdivision or the type of 
improvements will conflict with easements, acquired by the 
public at large, for access through or use of property within 
the proposed subdivision. In this connection, the legislative 
body may approve a map if it finds that alternate easements, 
for access or for use, will be provided, and that these will be 
substantially equivalent to ones previously acquired by the 
public.

Here, the Zoning Administrator/Advisory Agency must make some of these 
findings and deny the vesting tentative tract map. Substantial evidence does not exist to 
find the contrary.

(g)

The Proposed Map is Not Consistent with the Applicable General Plan.A.

As identified above in Sections II.B.l and 2, the proposed Project is not consistent 
with the relevant policies of the HCP. It is also not consistent with the SLS Guidelines. 
Even though adherence to the Guidelines is not mandatory, the intent of the Guidelines is 
to protect established single-family neighborhoods from overdevelopment of small lot 
subdivisions and out-of-scale small lot subdivisions. Inconsistency with the SLS 
Guidelines is indicative of inconsistency with the relevant portions of the General Plan.

Introducing new lots onto this site is inconsistent with the applicable General Plan 
given the existing neighborhood character, the topography of the site, and the substandard 
nature of Waverly Drive. The provision of a substandard common access driveway, as 
described in Section II.C, above, is also indicative of the map’s inconsistency with 
circulation and traffic safety standards within the HCP.
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We understand the purpose of the SLS ordinance is to create new fee ownership 
opportunities in what some consider to be underutilized lots. This proposed Project, 
however, is the proverbial case of trying to fit a size-10 foot into a size-5 shoe. The 
proposed map is simply not consistent with the relevant portions of the General Plan.

The Design or Improvement of the Proposed Subdivision is Not 
Consistent with the General Plan.

B.

The inconsistency of the design and improvements of the proposed subdivision is 
detailed above in Section II.B.l. Introducing the Project into this block would not be 
consistent with the relevant objectives, policies and standards of the Hollywood 
Community Plan. Its bulk, height and setbacks will neither preserve nor enhance the 
residential character of the neighborhood. Although Waverly Terrace is three stories, it 
sits at a lower elevation than 2925 Waverly.

The design of the Project is also not consistent with the SLS Guidelines, as 
detailed in Section II.B.2, above. While the Guidelines are not mandatory, they were 
issued to “promot[e] the design and creation of small lot housing with neighborhood 
compatibility for consistency with applicable General and Specific Plan.” SLS 
Guidelines, p. 5. In short, the Guidelines are designed to ensure neighborhood 
compatibility. Failure to conform to the Guidelines indicates an inconsistency with the 
neighborhood character objectives of the Hollywood Community Plan.

The substandard common access driveway discussed in Section II.C, above, is also 
indicative of design and improvements that are inconsistent with relevant circulation 
objectives and policies of the General Plan.

The Site is Not Physically Suitable for the Proposed Density ofC.
Development.

The unsuitability of the site for the proposed density of development is detailed in 
Sections II.B.l and 2, above. The neighborhood character, substandard nature of 
Waverly Drive, the unique constraints posed by both on- and off-street parking on 
Waverly Drive, and the steep topography all contribute to the unsuitability of the site for 
proposed density of development. The inability of the applicant to provide a common 
access driveway apron of the width recommended or required by the Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation, as detailed in Section II.C, above, also indicates that the 
site is not suitable for the proposed density of development.
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Further, the width of the driveway itself, not just the driveway apron, also provides 
evidence that the site is not suitable for the density of the proposed project. Within the 
subdivision, the driveway is less than 16 feet wide. This violates the City’s Private Street 
Regulations, General Variation 2001-1 (Exh. 11), which allows variations to permit 
common driveway facilities, subject to the following conditions:

The driveway within such easement is improved to a 
width in conformance with the Fire Department’s fire access 
standards as stated in Section 57.09.03 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code, but in no event less than 20 feet.. .. 
(Emphasis added.)2

;3.

Fire access considerations for common access driveway/private streets is clearly a 
public safety issue, even more so in the City’s Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone, 
which includes the project site. What this says about the proposed Project is that the 
applicant cannot achieve the density sought without compromising public safety. Again, 
this is further evidence that the site is not suitable for the density of the proposed project.

The lack of suitability of the site for the proposed density of development is also 
evidenced by the inconsistency of the proposed Project with the City’s Residential 
Citywide Design Guidelines. In discussing the relationship of a project to adjacent 
buildings, the Guidelines recommend “[mjitigating negative shade/shadow and privacy 
impacts by stepping back upper floors and avoiding direct views into neighboring single
family yards.” (Exh. 13.) Yet the Solar Energy Feasibility Report for the Project shows 
significant shading on adjacent properties, not just the single family residence to the east, 
but on the condominium building and its common area to the west. (Exh. 14.) Privacy 
concerns related to the condominium’s pool area have also been previously raised, yet not 
addressed.

The most common response to any argument that the site is not suited for the 
proposed density of the development is to point out that the maximum number of units 
permitted under the zone in question is much higher than what is being sought. This 
response, however, is a red herring to the relevant issue.

2 There is no longer a Section 57.09.03 in the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
available on-line and appears to have been renumbered Section 57.503.1.6. (Exh. 12.)
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The zoning on every property establishes the range of uses, their maximum 
permitted density or intensity, and a host of other regulatory requirements, including 
yards, height, and parking requirements. The site may also be subject to other regulatory 
restraints, such as grading restrictions. Thus, a site may be developed to the maximum 
density only provided it conforms to all applicable provisions of the zone. The maximum 
density practical or suitable for a site is not necessarily the same as the maximum density 
theoretically permitted for the site. Such is the case here.

IV. CONCLUSION.

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Project application and requested approvals 
are not supported by law and must be denied.

The required findings to approve a vesting tentative tract map cannot be made. 
Additionally, substantial evidence in the record exists to support a fair argument that the 
Project may have significant, unmitigated impacts, including but not limited to the areas 
of land use/planning, direct and cumulative traffic/circulation and pedestrian safety, and 
historic resources. As a result, the Project cannot be approved based upon an MND. At a 
minimum, an EIR would be required.

The Project is inappropriate for its surroundings and not consistent with the City’s 
general plan, or state law, including CEQA. We respectfully request that you reject the 
Project.

Thank you for your courtesy and attention to this matter.

Very truly^ourg,

OBERT P. SILVERSTEIN
FOR

THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIRM

Attachments 
cc: Client

Renee Weitzer (via personal delivery w/ ehxibits; 
email of letter renee.weitzer@lacity.orgj
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2. To designale lands at appropriate locations for the 
various private uses and public facilities in the 
quantities and at densities required to accommodate 
population and activities projected to the year 2010.

HOLLYWOOD PLAN

PURPOSES
3. To make provision for the housing required to satisfy 

the varying needs and desires of all economic 
segments of the Community, maximizing the 
opportunity for individual choice.

USE OF THE PLAN

The purpose of the Hollywood Community Plan is to 
provide an official guide to the future development of the 
Community for the use of the City Council, the Mayor, the 
City Planning Commission; other concerned government 
agencies, residents, property owners, and business 
people of the Community, and private organizations 
concerned with planning and civic betterment. For the 
Council, the Mayor and the Planning Commission, the 
Plan provides a reference to be used in connection with 
their actions on various city development matters as 
required by law.

To encourage the preservation and enhancement of 
the varied and distinctive residential character of the 
Community, and to protect lower density housing from 
the scattered intrusion of apartments.

In hillside residential areas to:

Minimize grading so as to retain the natural terrain 
and ecological balance.
Provide a standard of land use intensity and 
population density which will be compatible with 
street capacity, public service facilities and utilities, 
and topography and in coordination with 
development in the remainder of the City.

a.

b.

The Plan is intended to promote an arrangement of land 
use, circulation, and services which will encourage and 
contribute to the economic, social and physical health, 
safety, welfare, and convenience of the Community, within 
the larger framework of the City; guide the development, 
betterment, and change of the Community to meet existing 
and anticipated needs and conditions; balance growth and 
stability; reflect economic potentials and limits, land 
development and other trends; and protect investment to 
the extent reasonable and feasible.

4. To promote economic well being and public 
convenience through:

Allocating and distributing commercial lands for 
retail, service, and office facilities in quantities and 
patterns based on accepted planning principles 
and standards.
Designating land for industrial development that 
can be so used without determent to adjacent 
uses of other types, and imposing restrictions on 
the types and intensities of industrial uses as are 
necessary to this purpose.
Encouraging the revitalization of the motion picture 
industry.
Recognizing the existing concentration of medical 
facilities in East Hollywood as a center serving the 
medical needs of Los Angeles.

a.

This Plan proposes approximate locations and dimensions 
for land use. Development may vary slightly from the Plan 
provided the total acreage of each type of land use, the 
land use intensities, and the physical relationships among 
the various land uses are not altered.

) b.

c.The Plan is not and official zone map and while it is a 
guide it does not imply any implicit right to a particular 
zone or to the land uses permitted therein. Changes of 
zone are considered under a specific procedure 
established under the Los Angeles City Charter and the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code, subject to various 
requirements set forth therein.

d.

5. To provide a basis for the location and programming of 
public services and utilities and to coordinate the 
phasing of public facilities with private development. To 
encourage open space and parks in both local 
neighborhoods and in high density areas.

The Plan is subject to revision within five years, to 
reflect changes in circumstances.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PLAN
6. To make provision for a circulation system coordinated 

with land uses and densities and adequate to 
accommodate traffic; and to encourage the expansion 
and improvement of public transportation service.

1. To coordinate the development of Hollywood with that 
of other parts of the City of Los Angeles and the 
metropolitan area.

7. To encourage the preservation of open space
consistent with property rights when privately owned 
and to promote the preservation of views, natural 
character and topography of mountainous parts of the 
Community for the enjoyment of both local residents 
and persons throughout the Los Angeles region.

To further the development of Hollywood as a major 
center of population, employment, retail services, and 
entertainment; and to perpetuate its image as the 
international center of the motion picture industry.

) HO - 1



entertainment center tor the entire region. Future 
development should be compatible with existing 
commercial development, surrounding residential 
neighborhoods, and the transportation and circulation 
system. Developments combining residential and 
commercial uses are especially encouraged in this Center 
area.

POLICIES
The Hollywood Community Plan has been designed to 
accommodate the anticipated growth in population and 
employment of the Community to the year 2010. The Plan 
does not seek to promote nor to hinder growth; rather it 
accepts the likelihood that growth will take place and must 
be provided for.

The Plan recognizes the concentration of medical facilities 
in the vicinity of the Sunset Boulevard/Vermont Avenue 
intersection; it is identified as the East Hollywood Center 
Study Area. Within an adjacent to this center should be 
housing for employees as well as retail establishments 
serving the medical complex personnel and clients While a 
commercial development intensity of up to 3:1 FAR is 
envisioned, the Community Commercial designation 
should not be expanded beyond the current sites until the 
Metro Rail system or some other high capacity 
transportation facility is operational.

The Ran encourages the preservation of lower density 
residential areas, and the conservation of open space 
lands.

Much of the Hollywood Community is hillside and 
mountainous terrain, and as much of the remaining 
undeveloped land as feasible is to be preserved for open 
space and recreational uses. It is also the City's policy 
that the Hollywood Community Plan incorporate the sites 
designated on the Cultural and Historic Monuments 
Element of the General Plan; furthermore, the Hollywood 
Plan encourages the addition of suitable sites thereto.

Strategically distributed throughout the Community would 
be neighborhood shopping areas, emphasizing 
convenience retail stores and services. The Ran 
encourages the retention of neighborhood convenience 
clusters offering retail and service establishments oriented 
to pedestrians.LAND USE

COMMERCE HOUSING
Standards and Criteria Standards and Criteria

The commercial lands (including associated parking) 
designated by this Ran to serve residential areas are 
adequate in quantity to meet the needs of the projected 
population to the year 2010, as computed by the following 
standards:

The intensity of residential land use in this Plan and the 
density of the population which can be accommodated 
thereon, shall be limited in accordance with the following 
criteria:

The adequacy of the existing and assured circulation 
and public transportation systems within the area;

1.
1. 0.6 acres per 1,000 residents for commercial uses for 

neighborhood or convenience-type commercial areas;

The availability of sewers, drainage facilities, fire 
protection services and facilities, and other public 
utilities;

2.
2. 0.2 acres per 1,000 residenls for commercial uses for 

community shopping and business districts, including 
service uses and specialized commercial uses.

The steepness of the topography of the various parts 
of the area, and the suitability of the geology of the 
area for development.

3.
Parking areas should be located between commercial and 
residential uses on the commercially-zoned properties 
where appropriate to provide a buffer, and shall be 
separated from residential uses by means of at least a 
solid masonry wall and landscaped setback.

To the extent feasible, the "cluster concept" is the 
preferred method to be utilized for new residential 
development in hillside areas in order to use the natural 
terrain to best advantage and minimize the amount of 
grading required. However, development by conventional 
subdivision shall not be precluded. The "cluster concept" 
is defined as the grouping of residential structures on the 
more level parts of the terrain while retaining a large area 
(75 to 60 percent) in its natural stale or in a park-like 
setting. Density patterns Indicated on the Plan Map may 
be adjusted to facilitate cluster developments, provided 
that the total number of dwelling units indicated in any 
development is not increased from that depicted on the 
Ran Map.

Features

The Ran provides approximately 1,139 acres of 
commercial and related parking uses.

The focal point of the Community is the Hollywood Center, 
located generally on both sides of Hollywood and Sunset 
Boulevards between La Brea and Gower Street. The 
Hollywood Center is included in the Hollywood 
Redevelopment Project area as adopted in May 1986. This 
center area shall function 1 ) as the commercial center for 
Hollywood and surrounding communities and 2) as an
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The Plan capacity is 5.7% in excess of the projected 
population figure for the year 2010.

New apartments should be soundproofed and should be 
provided with adequate usable open space at a minimum 
ratio of 100 square feet per dwelling unit excluding parking 
areas, driveways and the required front yard setback. INDUSTRY

Features Standards and Criteria

Apartments in high-density areas provide housing for 
about 37,430 persons. Medium and low medium density 
apartment and townhouse areas provide for about 127,105 
persons. The low-density residential character of many 
parts of Hollywood should be preserved, and lower 
density (Low Medium I or more restrictive) residential 
neighborhoods should be protected from encroachment 
by other types of uses, including surface parking. It is the 
intent of this Plan that all natural slopes generally in 
excess of 15% be limited to the minimum density range. 
Transitional building heights should be imposed, especially 
in the Medium density housing designated areas where 
this designation is immediately adjacent to properties 
designated Low Medium I or more restrictive.

Industrial lands are located on a citywide basis without 
regard to the boundaries of individual communities or 
districts, under the general principle that such employment 
should be available within a reasonable commuting 
distance from residential locations. On-street parking 
should be discouraged in industrial areas.

If industrial expansion is permitted into residential areas, it 
should be conducted according to a planned development 
program to avoid a mixture of uses . Industrial lands are 
intended to be limited and restricted to types of uses 
which will avoid nuisance to other uses on adjacent lands.

Features

The Plan encourages the preservation and enhancement 
of well defined residential neighborhoods in Hollywood 
through (1) application of Historic Preservation Overlay 
Zones where appropriate, and/or (2) preparation of 
neighborhood preservation plans which further refine and 
tailor development standards to neighborhood character.

The Plan designates approximately 335 acres of land for 
industrial uses. A large proportion should be encouraged 
to be occupied by the types of industry which are 
indigenous to Hollywood-motion picture and television 
production, radio studios, sound and recording studios, 
film processing studios, and motion picture equipment 
manufacturing and distribution. The Plan proposes more 
intensive utilization of existing industrial sites and 
encourages the vacation of appropriate local streets and 
alleys in industrial areas for purposes of lot assemblage. 
The Plan recognizes the need to review and revise the 
Zoning Code relative to the classification of many 
entertainment industry uses.

The Plan encourages the rehabilitation and/or rebuilding of 
deteriorated single-family areas for the same use. Single
family housing should be made available to all persons 
regardless of social, economic, and ethnic background.)

Additional low and moderate-income housing is needed in 
all parts of this Community. Density bonuses for provision 
of such housing through Government Code 65915 may be 
granted in the Low-Medium I or less restrictive residential 
categories.

To preserve this valuable land resource from the intrusion 
of other uses, and to ensure its development with high 
quality industrial uses in keeping with the urban residential 
character o( the community, the Ran proposes classifying 
industrial land in restricted zoning categories, such as the 
MR zones, wherever possible.

The proposed residential density categories and their 
capacities are:

Dwelling
Residential Units per Persons per Gross Resd 
Density

& of CIRCULATION. Pop. 
Capacity

Pop.
CapacityGross Acre" Gross Acre Acres Land

Major transportation corridors serving other parts of the 
Los Angeles metropolitan area cross the Hollywood 
Community and thus the highways and streets of the 
community must accommodate traffic generated both 
within and without the community. To accommodate the 
transportation needs of the Community, the circulation 
system proposed in the Plan must be supplemented by a 
greatly improved public transportation system and/or 
additional highways and freeways. Unless such additional 
modes of transportation are provided, acute traffic 
congestion will be further aggravated in most parts of the 
community.

945 2,635
15.000
5,125

43,900
11.415
38,360
77,330
11.590
25,840

1.2Minimum .5 to 1 3 11.6
Very Low U 2+ to 3 

3+ to 5 
5+ to 7

9 1.667 20.5 6.4
2.212.5 410 5.0Low I 

Low II 
Low Med I 7+ to 12

19.018.5 2.373 29.2
5.026 439 5.4

Low Med 1112+ to 24 
Medium 24+ to 40

959 11.9 16.640
33.474 1.045 12.8

High-Med 40+ to 60 
60+ to 80

95 122 5.01.5
11,2High 152 170 2.1

100.08.130 100.0 231,395Totals

• "Gross Acre" includes one-half of abutting streets.

The 2010 population of Hollywood is projected to be 
approximately 219,000 persons, an increase of 38,000 over 
the f980 population.

Several proposed Metro Rail stations are to be located in 
Hollywood. If higher intensity development is to be 
encouraged in the vicinity of these Metro Rail stations,

)
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appropriate to a highly developed urban community 
including the provision of additional small parks

station area master plans should be prepared.

Standards and Criteria
The full residential, commercial, and industrial densities 
and intensities proposed by the Plan are predicated upon 
the provision of adequate public service facilities, with 
reference to the standards contained in the General Plan. 
No increase in density shall be effected by zone change or 
subdivision unless it is determined that such facilities are 
adequate to serve the proposed development. In mountain 
areas no tentative subdivision map shall be approved until 
reviewed and approved by the Fire Department.

Highways and local streets shown on this Plan shall be 
developed in accordance with standards and criteria 
contained in the Highways and freeways Element of the 
General Plan and the City's Standard Street Dimensions. 
Design characteristics which give street identity such as 
curves, changes in direction and topographical differences, 
should be emphasized by street trees and planted median 
strips and by paving. Streets, highways and freeways, 
when developed, should be designed and improved in 
harmony with adjacent development and to facilitate driver 
and passenger orientation.

RECREATION AND PARKS

Policies
The full residential, commercial and industrial densities and 
intensities proposed by the Plan are predicated upon the 
development of the designated major and secondary 
highways and freeways. No increase in density shall be 
effected by zone change or subdivision unless it Is 
determined that the local streets, major and secondary 
highways, freeways, and public transportation available in 
the area of the property involved, are adequate to serve 
the traffic generated. Adequate highway Improvements 
shall be assured prior to the approval of zoning permitting 
intensification of land use in order to avoid congestion and 
assure proper development. The Plan recognizes that 
within the designated Center Study Areas of Hollywood 
innovative parking programs should be instituted to 
accommodate these Centers' parking needs through 
creation of more available parking capacity and more 
efficient use of parking facilities.

It is the City's policy:

1. That the desires of the local residents be considered 
in the planning of recreational facilities.

2. That recreational facilities, programs and procedures 
be tailored to the social, economic and cultural 
characteristics of individual neighborhoods and that 
these programs and procedures be continually 
monitored.

That existing recreational sites and facilities be 
upgraded through site improvements, rehabilitation and 
reuse of sound structures, and replacement of 
obsolete structures, as funds become available.

3.

That, in the absence of public land, and where 
feasible, intensified use of existing facilities and joint 
use of other public facilities for recreational purposes 
be encouraged.

4.
Features

The Plan incorporates the Highways and Freeways 
Element of the Los Angeles General Plan. Collector streets 
are shown to assist traffic flow toward major and 
secondary highways. A transportation improvement and 
management plan is needed to create an integrated 
program of transportation mitigation measures such as 
traffic flow management, demand management programs, 
street widening, public transit, and private transit. The 
transportation program described in Section 518.1 of the 
Hollywood Redevelopment Plan is a component of this 
Community Plan-wide program.

That the expansion of existing recreational sites and 
the acquisition of new sites be planned so as to 
minimize the displacement of housing and the 
relocation of residents.

5.

FIRE PROTECTION

Policies

It is the City's policy:SERVICE SYSTEMS
That the various components of the fire 
protection/emergency medical services system be 
continually evaluated and updated by the Fire 
Department in coordination with other City 
departments, as fire protection techniques, apparatus, 
needs and land use patterns change.

1.
The public facilities (such as schools, libraries, etc. ) 
shown on this Plan are to be developed in accordance 
with the standards for need, site area, design, and general 
location expressed in the Service-Systems Element of the 
General Plan. (See individual facility plans for specific 
standards.) Such development shall be sequenced and 
timed to provide a workable, efficient, and adequate 
balance between land use and service facilities at all times. 
The Plan recommends that a study be undertaken to 
develop revised standards and facility requirements

That the expansion of existing fire stations and the 
acquisition of new sites be planned and designed to 
minimize the displacement of housing and relocation of 
residents.

2.
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That public education activities concerning the 
elimination of fire hazards, methods of fire protection 
and emergency medical service be encouraged

LIBRARY3.

Policies

That the existing paramedic program be continually 
evaluated, updated and improved

4. It is the City's policy:

That library facilities, procedures, programs and 
resources be continually evaluated and tailored lo the 
social, economic and cultural needs of local residents.

1,
That the City intensify its program of fire protection 
through weed abatement

5.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS That, where feasible, bookmobile service to isolated 
residents be encouraged as a complimentary service of 
community branch libraries.

2.

Policies

That the expansion of existing library facilities and the 
acquisition of new sites be planned and designed to 
minimize the displacement of housing and relocation of 
residents.

3.It is the City's policy:

That the Los Angeles Unified School District's 
standards and criteria for student travel distance, 
minimum school size and optimum pupil enrollment be 
tailored to specific Hollywood area characteristics of 
land use, street circulation, topography, population 
densities, number of school age children and 
availability of vacant land.

1.

OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

Policies
It is the City's policy:

That the Los Angeles Unified School District be 
requested to tailor improvements in educational 
programming, curricula and staffing lo the specific 
social, economic and cultural characteristics of the 
Community's residents .

2,
That, where feasible, new power lines be placed 
underground and that the undergrounding of existing 
lines be continued and expanded

1.

That new equipment for public facilities be energy 
efficient.

2.
That all school facilities in the Hollywood Community 
be constantly reviewed, analyzed and upgraded, in 
view of the fact that the District contains some of the 
oldest schools in the City.

3.
)

That solar access to adjacent properties be recognized 
and protected in the construction of public facilities.

3.

That due to an absence of vacant land, an after-hours, 
multi-use concept of school facilities, together with a 
joint-use concept of other public facilities, be 
encouraged and promoted.

4. SOCIAL SERVICES

Policies
It is the City's policy:

That the expansion of school sites be planned so as 
to minimize displacement of residents and that, where 
possible, alternative architectural concepts be 
developed.

5.
That all public and private agencies responsible for the 
delivery of social services be encouraged to 
continually evaluate and modify programs as needs 
change and funds become available.

1.

That the expansion of school facilities be 
accommodated on a priority basis and consider the 
following: existing school size, age of main buildings, 
current and projected enrollment and projected land 
uses and population.

6.
That publicly funded agencies strive to achieve and 
maintain a high level of awareness and understanding 
to the ethnic and cultural diversity of the community.

2.

PROGRAMS
That the location of new school facilities be based on 
population densities, number of school age children, 
projected population, circulation, and existing and 
future land uses.

7.
These programs establish a framework for guiding 
development of the Hollywood Community in accordance 
with the objectives of the Plan . In general, they indicate 
those public and private actions which should take place 
during the initial ten years following revision of the Ran. 
The described actions will require the use of a variety of 
implementation methods.

That all school facilities adjacent to freeways be 
buffered against visual, noise and air pollution impacts.

8.

That educational opportunities for adults be expanded 
in the community.

9.

)
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PRIVATE PARTICIPATIONPUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS

Citizen groups are encouraged to undertake private 
actions for community improvements such as:

1. CIRCULATION

To facilitate local traffic circulation, relieve congestion, and 
provide mobility for all citizens, the following are 
recommended:

1. Initiation by property owners and merchants of
programs to increase off-street parking facilities serving 
adjacent shopping areas.

Continued development of the freeway, highway, 
and street system in conformance with existing and 
future adopted programs. This should include 
participation of the City in a regional study 
focusing on Route 2 capacity increases.

a.
2. Promoting street tree planting programs in commercial 

areas as well as residential areas.

3. Sponsoring clean-up and beautification programs to 
improve the general environment.

Continued planning of and improvements to the 
public transportation system for the community, 
including people-mover systems in high intensity 
areas as well as the proposed Metro Rail System.

b.
HOLLYWOOD REDEVELOPMENT 
PLAN

A Redevelopment Plan has been adopted by City Council 
(May 1986) for the area outlined in Map A. The purpose of 
the Redevelopment Plan is to implement the Community 
Plan's goals for the revitalization of the Hollywood Center. 
In order to accomplish these goals the Redevelopment 
Plan includes several tools, some of which ensure that 
standards established by the Community Redevelopment 
Agency (CRA) are earned out.

Preparation of a Hollywood Transportation Plan in 
ordinance form which creates an integrated 
program of transportation mitigation measures.

c.

Improvement of the Highland/Franklin intersections, 
including jog elimination either through realignment 
of Franklin Avenue or through grade separation.

d.

Improvement of Fountain Avenue as an east-west 
arterial, including jog elimination in the vicinity o( Le 
Conte Junior High School.

e. URBAN DESIGN DISTRICTS

The Hollywood Redevelopment Plan includes three special 
urban design districts also outlined in Map A. These are 
(1) the Hollywood Boulevard District (2) the Hollywood 
Core Transition District and (3) the Franklin Avenue Design 
District. Objectives defined in these urban design 
programs shall guide and regulate development for those 
areas.

Improvement of the Hollywood Boulevard/La Brea 
Avenue intersection, including jog elimination.

1f.

Improvement of the Los Feliz Boulevard/ Western 
Avenue intersection, including realignment of the 
curve.

9-

REGIONAL CENTER COMMERCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT

Improvement of Martel Avenue/Vista Street as a 
north-south arterial, including jog elimination north 
of Waring Avenue.

h.

The Redevelopment Ran limits development within the 
Regional Center Commercial designation lo the equivalent 
of an average floor area ratio (FAR) of 4.5:1 for the entire 
area so designated. Proposed development in excess of 
4.5:1 FAR up to 6:1 FAR may be permitted provided that 
certain objectives set forth in the Redevelopment Plan 
subsecton 506.2.3 are met. In order to provide incentives 
for historic and cultural preservation, the unused density 
from significant structures may be transferred to other 
development sites.

2. RECREATION, PARKS AND OPEN SPACE

The City should encourage continuing efforts by County, 
State, and Federal agencies to acquire vacant lands for 
publicly owned open space. The Plan encourages creation 
of the Los Angeles River Greenbelt corridor which would 
be Integrated with existing and proposed parks, bicycle 
paths, equestrian trails, and scenic routes.

3. OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES
HOUSING INCENTIVE UNITS

The development of other public facilities such as fire 
stations, libraries, and schools should be sequenced and 
timed to provide a balance between land use and public 
services at all times. New power lines should be placed 
underground, and a program for the undergrounding of 
existing lines should be developed.

In order to promote revitalization and improvement of 
residential properties and neighborhoods, the CRA Board 
may authorize new housing to be developed with more 
dwelling units per acre than otherwise permitted in the 
Redevelopment Plan (up to 30% more dwelling units than 
permitted by that plan) in order to achieve the objectives 
set forth in Section 505.3 of the Redevelopment Plan. In no
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event may such authorization, in and of itself, exceed the 
maximum number of dwelling units permitted by Zoning.i

In general, the Redevelopment Plan establishes a 
framework for Implementing community revitalization 
activities. All development, including the construction of 
new buildings and the remodeling and expansion of 
existing buildings, must conform to the Redevelopment 
Plan. All building permits must be submitted to and 
approved by the CRA for development within the 
Redevelopment Project area.

SPECIFIC PLAN STUDIES

Specific Plan studies are suggested in the following areas:

• East Hollywood Center Study Area/Metro Rail Station 
area: focusing on the Medical Centers, providing for 
off-street parking, pedestrian walkways, landscaping, 
site planning, and mixed use development.

• Industrial Districts: emphasizing the retention and 
development of the entertainment industry, and 
including street widening, street improvement and 
parking, and clustering of complementary 
uses/services, -

• Neighborhood preservation plans: to maintain and 
enhance the quality of development in. and reinforce 
the definition of, individual residential neighborhoods.

• Metro Rail Station areas: if development intensities 
greater than those depicted in this Ran are to be 
encouraged, station area master plans should be 
prepared.

)
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This handbook provides recommendations for addressing the 
complexities of designing small lot developments to be within 
conformance of the General Plan. Each guideline should be 
considered in a proposed project. However, because of the unique 
nature of each small lot development, not all will be appropriate in 
every case.

The guidelines are intended to help guide architects, developers, 
and residents in designing for a more livable city. Incorporating 
these guidelines into a project’s design will encourage more 
compatible architecture, attractive multi-family residential districts, 
context-sensitive design, and sustainable environments, and will 
also contribute to pedestrian activity and place-making.

Tentative tract and parcel maps for small lot subdivisions must 
be consistent with the City’s General Plan and Community Plans 
in order to be approved. It is important to review all relevant city 
documents for policies that may affect your small lot design and 
layout.

Published January 2014
Cover photos: Artis, Cullen Street Art District Homes, Rock Row

Document is designed to be printed double-sided.
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SMALL LOT

The City of Los Angeles has enacted the Small Lot 
Ordinance (No. 176354) to allow the construction of fee- 
simple, infill housing on small lots in multi-family and 
commercial zones. While home ownership options have 
traditionally been limited to single-family homes on 5,000 
square foot lots or condominiums, the passage of the Small 
Lot Ordinance extends these options to include townhomes 
row houses, and other types of infill housing typically only 
available for rent.

m isSt

I

.#i

The Small Lot Ordinance allows 
for subdivisions in areas zoned for 
multi-family or commercial uses, 
permitting the development of this 
small lot in Echo Park.

The Ordinance provides a more space-efficient and 
economically attractive alternative for sites zoned for 
apartment or condominium uses. In short, the Small Lot 
Ordinance simplifies the land subdivision process, making 
it easier for developers to construct creative new fee-simple 
homes in urban areas.

;< :
r It was envisioned to allow the subdivision of underutilized 

land in multi-family and commercial areas for the creation 
of up to 15 lots with detached single-family homes. It was 
not intended to generate a request for a General Plan 
amendment and zone change to permit the development. 
Generally, these homes have smaller lot areas, compact 
building footprints, and minimal streetfront and setback 
requirements. They are distinct from condominiums in 
that the tenants of these compact homes have complete 
ownership of that lot.
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While the Ordinance provides a smart-growth alternative to 
the suburban single-family home, generally reduces density, 
and creates new options for home ownership, it also brings 
a new set of spatial complexities. For instance, challenges 
brought on by neighborhood context and the proximity 
of adjacent structures require thoughtful considerations 
about massing, height, and transitional areas from adjacent 
properties. These spatial constraints require innovative 
design solutions.

Small lot homes must be structurally 
independent with no shared 
foundations or common walls.
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SMALL LOT

Small Lot Design Guidelines
This handbook provides design guidelines issued by the advisory agency to address 
these complexities while also promoting the design and creation of small lot housing with 
neighborhood compatibility for consistency with applicable General and Specific Plans. The 
Guidelines outline recommendations for site organization and urban form, setbacks and 
building transitions, parking and driveways, building design and materials, and landscaping 
and access. The recommendations are not mandatory, but help to guide decision-makers to 
ensure that a project is compatible with its surroundings. Projects that are not in compliance 
with the Guidelines may be subject to delays, redesign, and community appeals.

Applying the Guidelines
The Guidelines outlined in this document identify the level of design quality expected for 
small lot developments. They provide guidance and direction for applying policies contained 
within the General Plan Framework and the Community Plans. Incorporating these 
Guidelines into a project's design will encourage more compatible architecture, attractive 
residential projects, context-sensitive design, opportunities for pedestrian activity, and overall 
contribute to an enhanced sense of place.

Interested property owners, developers, and designers should first review the zoning of 
the property before proceeding with the project. The Small Lot Ordinance and Guidelines 
are only applicable to developments within multi-family and commercial zones. They are 
also only applicable to modestly-scaled well-designed projects with 47 or less dwelling 
units. Projects with a greater number of units will need further review prior to accepting the 
applications for filing.

The Guidelines are intended for use by the Planning Department, as well as other City 
agencies and department staff, developers, architects, engineers, and community members 
in evaluating project applications. The Guidelines should also be used in conjunction with 
relevant policies from the General Plan Framework and Community Plans. In order to ensure 
the creation of well-designed and context-sensitive small lot homes, the Guidelines listed 
here will apply to all new small lot applications.

Small lot projects must substantially comply with the Small Lot Design Guidelines in order to 
receive project approval. However, some leniency and creativity is permitted in implementing 
these Guidelines. For instance, in cases where special circumstances make complete 
compliance infeasible or impossible, the project must nonetheless substantially conform to 
the overarching goals of the Guidelines. Development applications must then demonstrate 
clear alternatives that achieve the same goals and objectives, and describe to what extent 
these Guidelines are incorporated into the project design.

In short, the Small Lot Design Guidelines will only be used to condition approved projects, 
and may not serve as the basis for a project approval or denial. Conditions imposed by the 
initial decision-maker may be appealed.
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SMALL LOT

OVERARCHING GOALS

To ensure the creation of well-designed and compatible developments that improve the 
context of the built environment, the Small Lot Design Guidelines promote the following 
goals:

-J Create high-quality indoor and outdoor living environments for all residents. 

Enhance the public realm.2
Q Provide fee-simple home ownership opportunities for a greater number of people, at 
^ a wider range of income levels.

Provide solutions for infill housing.

p: Design and configure housing to be compatible with the existing neighborhood
context, especially in sensitive areas. This includes areas contained within Specific 
Plans, Community Design Overlays (CDOs), and Historic Preservation Overlay Zones 
(HPOZs).

0 Prioritize the livability and market value of a project over strict density.
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The Auburn Street small lot development in the Silverlake neighborhood demonstrates the Guideline’s overarching 
goals.
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SMALL LOT

1 Small lot subdivisions are not condominiums. Properties are titled in fee simple, 
meaning they can be bought and sold just like conventional single-family homes.

2 Subdivisions are only permitted in areas zoned for multi-family housing or commercial 
uses for projects with up to 47 dwelling units. Projects with a greater number of units 
will need further review prior to accepting the applications for filing.

Small lot homes must be structurally independent, with no shared foundations or 
common walls. This also applies to the conversion of existing buildings into small lot 
homes, which are permitted by the Small Lot Ordinance.

3

4 Generally, the subdivisions will only have one dwelling unit per lot, although duplexes 
and triplexes are permitted.

The Ordinance reduces the minimum lot size and side yard requirements and 
eliminates requirements for conventional street frontage, allowing for flexibility to 
be compatible with the existing neighborhood context. This allows for the creation 
of more space-efficient compact homes. Small lots may be irregularly shaped, a 
minimum area of 600 square feet, and at least 16 feet wide.

5

A 5-foot setback is required between the subdivision and adjoining properties. There 
are no yard or setback requirements along alleys, streets, or between lots within the 
approved subdivision.

6

All structures on a lot which includes one or more dwelling units, may, taken together, 
occupy no more than 80 percent of the lot area, unless the tract or parcel map 
provides common open space equivalent to 20 percent of the lot area of each lot not 
meeting this provision.

7

Parking may be provided anywhere on the site, either on individual or shared lots 
or a separate parking garage. Communal parking areas must be accessible via 
the community driveway, street, or alley, and have clear pathways connecting to 
residential units. Tandem parking is also allowed.

8

Small lot subdivisions must be filed as a Vesting Tentative Track Map or as an 
illustrated Parcel Map. Both will require supplemental site plans, building elevations, 
and other illustrative information.

9

Each proposed small lot subdivision must be reviewed and approved by City Staff, 
and is subject to public hearing and appeals.10
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SMALL LOT

Constructing infill housing offers a unique set of design 
challenges not only on the parcel level, but also on the 
neighborhood level and within the public realm. Developers 
and architects must therefore consider the design elements 
of each small lot home and how they will enhance the overall 
neighborhood character and vitality of the larger public 
realm.

V,

-V - A.

Parcel
Small lot design is fundamentally a site planning challenge. 
It requires addressing practical spatial requirements while 
simultaneously creating high-quality living environments 
These spatial requirements include: small lot sizes and 
awkward configurations; parking and automobile access; 
pedestrian circulation; adequate access to air, light, and 
ventilation; outdoor space and privacy; and refuse bin 
placement and utilities location. Developers must address 
these issues in ways that ultimately enhance the living 
environment of each dwelling unit.

v A
1 Elf!
fell

M

The Rock Row development in 
Eagle Rock features a central 
driveway with alternative paving.

Additionally, each home must exhibit a high level of design 
quality, including: well-articulated entries and facades to 
each dwelling unit, proportionate windows, quality building 
materials, connections to a pedestrian circulation system, 
and context-sensitive elements.

Neighborhood
By its very nature, infill development occurs in 
neighborhoods with preexisting development and 
characteristics, and should therefore supplement to and 
enhance the overall quality of the neighborhood. At this

SITE PLANNING8



SMALL LOT

scale, developers and architects must consider the three
dimensional nature of the entire development, including 
height, massing, siting, and orientation. These characteristics 
must relate to the surrounding built form, respecting the 
overall neighborhood character and existing topography.

• *
Other considerations include building patterns, streetscape 
characteristics, orientation to the street, pedestrian routes, 
transit stops, parking arrangements, and opportunities for 
defensible space considerations, each of which impact a 
development's integration into the neighborhood context.
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Through the use of courtyards and 
grasscrete paving, the Perlita Mews 
development in Atwater Village 
strives for livable shared spaces.

Public Realm
Each infill project, however small, must contribute to a vital 
and coherent public realm through an improved network 
of streets and sidewalks that is pleasant, interesting, and 
comfortable for pedestrian activity. To do so, each project 
should focus on the relationship between the proposed 
small lot subdivision and the public environment, with 
emphasis on: building siting and orientation, height and 
massing, articulation of facades and entry ways, building 
fenestration, pedestrian circulation, type and placement 
of street trees, landscaping and transitional spaces, and 
location of driveways and garages.

Design and configure housing to be consistent 
with applicable General and Specific Plans, be compatible 
with the existing neighborhood, while also striking a balance 
between parking, adequate common areas, and the public 
realm.
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SMALL lot

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STREET GUIDELINES

When designed well, small lot developments can enhance 
the preexisting character of a good street or improve a 
fragmented one. Therefore, small lot developments should 
embrace, rather than ignore, the street. Although there are 
no requirements for front setbacks, neighborhood context 
shall provide direction for setting buildings back from the 
street.
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Minimal setbacks are appropriate for small lots on 
commercial streets. Similarly, setbacks are not required for 
dwelling units with ground-floor retail. On residential streets, 
preexisting front setbacks should guide the distance that 
a development is set back from the street. Moreover, a 5 
foot side setback is required of any property adjacent to the 
perimeter of the small lot project and development.

Sufficient space should be provided 
for an entry, landing and transitional 
landscaping between the sidewalk 
and private entryway.

In areas with an existing prevailing street setback, 
align the small lot development to be consistent 
with this setback and provide continuity along the 
street edge. Slight deviations from the setback are 
acceptable.

1

On residential streets with varying setbacks, the front 
yard setback should be within 5 feet of the average 
setback of adjacent properties.

2

On commercial streets with a range of setbacks, 
small lot developments should nearly abut the 
sidewalk, allowing sufficient room for entry, front 
stoop, and some transitional landscaping. However, 
this is not required for dwellings with ground floor 
retail.

3
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SMALL LOT

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STREET ILLUSTRATION C:o
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Where applicable, the setbacks of 
proposed small lot developments 
should be within the range of 
setbacks of existing properties.
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Where applicable, proposed small 
lot developments along commercial 
streets should nearly abut the 
sidewalk.
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SMALL LOT

SITE LAYOUT AND CIRCULATION GUIDELINES

Small lot developments are presented with numerous 
spatial challenges that require innovative design solutions. 
Regardless of spatial constraints, developments must strive 
for neighborhood compatibility and be able to fit all aspects, 
such as parking and driveways, adequate trash and utility 
locations, adequate indoor and outdoor living space, within 
the project site.
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Enhanced paving denotes the 
entryway to the Vesper Village 
development in Van Nuys.

Builders and designers should consider all possible 
configurations that take advantage of the site topography 
in providing sufficient open space, and consider how 
characteristics of the street and adjacent structures 
affect the overall form and orientation of the proposed 
development

Configure homes to front public streets, primary 
entryway, circulation walkways, and open spaces 
rather than driveways.

1

For homes not adjacent to the public street, provide 
pedestrian circulation in the form of private walkways 
or clearly delineated paths of travel from the sidewalk 
to their entryway.

2

Maximize green space while minimizing the total 
amount of driveway space.3
Where possible, utilize alleyways for vehicular access.4

5 Take advantage of existing topography and natural 
features (i.e. existing trees) to maintain appropriate 
grade levels consistent with surrounding structures.

Homes fronting a public street should have the 
primary entrance and main windows facing the 
street.

6

Enhanced paving should mark the pedestrian and 
vehicular entries of complexes to provide a sense of 
arrival.

7
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SMALL LOT

SITE LAYOUT AND CIRCULATION GUIDELINES
(CONTINUED)

Design floor plan layouts in relation to lot shape, 
width, and depth to maximize usable outdoor 
spaces.

8

Provide space for entry, front landing, and transitional 
landscaping between the public sidewalk and private 
entryway.

9

Provide direct paths of travel for pedestrian 
destinations within the development. Whenever 
relevant, create primary entrances for pedestrians 
that are safe, easily accessible, and a short distance 
from transit stops.

10

When multiple units share a common driveway that is 
lined with individual garages, provide distinguishable 
pedestrian paths to connect parking areas to 
articulated individual entries.

11

Vary building placement to increase variation in 
facades and more articulated building edges.12

ggjgaa The Cullen Street development 
demonstrates a side access 
driveway with the front unit having a 
strong relationship to the street.
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SMALL LOT

When rear driveways are used:
© The streetfront should still give 
the appearance of an entry.
© Pedestrian entrances should 
closely align with the entrances of 
adjacent dwelling units.

POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS

When rear T-driveways are used, all 
units should have direct access to 
the public sidewalk.
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public street

fThis alternative T-driveway configu
ration separates rear units from the 
public street and sidewalk.
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SMALL LOT

POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS (CONTINUED)

When rear L- driveways are used, ail 
units front onto the public sidewalk.4
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public street

1 When an alternative L-driveway is 
used, all rear units that do not front 
on the public sidewalk should still 
have a separate pedestrian path.
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When side access driveways are 
used:

0 Small lot developments with 
a side access driveway should 
configure front homes to be 
accessible from the sidewalk.

© Interior homes should be 
accessible from both the driveway 
and a private walkway at the front of 
the homes.
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SMALL LOT

POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS (CONTINUED)

%Townhouses with a central access 
driveway can enhance the public 
realm when front homes are 
accessible from the sidewalk.
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Row houses with shared driveways 
enhance the streetfront by reducing 
the number of driveway cuts and 
vehicle/pedestrian conflicts. This 
results in enhanced and more 
opportunities for pedestrian entries.
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The combination of tandem parking 
and deep garage setbacks can 
minimize the amount of streetfront 
dedicated to driveways. I
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SMALL LOT

BUILDING-T O-STREET PROPORTION
QUID

Building-to-street proportion refers to the relationship 
between the height of buildings on either side of a street 
and the width between those buildings. An ideal proportion 
between these two creates a pleasant and visually 
interesting public realm. The public realm, therefore, may 
be considered as an “outdoor room” that is shaped by 
the “walls” of the building heights and the “floors” of the 
roadway. Through proper setbacks, appropriate building 
heights, and lush landscaping, small lot developments can 
help contribute to the creation of these outdoor rooms.
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Many Los Angeles streets have 
undesirable height-width ratios with: 
low-rise buildings, narrow sidewalks, 
and extremely wide streets.

Outdoor rooms with excessively wide roadways or short 
building heights tend to eliminate any sense of enclosure 
for the pedestrian. Therefore, building heights should be 
constructed at a minimum of one-quarter of the width of the 
roadway. m jit- jkf
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§iIn cases where neighborhood context may preclude 
increased building heights, trees may be planted along the 
street or front yard to help increase the sense of enclosure.
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Abbot Kinney Blvd. in Venice is 
an example of a more appropriate 
building-to-street proportion.

Small lots should be constructed with a building-to- 
height ratio of 1-to-4. In other words, buildings should 
have a height of at least one-quarter of the width of 
the roadway. For example, on a 100 foot wide street, 
an appropriate building height would be 25 feet.

1

Define the proper proportion of the public right of 
way through the planting of shade trees and low- 
growing vegetation (see Landscaping Section for 
further information).

2

Plant shade trees and ornamental plants to define 
the edge and increase visual interest to both the 
public and private realms. Avoid placing 4-foot-tall or 
higher shrubs immediately adjacent to the sidewalk.

3
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SMALL LOT

4
Small lot development

This small lot development creates a height-width ratio of approximately 1:5, and provides little sense of enclosure to 
the pedestrian. Although it may not be possible to alter the building heights, a series of landscaping interventions can 
enhance the semblance of an outdoor room.
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Small lot development 
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Landscaping within the public, transitional, and private realms heightens the semblance of an outdoor room. Here, 
canopy-creating shade trees have been added to effectively reduce the width between buildings, and bringing the 
height-width ratio to approximately 1:2.5.
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SMALL LOT

PARKING AND DRIVEWAY GUIDELINES

The design of small lot developments must strike a particular 
spatial balance: it must simultaneously maintain high- 
quality public and private living environments while also 
accommodating for the automobile. In poor design layouts, 
small lot configurations allow parking, driveways, and 
garages to dominate the landscape, creating conflicts for 
pedestrians and decreasing the overall aesthetic quality of 
the development. Improperly placed parking at the front of 
townhouses can have unsightly effects onto the streetfront. 
Frequent curb cuts and driveways jeopardize pedestrian 
safety and eliminate space for street trees and on-street 
parking. Ideally, designs should locate parking to be behind 
dwellings and accessible from alleys where present. If 
driveways are necessary, designs should minimize their 
width, number, and visual impact.
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These homes have garages located 
in the rear of the buildings.

Locate parking to the rear of dwellings where homes 
front the public street.1

1,Where available, use alleyways as access to off- 
street parking.2

If individual front driveways must be used, the 
setback of the building should allow for an ample 
amount of landscaping space and a front entryway, 
porch, or landing.

3
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Rock Row uses permeable paving 
to provide a more hospitable 
pedestrian path along the driveway.Allow for a pedestrian access path separate from 

driveway whenever possible. When the driveway 
provides pedestrian access to individual dwellings, a 
distinguishable path should be provided.

4

Access driveways should be designed to be no 
wider than circulation and backup requirements, 
while still allowing for landscaping and a pedestrian 
access path on-site.

5

Space permitting, design the driveway area for multi
functional uses.6

7 Structures should limit encroachment over the 
driveway area to not restrict the movement of trucks.
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SMALL LOT

Number of spaces
The Los Angeles Municipal Code lists requirements for the 
provision of parking spaces for residential developments.Ir Single-family homes are required to provide: 
• 2 spaces for each home

!2?' Tandem parking is also acceptable, space permitting. One 
space can be dedicated for a compact car.-

public
street/;® Duplex and triplex developments are required to provide:

• 1 space for each unit with less than 3 habitable rooms
• 1.5 spaces for each unit with 3 habitable rooms
• 2 spaces for units with more than 3 habitable rooms

The placement of individual 
driveways along the streetfront can 
disrupt the continuity of the sidewalk 
and public realm, and eliminate 
space for street trees and on-street 
parking. Small lot developments are also required to provide guest 

parking based on site layout and circulation. Small lots are 
subject to the following guest parking requirements:
• Developments with less than 10 units: 0 spaces
• Developments with 10-100 units: 0.25 spaces per unit
• Developments with over 100 units: 0.5 spaces per unit*/; .. ’

■ ’■

Locally adopted Specific Plans may require more parking. 
In these cases, the locally adopted plans supercede these 
parking requirements.
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f
III Dimensions

The Municipal Code requires the following dimensions for 
parking spaces:
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• 8’6” x 18’ for standard-size cars;
• 7’6” x 15’ for compact cars.However, when driveways are 

located to the rear of dwellings, 
the streetscape can become a 
comfortable outdoor space for 
residents and passers-by.

Driveway widths depend on lot depth and building 
configuration. Individual front driveways should be 10 
feet wide. In these instances, the building width should 
adequately allow for integral front parking plus some yard 
and porch or landing space. Access driveways will vary in 
width depending on lot size, depth, and building height, and 
are required to meet Code requirements for stall dimensions 
and access aisle. Please consult the Fire Department for 
further information.
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SMALL LOT

In order to make townhouse construction more feasible, the 
Small Lot Ordinance minimizes the required sizes of side, 
rear, and front yards. As a result, small lots are ultimately 
shaped by building configuration. Designers should 
consider how the arrangement of interior space affects 
exterior massing and how the configuration of building 
elements respond to adjacent buildings. Design strategies 
incorporating neighborhood context include considerations 
of: building height transitions, arrangement of buildings 
and open space, landscape elements, vehicular driveways 
and pedestrian paths, and architectural details and scaling 
devices that breakdown the massing of the development.
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With reduced setback requirements and small lot areas, 
providing access to air, light, and ventilation is more 
challenging for small lot developments than typical single
family designs. Thus, architects and builders must take full 
advantage of the unique design opportunities presented to 
them to create livable environments.

Sensitive window and balcony 
placement in the Rock Row 
development are key to enhancing 
the light and ventilation of the 
home's interior.
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'XmObjective: Develop the overall form and relationship of 

the buildings by focusing on neighborhood compatibility 
and high-quality design of the following elements: entry, 
height and massing, building facade, roof lines, and 
materials.
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The Buzz Court development 
demonstrates how the front unit 
of the development is designed 
to engage the public street and 
sidewalk.
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SMALL LOT

ENTRY GUIDELINES

When entries are well articulated and easy to find, they 
function as gateways— simultaneously welcoming visitors, 
allowing for seasonal decorations, and clearly delineating 
the boundaries of the private realm. They may also offer 
habitable outdoor space in the form of a small front porch or 
patio.
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1 Primary entryways should be clearly identifiable and 
connected to the public street by a walkway. Individual 
residences should incorporate transitions such as 
landscaping, paving, porches, stoops, and canopies.
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Homes that front a public street should have their 
primary entryway accessible from the street. Garages 
should not take the place of the main entryway.

2Entryways, porches and stoops 
clearly delineate public and 
private realms while maintaining a 
comfortable relationship between 
these realms and their users.

Entryways should sit at a grade comparable to those 
of the surrounding structures, and should never tower 
above the street.

3
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Use ornamental low-level lighting to highlight and 
provide security for pedestrian paths and entrances. 
Ensure all parking areas and walkways are illuminated.

4

Q 5 Sole entrances should be at grade level. Homes with 
multiple entrances may include a secondary entrance 
at three to five steps above grade or consistent with 
the average grade of existing structures.

W
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6
Entrances that front commercial boulevards should 
allow room for a stoop and entryway and ideally some 
landscaped area.

t

Ground-floor commercial arrangements fronting on 
the street in a commercial district do not require a 
separation between the entry and the street. See 
Special Guidelines for Ground-Floor Commercial Uses 
(p. 28) for further information.

7These home entrances sit a few 
steps above the sidewalk. A small 
landscaped area provides a buffer 
between the sidewalk and building 
edge.

Incorporate transitions such as landscaping, paving 
material, porches, stoops, and canopies at the 
primary entrance to each residence, and at the main 
pedestrian entrance to the development from the 
sidewalk.

8
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SMALL LOT

ENTRY (CONTINUED)

Small lot homes with excessive 
grading tend to tower awkwardly 
above the neighborhood and 
sidewalk. This creates a physical 
and visual barrier between the 
public and private realms.
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A better interaction between a small 
lot development and the street is 
achieved when buildings are only 
a few steps above street level. This 
creates a clear sight line between 
the sidewalk and the front entry.
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SMALL LOT

HEIGHT AND MASSING GUIDELINES

memo* While building height is often criticized for a project’s 
incompatibility with the neighborhood, it is more often the 
building’s massing--the overall volume of the building— 
that can cause the new structure to seem out of context. 
Well-designed buildings do not “max out” the allowable 
building massing permitted by the code —height limits, 
yard, setbacks—but employ variations in height, massing, 
rhythm, and texture to reduce the perceivable massing of 
the building. These variations serve dual functions: they help 
small developments mesh with their surroundings, while also 
enhancing the overall quality of the street by providing visual 
interest and a pedestrian scale.
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Varied building heights and massing 
creates a more interesting and walk- 
able streetfront.

Use the surrounding built environment to inform 
decisions about variations in height and massing.1

Avoid excessive differences in height between the 
proposed development and adjacent buildings.2

Provide sufficient space between buildings, 
articulation along the street frontage, and visual 
breaks to diminish the scale and massing.

3

Small lot developments should be appropriately 
designed and scaled to transition from single-family 
properties using methods such as step backs, 
building placement, driveway location, variations in 
height, and landscape screening elements.

4
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SMALL LOT

This small lot development maxes 
out the building envelope and does 
not respond to surrounding context.
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By breaking down the height, 
massing, and facade of the 
buildings, this small lot development 
becomes more compatible with the 
surrounding neighborhood.
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The use of unique building materials 
and accent colors helps to articulate 
the facade and entrance of this 
corner building.
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SMALL LOT

BUILDING FACADE GUIDELINES

The building facade is a crucial element in relating the 
building to the street and neighborhood. Design elements 
such as porches and stoops can be used to orient the 
housing towards the street and promote active and 
interesting neighborhoods. Effectively placed and articulated 
doors, windows, and balconies can enhance the overall 
quality of the project.% .;«f

Employ architectural details to enhance scale and 
interest by breaking the facade up into distinct planes 
that are offset from the main building facade.

1

The placement of windows should follow a consistent 
rhythm to create visual clarity and character-defining 
features while avoiding the creation of blank walls.

2The Buzz Court development 
alternates texture, color, and 
materials on the front facade.

3 Provide windows on building facades that front 
on public streets, private driveways, and internal 
pedestrian pathways within the development.

4 Layer architectural features to emphasize elements 
such as entries, corners, windows, and organization 
of units.
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Alternate different textures, colors, materials, and 
distinctive architectural treatments to add visual 
interest while avoiding blank facades.

5
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I.
Treat all facades of the building with an equal level of 
detail, articulation, and architectural rigor.6

Small overhangs above the doors 
at Maltman Bungalows provide 
shade and shelter, as well as adding 
articulation to the entryway.

Include overhead architectural features at entrances 
and windows that provide shade and passive 
cooling.

7

Design balconies so that their size and location 
maximize their intended use for open space. Avoid 
“tacked on” balconies with limited purpose or 
function.

8

Reduce the monotony of undifferentiated facades 
through landscape screening elements, entry 
enhancements, and building/garage facades.

9
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SMALL LOT

BUILDING MATERIALS GUIDELINES

Los Angeles architecture varies in style often within 
neighborhoods. Therefore, context and surrounding 
structures should inform the choice of materials for small lot 
developments. a

i
1 Select building materials, such as architectural details 

and finishes, that convey a sense of permanence. 
Quality materials should be used to withstand 
weather and wear regardless of architectural style.
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The Gatsby Homes in Hollywood 
demonstrates how to use different 
materials in response to building 
mass.

Apply trim, metal and woodwork, lighting, and other 
details in a harmonious manner that is consistent 
with the proportions and scale of the buildings.

2

Materials should appropriately respond to the 
neighborhood context.3

4 Apply changes in material purposefully and in a 
manner corresponding to variations in building mass.

ROOF GUIDELINES

cmWhile townhouses should exhibit some individuality, 
excessively varied, multi-pitched and gabled roofs tend to 
create visual chaos that is undesirable and unnecessary.

-AA

Integrate varied roof lines into the upper floors 
of residences through the use of sloping roofs, 
modulated building heights, gables, dormers, and 
innovative architectural techniques.

1
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Excessively varied and multi-pitched 
roofs risk create visual chaos.Avoid excessive use of multi-pitched and gabled 

roofs2

Where appropriate, consider enhancing roof areas 
with usable open space.3
Consider the design and placement of ridge 
locations as well as direction in relation to side yards 
and atriums

4
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SMALL LOT

UIDELINES for GROUND-FLOOR COMMERCIAL USESSPECIAL

Small lot developments along commercial corridors may be required to provide ground-floor 
commercial uses along the streetfront. Similar to standard commercial projects, these mixed- 
use small lots must employ high-quality architecture to define the character of the proposed 
development. Storefronts must be vibrant, transparent, and protected, and most importantly, 
be compatible with the form and character of the existing commercial district.

Ensure that storefronts convey an individual 
expression of each tenant’s identity while adhering to 
a common architectural theme and rhythm.
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ImBP■ SpmBBpew m Design storefronts with a focus on window design to 
create a visual connection between the interior and 
exterior.

2

Ground-floor commercial spaces 
in the Eagle Rock small lot 
development feature recessed 
entrances, protective awnings, 
and wide windows for a pleasant 
pedestrian experience.

Incorporate traditional storefront elements by 
including a solid base for storefront windows. Use 
high quality durable materials such as smooth stucco 
or concrete, ceramic tile, or stone for the window 
base.

3

Provide shelter from the sun and rain for pedestrians 
along the public right-of-way where the buildings 
meet the street. Extend overhead cover across 
driveways or provide architecturally integrated 
awnings, arcades, and canopies.
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Align awnings with others on the block, particularly 
the bottom edge of the awning. Coordinate the 
awning color with the color scheme of the entire 
building front.

5
The Evo and Luma residential 
towers in Downtown Los Angeles 
features live-work units with ground- 
floor commercial and attached 
upper-level residences. Ensure that store entrances are recessed, not flush, 

with the edge of the building facade to articulate the 
storefront and provide shelter for persons entering 
and exiting.
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This small lot development in Eagle Rock is the first to feature 
ground-floor retail. Individual commercial tenants occupy the ground 
floor of the single-family homes along a commercial corridor.
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SMALL LOT

The landscape of a small lot project can be divided into 
three areas. This provides a helpful framework for designing 
a cohesive landscape plan. The public area consists of the 
street, parkway, sidewalk, and driveway; the private area 
incorporates spaces not within a common area or driveway; 
and the transitional area is comprised of the spaces in 
between. It is important to strike a balance between privacy, 
transparency, visual interest, and order when landscaping for 
these areas.
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o Public, © transitional, and © 
private areas.This approach clearly delineates public, private and 

transitional zones without creating walls and yet maintains 
visual interest through variations in plant materials, 
grades, and limited hardscape. This also minimizes water 
consumption and maximizes contributions to local flora and 
fauna while also enhancing the living environment of both the 
public, private, and transitional areas.

Design landscaping that delineates the 
public, private, and transitional areas; enhances visual 
interest; and utilizes native and drought tolerant plants.

V
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SMALL LOT

FRONT AND COMMON AREA GUIDELINES

/A Front yards and common areas serve a dual function, and 
therefore deserve particular attention. They act as both 
habitable outdoor space for its owners and as shared areas 
within the proposed development and the neighborhood. 
The yard is a visual amenity to the development, 
neighborhood, and passers-by. Additionally, it serves as a 
semi-transparent bridge between the private interior of the 
home and common areas.
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Landscaping should be visually interesting, sustainable, 
and relatively easy to maintain. Turf grass should be used 
sparingly. Use water-conserving plant materials and irrigation 
systems. Utilize trees along the parkway and shorter shrubs 
in the transitional zone.

Excessive use of turf grass is visually 
bland, requires extensive irrigation, 
and fails to enhance or define both 
the public and private outdoor 
spaces.
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B& j {
Use a range of low-water and drought-tolerant plant 
materials and ground cover to provide visual interest 
in place of turf grass.
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Use fences and shrubbery less than 3’6" tall in areas 
adjacent to the sidewalk (within 5’ of front lot line), 
and common public areas.
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Plant shade trees within public areas, ideally spaced 
between 15’ and 20’ apart, to screen blank building 
facades and shade the driveway and parking areas.

3ms&ssz

However, subtle variations in grade 
and drought-tolerant plant materials 
helps to gracefully define transitions 
in the landscape. Whenever possible, use subtle variations in grade.4

Plant parkways separating the curb from 
the sidewalk with trees, ground cover, low- 
growing vegetation, or permeable materials that 
accommodate both pedestrian movement and 
clearance for car doors.

5

Design the landscape to be integrated with the 
building and for the intended use of the space.6
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SMALL LOT

PRIVATE OUTDOOR SPACES GUIDELINES

Private outdoor spaces can take the form of small interior 
yards, balconies, and roof decks. For these spaces, the 
emphasis should be placed on flexibility. For yard space, 
plant materials need not be too varied, so that residents may 
easily modify them to make them their own.
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Designate fully private outdoor space whenever 
possible.

i
1 si■;

Utilize plants that can be easily modified/maintained 
by residents.2

The use of raised beds in varying 
heights provides for a flexible 
outdoor space by serving as both 
landscaping and seating options.

Provide balconies to enhance rather than substitute 
for actively used common open spaces. Balconies 
and roof decks should be generous enough in size to 
create usable spaces.

3

PLANT MATERIALS GUIDELINES

Ultimately the landscape should enhance the natural 
environment of the neighborhood and should be relatively 
low-maintenance. Drought-tolerant and native species satisfy 
both of these criteria by creating visually appealing and 
sustainable landscapes.

Apply mulch in between and around plants to 
conserve moisture and eliminate bare earth, which 
can look unsightly.

1

Use water-conserving ground cover instead of turf 
grass.2

Avoid invasive plant materials.3
Plant in groupings according to water needs.4
Incorporate existing natural features and topography.5

For more information, visit: http://www.bewaterwise.com/ 
Gardensoft/garden_types.aspx?listType=types
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SMALL LOT

PRIVACY GUIDELINES

With small lot developments come issues of privacy - 
not only for residents, but also for those of neighboring 
properties. For instance, improperly designed developments 
result in balconies overlooking neighboring yards or other 
balconies, and windows facing directly into adjacent 
residences.

S;
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Small lot designs should maximize access to private outdoor 
space, light, and views, while ensuring an adequate level 
of privacy for all residents. This will require particular 
attention to the orientation and spatial configuration of the 
development, distances between walls, and the location of 
windows and balconies.
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This side yard is wide enough to 
allow for layers of planting and 
decorative paving. Whenever possible, small lot designs should designate some 

fully private outdoor space for each dwelling. This can take 
the form of small interior yards, balconies, and roof decks.
For these spaces, emphasis should be placed on flexibility.

Windows and balconies from separate dwellings 
should not face or overlook each other.1

Minimize the number of windows overlooking 
neighboring interior private yards.2

Use translucent glass, landscaping, and screens to 
create privacy.3

4 Provide functional distances between building walls 
and vary height to maximize private outdoor space, 
light and views.

Plant trees, shrubs, and vines to screen walls 
between property lines. Use variations in color, 
material, and texture.

5

6 Rooftop open space should be located away from 
the building edge to enhance privacy.
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SMALL LOT

Proposed small lot projects present a unique opportunity 
for innovative sustainable approaches. These sites allow 
for environmentally-sound principles to be applied on a 
smaller scale, helping to mitigate the development’s impact 
on the surrounding neighborhood. They also provide 
the opportunity to employ strategies that might be cost 
prohibitive on a larger scale such as solar roof materials, 
semi-permeable paving materials, and energy and water 
efficiency. All development is required to meet Los Angeles 
Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) 
requirements and Low Impact Development (LID) strategies 
(Ord. 181899).
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A permeable driveway (concrete grid 
filled with grass) increases storm 
water infiltration on the small lot.

Achieve low-impact development through 
design that focuses on environmental sensitivity in site 
planning, building, landscaping, and construction.

SITE PLANNING GUIDELINES

Incorporate renewable energy technologies (such as 
photovoltaic panels) on-site.1

Use permeable paving materials (such as porous 
asphalt, porous concrete, permeable concrete 
pavers and grid systems filled with gravel or grass) 
where allowed by the Alternative Paving Material 
Ordinance (No. 182431).

2

Utilize adequate, uniform, and glare-free lighting such 
as dark-sky compliant fixtures, to avoid uneven light 
distribution, harsh shadows, and light spillage.

3

4 Reduce pollution by controlling soil erosion, waterway 
sedimentation and airborne dust generation.

Seamlessly integrate the SUSMP and LID elements 
into the project design.5
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SMALL LOT

BUILDING GUIDELINES

Use passive cooling systems like operable windows 
for ventilation.1spi

IP 5^

Provide controllable systems such as localized 
thermostat control, task lighting, or localized lighting 
controls.

2Ev-.
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Provide connection between indoor and outdoor 
spaces to take advantage of natural light and 
ventilation.

3The Gatsby Homes integrate 
photovoltaic panels into its roof for 
enhanced energy efficiency.

Maximize water efficiency and minimize water waste 
within buildings.4
Use energy efficient equipment to increase the 
energy efficiency of the buildings.5

>.5Sru
6 Use renewable, recycled, and regional materials.!i

i!9
Use certified wood provided from environmentally 
responsible forest management.7if

8
Use or redirect demolition material to recyclable or 
reusable centers (Ord. 181519).
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So
Mature trees should be preserved 
during small lot construction.
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SMALL LOT

LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES

1 Plant trees to shade buildings to reduce the heat 
island effect.

U jgf
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Facilitate storm water capture, retention and 
infiltration, and prevent runoff by using permeable or 
porous paving materials in lieu of concrete or asphalt. 
Collect, store, and reuse storm water for landscape 
irrigation as per SUSMP and LID requirements.

2 7 Ft
/
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3 Los Angeles Low-Impact Development (LID) and 
Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) 
requirements mandate stormwater to be managed 
through filtration or reuse for all development 
projects, including small lot developments. There are 
various ways to incorporate storm water techniques 
while also using thoughtful design. The City offers 
different storm water management techniques that 
don’t overwhelming the design of the project.

The Auburn 7 development provides 
enhanced landscaping along a DWP 
easement as a unique amenity for 
its residents.

Some of the small scale Best Management Practices 
include:

1. Rain Barrels & Small Cisterns
2. Permeable or Porous Pavement Systems
3. Planter Boxes
4. Rain Gardens
5. Dry Wells

For more information, refer to the City of Los Angeles 
Low Impact Development Best Management 
Practices Handbook.
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SMALL LOT

Since the City of Los Angeles passed the Small Lot 
Subdivision Ordinance in 2005, small lot projects have been 
under development in neighborhoods across Los Angeles. 
As of November 2013, over 160 subdivision cases have 
been filed, resulting in the approval of over 1,500 individual 
lots. 39 subdivisions were recorded, creating approximately 
330 new lots on the County Assessment Roll.

This section of the handbook looks at model small lot 
subdivision developments built between 2006 and 2010 and 
highlights some outstanding features.

As these model projects demonstrate, the Small Lot 
Ordinance is not only increasing the quantity of housing 
available to the market, but also the variety. The Small Lot 
Ordinance helps developers provide housing to meet the 
demands of an increasingly disparate set of Angeleno needs 
and lifestyles.
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SMALL LOT

ROCK ROW, 
EAGLE ROCK 
Heyday Partnership 
1546 Yosemite Drive

15 homes
(16 condos allowable) 
Zoning: RD1.5-1 

Zoning Adjustments: 5

l
4c

:I
.

1st LEED Certified Small Lot 
Subdivision. -i *m ■st jM 4

- •
. // - ...: W;.Each townhouse has 

a series of decks and 
balconies.

I A ■rrr : •f wr- <//. ~~EC/-
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y H: S? ii j 11Simple maintenance 
organization for driveway, 
trash areas, and landscape. ps V.

-t

Neighborhood council 
and Southern California 
Edison supported Heyday 
Partnership in being 
exempted from street 
widening.

!
Site Plan.

-v
Sustainable Features: 
Permeable driveway, instant 
hot water heaters, indoor air 
quality control, green roofs, 
solar arrays. l ,

H.

' JIsfi; L j_/ ;. i

i „
if

Architectural rendering highlighting roof gardens, entry ways and grasscrete 
driveway. Also note the visual interest created by the use of materials and 
varied window orientation.
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Low water plants minimize water consumption and enhance the transition between the front sidewalk and building fa
cade. Permeable paving material reduces the perceived width of a double-loaded driveway, while providing for a more 
comfortable pedestrian path of travel and reducing the amount of visible paving material.
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The front two homes are configured 
with their main entrance close to the 
sidewalk. This, in addition to a small 
front landscape section and the 
Grasscrete paving material provides 
a good transition from the public to 
the private realm.

A green roof helps absorb runoff, 
reduces the heat island effect, and 
provides an attractive amenity for 
residents.

The development contains land
scaping along the project’s public 
edge to create a pleasant pedestrian 
environment
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SMALL LOT

AUBURN 7, 
SILVER LAKE 
Mass Architects 
2748 Auburn Street

m7 homes built 
Zoning: RD 1.5-1XL .'fib -

■ s®
WS

2 levels of habitable flooring.
>L <A it

Only a 5” air gap between 
units requires more 
engineering for earthquake 
protection than a typical 
single family home.

4j

Floor to ceiling windows. s
mi

HEEach unit has an option for 
solar electricity.
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Informal agreement with 
the Department of Water 
and Power to use the front 
easement as garden space.
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Variations in massing, window orientation and materials distinguish the dwell
ings.

With no walls separating 
the front yard space the 
easement becomes a 
community amenity while 
still retaining the feel of a 
private yard
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Interior spaces have a good relationship with the exterior as all units have 
front garden space in the easement. There is a pedestrian path that runs 
between the landscaping and the homes which helps define the edge.
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The front easement features a mix of fruit trees, vegetables and low-water ornamental plants.
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Permeable paving (decomposed 
granite) allows the infiltration of storm 
water. Homes feature private patios.

Community garden built on space 
leased from DWP

Site furnishings make the develop 
ment’s public areas usable.
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SMALL LOT

CULLEN STREET ART 
DISTRICT HOMES, 
Modative
2624 Cullen Street

3 homes built (4 allowed)
(2 single-family and 1 duplex) 
Zoning: RD 1.5

*
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Adjacent Culver City Arts 
District served as inspiration

:
Rear unit has mother-in-law 
unit with separate entrance

I

■mm'
All units have second story 
private deck/balcony

Site plan shows linear configuration with a shared driveway and a pedestrian 
path separate from driveway.

Front home has primary 
entrance oriented to the 
street with generous front 
landscaping to transition 
between public and private ■
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7
Interior spaces as well as 
doors & windows were 
configured to provide 
privacy between homes and 
adjacent property.
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Single-pitched roof has 
southern orientation to 
accommodate future solar 
panel installation

jjPb

Front unit designed to have excellent orientation to the street with front 
entrance and pedestrian path connected to the public sidewalk, and lush 
front landscaping buffer. Although the second story deck extends away from 
the home, the rest of the massing is pulled away from the street which creates 
a nice transition between public and private space.
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The homes are designed to each have second story private deck space that is pulled away from the property line and 
located above the driveway. This activates the access path while orienting the private spaces away from adjacent 
residential
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Rear unit features a double car 
garage for primary home, and a 
single car garage for mother-in-law 
unit with private deck above parking.

Example of how private balcony 
space on the second floor can still 
activate the front of the property near 
the property edge

A striking color on the interior of the 
covered parking provides a strong 
visual link from the sidewalk to the 
rear of the development, creates 
character, and provides a connection 
with the other units
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SMALL LOT

MALTMAN BUNGALOWS, 
ECHO PARK 
Civic Enterprise Associates 
918 Maitman, Echo Park

17 Homes 
(18 units allowable) 
Zoning: RD2-1VL 
Zoning Variances: 5 
Zoning Adjustments: 3
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small compact units.
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"0Porches, visibility, and close 
proximity provide a safe 
environment for residents. Site Plan.

m m ■
A smaller truck from a 
private trash company can 
navigate a smaller driveway 
for trash collection.
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The utilities are on a mutual 
easement. Units have a one 
car garage; no guest parking 
is provided.
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v,'>■*.Sustainable Features:

An adapted reuse and/ 
or an historic preservation 
project is inherently more 
sustainable than new 
construction.
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■ \Selected by Architectural 

Record magazine as one of 
their 2008 Record Houses.
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Restoration preserved the charm of original units.
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Narrow drive preserved front yard space and each unit boasts 1 shade + citrus tree. (Photo Credit: A. Marshburn)
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Orientation and function of front 
door provides transparency and 
bolsters sense of community.

Attached garage with compact 
tandem parking.

Pedestrians share central driveway 
with autos.
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Site Plan shows the arrangement of the 23 units, each with a courtyard space.
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This home on one of the edges of the project shows the interior courtyard 
space connected to a side yard, providing additional usable open space.
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PERLITA AVENUE

PERLITA MEWS, 
ATWATER VILLAGE 
Corsini + Stark Architects 
4254 Perlita Avenue

23 Homes

Indoor/Outdoor homes are 
organized around interior 
courtyards and designed in 
a Modernist style.

Sustainable Features: 
Grasscrete paving allows 
water to reach the water 
table and reduces pollution 
from runoff.
Clerestory windows provide 
natural ventilation; heat 
rises through the top of the 
townhouse, cooling the 
units.
Fewer exterior walls limit 
the places where heat and 
energy can seep out.

Adaptable units: Units 
can be combined and 
expanded around the interior 
courtyards. More affordable 
than buying one very large 
house. Rear units can be 
separated since they have a 
rear staircase.
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SMALL LOT
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The development features 23 homes with double-loaded garages on a center access driveway and internal courtyards
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Rendering of how the garage, 
driveway, and primary entrance 
interact

The interior courtyard spaces create 
an outdoor room that also provides 
access to light and air for the 
second story.

Rendering of a courtyard created by 
two adjacent buildings. While each 
side is a private patio, joining these 
spaces provides the perception of a 
larger volume of space.
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Site Plan shows the arrangement of the units with parking accessed via an 
alley and a 6 foot wide pedestrian passageway in the center. Parking for all 
homes is accomplished with a tandem configuration to the rea of the site.
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Front elevation shows good height and massing relationship with surrounding 
structures and balconies facing the public sidewalk.
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PREUSS FOUR, 
CIENEGA HEIGHTS 
Danny Cerezo, Architect 
2008 Preuss Road

4 homes built (5 allowed)

Zoning: RD 1.5-1

Average lot size: 1,780-2,560
s.f.

Each unit is 2 stories with 
a 3 bedroom/3 bathroom 
configuration

All homes feature over 400 
s.f. of private open space off 
of the main living level.

Each home also features a 
2.8Kw solar panel system as 
a standard feature.

All hardwood flooring has 
been reclaimed from a barn 
in Tennessee that was slated 
for demolition.

Sustainable features include 
exterior fiber cement siding 
installed as a rain screen 
system, electric vehicle 
chargers, bio-filtration 
planters, and a central 
heating and air is multi- 
zoned to maximize comfort.
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SMALL LOT
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The front two homes are designed to have an almost typical front yard configuration with a patio and green space 
adjacent to the public sidewalk.
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A 6 foot wide pedestrian path through 
the center of the project provides 
both access from the parking and 
common amenity space.

Planters in the front yard allow 
opportunities for landscaping to 
buffer common spaces from private 
spaces.

The pedestrian access path is open 
to the sky providing ample access to 
light and air for each home.
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SMALL LOT

BUZZ COURT,
SILVER LAKE 
Heyday Partnership 
Buzz Court, Los Angeles, 
90039

S! is;
6 homes built (6 allowed) 'LOT 5 ' LOT 4 - A 

"planb? planB.y-ii

V 'A.M
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Zoning: (Q)C2-1VL IlfIg&H■ i.. 5
Average lot size: 1,720 s.f.

Variances/adjustments: 6 00 pray! way 

^ LANDSCAPING

•iiv UNi

SITE PLAN s

Each home is 3 stories with 
a rooftop deck as amenity 
space

Site Plan shows the arrangement of the units in a unique zigzag pattern that 
staggers the home placement on either side of the narrow lot.

The zigzag pattern allows for 
greater separation between 
units and creates an added 
sense of privacy for rear 
units

n

Common maintenance 
agreement for driveway, 
access gate, trash area, and 

landscape

Additional notes: Certified 
LEED Platinum, Permeable 
Driveway, Solar Arrays, 
Instant Hot Water Heaters, 
Indoor Air Quality Controls, 
Exceed Title-24 by >30%,J 

Green Roofs.

/Lr •
y-_.

The primary entry of the front home is clearly delineated by landscape 
planters and the massing of the facade. A second floor balcony brings an 
element of private space into the public environment, activating both the front 
facade and the sidewalk of this more urban streetscape.
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The Buzz Court project is located along a more urban streetscape than other small lot development. As a result, the 
architects design a facade that looks more commercial than residential while still placing residential elements like a 
balcony on the front facade.
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The unique spatial arrangement of 
the development causes the homes 
to have a staggered effect, making 
the spaces between buildings seem 
more open.

The facade treatment provides 
for a visually interesting and 
appealing display at night. The 
shading element provides privacy 
for the residents while still allowing 
light to be displayed along the 
sidewalk. The front entrance is 
clearly illuminated for safety and 
delineation.

While the homes are configured 
to provide adequate access to the 
garages for cars, the interior spaces 
are arranged so that windows and 
balconies do not directly face each 
other. This creates a better sense of 
privacy for homes that are closely 
spaced.
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EDGECLIFFE TERRACE,
SILVER LAKE
Green City Building Company
1372 Edgecliffe Drive, Los
Angeles

rr ;. « f" 1; -t : :.; i;4 homes built (4 allowed) ; 1 ! .Ii: ■ i' Li:i
i m

» A

- ,i\ ImsZoning: RD1.5-1VL

gn-II
I m mr ■; .?I m

H
i j i; 'U Vi*v.

Average lot size: 1,840 s.f. if■
l0m ii;ft-' m mVariances/adjustments: only 

an "early start” variance

Key design elements include 
corner glass, natural cedar 
siding, and metal exterior 
accents.

Site Plan shows the arrangement of the units on the narrow lot with ample 
front yard landscaping and a large balcony/deck for the rear unit

The front and rear houses 
have ground level open 
garden space, while all units 
have rooftop terraces.
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The project was designed 
to be neighborhood 
appropriate, with deferential 
massing by cutting the 
garages into the up-slope 
and providing a significant 
third floor setback.
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A 35’ front yard building line 
setback was provided and 
landscaped.

. Three existing decades-old 
street trees were preserved 
as part of the project.,:

as,;

The slightly sloping site resulted in the units having a “stacked" configuration 
and the garages being cut into the slope. A 35 foot front setback was 
provided
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The site has a two story building on one side and a single story residence on the other. As a result, the mass and height 
of the buildings are located on the side adjacent to the two story building.
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The entries for each individual home 
are separated from the driveway 
and have a direct connection to the 
public sidewalk.

The view from the rear deck shows 
how the units are “stacked" to follow 
the slope of the site. All homes also 
have window orientation over the 
driveway to help activate the space.

Interior spaces are organized around 
access to light and air with large 
windows and a balcony (front unit)
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VESPER VILLAGE,
VAN NUYS
Ken Stockton, Architects 
Silverberg Development Corp. 
14550 West Kittridge Street

i
16 Homes 
(51 units allowable) 

Zoning: CR-1VL-CDO 

Zoning Variances: 3 

Zoning Adjustments: 4

i... t—..■" ...

' 1
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1
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Built prior to the Small Lot 
Ordinance, this development 
provided the framework 
for the passage of the 
Ordinance.

;
"COT & w-sr

■

- iLJ! *- £Was a result of community 
opposition to new apartment 
complexes. Individual 
owner-occupied homes 
were preferable. Small 
Lot subdivision was a 
compromise.

■; I

4

Site Plan.

The utilities are on a mutual 
easement. Units have a one 
car garage; no guest parking 
is provided.

■ i ~

iSI A.

'
Has a 3-foot separation 
between homes.

Uses a very modest annual 
maintenance fund for the 
driveway and mail boxes. No 
home owners association. .

Three-foot-deep front yards soften the transition from stucco facade to hard- 
scape drive.
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The 26-foot width between homes is syncopated with a 32’ distance occurring at the garage/parking. This articulates 
the massing of the buildings and prevent the pedestrian from feeling “boxed in”.
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Two-foot separation between homes. Pedestrian environment along the 
edge of the development features 
pleasant landscaping and trees.

Open sight lines to front doors.
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APPENDIX A
VENICE SPECIFIC PLAN VERIFICATION

The community of Venice has a refined set of small lot guidelines that are based on the 
Venice Coastal Specific Plan. A summary follows. Architects and developers proposing 
a small lot project for Venice should consult the Specific Plan, and where it is not explicit, 
refer to the Los Angeles Municipal Code, including the Small Lot Ordinance.

Parking: Required parking for subdivision projects shall be based on the parking 
requirements pursuant to the Venice Coastal Specific Plan—2 or 3 spaces, depend
ing on lot width. Each new lot resulting from a small lot subdivision that contains 
one unit will fall under the “single family dwelling” category in the Specific Plan. For 
purposes of parking calculations, small lot subdivisions shall be considered “less 
than 40 feet in width, or less than 35 feet in width if adjacent to an alley.” Where 
new lots resulting from a small lot subdivision include multiple units on a lot, they 
shall provide 2.25 parking spaces for each dwelling unit.
Driveways: All driveways and vehicular access shall be from the alleys, when pres
ent. When projects abut an alley, each newly resulting subdivided lot shall be acces
sible from the alley and not the street. Exceptions may be made for existing struc
tures where alley access is infeasible.
Setbacks: Front, rear and side yard setbacks abutting an area outside of the 
subdivision shall be consistent with the Specific Plan, where it sets limitations. This 
includes locations in which new lots abut a lot that is not created pursuant to the 
Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance and not part of the project, or where the lots abut 
a waterway or street.
Multiple Lots: Existing lots may be subdivided into multiple lots so long as the av
eraged newly resulting lot size is equivalent to the minimum requirement for “lot area 
per dwelling unit” established for each residential zone in the LAMC, pursuant to the 
Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance.
Multiple Units: Lots subdivided pursuant to the Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance 
shall be limited to one unit per resultant lot, unless the lot size is large enough to 
permit additional units based on the “lot area per dwelling unit” calculation estab
lished for each residential zone. In no case may a newly resultant lot contain more 
than three units. Generally, the combined density of the newly resulting lots shall 
not exceed the permitted density of the original lot, pre-subdivision. For Subareas 
of Venice that restrict density by limiting the number of units on a lot by a defined 
number, the resulting density from multiple lots may increase the originally permitted 
density on one original lot. Unit restrictions prescribed for Subareas shall still apply 
to individual resulting lots, but not over the entire pre-subdivided area.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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VENICE SPECIFIC PLAN VERIFICATION 
(CONTINUED)

6. Affordable Replacement Units: Projects in some Subareas of Venice are required 
to provide “Replacement Affordable Unit(s)” as defined in Section 5(T) of the Specif
ic Plan when there are any units in excess of two units on newly resulting single lots. 
The requirement to replace an affordable unit will increase the number of units that 
would otherwise be permitted under the Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance only when 
the development includes three units on a lot. Mello Act requirements to replace 
affordable units still apply in all circumstances, and consistent with the Specific 
Plan, any affordable replacement units shall be replaced on the small lot subdivision 
project site.

7. Density: Density shall not exceed the density permitted by zoning of the original lot, 
which is the “lot area per dwelling unit” restriction for each zone as determined by 
the Venice Coastal Specific Plan, or when not explicit in the Specific Plan, the Los 
Angeles Municipal Code.
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APPENDIX B
PRE-FILING PREPARATION LIST AND MEETING FORM

Small Lot Meeting Request:

Prior to Meeting:
Our goal is to ensure that your meeting goes as smoothly as possible. In preparation for 
your time with the Planning Department staff, please carefully read through, complete, and 
return (electronically) two (2) business days prior to your appointment day, the required in
formation contained in this checklist to ensure that items that need attention are addressed 
during the course of the meeting.

1. Read through Small Lot Ordinance No. 176354. You can find it on:
• http://citvplanninq.lacitv.org/
• click on Policy Initiatives
• click on Housing
• click on Small Lot Subdivision (Townhome) Ordinance

or
Full address:
(http://citvplanning.lacitv.org/Policvlnitiatives/Housing/Small%20Lot/SmallLot-
DesiqnGuide.pdf)

2. Also, read through:
• Small Lot Guidelines
• FAQ sheet
• Notes

3. Bring 3 copies each of the following:
• Small Lot Meeting form (pages 2 and 3)
• Full ZIMAS property report with map (http://zimas.lacitv.org/
• Site or Plot plans with dimensions, lot areas, driveways, etc.
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SMALL LOT C

PART 1; GENERAL INFORMATION
Fill in the following information and return this form to the at least two (2) business days prior to your 
scheduled meeting date.

Case Number: 
(if applicable)

Address / Location / 
Neighborhood:

Case Planner: 
(if applicable)

Project Description:

Objective from meeting with 
UDS, Subdivision or 
Expedited:

PART 2: SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTATION
Provide the following materials (if available) in electronic/digital format. (Email is preferred)

Entitlement Application
Project Architectural Plans (Floors/Elevations/ Sections) 
Site Plan
Site Photos, and Adjacent Property Photos
Aerial Photos
Landscape Plans
Radius Map
Zoning Map

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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PART 3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Name(s)/relationship of people presenting the proposed project:

Name:_____________________________
Company:__________________________
Phone:_____________________________
Email:______________________________
Owner__Engineer__Developer__Architect
Other:______________________________

Name:_____________________________
Company:__________________________
Phone:__________________________
Email:_____________________________
Owner__Engineer__Developer__Architect
Other:_____________________________

Proposed Zoning:Existing Zoning:

Applicable uses on adjacent properties

CondosCommercialApartmentsSingle family

Other:School ParkIndustrial

Proposed number of lots and units:

Proposed number of guest parking spaces on-site: (if applicable)

Front yard setbacks on adjacent and nearby properties:

sq. ft. to: sq. ft.Proposed lots range in area from:
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Does the Small Lot Ordinance require a home owners association?

No, you do not need a home owners association (you can have one if you like). Instead, 
you can use a maintenance association formed to maintain the areas used in common, 
e.g. driveways, landscape, trash location, etc.

Do you have to identify each proposed lot?

Yes. You need to show the lot lines on the tract map or parcel map for all proposed lots 
and must indicate the front yards of each.

What do I do with common areas such as parking and landscape?

You can record reciprocal easement in these common areas.

Can parking spaces be separate from dwellings?

Yes. Parking spaces may be grouped together on a separate lot within the boundaries of 
the tract or parcel map. You may not place grouped parking under the development - the 
lots must remain fee simple.

What is the minimum size a lot can be?

Small lots must be at least 600 s.f.

Does this Ordinance apply to R2 Zoning?

This Ordinance almost never applies to R2 Zoning. Please consult the Department of City 
Planning Geoteam if you are considering an R2 lot.

What about setbacks required for the Small Lot Ordinance?

No front yard setbacks are required within an approved small lot subdivision. However, a 
five foot setback is required from any property adjacent to the perimeter of the small lot 
tract or parcel map.
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What about fences and walls?

Fences and walls within 5 feet of the front lot line (see FAQ above) shall be no more than 
42 inches in height. Fences and walls within five feet of the side and rear lot lines shall be 
no more than 6 feet in height.

Why are you asking for all of the setback dimensions during the tract or parcel 
map approval process?

If you wish to begin construction before the final map records, then you must also file a 
Zoning Administrator Case for all setbacks that deviate from the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code as if the Lots have not recorded.

What are the requirements for tract/parcel map filings?

Tract maps must be filed as Vesting Tentative Tract Maps with accompanying site 
plan layout, elevations and other illustrative information. Site plan layout is to be 
superimposed on proposed lot lines.
Parcel Maps must be filed with accompanying site plan layout, elevations and other 
illustrative information. Site plan layout is to be superimposed on proposed lot lines. 
Entitle tentative map or preliminary parcel map:
“Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. _ 
for Small Lot Subdivision Purposes
Each Tentative tract or Preliminary parcel map must include:

1.

2.

3.
(or “Preliminary Parcel Map No.

4.

“NOTE: Small Lot Single Family Subdivision in the 
176,354.”

Zone, per Ordinance No.

What are requirements for the maps?

Reciprocal easements: Easement(s) outside of the building envelopes shall be 
identified for any underground utilities - water, sewer, gas, irrigation etc. - that serve 
all homes and must cross over other lots to serve those homes.
Easement(s) outside of building envelopes must be identified for electrical, cable, 
satellite, telephone or similar lines for the same reason.
Easement(s) outside the building envelope must be identified for vehicular, 
pedestrian access across lot lines; and drainage across property lines.

1.

2.

3.
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When can I submit construction drawings to the Department of Building and 
Safety for Plan Check?

The Department of Building and Safety will ONLY accept construction drawings for 
Plan Check after the effective date of the Advisory Agency approval under the Small Lot 
Ordinance of a subdivision for the division of land (Tract or Parcel Map). The early submittal 
must be accompanied by an effective Zoning Administrator determination specifically 
permitting deviations from the Zone Code for setbacks/separation between buildings as if 
the map has not recorded.

How long will it take to get my plans approved?

We advise that you check with the Department of Building and Safety for their Plan Check 
procedures (including expediting review); with the relevant Geoteam in the Planning 
Department for the subdivision approval times. Projects may pay an extra fee for expedited 
review through the Planning Department’s Expedite Section - the procedure takes 
approximately 90 days.
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE SUBDIVISION LAYOUT

SETBACK CHART

LOT Front
Yard

Rear
Yard

Side Side
#

VESTING TENTATIVE 
TRACT MAP for SMALL LOT 
SUBDIVISION PURPOSES’

x’1 x’ x’x
2 x’ X’X XInclude in Notes 

Section:
"Note: Small 

Lot Single Family 
Subdivision in
the__ Zone,
pursuant to 
Ordinance No. 
176354"

3 x’ x’ x’X
4 X’X X X

x’5 X X X

I I

Indicate location of 
any guest parking

Designate 
front yards for 
each lot

Show building 
footprints and 
label lots

XI

LOT 4LOT 1 TO,
C

I___ <D
CTO

1<1)
~o >>

r-J LOT 5 Indicate
property
iines

LOT 2 ra sesasMsl"1 $
CD>

TJ
>,l
C
13
E
E
o

LOT 3 LOT 6o

~ ih y’-f
Indicate 
setbacks for - 
all front, rear, 
and side yards

+
4-wx

Indicate
trash
collection
areas

A

1 k
Label "community driveway/fire lane" (including 
dimensions), and identify any easements outside the 
building envelopes (e.g. pedestrian ingress/egress, 
emergency access, utilities)

I
N

1. All other information required by Sec. 17.00 for filing is also required but is not shown in this example.
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For more information about the City of Los Angeles Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance, 
Small Lot Design Guidelines, and additional resources, visit the following:

Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance:
http://clkrep.lacitv.org/onlinedocs/2004/04-1546 ORD 176354 01-3f-2005.pdf

Small Lot Design Guidelines:
http://urbandesiqnla.com/resources/SmallLotDesianGuidelines.php

California Green Building Standards Code (Cal Green): 
http://www.documents.dqs.ca.aov/bsc/CALGreen/2010 CA Green Bldg.pdf

City of Los Angeles Low Impact Development Best Management Practices Handbook: 
http://www.lastormwater.org/wp-content/files mf/lidhandbookfinal62212.pdf

Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) and Low-Impact Development (LID) 
Ordinance (No. 181899):
http://clkreD.lacitv.orq/onlinedocs/2009/09-1554 ord 181899.pdf

Storm Water Pollution Control Ordinance (No. 173494): 
http://clkrep.iacitv.org/onlinedocs/1999/99-2420 ORD 173494 09-14-2000.pdf

Landscape Ordinance (No. 170978):
http://clkrep.lacitv.org/onlinedocs/1992/92-0043 ORD 170978 04-03-1996.pdf

Alternative Paving Material Ordinance (No. 182431): 
http://clkrep.lacitv.oro/onlinedocs/2011/11-1331 ord 182431.pdf

http://clkrep.lacitv.org/onlinedocs/2004/04-1546_ORD_176354_01-3f-2005.pdf
http://urbandesiqnla.com/resources/SmallLotDesianGuidelines.php
http://www.documents.dqs.ca.aov/bsc/CALGreen/2010_CA_Green_Bldg.pdf
http://www.lastormwater.org/wp-content/files_mf/lidhandbookfinal62212.pdf
http://clkreD.lacitv.orq/onlinedocs/2009/09-1554_ord_181899.pdf
http://clkrep.iacitv.org/onlinedocs/1999/99-2420_ORD_173494_09-14-2000.pdf
http://clkrep.lacitv.org/onlinedocs/1992/92-0043_ORD_170978_04-03-1996.pdf
http://clkrep.lacitv.oro/onlinedocs/2011/11-1331_ord_182431.pdf
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Department of Transportation 
MANUAL OF POLICIES & PROCEDURES

SUBJECTPAGE DATE SECTION
DRIVEWAY DESIGN02/2003 321

Modifications to channelization to make proposed driveway locations acceptable shall be 
paid for by the permittee requesting the change, prior to approval of the permit. Such 
modifications shall be approved by the Transportation Engineer of the appropriate district 
office.

C. Driveways at Tee Intersections

Driveways for properties at the top of a “T" intersection are to be centered within one foot of 
the prolongation of the terminating street center line. The driveway at the top of the T- 
intersection should be a Case 3 type driveway in a residential area, and a Case 4 type 
driveway in a commercial area (see attached Department of Public Works Standard Plan 
No. S-440-3). Where this is not possible, the driveway should conform to Sub-Section V.B 
(Location of Driveways Adjacent to Intersections).

D. Distance between Driveways

Wherever possible, two-way driveways should be separated by a minimum of 50 feet of full 
height curb to minimize conflict between vehicles using the adjoining driveways.

VI. Driveway Design

A. Basic Principles

Driveways should be designed to minimize possible conflicts between users of parking 
facilities and users of abutting street systems. The design should address pedestrian 
safety, sight distance, width of the lane from which the right turns into the driveway are 
made (i.e. 12 foot curb lane requires a wider driveway), size and turning characteristics of 
vehicles using the driveway (i.e. delivery trucks require wider driveways), complexity of 
vehicular movements, density of traffic on the abutting street (traffic and street width), speed 
of vehicles on the abutting street, arrival or departure rate of vehicles using the driveway, 
and any other considerations that would affect the safety and efficient use of City streets. It 
should be recognized that driveway design recommendations may vary depending upon site 
constraints, location, and usage. Existing driveways can be approved as constructed if the 
project which has necessitated their review is of limited scope or is re-striping only.

B. Width of Driveways

Not withstanding existing Code requirements, the following driveway widths are 
recommended:



DATE PAGESUBJECT SECTIONDepartment of Transportation 
MANUAL OF POLICIES & PROCEDURES 321 02/2003 5DRIVEWAY DESIGN

Recommended Widths of Driveways 
(Wdimension of driveway apron, in feet)2

One-WayType of Development Two-Way
16 ftCommercial 30 ft

30 ft 16 ftIndustrial
Single Family Residential

18 ft1 or 2 car garage
26 ft3 or more car garage

Multi-Family Residential
More than 25 spaces 30 ft 16 ft
5 to 25 spaces 28 ft 16 ft
Less than 5 spaces 18 ft 16 ft

These recommended widths assume standard passenger vehicles turning right from an 18 
foot wide curb lane under typical conditions. Wider driveways may be appropriate to 
accommodate large commercial vehicles or multiple entry lanes. Shorter driveway widths 
may be considered where it may be more appropriate to use narrower driveway or field 
conditions preclude use of recommended widths.

When larger vehicles and trucks are going to be the predominant users of a particular 
driveway, turning templates shall be utilized to develop a driveway width that can safely and 
expeditiously accommodate the prevalent type of ingress and egress traffic.

Reservoir Distance to 
Gate/First Parking SpaceDrive Aisle Width<■ ->

Proj)e_rty_Line_ 
(after dedication)

\ /

Sidewalk

/N

Y
Curb Face

<H> < > <->
WX X

2 See attached Department of Public Works Standard Plan No. S-440-3.
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Planning

L.A.'s Small Lot Homes: Destroying 
Low-Rent Housing, Restoring the 
American Dream, or Both?
(http://www.kcet.org/news/agenda/planning/los-angeles-small-lot-homes.html)

by Chase Scheinbaum 
February 9, 2015 3:25 PM
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Raquel Arias and her son, James, at their Silver Lake bungalow, which a developer wants to 

replace with small lot homes. | Photo: Chase Scheinbaum

This story has been published in tandem with a segment for KCET's award-winning TV show 
"SoCal Connected." Watch it here now.

When Raquel Arias' Silver Lake bungalow is demolished, the last remnants of her disappearing 

neighborhood will be gone.The 35-year-old has lived in a rent-controlled house on the comer of North

http://www.kcet.org/news/agenda/planning/los-angeles-small-lot-homes.html 6/30/2015

http://www.kcet.org/news/agenda/planning/los-angeles-small-lot-homes.html
http://www.kcet.org/news/agenda/planning/los-angeles-small-lot-homes.html
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Coronado and Marathon streets her entire life. Her parents, whom she lives with along with her 

4-year-old son, have lived on the same lot even longer.

Over the years, she has watched her immediate neighborhood make a familiar transformation. The 

low-income Hispanic neighbors have moved out in search of lower rent, and the immediate area has 

become younger, whiter, more Asian, and more affluent. If it weren't for rent control, she, a laid-off 

school district employee, and her parents, a housecleaner and valet, wouldn't be able to afford their 

two-bedroom home.

"I'm one of the few people that's still around since I grew up," said the soft-spoken woman with deep 

brown eyes and straight brown hair. "Everything around here is like triple the amount of rent that we 

pay."

Story Continues Below
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Come August, the family will move aside for a controversial new housing type that has been available 

in L.A. just ten years: a small lot subdivision. Many small lot homes are sleek and boxy, clearly of a 

different lineage than surrounding bungalows, apartments, or condos, and frequently fetch upwards of 

three-quarters of a million dollars. On Coronado Street, the property owner wants to level a duplex 

and a fourplex to build 10 independent homes, a project approved by the city last fall.

Three other families living on the property have already left. "They weren't happy at all," Arias said. 

Initially, they resolved to fight the development but eventually settled for relocation fees. "They were 

intimidated, I guess, so they decided to sign." Now Arias and her family are the sole tenants.

They have been permitted to live on the property for one additional year because her parents are 

senior citizens and her four-year-old son, James, is mentally disabled. His condition requires round- 

the-clock care. Beyond the inconvenience and sadness of leaving her neighborhood, he is reason 

enough to want to stay. His neurologist is just two miles down the road and another therapist he 

sometimes sees is also nearby. Moving will likely require Arias to find new doctors for the boy, a 

disruption she would rather forego. She has applied for low-income housing, but it could take until 

mid-November to get a final response, which would be more than two months past the eviction date.
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A small lot subdivision in Los Angeles. City planners say developments like these could 

make homeownership a reality for more Angelenos. But some residents say the homes are 

ruining the character of neighborhoods. | Photo: Lata Pandya

Arias felt helpless when she first learned she might have to leave. "I didn't know what was going to 

happen or who to turn to," she said. But word of her predicament spread to neighbors who have 

rallied to help. More than 170 of them signed a petition against the development, and they've gone as 

far as measuring the grade and width of streets to disprove facts used in the project's approval. They 

don't want to see her leave. And in a larger sense, the proposed development has touched a nerve. 

They — like numerous residents across L.A. — have grown frustrated with the boxy homes they say 

are a new form of mansionization ruining the neighborhood's character.

And the homes are multiplying. Last year through November, the latest data available, 37 small lot 

developments were approved — the most of any year yet. Silver Lake has its share of small lots and 

residents say developers are coming to them with ever more cash offers. "A lot of affordable housing 

being destroyed," said Anne Hars, a neighbor who has helped lead the Coronado Street fight. "A lot of 

people really hate this architecture that's going up," she said. "They just loom over everything. 11

Some academics say the ordinance could help lower L.A.'s exorbitant home prices and help 

accommodate a growing population, a mandate issued by Mayor Eric Garcetti. But from Arias's 

vantage, it doesn't seem fair. "Everywhere you go, you see these big ugly apartments and they're super
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expensive," she said. "Where before there used to be nice little stores, now there are only luxury 

apartment complexes. It's losing its beauty."

* * * * *

Arias surely isn't alone. Angelenos have made way for at least some of the more than 2,000 small 

homes that have gone up since they became legal in 2005. Though they are dispersed across the city 
many developments have sprung up in increasingly pricey neighborhoods like Echo Park, Highland 

Park, Silver Lake, and Eagle Rock. To some, that seems odd, given the city's claim that small lots are 

"more affordable."

L.A. is among the priciest cities in the U.S. to buy real estate, and has one of the lowest rates of 
homeownership in the country. Which is exactly why city officials dreamed up small lot homes. The 

ordinance was intended to create more homes thereby driving down home prices and growing the 

city's housing stock. As an added benefit, the homes themselves were expected to be less expensive 

than comparably sized single-family residences (because they sit on smaller plots) or condos (because 

of monthly fees).

The more small lots we build, the more affordable home prices will become, said Richard K. Green, 

director of USC's Lusk School of Real Estate. "If this is done enough it could have a big upside," he 

said.

Green believes the ordinance is a sound way of growing a denser city. "We need to figure out how to 

shoehorn more houses into L.A." Though he would like to see more protective laws for people like 

Arias, he said the ordinance may be a necessary evil. "When we make policy changes, there are 

always winners and losers. Most things are win-lose, and if you have more winners than losers maybe 

that's okay."

Jake Wegmannn, an architecture professor who has studied L.A.'s zoning, agreed. "The trouble with 

these things is that we focus on the people who get displaced but it's harder to see the effects of people 

who don't get housing there," he said. "You're hearing about the costs of moving forward with the 

development, but consider the consequences of doing nothing."

As for affordability, it's relative: small lots generally cost between $500,000 and $850,000 for 

between 700 to 2,500 square feet. (The median single-family home price in the city of L.A. is 

$526,000, according to Zillow). Where Arias's rent-controlled bungalow stands today, a developer
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plans to build 10 three-bedroom homes that will be priced at up to three-quarters of a million dollars.

Still, thanks to the ordinance, Wegmann said, that price may not be as high as it sounds. "Its one of 

the few tools I can see that will result in family-friendly and middle income or upper middle income 

housing that is affordable to a couple making good salaries, rather than someone with a multi-million 

dollar inheritance."

* * * * *

The Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance reduced minimum lot sizes from 5,000 to 600 square feet on 

land zoned for commercial uses, apartments, condominiums, duplexes, or bungalow courts, and 

reduced setbacks so homes could more closely abut neighbors and sidewalks. And in their short lives, 

the resulting homes have often been admired.

To cite some examples, the Architect's Newspaper fawned that they offer "a rare dose of optimism for 

the city's developers and architects," and noted that many "sport a decidedly modem aesthetic." Dwell 

and the L.A. Times have likewise gushed over them, and this article in Urban Land Magazine credits 

L.A.s innovative law with spurring the creation of homes that "appeal to a discerning market of 25- to 

50-year-old urban professionals...who seek a more urbane lifestyle in a walkable neighborhood."

But it’s clear that many Angelenos find them unattractive. An internal document shows that city 

officials report that the public often views small lots as oversized, out of place, and inconsistent with 

their surroundings.

Silver Lake's band of critics does not object to all of the diminutive homes. They do object to the 

homes' minimal setbacks, that developers are permitted to squeeze so many units together, that small 

lots are permitted adjacent to single-family houses, and that low-income residents can be displaced.

City Councilman Tom LaBonge is a critic himself. In 2013, he entered a motion to rewrite the 

ordinance, saying the homes have "disrupted the character of existing neighborhoods." It failed to 

pass.

* A * ^

Joe Ryan Ferrell's Waverly Drive home in Silver Lake is ground zero for small lot development. At 

the moment, single-family homes line his street, but that could quickly change. A developer intends to
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build small lots immediately next door, and different developers have made cash offers on his house, 

the single-family home next door, and another property a few doors down, apparently all with the 

hopes of subdividing into small lots. A development called Buzz Court already stands around the 

corner, and near that one, another is under construction.

"My neighborhood is getting slammed with these. Almost everyone has a cash offer," said the lanky 

29-year-old member of the Silver Lake Neighborhood Council. The small lot boom began on his 

street in 2009 with the construction of a development named Auburn 7. Like this flattering Dwell 

magazine article, Ferrell doesn't object to these seven small homes. To him, they're the "gold 

standard," partly because a hillside location makes them appear shorter than they are and he finds the 

design attractive. Additionally, a parcel of green space (owned by Los Angeles Department of Water 

and Power) sets them far back from his street. Ferrell points out, though, that the green space makes 

Auburn 7 an exception to the rule — an average development will not luck into an adjacent, 

undeveloped green space.

*
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The Auburn 7 small lot home development in Silver Lake. | Photo: Lata Pandya

Just down the road, though, on a commercial stretch of Glendale Boulevard, lies a development that 

shares none of the charms of Auburn 7, Ferrell believes. That's the site of SL70, a development of 70 

small homes that he said are too dense. With so many units, the development dominates the area. 

"They look cheap," he said. "They're right on top of each other."
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A few minutes away in Hollywood, at Fountain and Gower, another development is under 

construction that Ferrell believes is poorly designed. It is taller than surrounding single-family homes, 

and it seems a person standing on a balcony would be able to peer right into a neighbor's backyard or 

kitchen window.

Whoever came up with this did not think about the consequences," Ferrell said. "Instead of 

McMansions, you're getting five houses on the same lot."

* * * * *

An artist's rendering of the proposed Coronado Street development shows modern-looking 

townhouses with large windows. Neighbors see much more. To Hars, Arias' neighbor, the design is 

totally incompatible with the surroundings. "We didn't object to modem design, it's modern design on 

steroids that we objected to," she wrote in an appeal to the city, which was denied in January.

Neighbors have also voiced concern that the development would be taller than surrounding structures, 

cut off neighbors' view of the setting sun, Hollywood sign and Griffith Observatory, doesn't provide 

enough green space, and be out of keeping with the "architectural character" of Silver Lake.
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An artist's rendering of the small lot home development slated to replace Raquel Arias' home 

in Silver Lake. | Photo: Chase Scheinbaum
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"In a funny way, it exemplifies what is so awful about this ordinance," said Heather Carson, a 

member of the Silver Lake Neighborhood Council. Carson and others stress that they are not against 

small lots per se, but that they see many similarly undesirable proposals. "I've seen projects from over 

30 developers and they all look the same," she said. There are other frustrating resemblances: 

Developers want to use minimum setbacks and maximum dimensions of width and height. That 

approach might work in one neighborhood, but not another, she said, but the ordinance doesn't see it 

that way. "What Silver Lake needs is not what West Los Angeles needs. Everybody's affected 

differently."

Raffi Shiranian, who is behind the development at North Coronado and Marathon streets, takes 

another view of the project. "This piece of property was a dumping ground. There was a homeless 

person living there," he said. Shiranian points out that zoning allows for 18 units but he has opted to 

erect just 10. Designing a development in closer keeping with the neighborhood is "impossible," he 

said, when the surrounding buildings, many built early last century, are so different. "We believe we 

are doing a project that enhances the community and be as sensitive as we can to maintaining the 

character of an old neighborhood and do a responsible development."

^ A A

The ordinance has its roots in a study done in the late '90s, when Los Angeles was deep in a housing 

crisis it has yet to emerge from. City leaders dispatched a task force of more than 100 academics, 

advocates, and government representatives to determine the scope of L.A.'s problems and recommend 

solutions. In 2000, they produced a report noting that L.A. had one of the lowest homeownership 

rates in the country and that, despite a growing population and increasingly unaffordable homes, 

housing production was at a "standstill."

The task force concluded the city could alleviate this problem by allowing more small "beach-style 

lots" like those in Santa Monica and Venice. Doing so, they wrote, "would allow more families to 

achieve the American dream of homeownership."

Thus was bom the idea, said the ordinance's author, Jane Blumenfeld, who retired as acting deputy 

director of the planning department in 2010. "It gave people an opportunity to own fee simple single

family homes in a neighborhood they wouldn't otherwise be able to afford," she said. "Compared to 

surrounding single-family homes, these were more affordable."

(It's a common misconception that the ordinance was intended to increase density; small lot
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developments may increase or decrease density compared to what stood before. Following the study, 

city planners devised measures for numerous things, including affordability and density, Blumenfeld 

said, but the small lot ordinance was not one of them. "In L.A., the housing situation is so complex 

there is never going to be one magic bullet to fix it all," she said.)

In practice, the result has been just what planners imagined back then, said Simon Pastucha, a senior 

L.A. city planner. "The goal was creating something you can step into out of the rental market and go 

into homeownership. In some cases, it has generated that kind of opportunity."

Lisa Webber, a department spokesperson, said the ordinance is not a part of re:code L.A., a huge 

effort to overhaul city zoning currently underway. And while the city has no plan to revise the 

ordinance, "We're open to modifying it now that we've had some time to see how it's working out.

To Ferrell and others who do not like that small lots can be plunked in residential areas, Pastucha 

would point out that local zoning allows for apartments and condominiums. "It's an area that's long 

been planned to be denser, but nobody's used to it." When city planners determine zoning, they plan 

for what the city might want or need in 25 years. "Now we're getting to a point where the population 

and economics are there," Pastucha said.

k k k k k

Arias and her neighbors are not finished. They plan to fight their lost appeal in City Hall and, if 

necessary, superior court. But, barring action by city leaders or a judge, Arias and her family will 

have to pick up and leave by August 20.

She has watched her neighbors move to Lancaster and Palmdale, where rents are lower. But the 

family is considering moving to South L.A., where they have relatives, or relocating to Nevada. 

Should they choose to stick around their hometown, they will be entering the worst rental market in 

the U.S., where renters spend far more than the commonly recommended 30 percent of income.

Strangely, if academics and city planners are right, demolishing her house — and many others like it — 

will someday lead to more affordable housing. It isn't clear when that day will come, though, and it 

probably won't be soon enough for Arias.

I think it's time to leave L.A.," she said.
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Raquel Arias and James outside their rented Silver Lake bungalow. Unless she and her 
neighbors can defeat a proposed development, Arias will have to find a new place to live by 
August 20. | Photo: Chase Scheinbaum

More: Map: Where Are L.A.’s Small Lots Being Built?
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In urban L.A., developers are building trendy homes on tinyAdvertisement

lotsX

The latest in Los Angeles residential development: Clusters of skinny single-family homes in 
the city's hippest neighborhoods.
July 13, 2013 | By Andrew Khouri

Just north of downtown Los Angeles, skinny homes on tiny 
lots are sprouting from the hillsides — a building boom of 
miniature proportions.

J

fThe rectangular structures come in clusters of six or 15, or 
even 70, and developers are racing to build them in trendy 
Silver Lake and Echo Park. They're eyeing younger home 
buyers who crave hip cafes and proximity to work but don't 
want a sky-high condo or a Craftsman bungalow.

/
FROM THE ARCHIVES

Crime alerts for Silver Lake, Toluca Lake and 8 other
L.A...
November 28, 2013 Falken be rg T tr&ft n g e I eThe so-called small-lot homes speak to a growing desire for 

a more compact and walkable Los Angeles, while still 
clinging to the single-family ideal that spread outward from 
downtown over the last century. The homes often have a small patio or roof deck but no backyard. The 
buyer owns little land beyond what sits beneath the house, a tiny footprint that cuts the cost in pricey 
neighborhoods.
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Echo Park Tableaux
"It's sort of the iPhone or Prius of homes," said Christian Navar, co-founder of L.A. architecture firm 
Modative, which designs the projects and hired five more employees this year to handle the boom.

November 3, 2002

LA. Council Extends Silver Lake, Echo Park Building...
May 23, 1985 b>
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$95.20 Book now
Booking.com
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In the next 18 months, builders will break ground on roughly 250 small-lot homes in Silver Lake, Echo 
Park and northeast L.A., said Chris Gomez-Ortigoza, a land broker specializing in the deals. And the 
trend is spreading to other neighborhoods including Studio City, North Hollywood and Toluca Lake. The 
homes typically fetch between $500,000 and $800,000.

Robert Kim is among the buyers whom developers are looking to attract. The 35-year-old had grown 
tired of his 16-mile commute from Brentwood to his job at the historic Park Plaza Hotel, across from 
MacArthur Park. So Kim began looking for a new home, finally settling on an airy, modern Echo Park 
three-bedroom for $669,000 instead of a "fixer-upper."

MORE STORIES ABOUT

Business

Real_estate 'I wouldn't have the time or patience to do that," he said.
Echo Park

When Kim moves into his new small-lot home next month, he’ll cut his commute to three miles and 
avoid the Santa Monica and San Diego freeways during rush hour.

Not_live_web

The Echo Park project was developed by Planet Home Living of Newport Beach. Seven of what will soon 
be fifteen homes, priced between $669,900 and $768,394, have already sold. And the developer plans to
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break ground on about 45 more small-lot homes in the next 18 months in Silver Lake and Echo Park, said 
Michael Marini, Planet Home's chief executive.

"I love this area," Marini said, shortly after lunching with his wife at an Echo Park restaurant known for 
its small plates of sustainably grown produce and meat.

Builders usually pack in two or three bedrooms, stacked in two or three stories. Size typically ranges from 
t,ooo to 2,000 square feet, allowing for a spacious living room and kitchen on an open floor plan.

The homes are clustered in mini-communities, a modern twist on L.A.'s famed bungalow courts. There 
are no shared walls, but neighbors are separated by mere inches. Developers enclose the miniature gap 
between the homes to keep out water and unwanted critters, giving the impression of town houses.

Such projects grow from a 2005 Los Angeles city ordinance that aimed to add more affordable for-sale 
housing — at least by L.A. standards — in densely packed neighborhoods. It lets developers carve up a lot 
zoned for multi-family use into small single-family plots, allowing multiple homes with separate 
foundations. The regulations chopped the minimum single-family lot size in those areas from 5,000 
square feet to 600 square feet. The city of Glendale is now considering a similar ordinance.

Unlike condo owners, residents of small-lot homes own a plot of land, which makes financing easier for 
both builders and home buyers. And although small-lot owners do pay a monthly fee for common area 
upkeep, it's typically much less than homeowners' association dues at condo developments.

16.1% 2014 Annuity Return
advisonvotjd.com/CompareAnnuities
True Investor Returns with no Risk. Find out how with our Free Report.

Navar, of the architecture firm Modative, sees the compact homes as a chance to inject more homeowners 
into walkable neighborhoods, who will in turn support more businesses. Their popularity, he said, is 
evidence of a younger generation that wants to live more efficiently.

"This isn't your parents' house," he said, seated in Modative's office in the Helms Bakery complex.

In Silver Lake, developer Trumark Homes hopes to break ground this summer on 70 small-lot, three-story 
homes with no backyards, most with rooftop decks. Trumark plans to sell them early next year for between 
$575,000 and $635,000.

"It's an attainable price point for the young urban buyer," Trumark partner Jason Kliewer said, adding that 
the company is planning an additional 18 small-lot homes across the street.

Navar's firm has designed most of its small-lot projects in a strip of Los Angeles near the Culver City art 
district. Jeff Monacal and Phil Olson, both 31, moved to a three-story small-lot home off La Cienega 
Boulevard in January, after deciding against "the romanticism" of rehabbing an older property. They paid 
$650,000 for the Modative-designed property within walking distance of art galleries.

trForex Market
wallstreetdaily.com/Free-Report
The Dollar And Euro Are Doomed. These 3 Currencies Will Take Over.
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Proposed/planned, under construction, recently completed residential projects 

within 2 miles of 2925 Waverly Drive

2925 Waverly Dr.P 5SFDU
2241 Hyperion Ave.1 6SFDU

2 2420 Hyperion Ave. 17 MFDU
2905 Waverly Dr.3 9SFDU
2220 Duane St. 63 MFDU (completed last 

year)
4

2753 Waverly 70 SFDU (sl70 - completed 
last year)________________

5

6 2920 Rowena 33 MFDU

Can's find exact 
address (back side 
of Silverlake)

7 9 SFDU (Silver Lake Nine 
SLS - under construction)

8 1628 Micheltorena 4 SFDU
9 2250 Fargo St. 3 SFDU
10 2240 Fargo St. 3 SFDU
11 2844 W. Rowena 

Ave.
6 SFDU

| 2722 Auburn I 6SFDU12



2925 Waverly Dr - Google Maps https://www.google.com/maps/place/2925+Waverly+Dr,+Los+Angeles,+CA+90039/@34.1...
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Herman Basmaciyan, IML
Traffic, Transportation, Parking
Expert Witness and Consulting Services
701 Marguerite Avenue
Corona del Mar, CA 92625
Tel: 949-903-5738
herman.b@roadrunner.com

July 16, 2015
The Silverstein Law Firm, APC 
215 North Marengo Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101-1504 
Att: Mr. Bradly S. Torgan, AICP

Project Number: 150602

Subject: Case No. VTT-72367-SL. 2925 W. Waverly Dr, 90039

Dear Mr. Torgan:j

In response to your request, I have reviewed the potential cumulative traffic impacts in 
the Silver Lake area of the City of Los Angeles, specifically related to the proposed Small 
Lot (SL) development at 2925 W. Waverly Drive. The proposed development would 
consist of five single family dwelling units. In accordance with the Policies and 
Procedures of the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT), the proposed 
development would not, by itself, add sufficient vehicular traffic to the street system. 
Therefore, an analysis of the project-specific traffic impacts of the proposed development 
was not required by the City.

I

However, a multitude of single family and multi-family residential units have either been 
completed recently or are in various stages of the planning process in the Silver Lake 
area. To our knowledge (there may be additional units as yet unknown to us), within an 
approximately two-mile radius of the proposed project, these known development 
proposals have recently added, or would add a total of 131 single family and 96 multi
family residential units.

;
Cumulatively, these known 227 single family and multi-family units, plus the proposed 
project would add approximately 1900 daily vehicular trips on a weekday. About 150 
vehicular trips in the morning peak hour and about 140 in the afternoon peak hour would 
be added to the street system in the area. For an individual project with this level of 
traffic generation, the LADOT would require the preparation of a Traffic Study for the 
evaluation of potential traffic impacts because the amount of traffic would exceed the 
threshold of 43 trips in the peak hour established by the LADOT (as stated on Page 5 of 
the LADOT Traffic Study Policies and Procedures, please refer to two pages following

mailto:herman.b@roadrunner.com
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Exhibits I and II). Yet, the potential impacts of these related projects, taken 
cumulatively, are not addressed in the Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) for the 
proposed development at 2925 W. Waverly Drive. A list of the known related projects 
and the computation of the added traffic are presented in attached Exhibits I and II, 
respectively.

2

The following types of potential cumulative traffic impacts could occur within the area 
roughly bounded by Interstate 5 (1-5) on the North, State Route 2 (SR-2) and Glendale 
Boulevard on the East, State Route 101 (SR-101) on the South, and Vermont Avenue on 
the West:

A. Level of Service (LOS) impacts at signalized intersections, for example, and without 
limitation, the intersections of: Glendale Boulevard/Waverly Drive/Rokeby Street; 
Glendale Boulevard/Silver Ridge Street/Fletcher Drive; Glendale Boulevard and 
Silver Lake Boulevard; Glendale Boulevard and Berkeley Avenue

B. LOS impacts on Caltrans facilities: 1-5, SR-101, and SR-2 Freeways; as well as 
freeway ramp terminals because about 150 new peak hourly trips will be generated by 
the cumulative developments. Based on likely travel patterns, many of them will use 
the freeways, especially SR-2 and 1-5 serving the area and trigger the need for 
consultation with Caltrans and analysis of these facilities per the Memorandum of 
Understanding between the City of Los Angeles and Caltrans on the subject of traffic 
study requirements for Caltrans facilities. In addition, the southbound SR-2 exit ramp 
terminal at Glendale Avenue/Waterloo Street/Fargo Street (especially important 
because the intersection has marked school crossings on Glendale Boulevard and on 
Fargo Street) and the intersection of Alessandro Street at the start of the northbound 
SR-2 Freeway could be impacted. The southbound 1-5 exit ramp terminal on 
Riverside Drive and the 1-5 southbound entrance ramp terminal on Riverside Drive 
could also be impacted.

C. Traffic operational and safety considerations at unsignalized intersections, for 
example, and without limitation, the intersections of: Alessandro Street and Duane 
Street; Glendale Boulevard and Farwell Avenue; Glendale Boulevard and Brandon 
Street (especially important because of the presence of a marked crosswalk across 
Glendale Boulevard); Glendale Boulevard and Aaron Street; Waverly Drive and 
Herkimer Street; Waverly Drive and Avenel Street; Glendale Boulevard and Farwell 
Avenue

D. LOS impacts at Congestion Management Program (CMP) monitoring intersections 
and/or on CMP facilities, including 1-5, SR-101, and SR-2, that operate under 
congested conditions during either the morning or afternoon peak hours, or both in 
the morning and afternoon peak hours. The LOS Angeles County Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority (LAMTA) CMP document indicates that the SR-101 and 1-5 
Freeways operate under LOS F conditions both in the morning and afternoon peak 
hours. The portion of SR-2 south of 1-5 operates at LOS F in the morning peak hour.

E. Addition of vehicular traffic on local streets such as Waverly Drive, Farwell Avenue, 
and Del Mar Avenue; among others

F. Increased potential conflicts between vehicular and pedestrian/bicycle traffic such as 
the intersection of Glendale Boulevard and Deane Street;; Glendale Boulevard and 
Brandon Street; Glendale Avenue/Waterloo Street/Fargo Street; among others
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A Transportation Specific Plan (TSP) does not appear to have been established for the 
Silver Lake area. Without such a plan, individual projects may not be required to pay 
traffic impact fees that can be used for roadway and traffic signal system improvements 
in the area. As a result, traffic volumes would continue to increase with each 
development that is approved, without a dedicated funding source to make needed 
improvements.

3

In preparing this letter, I have referred to the following documents:

• Traffic Study Policies and Procedures, LADOT, 2014
• 2013 Traffic Volumes on the California State Highway System
• Community Plan for Silver Lake - Echo Park - Elysian Valley
• City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds, Section L.Transportation
• List of Related Projects and Map, based upon information obtained from City of 

Los Angeles and other public sources

To conclude, based upon my analysis of the facts and data regarding the proliferation of 
past, present and reasonably foreseeable development projects in the Silver Lake area, 
and specifically within an approximately 2-mile radius of the subject project, and further 
based upon my experience as a traffic engineer, a fair argument exists that the subject 
project, in combination with the proliferation of other projects in the vicinity, may cause 
and contribute to significant, immitigable cumulative traffic impacts, and at various 
locations cumulative pedestrian safety impacts, which should require the preparation of 
an Environmental Impact Report to properly disclose, study and mitigate these significant 
cumulative impacts.

I am a Civil and Traffic engineer Registered in California with over 50 years of 
experience in the field of transportation and traffic engineering. My c.v. is attached for 
your use as needed.

Please contact me if I can provide further details or answer any questions about this 
matter.

Sincerely,

—

Herman Basmaciyan, P.E.



EXHIBIT I
PROPOSED/PLANNED, UNDER CONSTRUCTION, AND RECENTLY COMPLETED RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

WITHIN TWO MILES OF 2925 WAVERLY
Ref. No. (a) Address Comments SF MF

B 2241 Hyperion Ave. 
2420 Hyperion Ave.
2905 Waverly Dr.
2220 Duane St.
2753 Waverly 
2920 Rowena 
Back side of Silverlake 
1628 Micheltorena 
722 N. Lucile Ave 
2250 Fargo St.
2240 Fargo St.
2844 W. Rowena Ave.

Hearing on 7/15/15 
Hearing on 7/15/15

8
C 6

DAA determination 6/2/156 9
Completed in 20147 63
SLS8 70

9 33
Small lot subdivision, under construction 
DAA Hearing 7/1/15 
Under construction
AA-2005-3465-PMLA-SL, DAA determination 9/15/05 
Built before 2012
VTT-71566-SL, DAA determination 9/23/11 2844 W 
Rowena Ave, 90039 Under construction

10 9
19 4
20 7
24 3
25 3
29 6

41 2722 Auburn 6

i

I

TOTAL 131 96

(a) Map reference number - please see map attached to Appeal Letter.



EXHIBIT II

ESTIMATED TRIPS FOR PROPOSED PROJECT AND RELATED PROJECTS WITHIN TWO MILES OF 2925 WAVERLY

Number of Trips Based on trip Rates n Lower Portion of TableNumber of 
DUs Daily AM Peak PM Peak

Total Inbound Outbound Total Inbound Outbound

Single Family DUs for Cumulative Projects 117 1,170 94 28 66 82 57 25

Multi Family DUs for Cumulative Projects 4996 638 10 39 47 31 16

143Subtotal 213 1,808 38 105 129 88 41

Single Family DUs for 2240 and 2241 Hyperion 14 93 7 1 6 7 4 2

136Total for Proposed Project and Related Projects 227 1902 150 39 110 92 43

V

Trip Rates
AM PeakDaily PM Peak

Outboundtotal Inbound Total Inbound Outbound

Single Family DUs (a) 0.80 0.2410.00 0.56 0.70 0.49 0.21

Multi Family DUs (b) 6.65 0.51 0.10 0.41 0.49 0.32 0.17

(a) The daily trip rate for this category is taken from the Traffic Analysis Report for Picasso 
Brentwood-from Cumulative Analysis P.47, in turn taken from ITE. The peak hourly 
rates are those published by SANDAG, recognized by LADOT as an alternative sourc

(b) All rates for this category are taken from the Traffic Analysis Report for Picasso 
Brentwood-from Cumulative Analysis P.47 in turn taken from ITE,

DU means Dwelling Unit________________________________________Note:
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City of Los Angeles
Traffic Study Policies & Procedures August 2014

A. TRAFFIC STUDY REQUIREMENTS

Upon submission of an application for discretionary action, the City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation (LADOT) will prepare an initial assessment of the project to determine if a technical 
memorandum or a traffic study is required. The thresholds for determining the appropriate 
transportation review process is as follows:

A Technical Memorandum is required when the project is likely to add 25 to 42 a.m. or p.m. 
peak hour trips, and the adjacent intersection(s) are presently estimated to be operating at 
LOS E or F. The scope for preparing a technical memorandum, which is a significantly 
scaled-down version of a traffic study, must be reviewed and approved by LADOT. At a 
minimum, the potential impacts to intersections adjacent to the project should be evaluated. 
The technical memorandum shall be prepared under the direction of, and signed by, a 
Professional Engineer, registered in the State of California to practice either Traffic or Civil Engineering.
A Traffic Study is required when the project is likely to add 43 or more a.m. or p.m. peak 
hour trips. Review of a traffic study is a nine-step process as shown in Attachment B. The 
traffic study must follow the study guidelines, as described herein, and shall be prepared 
under the direction of, and signed by, a Professional Engineer, registered in the State of 
California to practice either Traffic or Civil Engineering. Further, the Traffic Consultant must have a valid Los Angeles City Business Tax Registration Certificate.

Other requirements of a traffic study or a technical memorandum include:
Compliance with the scoping process identified in Section B.
Payment of any required processing fees for traffic assessment and review of a traffic study or technical memorandum.
Submittal of the final electronic version of the traffic study or technical memorandum in 
portable document format (PDF) before LADOT issues their project impact assessment 
report.

Occasionally, LADOT will review a traffic study for a Project that is later modified or changed. If LADOT determines that the Project description has changed such that extensive and major 
revisions to the traffic study are required, then the revised Project shall be considered a new Project and a new traffic study and traffic review fee will be required. If LADOT determines that revisions to 
the traffic study can be accomplished without preparing a new traffic study, then LADOT will not 
require a new traffic study but may require the preparation of a technical memorandum and payment 
of a fee specific to technical memorandums or supplemental analyses.
Similarly, if, after comments are received from LADOT on the traffic study, there is no further written 
communication from the applicant or the Traffic Consultant on the status of the Project for one year 
or more, then LADOT will assume that the Project is no longer being pursued. To reinstate the 
project, a new traffic study and traffic review fee will be required and the environmental processing 
“clock” shall start again.

Page 5



ATTACHMENT

Herman Basmaciyan, P.E.
Profile

• Over 50 years of transportation planning and traffic engineering experience, 
including consulting services to legal professionals

• Expert witness services in San Diego, Orange, Los Angeles, Riverside, and 
San Mateo Counties in California and in Maricopa County, Arizona in 
eminent domain, traffic engineering, transportation engineering/planning, 
and parking matters

• Experience in numerous traffic impact studies, transportation planning 
projects, parking studies, public transportation system planning and 
operations, analysis of land use/transportation system interrelationships, 
and other traffic/transportation engineering projects

• Management of, or key role in, a wide variety of transportation, transit, and 
traffic engineering projects in California, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, 
Nevada, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Ohio, and Louisiana

Education
• Master of Science in Civil Engineering, University of Virginia, 1962
• Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, Robert College, 1960
• Numerous Short Courses in Transportation and Traffic Engineering

Registration 
Professional Engineer:

• California, Civil
• California, Traffic
• Arizona (retired status)
• Florida (retired status)
• Washington (retired status)

Professional Organizations
• Institute of Transportation Engineers
• American Society of Civil Engineers

Herman Basmaciyan



Employment History
• Individual Providing Expert Witness and Consultant Services, Corona del 

Mar, CA, since January 2005
• Transportation Consultant, County of Riverside, Riverside, CA, 2005

2011
• Vice President, Kimley-Hom and Associates, Inc, Orange, CA 1992-2004
• Principal, JBasmaciyan-Damell, Inc., Irvine, CA 1978-1992
• Principal, Herman Basmaciyan and Associates, Newport Beach, CA 1976

1978
• Senior Associate, VTN Corporation, Irvine, CA, and Bellevue, WA 1971

1976
• Senior Transportation Planning Engineer, DeLeuw, Cather and 

Company, San Francisco, CA 1970-1971
• Advisory Analyst, Service Bureau Corporation (then a subsidiary of IBM), 

Palo Alto, CA 1967-1970
• Director, Puget Sound Regional Transportation Study, Seattle, WA 1962

1967
• Research Assistant, Virginia Council of Highway Research, 

Charlottesville, VA 1960-1962

Herman Basmaciyan

Page 2
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Historic-Cultural Monument 
Application

Tirado HouseName of Proposed Monument

195910. CONSTRUCTION DATE: FACTUAL ESTIMATED

Gilbert L. Leong1 1. ARCHITECT , DESIGNER, OR ENGINEER:

Owner Builder1 2. contractor or other builder:

March 1 1.201 3 and September 16. 201 313. DATES OF ENCLOSED PHOTOGRAPHS

CONDITION: 0 EXCELLENT E] GOOD FAIR O DETERIORATED □ NO LONGER IN EXISTENCE14.

ORIGINAL WOOD SHAKE ROOF REPLACED WITH FIBERGLASS SHAKE ROOF IN 1 992 AN BURGLER BARSalterations:.

ON SEVERAL WINDOWS

THREATS TO SITE □ NONE KNOWN (3 PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT □ VANDALISM □ PUBLIC WORKS PROJECT1 5.

IS THE STRUCTURE (3 ON ITS ORIGINAL SITE □ MOVED □ UNKNOWN16.

17. SIGNIFICANCE
BRIEFLY STATE HISTORICAL AND/OR ARCHITECTURAL IMPORTANCE: INCLUDE DATES, EVENTS, AND PERSONS ASSOCIATED

WITH SITE (SEE OPTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE WORKSHEET) BUILT IN 1 959, THIS CUSTOM RANCH-STYLE HOME WAS DESIGNED

BY NOTED CHINESE-AMERICAN ARCHITECT GILBERT LESTER LEONG. LEONG IS BEST KNOWN FOR HIS DESIGN OF NEW

Chinatown and many of the later business buildings that were constructed there over several decades

However, he is also known for his homes, which fall in many of the various Mid Century Modern styles

from International Style to Ranch Style, such as the Tirado House. The homes original owner builder

was Dr. Miguel Tirado, the son of the Spanish-born actor Romualdo Tirado-Poco and his wife, the actress

Matilde Linon-Pelegri The Tirado Family was to own the house until June of 2013. when

Miguel's son William sold it to the current owners It is virtually unaltered since

construction and comes with a swimming pool that was a part of the original design. The house

IS SIGNIFICANT AS AN INTACT EXAMPLE OF MIP-20TH CENTURY RANCH STYLE AS WE AS BEING A DESIGN YTHE

IMPORTANT CHINESE AMERICAN ARCHITECT. GILBERT L. LEONG.

SOURCES (list books, documents, surveys, personal interviews with dates) Los Angeles City Building permits per18.

attached. LA County assessors records, recorded deeds. United States Census Records. Los Angeles

County Subdivision Maps. Los Angeles Times articles. "On Gold Mountain" by Lisa See. "Breaking Ground,

Chinese American Architects in L A (1945-1980) -Pacific Standard Time and "Ranch Style" by Alan Hess

DATE FORM PREPARED SEPTEMBER 24, 20 1 3 PREPARER’S NAME Charles J. Fisher

ORGANIZATION CONCERNED NEIGHBORS STREET ADDRESS 140 S. Avenue 57

90042 PHONE (21 3) 256-2849city Highland Park STATE CA ZIP CODE

E-mail address: arroyoseco@hotmail.com

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
APPLICATION

mailto:arroyoseco@hotmail.com


His* rORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT 
Application

TYPE OR PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS

Identification

Tirado House1 . NAME OF PROPOSED MONUMENT

2925 Waverly Drive2. STREET ADDRESS

90039Los Angeles 4ZIP CODE COUNCIL DISTRICTCITY

5434-025-0183. ASSESSOR'S PARCEL NO.

4. COMPLETE LEGAL DESCRIPTION: TRACT IVANHOE, AS PER MAP FILED IN BOOK 1 7. PAGES 65 THROUGH 68 OF

Miscellaneous Records filed, in the Office of the Los Angeles County Recorder

Lot(s)2. 2Block E 55 Feet of Lot 44 ARB. NO.

2925 THROUGH 2927 W. WAVERLY DRIVE5. RANGE OF ADDRESSES.

Michael and Yiffat Rublevich6. PRESENT OWNER.

1 203 Park WaySTREET ADDRESS

CITY BEVERLY HILLS STATE CA ZIP CODE 9021 0-3334 PHONE (310)720-0 1 O 1 EMAIL! MR@RUBHOME.COM

XOWNER is: private PUBLIC

Single Lamily ResidenceSingle Family Residence7. PRESENT USE ORIGINAL use

description

Ranch Style8. ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

9. STATE PRESENT PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE OR STRUCTURE (see optional description worksheet)

(SEE DESCRIPTION WORKSHEET)

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
APPLICATION

mailto:MR@RUBHOME.COM


CITY OF LOS ANGEL. >

Significance Work Sheet

TYPE OR HAND PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS

Complete One or Both of the Upper and Lower Portions of This Page

Erchitectural Significance!

Tirado House IS AN IMPORTANT EXAMPLE OFTHE
NAMEOF PROPOSED MONUMENT

Ranch Style ARCHITECTURE
Architectural style Csee line 8)

AND MEETS THE CULTURAL HERITAGE ORDINANCE BECAUSE OF THE HIGH QUALITY OF ITS DESIGN AND THE RETENTION 
OF ITS ORIGINAL FORM, DETAILING AND INTEGRITY.

And/or

Historical Significance

Tirado HouseThe 1959WAS BUILT IN
Name of proposed monument YEAR BUILT

Gilbert L. Leong and Ranch Style architecture WAS IMPORTANT TO THE
Name of first or other significant owner

DEVELOPMENT OF LOS ANGELES BECAUSE GILBERT LEONG. THE FIRST CHINESE-AMERICAN TO GRADUATE

FROM THE USC SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE (1936), WAS not only an INFLUENTIAL architect. BUT WAS

ALSO AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE LOS ANGELES CHINESE COMMUNITY. LEONG WAS BORN IN LOS ANGELES

to an American-born Chinese father and a Chinese mother. The family went to visit relatives in

China shortly after World War I. when Gilbert was eight and the trip was a conduit for him to

SEE THE TRUE CULTURE OF HIS ANCESTRAL LAND. AFTER GRADUATING FROM LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL, HE

attended Chouinard Art Institute (HCM No. 454) in the early 193Qs. where he was instructed by

Millard Sheets and Merrill Gage on painting and sculpture. Leong produced several notable

SCULPTURE WORKS DURING THIS PERIOD. HE THEN ATTENDED THE USC SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE. WHERE

HE MASTERED MANY TECHNICAL SKILLS WHILE BRINGING HIS ARTISTIC BACKGROUND TO HIS STUDIES. HE

USED WATERCOLORS TO CREATE EXPRESSIVE PLANS AND RENDERING. ENABLING HIM TO STUDY THE

PATTERNS OF LIGHT AND SHADOWS CREATED BY THE STRUCTURES AND HOW TO USE LANDSCAPING TO

ENHANCE OR SOFTEN THE DESIGNS. AFTER RETURNING TO LOS ANGELES FOLLOWING HIS SERVICE IN THE US

Army during World War H, he went to work for Paul R. Williams. Besides honing his own skills

WHILE WORKING FOR THE MASTER. LEONG WAS INSPIRED BY Wll I IAMS COMMITMENT TO GIVE BACK TO THE

African American Community, Leong was to do the same for the Chinese Americans in Los Angeles,

IHL STORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT

APPLICATION



DESCRIPTION WORK SHcET
TYPE OR PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS

Tirado House 1the is A _STO RY,
NAME OF PROPOSED MONUMENT NUMBER OF STORIES

L-Shaped plan Single Family ResidenceRanch Style
STRUCTURE USE (RESIDENCE. ETC)ARCHITECTURAL STYLE (SEE LIINE 8 ABOVE) PLAN SHAPE (SEE CHART)

FINISH AND TRIM.WOOD AND STUCCO WOODWITH A
MATERIAL (WOOD SIDING. WOOO SHINGLES. BRICK. STUCCO. ETC MATERIAL (WOOD. METAL ETC.)

ITS PYRAMIDAL HIPPED AND LOW GABLED ROOF IS COVERED WITH FIBERGLASS SHAKE . GLASS AND ALUMINUM .
ROOF SHAPE (SEE CHART)) MATERIAL (CLAY TILE. ASPHALT OR WOOD SHINGLES WINDOW MATERIAL

FIXED PANE, SLIDER AND LOUVER WINDOWS ARE PART OF THE DESIGN.
WINDOW TYPE [DOUBLE HUNG (SLIDES UP & DOWN). CASEMENT (OPENS OUT). HORIZONTAL SLIDING. ETC]

THE ENTRY FEATURES A SQUARE INSET CENTRAL PORCH
DOOR LOCATION (RECESSED. CENTERED. OFF-CENTER. CORNER. ETC.)

door. Additional character defining elementsMULTI-SMALL-PANELED WOOD DOORWITH A
ENTRY DOOR STYLE (SEE CHART)

OF THE STRUCTURE ARE SECTIONS OF WIDE CLAPBOARD SIDING AND STUCCO FINISH. WIDE OPEN EAVES. THE MAIN PORTION OF
IDENTIFY ORIGINAL FEATURES SUCH AS PORCHES (SEE CHART); BALCONIES; NUMBER AND SHAPE OF DORMERS (SEE CHART);

THE HOUSE IS ESSENTIALLY SQUARE WITH A SINGLE FORWARD FACING WING TO THE LEFT OF MAIN ENTRY. THE WING
NUMBER AND LOCATION OF CHIMNEYS; SHUTTERS; SECONDARY FINISH MATERIALS; PARAPETS: METAL TRIM; OECORATIVE TILE OR CAST STONE: ARCHES.'

ENDS IN A LOW GABLE SUPPORTED BY THREE VERTICAL RAFTERS AT THE TWO ENDS AND THE APEX. THE TWO-CAR SIDE
ORNAMENTAL WOODWORK: SYMMETRY OR ASYMMETRY; CORNICES: FRIEZES: TOWERS OR TURRETS: BAY WINOOWS: HALFTIMBERING; HORIZONTALITY;

SIDE-GABLED GARAGE IS SITUATED IMMEDIATELY IN FRONT OF THE WING, A SMALLER WING/BAY IS LOCATED TO THE RIGHT
verticauty: formality or informality: garden walls, etc.

OF THE MAIN ENTRY, THE MAIN HIPPED ROOF PLANE CONTINUES OVER THIS SMALL WING. WHICH HAS PICTURE WINDOWS
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS

AT THE RIGHT CORNER FACING TO THE FRONT AND TO THE EAST. A BRICK CHIMNEY IS LOCATED NEAR THE CENTER OF
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS

THE ROOF TO THE REAR OF THE POINT OF THE PYRAMIDAL HIPPED ROOF. THE TWO STEPS TO THE FRONT PORCH APPEAR
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS

(FROM A DISTANCE) TO BE MADE OF TERRAZZO MARBLE. A TALL WINDOW IS TO THE LEFT OF THE FRONT DOOR AND A
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS

SINGLE WROUGHT IRON RAILING IS AT THE RIGHT OF THE STEPS. A SMALL CONICAL PORCH LIGHT IS ALSO TO THE RIGHT
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS

OF THE FRONT DOOR. ATTACHED TO THE SIDE WALL. A LARGE MULTI PANED WINDOW BAY FACES TO THE REAR OF THE
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS

HOUSE ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE REAR FACADE. ADJOINED TO THE RIGHT BY AN OPEN PORCH WHICH IS SUPPORTED BY
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS

THREE THIN COLUMNS. ONE ON THE LEFT AND TWO SIDE BY SIDE ON THE RIGHT AT THE CORNER OF THE HOUSE. THE
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS

2,03 1 SQUARE FOOT HOUSE IS SURROUNDED BY A LOW BRICK FLOWER BED.
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS

SECONDARY BUILDINGS CONSIST OF The GARAGE ALREADY NOTED AND A KIDNEY SHAPED SWIMMING POOL AT THE REAR
IDENTIFY GARAGE; GARDEN SHELTER. ETC.

SIGNIFICANT INTERIOR SPACES INCLUDE A LARGE OPEN LIVING ROOM WITH A -BEAMED WOODEN CEILING AND A LARGE
Identify original features such as wood paneling: moldings ano trim, special glass windows.

LARGE BRICK FIREPLACE TAKING UP MOST OF THE INTERIOR WALL WITH A WOODEN MANTLE ATTACHED TO THE BRICK
ORNATE CEILINGS; PLASTER MOLDINGS; LIGHT FIXTURES; PAINTED DECORATION; CERAMIC TILE; STAIR BALUSTRADES; BUILT-IN FURNITURE. ETC.

AT THE MIDWAY LEVEL OF THE FLOOR TO CEILING BRICK. CUSTOM BUILT-IN CABINETRY. SOME WITH ORIENTAL-STYLE
ORNATE CEILINGS," PLASTER MOLDINGS; LIGHT FIXTURES; PAINTED DECORATION: CERAMIC TILE: STAIR BALUSTRADES; BUILT-IN FURNTTURE, ETC.

screens. Original cabinetry in the kitchen and bathrooms, the latter of which have original tile.
ORNATE CEILINGS; PLASTER MOLDINGS; LIGHT FIXTURES; PAINTED DECORATION; CERAMIC TILE; STAIR BALUSTRADES; BUILT-IN FURNITURE. ETC

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT APPLICATION
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES

Significance Work Sheet
Continued

DESIGNING MANY OF THE BUILDINGS THAT ARE LOCATED IN NEW CHINATOWN. HE ALSO BECAME INVOLVED WITH THE

EFFORT TO PRESERVE THE LAST VESTIGE OF OLD CHINATOWN. INCLUDING THE LUGO ADOBE. WHERE HIS BROTHER-

inLaw. Eddy See had a restaurant and his Father-in-Law. Fong See, had run his famous Import business.

I FONG HAD SPENT SOME OF HIS YEARS AS A YOUNG ADULT LIVING IN HIS PARENTS LARGE GREEK REVIVAL HOME IN

Cypress Park, which is today known as the Nickel-Leqng Mansion (HCM No.849). This experience

HELPED TO GIVE HIM AN APPRECIATION OF THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT. THE EFFORT TO SAVE THE SEE PROPERTY

failed as Christine Sterling wanted her grassy knoll to the East of the Old Plaza (HCM No. 64).

Leong did several traditional designs, such as the Chinese United Methodist Church at 825 N. Hill

Street, in 1 947. but his career was much better identified with his push for the modern designs of the

Mid 20th Century. In 1954, he was hired by real estate developer Spiros G. Ponty to design many of

THE HOMES IN HIS PONTY-VANOWEN DEVELOPMENT (TRACT NO. 17183) IN THE SAN FERNANDO VALLEY. LEONG

produced four basic "contemporary" designs while a second architect (Paul J. Duncan) came up with a

LIKE NUMBER OF "CONVENTIONAL" PLANS. The architects then designed variations on each new home.

SUCH AS FLIPPING FLOOR PLANS AND USING DIFFERENT DETAILING. TO MAKE EACH HOUSE A UNIQUE HOME. LEONG'S

DESIGNS EACH CALLED FOR A FLOOR TO CEILING FIREPLACE TREATMENT. THIS CONCEPT IS FOUND IN THE TlRADO

House as well. To do the Tirado design, Leong again had to break with convention. The client wanted

a Ranch Style house, but the deep narrow lot required adjustments in the traditional long facade

that Ranch Style houses usually have. Leong solved this problem by going with a square design for

the main portion of the house and then attaching a wing to the front, giving the house the perception

OF THE ELONGATED RANCH STYLE HOME. HE THEN PLACED THE LIVING ROOM AT THE EAST END OF THE DESIGN.

HAVING IT STRETCH FROM FRONT to REAR, giving it the LARGE space that is ASSOCIATED with the design. The

Ranch Style as a modern genre began to evolve in the early 1 93Qs, with architect such as William

Wooster of San Francisco, who built on the traditional historic ranch house to bring it into the

20th Century. The stlye evolved slowly with architects using variations of many of the small ranch

estates in the San Fernando Valley, such as Paul R. Williams design of the Craig Residence (HCM No.

992) in 1 939. After World War 11. the Ranch Style home took on a ufe of its own with the subdivision

of the San Fernando Valley and Orange County. Leong's designs for the Ponty-Vanowen

development were typical of that period. While most of the Ranch Style homes were done for the

LARGER SUBDIVISIONS. THERE WERE A NUMBER OF CUSTOM HOMES BUILT THROUGHOUT THE AREA IN LQS AnGFI FS

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT 
APPLICATION
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Builder. Cliff May became well known for his Ranch Style designs and is sometime referred to as the

Father of the Ranch Styi f". I long offered his own variation on the style. His inovations included

THE INTRODUCTION OF VARIOUS ORIENTAL IDEAS TO THE CONCEPT. THE TIRADO HOUSE DISPLAYS THIS THROUGH

SUCH SUBTLE ITEMS AS THE USE OF NATURAL LIGHT THROUGHOUT THE HOUSE BY THE CAREFUL PLACEMENT OF

LARGE WINDOWS TO BRING THE OUTDOOR PACES INTO THE INTERIOR. THE BUILT-IN CABINETRY HAS A CHINESE FLAIR

AS WELL. THE HOUSE IS SURROUNDED BY BRICK PLANTERS WHICH ARE IN FACT A PART OF THE DESIGN. SET BACK

FROM THE STREET. THE RESIDENCE IS LOCATED AT THE APEX OF THE RIDGE ON WHICH IT SITS. A LONG DRIVEWAY AND

TURN AROUND IS OFFSET BY THE CAREFUL PLANTING OF VARIOUS TREES AND THE GARDEN SPACE AROUND THE REAR

SWIMMING POOL. WHICH WAS ALSO A PART OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN. LEONG WAS ALSO TRAINED AS A LANDSCAPE

DESIGNER AND THIS ASPECT IS FOUND IN MANY OF HIS DESIGNS. THE ORIGINAL OWNER. WHO COMMISSIONED THE

house was Dr. Miguel Tirado. Not much has been found on his career as a physician, but both of his

PARENTS. WHO WERE BORN IN SPAIN, BROUGHT HIM INTO THE UNITED STATES IN 1919. ALONG WITH HIS TWO

BROTHERS. THE FAMILY CROSSED THE BORDER AS PART OF A TROUPE OF ACTORS WHICH HIS FATHER. ROMUALDO

TIRADO-POCO. WAS THE LEADER. ROMUALDO EVENTUALLY ESTABLISHED A SPANISH LANGUAGE ACTING VENUE IN

THE OLD CHILDS OPERA FlPUSE IN DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES. BYTHE EARLY 1 930S. HE WAS ACTING IN SPANISH

LANGUAGE MOVIES THAT WERE PRODUCED BY MAJOR PIOLLYWOOD STUDIOS BEFORE THE MEXICAN FILM INDUSTRY

CAME INTO ITS OWN, MIGUEL BECAME A US CITIZEN IN 1 938 AND MARRIED INES FIONA IN 1941. THE COUPLE WERE

DIVORCED THIRTY YEARS LATER AND THE HOUSE WAS RETAINED BY INES. AFTER HER DEATH IN 1 994. THE HOSE

WENT TO THEIR CON. GREGORY B. TlRADO, WHO BEGAN TO USE IT AS A RENTAL. MIGUEL TlRADO PASSED AWAY ON

April 27, 2005 at the age of 90. Gregory Tirado sold the house to the current owners on June 13.

2013. The Tirado FIouse is significant as an excellent original example of Ranch Style architecture

AND FOR IT BEING DESIGNED BYTHE PROMINANT CHINESE-AMERICAN ARCHITECT GILBERT LESTER LEONG.

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
APPLICATION
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City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planningjfmf y/v

Hi V, 1

/
Vft<- 9/18/2013

PARCEL PROFILE REPORT
v

PROPERTY ADDRESSES

2925 W WAVERLY DR

Address/Legal Information
PIN Number

Lot/Parcel Area (Calculated) 

Thomas Brothers Grid 

Assessor Parcel No (APN) 

Tract

Map Reference 

Block

151-5A207 49 

16,182 1 (sq ft)

PAGE 594 - GRID D3 

5434025018 

IVANHOE 

M R 17-65/68

ZIP CODES

90039

RECENT ACTIVITY
VTT-72367-SL 

ZA-2013-2288-ZAA 

ENV-2013-1998-EAF

2
Lot FR 44

Arb (Lot Cut Reference)

Map Sheet

Jurisdictional Information
Community Plan Area

Area Planning Commission

Neighborhood Council

Council District

Census Tract U

LADBS District Office

Planning and Zoning Information
Special Notes

Zoning

Zoning Information (Zl)

General Plan Land Use 

General Plan Footnote(s)

Hillside Area (Zoning Code)

Baseline Hillside Ordinance 

Baseline Mansionization Ordinance 

Specific Plan Area 

Special Land Use / Zoning 

Design Review Board 

Historic Preservation Review 

Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 

Other Historic Designations 

Other Historic Survey Information 

Mills Act Contract

POD - Pedestrian Oriented Districts 

CDO - Community Design Overlay 

NSO - Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay 

Streetscape 

Sign District

Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area

CRA - Community Redevelopment Agency

Central City Parking

Downtown Parking

Building Line

500 Ft School Zone

500 Ft Park Zone

2
151 5A207

CASE NUMBERS
CPC-2008-3125-CA 

CPC-2007-3036-RIO 

CPC-2006-48-ICO 

CPC 1986-831-GPC 

ORD-164697 

ENV-2007-3037-MND

Hollywood 

Central 

Silver Lake 

CO 4 Tom LaBonge 

1882.01

Los Angeles Metro

None

RD1 5-1XL

ZI-2427 Freeway Adjacent Advisory Notice for Sensitive Uses

Low Medium II Residential

Yes

Yes

No

No

None

None

No

No

None

None

None

None

None

None

No

No

No

None

None

No

No

None

Active Ivanhoe Elementary School

No

This repori is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zlmas.lacity.org
(") - APN Area Is provided “as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works. Flood Control. Benefit Assessment

zimas.lacity.org | cityplanning.lacity.org



Assessoi ....ormation

Assessor Parcel No (APN) 

APN Area (Co Public Works)* 

Use Code

Assessed Land Val.

Assessed Improvement Val 

Last Owner Change 

Last Sale Amount 

Tax Rate Area 

Deed Ref No (City Clerk)

5434025018 

0.380 (ac)

0101 - Single Residence with Pool

S42.220

S124.6/0

11/02/94

SO

13

547365

1988116

Building 1 

Year Built 

Building Class 

Number of Units 

Number of Bedrooms 

Number of Bathrooms 

Building Square Footage 

Building 2 

Building 3 

Building 4 

Building 5

Additional Information
Airport Hazard 

Coastal Zone 

Farmland

Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone 

Fire District No 1 

Flood Zone 

Watercourse

Hazardous Waste / Border Zone Properties 

Methane Hazard Site 

High Wind Velocity Areas

Special Grading Area (BOE Basic. Grid Map A- Yes 
13372)

Oil Wells

Seismic Hazards 
Active Fault Near-Source Zone 

Nearest Fault (Distance in km)

Nearest Fault (Name)

Region 

Fault Type 

Slip Rate (mm/year)

Slip Geometry 

Slip Type

Down Dip Width (km)

Rupture Top 

Rupture Bottom 

Dip Angle (degrees)

Maximum Magnitude 

Alquist-Pnolo Fault Zone 

Landslide 

Liquefaction

Tsunami Inundation Zone

Economic Development Areas

1959

D8B

1
2
2
2.031 0 (sq ft)

No data for building 2 

No data for building 3 

No data for building 4 

No data for building 5
m*

None

None

Area Not Mapped

Yes

No

None

No

No

None

No

None

0 551559926513875 

Hollywood Fault

1 ransverse Ranges and Los Angeles Basin

B

1
Left Lateral - Reverse - Oblique 

Poorly Constrained

14

0
13

70

6.4

No

Yes

No

No

This repod is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website For more details, please reler to the terms and conditions at zlmas lacity org
(') - APN Area is provided "as is" tram the Los Angeles County's Public Works. Flood Control. Benefit Assessment



Business lri,t.. .women t District 

Renewal Community 

Revitalization Zone 

State Enterprise Zone 

State Enterprise Zone Adjacency 

Targeted Neightrorhood Initiative 

Public Safety 

Police Information 

Bureau

Division / Station 

Reporting District

None

No

None

None

No

None

Central

Northeast

1132

Fire Information 

Division 

Bataliion

District / Fire Station 

Red Flag Restricted Parking

3

5
56

No

This report Is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zknas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public VVoiks. Flood Control. Benefit Assessment

zimas.lacity.org j cityplanning.lacity.org



CASE SUMMARIES
Note Information for case summaries is retrieved from the Planning Department's Plan Case Tracking System (PCTS) database 

Case Number:

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s)

Case Number.

Required Action(s)

Project Descriptions(s)

Case Number:

Required Action(s)

Project Descriptions(s):

CPC-2008-3125-CA 

CA-CODE AMENDMENT 

Data Not Available 

CPC-2007-3036-RIO

RIO RIVER IMPROVEMENT OVERLAY DISTRICT

CPC-2006-48-ICO

ICO-INTERIM CONTROL ORDINANCE

AN INTERIM CONTROL ORDINANCE REQUIRING A PROJECT PERMIT IN ORDER TO ISSUE A BUILDING PERMIT FOR 
PROPERTIES ALONG THE LOS ANGELES RIVER. IN THREE SECTIONS WITH WIDTHS OF 300 FEET bOO FEET AND 1 000 
FEET

CPC-1986-831-GPC

GPC-GENERAL PLAN/ZONING CONSISTENCY (AB283)

HOLLYWOOD COMMUNITY PLAN REVtSION/GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY PAN AMENDMENT. ZONE CHANGES AND 
HEIGHT DISTRICT CHANGES

ENV-2007-3037-MND

MND-MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION 

L)ata Not Available

Case Number 

Required Action(s) 

Project Descriptions(s):

Case Number: 

Required Action(s): 

Project Descnptions(s)

DATA NOT AVAILABLE
ORD-164697

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zlmas lacity org
(’) - APN Area Is provided "as is" trom the Los Angeles County's Public Works. Flood Control, Benetll Assessment
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After graduating from Lincoln High School, Leong initially attended 
the Choinard Art Institute where he studied sculpture and paint
ing under the tutelage of Millard Sheets and Merrill Gage.' Inspired 
by Pearl S. Buck’s 1932 Pulitzer Prize-winning novel The Good Earth, 
Leong's sculpture of the same name was a life-size terra-cotta sculpture 
of a woman holding a delicately crafted lotus flower2. It was exhibited 
at the Los Angeles County Fair in 1937.3

the first Chinese American to graduate from the USC School of 
Architecture.

After serving in the U.S. Army during World War II, Leong returned to 
Los Angeles after the war to work for Paul Revere Williams, the first 
African American member of the AIA.6 Williams designed homes for 
many Hollywood celebrities, including Frank Sinatra and Lucille Ball, 
but he
African American community:

also dedicated to providing low-income housing for thewas
Leong's other notable sculpture, Guanyin (Goddess of Mercy), was 
a representation of the popular female bodhisattva of East Asian 
Buddhism. This sculpture represented Leong’s appreciation of tradi
tional Buddhist subject matter combined with his western arts training. 
A photograph of the large-scale work was featured in the October 
1939 issue of California Arts and Architecture. Stanton Macdonald- 
Wright commented:

Williams' commitment to his own community inspired Leong to do the 
same for Chinese Americans in Los Angeles. Leong built a wide range 
of buildings in New Chinatown, ranging from Baptist and Methodist 
churches to small restaurants. He also helped his brother-in-law, 
Eddy See, prepare a proposal and rendering for the “International 
Settlement” in an attempt to stop the city from tearing down the last 
block of Historic Chinatown.It is difficult for a young Chinese whose art education has 

been almost exclusively occidental to catch the spirit of 
Kwan Yin [Guanyin] in stone or clay. She who listens with 
compassion to the distressful cries of man is one of the 
loveliest and most beloved dieties in the entire Chinese 
Pantheon. For this fountain that graces China City, Gilbert 
Leung has done an excellent job in translating the physiog
nomy of Kwan Yin into a classical-modern vernacular.5

One of Leong's more significant New Chinatown projects was the Kong 
Chow Family Association and Temple located at 931 North Broadway. 
Following modern trends in architecture, he designed the multi-story 
building with a temple and meeting hall on the top floor and com
mercial space on the lower floors. He anchored the foundation with 
modern steel and concrete, while outfitting the exterior with Chinese 
ornamentation, including colored, glazed roof tiles and motif ironwork 
on the balcony.Leong excelled as a studio artist with a diverse range of artistic tal

ents, including painting and sculpture, but he later choose a more 
pragmatic profession that still allowed him to channel his creative 
drive. He enrolled in the USC School of Architecture. There, he 
mastered a wide range of traditional architectural design and tech
nical skills. Incorporating his arts background into his architectural 
studies, he used watercolors to create expressive site plans and 
building renderings. The technique enabled Leong to study pat
terns of light and shadows created by structures, while softening 
buildings with designed landscaping. In 1936, Leong became

Leong also designed the East West Bank in New Chinatown, where he 
became a founding director in 1973. Located at 942 North Broadway, 
East West Bank symbolized the self-determination of Chinese Americans 
in Los Angeles, who were denied loans and services from mainstream 
banking institutions.8 With businesses flourishing, more and more families 
turned to the bank for home mortgages and business loans. Leong recog
nized the importance of East West Bank to the community's status within 
the city and designed the building as a New Chinatown landmark. His
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TOP LEFT: Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association o.i 

925 N. Broadway, designed by Eugene Kinn Choy, and Kong 

Chow Benevolent Association at 95'i N. Broadway, designed, 

by Leong. Photo bu Dan Kaufman/Studio Kaufman.

BOTTOM LEFT Leong's concept drawing of the Kong Chow 
Association Building on tracing paper. Courtesy of i.e&lee See 

Leong.

BOTTOM FIGHT: Leong sculpting his mentor, Mi: Love joy. o.t 

the Chouinard. Art Institute. Courtesy ofLeslee See Leong.
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design reflected popular modern western sensibilities combined with 
traditional motifs that resonated in the Chinese American community.

Reflecting upon the commercial success of Chinese American-owned 
and operated banks in New Chinatown, Bank of America, a major na
tional bank, decided to open a branch in New Chinatown catering to 
local Chinese Americans. Working with Richard Layne Tom, Leong came 
up with a modern interpretation of traditional Chinese architecture for 
the new branch that opened in 1972. They designed a roof built from 
imported jade green tile over extended wood beams, and modern Asian- 
beamed ceilings with contemporary designs of the Chinese characters 
highlighting the interior of the bank, which was located on 850 North 
Broadway on the southeast corner of College Street. With nearly 9,000 
square feet of office space and a seven-station teller line, the new branch 
catered to Los Angeles’ car culture, offering fifty-four on-site parking 
spaces and two drive-up deposit windows.

Leong's works also reflected a concern for affordable, practical, and 
accessible housing in the Los Angeles neighborhoods of Echo Park and 
Silver Lake. In 1951 the Los Angeles Times profiled a 1,600 square feet 
residential home designed by Leong and Shwen Wei Ma, AIA, for Paul 
Quan. Leong built this contemporary house with a modest budget 
using stucco and redwood with "walls of glass." Leong and Ma designed 
an interior and exterior devoid of extraneous ornamentation, which 
aligned with the modern ethos of simplification of form and design. 
They positioned the house "set on concrete slab making it contiguous 
with the outdoor terrace.”9

Three years later, Leong helped develop the Ponty-Vanowen tract 
home project, one of the earliest of its kind in the San Fernando Valley. 
Suburban living in Los Angeles proved appealing to many, because it 
offered outdoor landscaping, privacy, and space, unlike the cramped 
downtown housing projects. Leong's popular tract home designs be
came widely popular because he developed multiple housing variations 
from just four different floor plans, thereby saving the developers 
both time and money. Taking into account different site elevations,
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■4These are the homes you asked for! New as tomorrow, 

here's a new community that is especially designed for happy- 

family living, Each home is crisp, fresh and youthful in design. 

Each is perfect lor ideal California indoor-outdoor living 

And. remember, a PONTY-BUILT HOME is your assurance 

of highest quality and finest workmanship!
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Leong rotated his four designs to make each home look different from 
the rest. Building upon his four types of floor layouts, he created six
teen different exterior designs, creating many distinctive looks.10 In 
total, Ponty-Vanowen built 96 homes using Leong's four models, deco
rating each interior differently to give the appearance of many unique 
homes. Sales brochures included various interior photos of the model 
homes to encourage prospective homeowners to advertise that their 
potential new home was exceptional, even if it was actually very similar 
to other homes in the development.

These tract homes and other projects showcased Leong as a modern 
architect, but it is interesting to note that his Chinese American cli
ents commissioned structures that, while contemporary for their time, 
were often personalized with antique Chinese adornments. There 
existed a desire in the Chinese American community to be both mod
ern and American, while including aspects of their heritage. And with 
Leong's contributions to architecture in New Chinatown, he not only 
empowered the Chinese American community in building their own 
institutions, but also made it possible for the community to finally 
have access to outside institutions that had been previously inacces
sible to them.
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PROJECT S NEW SERIES D»* WS LARGE CROWDS
Los Angeles Times (1923-Current F. 7 Xov 27, 1955;
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los rtfigelesTimes (1881-1989) 
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LANDSCAPED—Pictured here is one of the new homes 
at Pcnty-Vanowen, at Vanowen St. and Mason Ave.,

in San Fernando Valley, where choice of 12 Contempo
rary and eight Conventional dwelling designs is offered.

PROJECT'S NEW SERIES 
DRAWS LARGE CROWDS

Bids to Be Received
ANAHEIM, Nov. 26—Bids 

will be received until Jan. 14 
n for the leasing and construc- 

YT . . tion of a post office station in
Hobday visitors were ex-richly paneled; forced-air heat- the vicinity of Ball Road and

pected to set a new record at ing, built-in gas ranges, two Brookhurst Ave., Postmaster 
Ponty-Vanowen, where the complete baths, some 
"Preferential Series’ of stall showers.

with Louis H. Hoskins said.

Ponty-built three and four- Also listed are large win- 
bedroom, two-bath Contem- dows, two-car garages with 
porary and Conventional storage space, food-waste dis- 
homes have been attracting posers, natural-finish kitchen 
crowds to the location in San cabinets, double sinks, extra 
Fernando Valley, according to built-in shelving and asphalt 
George Ponty. __ tjie_

Sales Agent Alan Kerr of ‘
Kerr Realty said considerable 
interest is shown in the new close to churches, schools. 
Contemporary designs bv shopping centers, recreational; 
Architect Gilbert L. Leong facilities and public transpor-
and the Conventional stylings tatl0n-___________ _________I
by Architect Paul J. Duncan.

Located at Vanowen St 
and Mason Ave., west of Re
seda Blvd.. the homes arc 
still available to vets on 
terms featuring no down pay
ment except costs and im
pounds because of planning of 
the terms prior to recent 
government restrictions re
quiring down payments, it 
was explained.

Ponty-Vanowen is situated

Large Lots
One of the popular features 

has been the size of the lots, 
some with area of 9500 
square feet. Average lot size 
is 8000 square feet and com
plete landscaping is included, 
it was stated.

The Ponty-built homes have 
fireplaces some of which are)

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.



A house the rr
Los Angeles Tv 
ProQucst Histo 
pg. MI6

" '.a need
^3-Current File); Sep 2, 1956;
ivspapers: Los Angeles Times (1881-1989)
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- Garage, left, and motor 
court help to screen the 
entrance from the street, 
■while a garden and trees 
add to the beauty as well _ 
as privacy of the exterior
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kbkksBedroom below, one of 
four tills house includes, 
illustrates utilization 
of every available inch 
of space for storage or 
furnishings necessary for 
comfortable, happy living
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1 Low maintenance patio, fence, walks as we 

full-grown, trees are included in price of heI



meets a need
LACEMENT of a bedroom and bath 
away from, other: bedrooms has sev

eral advantages. It is an ideal guest room 
or caxt be used as a teen-ager's room or as 
a master bedroom. Whatever the family’s 
individual problem, this arrangement 
may supply an answer.

Here it is used in a four-bedroom house

designed by Gilbert Leong, AIA, built in 
Anaheim by George- Ponty and P- BL 
Roach- Constructed of frame and stucco, 
the house covers 1576 square feet, has a 
rock roof, insulated board ceilings; forced- 
air heat and the popular built-in kitchen. 
Decorator was Don Reichert; Burton S. 
Sperber did the landscaping.

.p

i
5

In this view of entrance 
the value of plants and
trees as a screen from a£*3 street is illustrated. A

m garage, motor court are
located at the left rear.£ beyond the central ^tree*
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The glass areas at right 
of bride iirepiace wall 
open to fence-enclosed 
garden. Wall-to-wall 
carpeting covers floor 
of living-dining area
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In the compact kitchen. _ 
left, cabinets are ash, 
the floor is of asphalt 
tile. Built-in gas oven 
is at right of the range
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Building Permit History 
2925 Waverly Drive 

Silver Lake

May 27, 1959: Building Permit No. LA33267 to construct a 1-story 6-room 44’ 
10"X 91' frame and stucco dwelling and attached garage on 
Portion Lot 44 of Block 2 of Ivanhoe.
Owner: Miguel Tirado 
Architect: Gilbert L. Leong 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner Builder 
Cost: $22,000.00

May 27, 1959: Grading Permit No. LA33268 to grade 50 cubic yards arid fill 
terrace against retaining wall at rear of lot.
Owner: Miguel Tirado 
Architect: Gilbert L. Leong 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: None 
Cost: 50 Cubic Yards

Building Permit No. LA33269 construct all' long X .5' high 
reinforced concrete retaining wall.
Owner: Miguel Tirado 
Architect: Gilbert L. Leong 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: None 
Cost: $600.00

May 27, 1959:

July 23, 1959: Building Permit No. LA38117 construct a 18 ' X .34' private 
swimming pool.
Owner: Dr. Miguel Tirado 
Architect: None 
Engineer: Donald B. Davidson 
Contractor: None 
Cost: $3,500.00
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». FKF. INFORMATION Inspection Fee Period 

Permit Fee: 97.20

INSPECTION TOTAL Plumbing 

Permit Total

Permit Fee Subtotal Plumbing 

Permit One Slop Surcharge 

Permit Svs. Development Surcharge 

Permit Issuing Fee

97.20

97.20

90.00 S

1.80

5.40

0.00

8. APPUCATtON PROCESSING INFORMATION

Plan Check By: 

OK for Cashier: 
Signature:____

For Cashier's Use Only W/0 #: 04212273

Date:

Payment Date: 07/23/10 
Receipt No: IN0501204365 
Amount: $97.20

NOTICK: The work included in this permit shall not be construed as establishing the legal 
number of dwelling units or guest rooms. That number is established by a Building Permit 
or a Certificate of Occupancy.
In the event that any box (i.e. 1-I0) is filled to its capacity, it is possible that additional 
information has been captured electronically and could not be printed due to space 
restrictions. Nevertheless, the information printed exceeds that required by Section 19825 of 
the Health and Safety Code of the State of California.

7. COUNCIL DISTRICT: A For Inspection requests, call toll-free (888) LA4 BUILD (524-2845). 
LA County, call (213) 482-0000 or request Inspections via 

www.ladbs.org. To speak to a Call Center agent, call 31 
(866) 4LACITY (452-2489). Outside LA County., call (213) 473-3231.

or

\

10042 - 90000 - 122732925 W Waverly Dr Permits J 

Plan Check ft: 
Event Code:

-«i;

Printed: 07/23/10 09:40 AM

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety

APPLICATION FOR PLUMBING 
PLAN CHECK AND INSPECTION

Plumbing
1 or 2 Family Dwelling 
Express Permit 
No Plan Check

Issued On: 07/23/2010 

Last Status: Issued 

Status Date: 07/23/2010

I. PKOPEKTVOWNER

Tirado, Greuorv R 10620 Johanna Ave SUNLANDCA 91040

2- APPLICANT INFORMATION (Relationship: Net Applicant)

8599 Venice BlvdR. L. Pack- LOS ANGELES, CA 90034 (310) 623-4888

3. TENANT INFORMATION

4 CONTRACTOR, ARCHITECT, A ENGINEER NAME CLASS LICENSE# PHONE #

(C) Luskin-CIark Service Company In 8599 Venice Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90034 C36 193955 3106234888

6. DESCRIPTION OK WORK5. APPLICATION COMMENTS
[•'-Permit paid by credit card, fax number-"-- (310)623*4896. INSTALL NEW T PIPE FROM GAS METER TO THE HOUSE.

W
 W
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er

ly
 D

r 
10

04
2-

90
00

0-
12

27
3

29
25

http://www.ladbs.org
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10042 - 90000 - 12273
10 Ki.K 1 1 KM INFORMATION

WA I KK HEATERS AND GAS SYSTEMS
is Outlet;* 70.0f>

PERMIT EXPIRAT lON/REPUiSDS: This pemiit expires two years after the date of the permit issuance. This permit will also expire if no construction work is performed for a continuous 
period of 1 SO days (See. 98.0602 LAMC). Claims for refund of fees paid must be tiled within one year from the date of expiration for permits granted by LADBS (See. 22.12 & 22.13 
LAMC). The permittee may be entitled to reimbursement of permit fees if the Department fails to conduct an inspection within 60 days of receiving a request for tlnal inspection (HS 17951).

H. LICENSED CONTRACTOR’S DECLARATION
1 hereby affirm under penalty of perjury that I am licensed under the provisions of Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000) of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, 
and my license is in full force and effect. The following applies to B contractors only: l understand the limitations of Section 7057 of the Business and Professional Code related 
to my ability to lake prime contracts or subcontracts involving specially trades.

License Class: C36 193955 CLARK PLUMBING & HEATING CO. INC.Lie. No.: Contractor:

12. WORKERS' COMPENSATION DECLARATION
1 hereby affirm, under penalty of perjury', one of the following declarations:

i__11 have and will maintain a certificate of consent to self insure for workers’ compensation, as provided for by .Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for (he performance of the work for
which this pemiit is issued.

t'X) l have and will maintain workers' compensation insurance, as required by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of the work for which this permit is issued My 
workers1 compensation insurance carrier and policy number are:

Carrier: VALLEY INSURANCE SERVICE Policy Number. CAP0405Q72

i ) i ccrtliy that in the performance ot the work for which this permit is issued, f shall not employ any person in any manner so as to become .subject to the workers' compensation 
laws of California, and agree that if 1 should become subject to the workers' compensation provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code. J shall forthwith comply with those 
provisions.

WARNING: FAILURE TO SECURE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COVERAGE IS UNLAWFUL, AND SHALL SUBJECT AN EMPLOYER TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES 
AND CIVIL FINES UP TO ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS (S100,000). IN ADDITION TO THE COST OF COMPENSATION. DAMAGES AS PROVIDED FOR 
IN SECTION 3706 OF THE LABOR CODE. INTEREST. AND ATTORNEY'S FEES.

13. ASBESTOS REMOVAL DECLARATION / LEAD HAZARD WARNING
i certify that notification of asbestos removal is either not applicable or has been submitted to the AQMD or EPA as per section 19827.5 of the Health and Safety Code. Information is available at 
<909) 396-2336 and the notification form at www.3qrod.ttoV- Lead safe construction practices arc required when doing repairs that distort) paint in pre-1978 buildings due to the presence of lead per 
section 6716 and 6717 of the Labor Code. Information is avaiable at 1 leaith Services for LA County at (800) 524-5323 or the State of California at (800) 597-5323 or wvvvv dhs.ca .gov/childlead.

14. CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY DECLARATION
1 hereby affirm under penalty of perjury that there is a construction lending agency for the performance of the work for which this permit is issued {See. 3097, Civil Code).

Lenders name (if any): Lender's address:

15. FINAL DECLARATION
i certify that l have read this application INCLUDING THE ABOVE DECLARAT IONS and state that the above information INCLUDING THE ABOVE DECLARATIONS is correct. 1 agree to 
comply with ail city and county ordinances and state laws relating to building construction, and hereby authorize representatives of this city to enter upon the above-mentioned property for inspection 
purpos
comply with any applicable law. Furthermore, neither the City of Los Angeles nor any board, department officer, or employee thereof, make any warranty, nor shall be responsible for the 
performance or results of any work described herein, nor the condition of the property nor (lie soil upon which such work is performed. I further affirm under penalty of perjury, that the proposed 
work will not destroy or unreasonably interfere with any access or utility easement belonging to others and located on my property, but in the event such work does destroy or unreasonably interfere 
with such easement, a substitute easemenl(s) satisfactory to the Iiolderfs) of the easement will be provided (See. 91.0106.4.3.4 LAMC).

1 realize that this permit is an application for inspection and that it docs not approve or authorize the work specified herein, and it does not authorize or permit any violation or failure to

By signing below,! certify that:
(1) 1 accept all the declarations above namely the Licensed Contractor’s Declaration, Workers’ Compensation Declaration, Asbestos Removal Declaration / Lead I lazard Warning, 

Construction Lending Agency Declaration and Final Declaration: and
(2) This permit is being obtained with the consent of the legal owner of the property.

jX! Contractor [ ] Authorized AgentInternet cPermil System DeclarationR. L- PACK 07/23/2010__  Sign:___Print Name: Date:
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Tirado House, 2925 Waverly Drive, February 12, 2013 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Tirado House, 2925 Waverly Drive, c 2013 (Google Earth)
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Tirado House, 2925 Waverly Drive March 11, 2013 (Photograph by Erik Grammer)
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Tirado House, garage and gable, 2925 Waverly Drive, February 12, 2013 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Tirado House, street view, 2925 Waverly Drive, February 12, 2013 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Tirado House, chimney, 2925 Waverly Drive, February 12, 2013 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Tirado House, rear facade and pool, 2925 Waverly Drive, February 12, 2013 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Tirado House, living room window, 2925 Waverly Drive March 11, 2013 (Photograph by Erik Grammer)
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Tirado House, original kitchen, 2925 Waverly Drive March 11, 2013 (Photograph by Erik Grammar)
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Tirado House, built-in cabinets, 2925 Waverly Drive March II, 2013 (Photograph by Erik Grammer)
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Tirado House, built-in cabinets, 2925 Waverly Drive March 11, 2013 (Photograph by Erik Grammer)
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Tirado House, original bathroom, 2925 Waverly Drive March 11, 2013 (Photograph by Erik Grammer)
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City of Los Angeles
California EXECUTIVE OFFICES 

1 6th floor
DEPARTMENT OF

CITY PLANNING
22 1 N FlCUEflCA STftCEl 

LCS ANCO.ES. CA 90012-260

CON HOWE 
OlR ECTOR 

(213) '580-1160Six
CITY PLANNING 

COMMISSION FSANKUN P. E0ERHARD 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
(2)3) 580 M63

PETER M. WEIL
PRESIDENT 

JORGE JACKSON 
VICE-PR ESIOENT

ROOGER M. LANDAU 
MITCHELL 8. MCHZER 

SUSAN OAKLEY 
MARNA SCHNABEL 
ROBERT L. SCOTT 

DARRELL E. WALKER 
CHESTER A WIDOM

GOROON B. HAMILTON 
OEPUTY DIRECTOR 
(213) 580-1)65RICHARD J. RIORDAN 

MAYOR
ROBERT H. SUTTON 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
(2131 580-1167

April 24, 2001 FAX; (2)3) 580-1)76

INFORMATION
(213) 5801172

GABRIELE WILLIAMS
COMMISSION EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

(2 13) S80-5234

Interested PartiesTO:

Con How irector of PlanningFROM:

REVISED POLICIES FOR PRIVATE STREET REGULATIONS 
GENERAL VARIATION NO. 200M AND 2001-2, COMMUNITY 
DRIVEWAYS

SUBJECT:

Attached are the two new standard policies which modify the Private Street Regulations. The 
authority for these modifications is found in Section .18.12 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. 
These new policies were developed following collaboration with the Department of Building and 
Safety in an effort to clarify the number of lots which could be served by common driveways.

There are two policies. The first, “Private Street Regulations, General Variation 2001-1,” applies 
to the use of common driveway facilities for single family residential uses. The revised policy 
will permit a common driveway to serve no more than two single family residential uses. The 
second policy, “Private Street Regulations, General Variation 2001-2,” addresses the use of the 
community driveway for all other land uses. The revised policy continues to permit community 
driveways to serve an unlimited number of lots.

In both policies, the requirements with respect to legal lots, Fire Department access and 
Department of Building and Safety requirements continue. •

The chief reason for revising these policies was to distinguish between single family uses and 
non-single family uses.

These policies will become effective on May 1, 2001.

CH.jlc

Attachments: Private Street Regulations, General Variation 2001-1 (Single Family) 
Private Street Regulations, General Variation 2001-2 (all others)

PUBLIC COUNTER & CONSTRUCTION SERVICES CENTER 
201 NORTH FIGUEROA STREET. ROOM 300 - (2131 977-6063 

VAN NUYS - 6251 VAN NUYS BLVD.. I * FLOOR. VAN NUYS 91401 - (8181 756-8596

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
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PRIVATE STREET REGULATIONS 
GENERAL VARIATION 2001-1 
(Operational Date: May 1, 2001) 

Common Driveways for Single Family Uses

The following variation applies to lots zoned RW-1 or more restrictive containing single-family 
residential uses except that both of the lots may be vacant. For other than single family : 
properties, see General Variation 2001-2.

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Director of Planning by the provisions of Section 18.12, 
Article 8, Chapter 1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, relating to the issuance of building 
permits for two existing lots, the Director hereby grants the following variation to permit 
common driveway facilities without further approval by the Director of Planning, subject to the 
following conditions:

That the lots are separate legal parcels of record prior to July 30, 1962 with required 
street frontage or are separate parcels or lots shown on a recorded Parcel Map or recorded 
Tract Map; or have a recorded Certificate of Compliance; and

1.

The driveway shall not cross more than one lot and shall not serve more than 2 existing 
' single family residential lots; and

2.

The driveway within such easement is improved to a width in conformance with the Fire 
Department's fire access standards as stated in Section 57.09.03 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code, but in no event less than 20 feet; and .

3.

Ingress and egress easements in the common driveway have been recorded in favor of the 
involved owners in a manner satisfactory to the Department of Building and Safety; and

4.

The unobstructed distance - from the ground to the sky - between buildings located on . 
either side of said driveway is no less than 20 feet and otherwise meets all other setback 
and yard requirements of the LAMC.

5.

This variation shall remain in effect until rescinded by subsequent action. It supercedes the 
previous General Variations dated February 1, 1996, March 28, 1974 and Jane 23, 1967.

CON HOWE
Director of Planning

Department of Building and Safety 
Los Angeles Fire Department 
Bureau of Engineering 
Department of Transportation

cc:
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PRIVATE STREET REGULATIONS 
GENERAL VARIATION 2001-2 
(Operational Date: May 1, 2001)

Common Driveways for Industrial, Commercial and MuJti-Famiiy Uses

The following variation does not apply to lots zoned RW-1 or more restrictive containing single 
family residential uses. See General Variation 2001-1.

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Director of Planning by the provisions of Section 18.12, 
Article 8, Chapter 1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, relating to the issuance of building 
permits for two or more existing lots, the Director hereby grants the following variation to permit 
common driveway facilities without further approval by the Director of Planning, subject to the 
following conditions:

That the lots are separate legal parcels of record prior to July 30, 1962 with required 
street frontage or are separate parcels or lots shown on a recorded Parcel Map or recorded 
Tract Map; or have a recorded Certificate of Compliance; and

1.

Notwithstanding Section 12.21-A of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, a driveway within 
such easement is permitted over one or more lots to serve another lot(s). The driveway 
shall not be located and maintained on property which is in a more restrictive zone than 
that of the property on which the building(s) served is (are) located; except that where a 
lot is partly in the P Zone and partly a C or M Zone, any P Zone may be used. A 
driveway may also be located in a more restrictive zone than the zone of the lot where 
any of the building(s) is (are) located provided that the uses are permitted in the more 
restrictive zone; and

2.

The driveway within such easemenjig, improved to a width, in conformance with the Fire 
Department’s lire access standards as stated in Section 57.09.03 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code, but in no event less than 20 feet; and

3.

Ingress and egress easements in the common driveway have been recorded in favor of the 
involved owners that need the easement in a manner satisfactory to the Department of 
Building and Safety; and.

4.

The unobstructed distance - from the ground to the sky - between buildings located on 
either side of said driveway is no less than 20 feet and otherwise meets all other setback 
and yard requirements of the LAMC.

5.

This variation shall remain in effect until rescinded by subsequent action. It supercedes the 
previop^ General Variations dated February 1, 1996, March 28, 1974 and June 23, 1967.

CON HOWE 
Director of Planning

Department of Building and Safety 
Los Angeles Fire Department 
Bureau of Engineering 
Department of Transportation

cc:



ARTICLE 7 FIRE PROTECTION ID PREVENTION (FIRE CODE) Page 1 of 1

Print

Los Angeles Municipal Code

SEC. 57.503.1.6. EASEMENTS.

Where fire lanes are required under Section 57.503.1.4 of this section to provide access for Fire 
Department emergency vehicles, and such fire lanes are other than access roads, they shall be granted to 
the City without cost as easements from a public street or alley to the required terminal point. Provided, 
however, that the easement requirement may be waived, unless otherwise required by the General Plan 
of the City of Los Angeles, where the Department determines that the acquisition of an easement is not 
necessary for the protection of the public safety and welfare. Fire lanes shall be designated and 
maintained as follows:

1. Fire lanes shall have a minimum clear roadway width of 20 feet when no parking is 
allowed on either side.

2. Those portions of a fire lane which must accommodate the operation of Fire Department 
aerial ladder apparatus shall have a minimum clear roadway width of 28 feet when no parking is 
allowed on either side.

3. Those portions of a fire lane 30 feet on either side of a private fire hydrant shall have a 
minimum clear roadway width of 28 feet. No parking shall be permitted within those portions of 
the roadway which are within 30 feet of and on the same side of the roadway as a private fire 
hydrant.

4. Where parking is allowed on only one side of a required fire lane parking shall be on the 
same side of the roadway as the hydrants.

5. Where parallel parking is allowed on either side of a fire lane, the roadway width shall be 
increased eight feet for each parking lane.

6. Where access requires accommodation of Fire Department apparatus, overhead clearance 
shall not be less than 14 feet.

7. Dead end fire lanes shall terminate in cul-de-sacs or other approved turning areas consistent 
with the Department of Public Works Standard Street Dimension Plan D-22549.

8. Fire lanes shall be paved to the City Engineer's standards for public alleys.

http://www.amlegal.com/alpscripts/get-content.aspx 7/16/2015

http://www.amlegal.com/alpscripts/get-content.aspx
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RESIDENTIAL
CITYWIDE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Multi-Family Residential & Commercial Mixed-Use Projects
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The City of Los Angeles’ General Plan Framework Element 
and each of the City's 35 Community Plans promote 
architectural and design excellence in buildings, landscape, 
open space, and public space. They also stipulate that 
preservation of the City's character and scale, including 
its traditional urban design form, shall be emphasized 
in consideration of future development. To this end, the 
Citywide Design Guidelines have been created to carry out 
the common design objectives that maintain neighborhood 
form and character while promoting design excellence and 
creative infill development solutions.

The Citywide Design Guidelines serve to implement the 10 
Urban Design Principles, a part of the Framework Element. 
These principles are a statement of the City's vision for the future 
of Los Angeles, providing guidance for new development and 
encouraging projects to complement existing urban form in order 
to enhance the built environment in Los Angeles. While called 
"urban", the Urban Design Principles reflect citywide values to 
be expressed in the built environment of the City, establishing a 
design program for the City. They are intended to embrace the 
variety of urban forms that exist within Los Angeles, from the 
most urban, concentrated centers to our suburban neighborhoods.

3



Relationship to Adjacent Buildings
1 Ensure that new buildings are compatible in scale, massing, style, and/or architectural 

materials with existing structures in the surrounding neighborhood. In older neighbor
hoods, new developments should likewise respect the character of existing buildings 
with regards to height, scale, style, and architectural materials.

2 For RD1.5, RD2, R3, R4, RAS3, and RAS4 developments, apply additional setbacks in 
side and rear yards abutting single-family and/or R2 zoned lots.

3 Where multi-family projects are adjacent to single-family zones, provide a 
sensitive transition by maintaining a height compatible with adjacent buildings. 
Mitigate negative shade/shadow and privacy impacts by stepping back upper 
floors and avoiding direct views into neighboring single-family yards.

RECOMMENDED
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New development 
maintains existing 
theme in neighborhood
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SUMMARY

SOLAR ENERGY FEASIBILITY REPORT

PROJECT DATA

Tentative Tract Number: 72367

2925 Waverly Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90039Project Address:

Michael Rublevich 
1203 ParkWay 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 
(310) 720-0101

Owner:

Single family residence/ rentalExisting Land Use:

June 20, 2013Date of Report:

Architects WILL 
3575 Long Beach Blvd. 
Long Beach, CA 90807 
(310)710-9720 
Will LoPatriello

Report Prepared by:

The proposed project is a 5 unit small lot subdivision. 
Each unit will have their own foundation and 2-car 
garage. None of the units will share walls. Each will 
be three stories, with an overall building height of 29 
feet 6 inches from their finished floor height. The 
proposed front unit has a 15-foot front setback 
(fronting Waverly Drive). All units except for the 
second unit from the street have 4-foot side setbacks 
on the western length of the lots. The second unit 
from the street has a 8-foot setback from the westerly 
property line. On the eastern side there is a stepping 
and rotating to the units that provide for a 16,15,16 
foot east-side setback, with the second unit having its 
garage access from the east side. The east side

Project Description:

1
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setback of the north unit is 4 feet. The northernmost 
units have unobstructed views of the city of Glendale 
due to the sites slope to the north. The units to the 
north are setback 122’ and 132’ feet from the 
northernmost property line. The roof area of each unit 
is flat and each has a roof deck. For the two 
northernmost units, the roof deck is setback from 
building edge 5’-6” from the north end, 4 feet from the 
sides and 12 feet from the rear. For the three other 
units, the roof deck is setback from buildings front 
edge 6 feet, 4 feet from the sides and 3’-6” from the 
rear. The roof area not occupied by the roof-deck will 
be light colored and is generally suitable for solar 
devices.

Adjacent Land Use 
and Structures: There is an existing three-story apartment building to 

the west of the proposed project. The apartment 
building’s east wall will be partially shaded in the 
morning by the proposed project, slightly shaded at 
noon and will shade the proposed projects first and 
second stories west wall in late afternoon and 
evening. To the north there is a parking lot that 
serves a commercial zone that runs along Riverside 
Drive. To the east is a single family residence that has 
a two story detached garage. The proposed project 
will partially shade structures in the afternoon and 
evening. Across the street to the south are single 
family residences.

The site runs in a northeast and southwest direction, 
with southerly exposure to the sun. Waverly Drive 
runs north-west and south-east along the short side of 
the site to the south. The 3-story westerly apartment 
building shades the west portion of site in late 
afternoon and evenings. Overall the site has good 
exposure to the sun.

Site Orientation:

Site Characteristics: The site has a gradual slope that rises 17 feet from 
Waverly Drive to a generally flat portion of the site 
where the existing home and pool are currently 
located. The northern portion of the site slopes to the 
north at an approximate 78% decline, a 93 foot 
elevation difference from highest point to northern 
property line elevation. The current site is measured

2



having 55 feet of frontage along Waverly Drive and a 
depth of 288’ that runs North-East. Solar access to 
the roof area is good. Access to prevailing breezes, to 
the extent they exist, is good.

General Climatological Data: The Silverlake area has plenty of sunshine throughout 
the year, with an average of only 35 days with 
measurable precipitation annually. The average 
annual temperature is 66 °F (19 °C): 75 °F (24 °C) 
during the day and 57 °F (14 °C) at night. In the 
coldest month, January, the temperature typically 
ranges from 59 to 73 °F (15 to 23 °C) during the day 
and 45 to 55 °F (7 to 13 °C) at night. In the warmest 
month - August - the temperature typically ranges 
from 79 to 90 °F (26 to 32 °C) during the day and 
around 64 °F (18 °C) at night. Hours of sunshine total 
more than 3,000 per year, from an average of 7 hours 
of sunshine per day in December to an average of 12 
in July. The Los Angeles area averages 15.14 inches 
(384.6 mm) of precipitation annually, which mainly 
occurs during the winter and spring (November 
through April), generally in the form of moderate rain 
showers, but often as heavy rainfall and 
thunderstorms during winter storms.

Passive Features: The building will be light stucco with a light colored 
siding. Each roof is proposed to be partially covered 
by a roof deck, which shades most of the roof while 
not transferring heat. The other portions of the roof 
will either be light colored or planted. Balcony 
overhangs will shade prominent glazed areas. The 
project will utilize Energy Efficient, NFRC certified 
windows, with low solar heat gain coefficients.

Building Configuration and 
Orientation: From Waverly Drive, the buildings step up the site 

along its length. The first three units are similar in 
layout and rotate 90 degrees as each steps up the the 
west side of the site. Access is provided by a 16’ drive 
and walkway easement that runs east of the first three 
units, on the east side of the site. The northernmost 
two units are oriented side by side and run parallel to 
the site. The buildings are oriented to take advantage 
of light, views and passive ventilation. Care has been

3



taken, where feasible, not to block the solar access to 
adjacent structures.

Shadows from adjacent buildings occur primarily in 
the afternoon and evenings. The adjacent 3-story 
apartment building partially shades the west side of 
the subject property, and about 23’ of 2 of the 
northern proposed buildings faces at 3 PM on the 
winter solstice.

Adjacent Buildings:

Proposed buildings will be wood-frame construction. 
Proper insulation, weatherstripping and caulking will 
minimize infiltration. The project will allow for cross 
ventilation at every level with operable windows 
located on at least 2 sides, but in most cases 3 sides 
of each unit. Balcony overhangs will shade prominent 
glazed areas. The project will utilize Energy Efficient, 
NFRC certified windows, with low solar heat gain 
coefficients. The south face of the southern unit will 
be partly shaded by trees.

Exterior Walls:

Roofs will be generally light colored to better reflect 
the sun. All of the units roof structures will be suitable 
for a roof deck and solar energy devices. Roof decks 
will partly shade the roof.

Roof:

Direct sun on windows will be minimized. The majority 
of glazed areas will have overhangs for shading. 
Glazed areas that have south and west exposure will 
be double glazed and utilize Energy Efficient, NFRC 
certified windows, with low solar heat gain 
coefficients. All windows will be adequately 
weatherstripped and caulked to reduce heating and 
cooling losses.

Windows:

Rooms are located to receive ample light, and where 
feasible from multiple sources and directions. This 
reduces glare, increases comfort, and reduces the 
need for supplemental electric light in daytime hours. 
The living, kitchen and dining are open visually to all 
of the exterior walls not shared by adjacent units. 
There will be operable windows or doors to provide 
cross ventilation.

Room Use:

4



Space Conditioning 
Equipment: Units will be equipped with heating and air

conditioning equipment with automatic thermostats.

Trees and Vegetation: Specific landscape plans have not yet been prepared. 
However, there will be trees and other vegetation on 
both the south, the north, and common areas of the 
site. The primary access is planned to be partially 
constructed with permeable pavers and planted.
Along the the south side of the site, trees will be 
considered that will provide shade to the southern 
building faces, and other low water consuming plants 
to enhance the beauty of the frontage to the street. 
The planting of the site will help absorb solar energy 
and keep outdoor temperatures lower.

Water Conservation: Each unit will be equipped with water-saving and 
energy-saving appliances and fixtures. Tankless water 
heaters will be used. The site will be planted with 
vegetation requiring little water.

Future Active Solar Systems: The proposed buildings will be designed to 
accommodate an active solar system, and is intended 
to be located on the roof, as it provides for the best 
solar exposure for this project.

5
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DEPARTMENT OF 
CITY PLANNING

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
200 N. Spring Street, Room 525 

Los Angeles, CA 90012-4801
City of Los Angeles

CALIFORNIA
CITY PLANNING COMMISSION

MICHAEL J. LOGRANDE 
DIRECTOR 

(213) 978-1271

USA M. WEBBER, AICP 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

(213) 978-1274

DAVID H. J. AMBROZ 
PRESIDENT

*49*RENEE DAKE WILSON
VICE-PRESIDENT

ROBERT L. AHN 
CAROLINE CHOE 
RICHARD KATZ 

JOHN W. MACK 
SAMANTHA MILLMAN 

DANA M. PERLMAN 
MARTA SEGURA

JAN ZATORSKI 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

(213) 978-1273

ERIC GARCETTI
MAYOR

FAX: (213) 978-1275

JAMES K. WILLIAMS 
COMMISSION EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT II 

(213) 978-1300
INFORMATION

http://planning.lacity.org

Decision Date: September 15, 2015

Appeal Period Ends: September 25, 2015

Michael Rublevich (O) 
1203 ParkWay 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

RE: Vesting Tract Map No. 72367-SL
2925 West Waverly Drive 
Hollywood Planning Area 
Zone: RD1.5-1XL 
District Map: 151 5A 207 
Council District: 4
CEQA No.: ENV-2013-1998-MND-REC1 
Legal Description: Ivanhoe Tract, Block 2, Lot

Sam Trude (R)
Southerly Group
3575 Long Beach Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90807

44

In accordance with provisions of Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 17.03, 
the Advisory Agency approved Mitigated Negative Declaration ENV-2013-1998-MND- 
REC1 as the environmental clearance and approved Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 
73267 composed of one lot, located at 2925 West Waverly Drive, for a maximum of five 
(5) small lots pursuant to Small Lot Subdivision Ordinance No. 176354, as shown on 
revised map stamp-dated December 11, 2014, in the Hollywood Community Plan. This 
unit density is based on the RD1.5-1XL Zone. (The subdivider is hereby advised that 
the LAMC may not permit this maximum approved density. Therefore, verification 
should be obtained from the Department of Building and Safety, which will legally 
interpret the Zoning code as it applies to this particular property.) For an appointment 
with the Subdivision Counter call (213) 473-1362. The Advisory Agency’s approval is 
subject to the following conditions:

NOTE on clearing conditions: When two or more agencies must clear a condition, subdivider should 
follow the sequence indicated in the condition. For the benefit of the applicant, subdivider shall maintain 
record of all conditions cleared, including all material supporting clearances and be prepared to present 
copies of the clearances to each reviewing agency as may be required by its staff at the time of its review.

http://planning.lacity.org


VESTING TENTATIVE TRACT MAP NO. 72367-SL PAGE 2

BUREAU OF ENGINEERING - SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

That if this tract map is approved as “Small Lot Subdivision” then, and if 
necessary for street address purposes all common access to this subdivision be 
named on the final map satisfactory to the City Engineer.

1.

That if this tract map is approved as small lot subdivision then the final map be 
labeled as “Small Lot Subdivision per Ordinance No. 176,354” satisfactory to the 
City Engineer.

2.

That if necessary public sanitary sewer easement be dedicated on the final map 
based on an alignment approved by the Central Engineering District Office.

3.

That the owners of the property record an agreement satisfactory to the City 
Engineer that they will provide name signs for the common access driveways.

4.

That the subdivider make a request to the Central District Office of the Bureau of 
Engineering to determine the capacity of the existing sewer in the area.

5.

That Board of Public Works approval be obtained, prior to the recordation of the 
final map, for the removal of any tree in the existing or proposed right-of-way 
area. The Bureau of Street Services, Urban Forestry Division, is the lead agency 
for obtaining Board of Public Works approval for removal of such trees.

6.

Notes:

Any questions regarding this report should be directed to Mr. Georgic Avanesian of the 
Land Development Section, located at 201 North Figueroa Street, Suite 200, or by 
calling (213) 202-3484.

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY, GRADING DIVISION

That prior to issuance of a grading or building permit, or prior to recordation of 
the final map, the subdivider shall make suitable arrangements to assure 
compliance, satisfactory to the Department of Building and Safety, Grading 
Division, with all the requirements and conditions contained in Inter-Departmental 
Letter dated April 29, 2014, Log No. 81759-01 and attached to the case file for 
Tract No. VTT-72367-SL.

7.

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY, ZONING DIVISION

That prior to recordation of the final map, the Department of Building and Safety, 
Zoning Division shall certify that no Building or Zoning Code violations exist on 
the subject site. In addition, the following items shall be satisfied:

8.



VESTING TENTATIVE TRACT MAP NO. 72367-SL PAGE 3

Obtain permits for the demolition or removal of all existing structures on 
the site. Accessory structures and uses are not permitted to remain on lots 
without a main structure or use. Provide copies of the demolition permits 
and signed inspection cards to show completion of the demolition work.

a.

b. Show all street dedication as required by the Bureau of Engineering and 
provide net lot area after all dedication. “Area” requirements shall be re
checked as per net lot area after all dedication. Front yard requirement 
shall be required to comply with current code as measured from new 
property lines after dedication.

Resubmit the map to provide and maintain a minimum 20-foot common 
access for frontage, driveway and egress/ingress purposes all the way to 
the public street. No projection is allowed in the 20-foot wide easement. 
Revise the map to show compliance with the above requirement or obtain 
approval from the Department of City Planning for a reduced width.

c.

Notes:

Provide and dimension the reciprocal private easement for pedestrian and 
driveway egress and ingress in the final map. Separate easement 
covenant shall be recorded with City Planning and provided to Plan Check 
prior to permit issuances for the reciprocal private easement for pedestrian 
and driveway egress and ingress, utilities, drainage, and back up space.

This property is in the RD1.5 Zone within the Hillside Grading Area and 
may require to comply with the Hillside Ordinance (Section 12.21A.17 
LAMC)

This property is within the 1XL Height District and is restricted to a 30 ft. 
height limit.

The proposed buildings have not been checked for and shall comply with 
Building and Zoning Code requirements. With the exception of revised 
health or safety standards, the subdivider shall have a vested right to 
proceed with the proposed development in substantial compliance with the 
ordinances, policies, and standards in effect at the time the subdivision 
application was deemed complete.

The proposed buildings may not comply with City of Los Angeles Building 
Code requirements concerning exterior wall, protection of openings and 
exit requirements with respect to the proposed and existing property lines. 
Compliance shall be to the satisfaction of LADBS at the time of plan 
check.

Back up space for parking space with less than 26’-8” shall provide 
sufficient garage door opening width to comply with the current Zoning



VESTING TENTATIVE TRACT MAP NO. 72367-SL PAGE 4

Code requirement.

If the proposed development does not comply with the current Zoning 
Code, all zoning violations shall be indicated on the Map.

An appointment is required for the issuance of a clearance letter from the 
Department of Building and Safety. The applicant is asked to contact 
Laura Duong at (213) 482-0434 to schedule an appointment.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

That prior to recordation of the final map, satisfactory arrangements shall be 
made with the Department of Transportation to assure:

9.

A minimum of 20-foot reservoir space be provided between any security 
gate(s) and the property line or to the satisfaction of the Department of 
Transportation.

a.

Parking stalls shall be designed so that a vehicle is not required to back 
into or out of any public street or sidewalk (not applicable when driveways 
serve not more than two dwelling units and where the driveway access is 
to a street other than a major or secondary highway) LAMC 12.21 A.

b.

That a fee in the amount of $197 be paid for the Department of 
Transportation as required per Ordinance No. 180,542 and LAMC Section 
19.15 prior to recordation of the final map. Note: the applicant may be 
required to comply with any other applicable fees per this new ordinance.

A parking area and driveway plan be submitted to the Citywide Planning 
Coordination Section of the Department of Transportation for approval 
prior to submittal of building permit plans for plan check by the Department 
of Building and safety. Transportation approvals are conducted at 201 N. 
Figueroa Street, Suite 400, Station 3. For an appointment, call (213) 482
7024.

FIRE DEPARTMENT

10. This project is located in the very high fire hazard severity zone and shall comply 
with requirements set forth in the City of Los Angeles Municipal Code 57.25.01.

Mitigating measures should be considered. These measures shall include, 
but not be limited to, the following:

a.

• Boxed-in eaves.

• Single pane, double thickness (minimum 1/8” thickness) or 
insulated windows.
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• Non-wood siding.

• Exposed wooden members shall be two inches nominal thickness.

• Noncombustible finishes.

Irrigated and managed greenbelts around the perimeter of all structures 
for a distance of 100 feet shall be considered as a buffer between the 
brush and the proposed project.

b.

All landscaping shall use fire-resistant plants and materials. A list of such 
plants is available from the Fire Department.

c.

d. All homes shall have noncombustible roofs. (Non-wood)

The brush in the area adjacent to the proposed development shall be 
cleared or thinned periodically by the homeowner's Association under 
supervision to the Los Angeles City Fire Department in order to reduce the 
risk of brush fires spreading to the homes.

e.

All “Small Lot” Subdivisions are required to have automatic Fire Sprinklers 
installed as a part of any new or future construction.

f.

Access for Fire Department apparatus and personnel to and into all 
structures shall be required.

9-

No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 150 
feet from the edge of a roadway of an improved street, access road, or 
designated fire lane.

h.

Fire lane width shall not be less than 20 feet. When a fire lane must 
accommodate the operation of Fire Department aerial ladder apparatus or 
where fire hydrants are installed, those portions shall not be less than 28 
feet in width. If the vehicular access easement is less than 20 feet, obtain 
approval by the Advisory Agency.

i.

Submit plot plans indicating access road and turning area for Fire 
Department approval.

J-

k. Where access for a given development requires accommodation of Fire 
Department apparatus, overhead clearance shall not be less than 14 feet.

I. On small lot subdivisions, any lots used for access purposes shall be 
recorded on the final map as a “Fire Lane”.
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No proposed development utilizing cluster, group, or condominium design 
of one or two family dwellings shall be more than 150 feet from the edge 
of the roadway of an improved street, access road, or designated fire lane.

m.

No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 300 
feet from an approved fire hydrant. Distance shall be computed along path 
of travel.

n.

No framing shall be allowed until the roadway is installed to the 
satisfaction of the Fire Department.

o.

Any required fire hydrants to be installed shall be fully operational and 
accepted by the Fire Department prior to any building construction.

P-

All parking restrictions for fire lanes shall be posted and/or painted prior to 
any Temporary Certificate of Occupancy being issued.

q-

Plans showing areas to be posted and/or painted, “FIRE LANE NO 
PARKING” shall be submitted and approved by the Fire Department prior 
to building permit application sign-off.

r.

Electric Gates approved by the Fire Department shall be tested by the Fire 
Department prior to Building and Safety granting a Certificate of 
Occupancy.

s.

Site plans shall include all overhead utility lines adjacent to the site.t.

Any roof elevation changes in excess of 3 feet may require the installation 
of ships ladders.

u.

Where rescue window access is required, provide conditions and 
improvements necessary to meet accessibility standards as determined by 
the Los Angeles Fire Department.

v.

Notes:

The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact regarding 
these conditions must be with the Hydrant and Access Unit. This would 
include clarification, verification of condition compliance and plans or 
building permit applications, etc., and shall be accomplished BY 
APPOINTMENT ONLY, in order to assure that you receive service with a 
minimum amount of waiting please call (213) 482-6509. You should 
advise any consultant representing you of this requirement as well.
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LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT (LAUSD)

11. That prior to the issuance of any demolition or grading permit or any other permit 
allowing site preparation and/or construction activities on the site, satisfactory 
arrangements shall be made with the Los Angeles Unified School District. 
Implementing the measures for demolition and construction contained in the 
LAUSD letter dated June 2, 2014 attached to the tract file. The project site is 
located on the pedestrian and bus routes for students attending Ivanhoe 
Elementary School. Therefore, the applicant shall make timely contact for 
coordination to safeguard pedestrians/motorists with the LAUSD Transportation 
Branch (phone no. 213-580-2950), and the principals or designees of Ivanhoe 
Elementary School. (This condition may be cleared by a written communication 
from the LAUSD Transportation Branch attesting to the required coordination 
and/or the principals of the above referenced schools and to the satisfaction of 
the Advisory Agency).

Note: LAUSD recommends conditions that have been added to Construction 
Mitigation Measures nos. CM-21 through CM-33.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AGENCY

12. That satisfactory arrangements be made in accordance with the requirements of 
the Information Technology Agency to assure that cable television facilities will 
be installed in the same manner as other required improvements. Refer to the 
LAMC Section 17.05-N. Written evidence of such arrangements must be 
submitted to the Information Technology Agency, 200 North Main Street, 12th 
Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90012, (213) 922-8363.

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS

13. That the Quimby fee be based on the RD1.5-1 XL Zone.

URBAN FORESTRY DIVISION AND THE DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

1. Plant street trees and remove any existing trees within dedicated streets 
or proposed dedicated streets as required by the Urban Forestry Division 
of the Bureau of Street Services. All street plantings shall be brought up to 
current standards. When the City has previously been paid for tree 
plantings, the subdivider or contractor shall notify the Urban Forestry 
Division (213) 847-3077 upon completion of construction to expedite tree 
planting.

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING-SITE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

14. Prior to the recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall prepare and execute
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a Covenant and Agreement (Planning Department General Form CP-6770) in a 
manner satisfactory to the Planning Department, binding the subdivider and all 
successors to the following:

Limit the proposed development to a maximum of five (5) small lots.a.

Provide a minimum of two (2) covered off-street parking spaces per 
dwelling unit.

b.

That prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy, a minimum 6-foot-high 
slumpstone or decorative masonry wall shall be constructed adjacent to 
neighboring residences, if no such wall already exists, except in required 
front yard.

c.

d. That a solar access report shall be submitted to the satisfaction of the 
Advisory Agency prior to obtaining a grading permit.

That the subdivider considers the use of natural gas and/or solar energy 
and consults with the Department of Water and Power and Southern 
California Gas Company regarding feasible energy conservation 
measures.

e.

Indemnification. Applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, 
its agents, officers, or employees from any claim, action, or proceeding against 
the City or its agents, officers, or employees relating to or attack, set aside, void 
or annul this approval which action is brought within the applicable limitation 
period. The City shall promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action, or 
proceeding and the City shall cooperate fully in the defense. If the City fails to 
promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding, or if the City fails 
to cooperate fully in the defense, the applicant shall not thereafter be responsible 
to defend, indemnify or hold harmless the City.

15.

16. Small Lot Subdivision - Note to City Engineer and Plan Check.

Pursuant to Ordinance No. 176,354 (Small Lot Subdivisions) and Section 17.03 
of the Los Angeles Municipal code as it applies to this subdivision and the 
proposed development on the site:
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(1) Setbacks. The project shall comply with the setbacks as indicated in the 
table below:

SETBACK MATRIX
Lot Front Side Side Rear

15.00’1 0.25’ 5’ 16.00’
0.25’2 0.25’ 8.65’ 21.32’
0.25’3 8.04’ 5 15.89’

4 8.37’ 132.00’ 5’ 0.25’
12.37’5 122.58’ 0.25’ 5’

(2) Trash. The project site shall contain one centralized trash area to serve all 
five lots.

(3) Driveway Width. The width of the driveway access easement shall be no 
less than 15.89 feet.

(4) Lot Coverage. All structures on any one parcel shall occupy no more than 
80% of the lot area for that parcel.

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING-ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION MEASURES

17. That prior to recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall prepare and 
execute a Covenant and Agreement (Planning Department General Form CP- 
6770) in a manner satisfactory to the Planning Department requiring the 
subdivider to identify mitigation monitors who shall provide periodic status reports 
on the implementation of mitigation items required by Mitigation Condition Nos. 
18 and 19 of the Tract’s approval satisfactory to the Advisory Agency. The 
mitigation monitors shall be identified as to their areas of responsibility, and 
phase
construction/maintenance) to ensure continued implementation of the above 
mentioned mitigation items.

of intervention (pre-construction, construction, post-

18. Prior to the recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall prepare and execute 
a Covenant and Agreement (Planning Department General Form CP-6770) in a 
manner satisfactory to the Planning Department, binding the subdivider and all 
successors to the following:

MM-1. Prior to the issuance of any permit, a plot plan shall be prepared 
indicating the location, size, type and general condition of all trees 
on the site and within the adjacent public rights-of-way.

MM-2. All significant (8-inch or greater trunk diameter, or cumulative trunk 
diameter if multi-trunked, as measured 54 inches above the
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ground) non-protected trees, located within the parkway of the 
adjacent public right(s)-of-way, may be counted toward 
replacement tree requirements.

MM-3. Removal or planting on any tree in the public right-of-way requires 
approval of the Board of Public Works. Contact Urban Forestry 
Division at 213-847-3077. All trees in the public right(s) of-way, 
shall be provided per the current standards of the Urban Forestry 
Division, the Department of Public Works,
Services.

Bureau of Street

MM-4. If any archaeological materials are encountered during the course 
of project development, all further development activity shall halt 
and the services of an archaeologist shall then be secured by 
contacting the South Central Coastal information Center (657-278
5395) located at California State University Fullerton, or a member 
of the Society of Professional Archaeologist (SOPA) or a SOPA- 
qualified archaeologist, who shall assess the discovered material(s) 
and prepare a survey, study or report evaluating the impact.

MM-5. The archaeologist’s survey, study or report shall contain a 
recommendation(s), if necessary, for the preservation, 
conservation, or relocation of the resource. The applicant shall 
comply with the recommendations of the evaluating archaeologist, 
as contained in the survey, study or report. Project development 
activities may resume once copies of the archaeological survey, 
study or report are submitted to SCCIC Department of 
Anthropology, McCarthy Hall 477, CSU Fullerton, 800 North State 
College Boulevard, Fullerton, CA 92834.

MM-6. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall 
submit a letter to the case file indicating what if any, archaeological 
reports have been submitted, or a statement indicating that no 
material was discovered. A covenant and agreement binding the 
applicant to this condition shall be recorded prior to issuance of a 
grading permit.

MM-7. In the event that human remains are discovered during excavation 
activities, the following procedure shall be observed:

Stop immediately and contact the County Coroner: 1104 N. 
Mission Road, Los Angeles, CA 90033, 323-343-0512. (8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or 323-343-0714 
(after hours, Saturday, Sunday and Holidays).

a.

b. The coroner has two working days to examine remains after
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being notified by the responsible person. If the remains are 
Native American, the Coroner has 24 hours to notify the 
Native American Heritage Commission.

The Native American Heritage Commission will immediately 
notify the person it believes to be the most likely descendent 
of the deceased Native American.

c.

d. The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make 
recommendations to the owner, or representative, for the 
treatment or disposition , with proper dignity of the human 
remains and grave goods.

If the descendant does not make recommendations, within 
48 hours the owner shall reinter the remains in an area of 
the property secure from further disturbance.

e.

f. If the owner does not accept the descendant’s 
recommendations, the owner or the descendent may request 
mediation by the Native American Heritage Commission.

Construction Mitigation Conditions - Prior to the issuance of a grading or 
building permit, or the recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall prepare 
and execute a Covenant and Agreement (Planning Department General Form 
CP-6770) in a manner satisfactory to the Planning Department, binding the 
subdivider and all successors to the following:

19.

CM-1. That a sign be required on site clearly stating a contact/complaint 
telephone number that provides contact to a live voice, not a 
recording or voice mail, during all hours of construction, the 
construction site address, and the tract map number. YOU ARE 
REQUIRED TO POST THE SIGN 7 DAYS BEFORE 
CONSTRUCTION IS TO BEGIN.

Locate the sign in a conspicuous place on the subject site or 
structure (if developed) so that the public can easily read it. The 
sign must be sturdily attached to a wooden post if it will be 
freestanding.

a.

b. Regardless of who posts the site, it is always the responsibility of 
the applicant to assure that the notice is firmly attached, legible, 
and remains in that condition throughout the entire construction 
period.

If the case involves more than one street frontage, post a sign onc.
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each street frontage involved. If a site exceeds five (5) acres in 
size, a separate notice of posting will be required for each five (5) 
acres or portion thereof. Each sign must be posted in a prominent 
location.

CM-2. All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted at 
least twice daily during excavation and construction, and temporary 
dust covers shall be used to reduce dust emissions and meet 
SCAQMD District Rule 403. Wetting could reduce fugitive dust by 
as much as 50 percent.

CM-3. The owner or contractor shall keep the construction area sufficiently 
dampened to control dust caused by construction and hauling, and 
at all times provide reasonable control of dust caused by wind.

CM-4. All loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other 
appropriate means to prevent spillage and dust.

CM-5. All materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently watered 
or securely covered to prevent excessive amount of dust.

CM-6. All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be 
discontinued during periods of high winds (i.e., greater than 15 
mph), so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust.
General contractors shall maintain and operate construction 
equipment so as to minimize exhaust emissions.

CM-7.

CM-8. The project shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise 
Ordinance No. 144,331 and 161,574, and any subsequent 
ordinances, which prohibit the emission or creation of noise beyond 
certain levels at adjacent uses unless technically infeasible.

CM-9. Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 7:00 
am to 6:00 pm Monday through Friday, and 8:00 am to 6:00 pm on 
Saturday.

CM-10. Construction and demolition activities shall be scheduled so as to 
avoid operating several pieces of equipment simultaneously, which 
causes high noise levels.

CM-11. The project contractor shall use power construction equipment with 
state-of-the-art noise shielding and muffling devices.

CM-12. The project sponsor shall comply with the Noise Insulation 
Standards of Title 24 of the California Code Regulations, which 
insure an acceptable interior noise environment.
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CM-13. Excavation and grading activities shall be scheduled during dry 
weather periods. If grading occurs during the rainy season 
(October 15 through April 1), construct diversion dikes to channel 
runoff around the site. Line channels with grass or roughened 
pavement to reduce runoff velocity.

CM-14. Stockpiles and excavated soil shall be covered with secured tarps or 
plastic sheeting.

CM-15. All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use appropriately labeled 
recycling bins to recycle construction materials including: solvents, 
water-based paints, vehicle fluids, broken asphalt and concrete, 
wood, and vegetation. Non-recyclable materials/wastes must be 
taken to an appropriate landfill. Toxic wastes must be discarded at 
a licensed regulated disposal site.

Clean up leaks, drips and spills immediately to prevent 
contaminated soil on paved surfaces that can be washed away into 
the storm drains.

CM-16.

CM-17. Do not hose down pavement at material spills. Use dry cleanup 
methods whenever possible.
Cover and maintain dumpsters. Place uncovered dumpsters under 
a roof or cover with tarps or plastic sheeting.

CM-18.

CM-19. Use gravel approaches where truck traffic is frequent to reduce soil 
compaction and limit the tracking of sediment into streets.

CM-20. Conduct all vehicle/equipment maintenance, repair, and washing 
away from storm drains. All major repairs are to be conducted off
site. Use drip pans or drop clothes to catch drips and spills.

CM-21. The developer and contractors shall maintain ongoing contact with 
administrator of Ivanhoe Elementary School. The administrative 
offices shall be contacted when demolition, grading and 
construction activity begin on the project site so that students and 
their parents will know when such activities are to occur. The 
developer shall obtain school walk and bus routes to the schools 
and from either the administrators or from the LAUSD’s 
Transportation Branch (323) 342-1400 and guarantee that safe and 
convenient pedestrian and bus routes to the school be maintained.

CM-22. The developer shall install appropriate traffic signs around the site 
to ensure pedestrian and vehicle safety.
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CM-23. There shall be no staging or parking of construction vehicles, 
including vehicles to transport workers on any of the streets 
adjacent to the school.

CM-24. Due to noise impacts on the schools, no construction vehicles or 
haul trucks shall be staged or idled on these street during school 
hours.

CM-25. LAUSD Transportation Branch at (213) 580-2950 must be 
contacted regarding the potential impact upon existing school bus 
routes:

School buses shall have unrestricted access to schools.

During the construction phase, truck traffic and construction 
vehicles may not cause traffic delays for transported students.

During and after construction changed traffic patterns, lane 
adjustment, traffic light patterns, and altered bus stops may not 
affect school buses’ on-time performance and passenger safety.

Because of provisions in the California Vehicle Code, other 
trucks and construction vehicles that encounter school buses, 
using red-flashing-lights must-stop-indicators will have to stop.

The Project Manager or designee will have to notify the 
LAUSD Transportation Branch of the expected start and ending 
dates for various portions of the project that may affect traffic 
within nearby school areas.

CM-29. Contractors must maintain ongoing communication with LAUSD 
school administrators, providing sufficient notice to forewarn 
children and parents when existing pedestrian and vehicle routes to 
school may be impacted.

CM-30. Haul routes will not pass by any school, except when school is not 
in session.

CM-31. Funding for crossing guards (at contractor’s expense) is required 
when safety of children may be compromised by construction- 
related activities at impacted school crossings.

CM-32. Barriers and/or fencing must be installed to secure construction 
equipment and to minimize trespassing, vandalism, short-cut 
attractions, and attractive nuisances.
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CM-33. Contractors are required to provide security patrols (at their 
expense) to minimize trespassing, vandalism, and short-cut 
attractions.

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING-STANDARD SINGLE-FAMILY CONDITIONS

SF-1. That approval of this tract constitutes approval of model home uses, including a 
sales office and off-street parking. If models are constructed under this tract 
approval, the following conditions shall apply:

Prior to recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall submit a plot plan 
for approval by the Division of Land Section of the Department of City 
Planning showing the location of the model dwellings, sales office and off- 
street parking. The sales office must be within one of the model buildings.

1.

All other conditions applying to Model Dwellings under Section 12.22-A.10 
and 11 and Section 17.05-0 of the LAMC shall be fully complied with 
satisfactory to the Department of Building and Safety.

2.

SF-2. Prior to obtaining any grading or building permits before the recordation of the 
final map, a landscape plan shall prepared by a licensed landscape architect, be 
submitted to and approved by the Advisory Agency in accordance with CP-6730. 
The landscape plan shall identify tree replacement on a 1:1 basis by a minimum 
of 24-inch box trees for the unavoidable loss of desirable trees on the site.

In the event the subdivider decides not to request a permit before the recordation 
of the final map, a covenant and agreement satisfactory to the Advisory Agency 
guaranteeing the submission of such plan before obtaining any permit shall be 
recorded.

SF-3. INDEMNIFICATION AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION COSTS.

Applicant shall do all of the following:

(i) Defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City from any and all actions 
against the City relating to or arising out of the City’s processing and 
approval of this entitlement, including but not limited to, an action to 
attack, challenge, set aside, void, or otherwise modify or annul the 
approval of the entitlement, the environmental review of the entitlement, or 
the approval of subsequent permit decisions, or to claim personal property 
damage, including from inverse condemnation or any other constitutional 
claim.
Reimburse the City for any and all costs incurred in defense of an action 
related to or arising out of the City’s processing and approval of the 
entitlement, including but not limited to payment of all court costs and

(ii)
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attorney’s fees, costs of any judgments or awards against the City 
(including an award of attorney’s fees), damages, and/or settlement costs. 
Submit an initial deposit for the City’s litigation costs to the City within 10 
days’ notice of the City tendering defense to the Applicant and requesting 
a deposit. The initial deposit shall be in an amount set by the City 
Attorney’s Office, in its sole discretion, based on the nature and scope of 
action, but in no event shall the initial deposit be less than $25,000. The 
City’s failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve the Applicant 
from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in 
paragraph (ii).
Submit supplemental deposits upon notice by the City. Supplemental 
deposits may be required in an increased amount from the initial deposit if 
found necessary by the City to protect the City’s interests. The City’s 
failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve the Applicant from 
responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in 
paragraph (ii).
If the City determines it necessary to protect the City’s interest, execute an 
indemnity and reimbursement agreement with the City under terms 
consistent with the requirements of this condition.

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

The City shall notify the applicant within a reasonable period of time of its receipt 
of any action and the City shall cooperate in the defense. If the City fails to notify 
the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding in a reasonable time, or if the 
City fails to reasonably cooperate in the defense, the applicant shall not 
thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify or hold harmless the City.

The City shall have the sole right to choose its counsel, including the City 
Attorney’s office or outside counsel. At its sole discretion, the City may participate 
at its own expense in the defense of any action, but such participation shall not 
relieve the applicant of any obligation imposed by this condition. In the event the 
Applicant fails to comply with this condition, in whole or in part, the City may 
withdraw its defense of the action, void its approval of the entitlement, or take 
any other action. The City retains the right to make all decisions with respect to 
its representations in any legal proceeding, including its inherent right to abandon 
or settle litigation.

For purposes of this condition, the following definitions apply:

“City” shall be defined to include the City, its agents, officers, boards, 
commissions, committees, employees, and volunteers.

“Action” shall be defined to include suits, proceedings (including those 
held under alternative dispute resolution procedures), claims, or lawsuits. 
Actions includes actions, as defined herein, alleging failure to comply with 
any federal, state or local law.
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Nothing in the definitions included in this paragraph are intended to limit the 
rights of the City or the obligations of the Applicant otherwise created by this 
condition.

BUREAU OF ENGINEERING - STANDARD CONDITIONS

S-1. (a) That the sewerage facilities charge be deposited prior to recordation of the 
final map over all of the tract in conformance with Section 64.11.2 of the 
LAMC.

(b) That survey boundary monuments be established in the field in a manner 
satisfactory to the City Engineer and located within the California 
Coordinate System prior to recordation of the final map. Any alternative 
measure approved by the City Engineer would require prior submission of 
complete field notes in support of the boundary survey.

(c) That satisfactory arrangements be made with both the Water System and 
the Power System of the Department of Water and Power with respect to 
water mains, fire hydrants, service connections and public utility 
easements.

(d) That any necessary sewer, street, drainage and street lighting easements 
be dedicated. In the event it is necessary to obtain off-site easements by 
separate instruments, records of the Bureau of Right-of-Way and Land 
shall verify that such easements have been obtained. The above 
requirements do not apply to easements of off-site sewers to be provided 
by the City.

(e) That drainage matters be taken care of satisfactory to the City Engineer.

(f) That satisfactory street, sewer and drainage plans and profiles as 
required, together with a lot grading plan of the tract and any necessary 
topography of adjoining areas be submitted to the City Engineer.

(g) That any required slope easements be dedicated by the final map.

(h) That each lot in the tract comply with the width and area requirements of 
the Zoning Ordinance.

0) That 1-foot future streets and/or alleys be shown along the outside of 
incomplete public dedications and across the termini of all dedications 
abutting un-subdivided property. The 1-foot dedications on the map shall 
include a restriction against their use of access purposes until such time 
as they are accepted for public use.
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(j) That any 1-foot future street and/or alley adjoining the tract be dedicated 
for public use by the tract, or that a suitable resolution of acceptance be 
transmitted to the City Council with the final map.

(k) That no public street grade exceeds 15%.

(I) That any necessary additional street dedications be provided to comply 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990.

S-2. That the following provisions be accomplished in conformity with the 
improvements constructed herein:

(a) Survey monuments shall be placed and permanently referenced to the 
satisfaction of the City Engineer. A set of approved field notes shall be 
furnished, or such work shall be suitably guaranteed, except where the 
setting of boundary monuments requires that other procedures be 
followed.

(b) Make satisfactory arrangements with the Department of Transportation 
with respect to street name, warning, regulatory and guide signs.

(c) All grading done on private property outside the tract boundaries in 
connection with public improvements shall be performed within dedicated 
slope easements or by grants of satisfactory rights of entry by the affected 
property owners.

(d) All improvements within public streets, private streets, alleys and 
easements shall be constructed under permit in conformity with plans and 
specifications approved by the Bureau of Engineering.

(e) Any required bonded sewer fees shall be paid prior to recordation of the 
final map.

S-3. That the following improvements be either constructed prior to recordation of the 
final map or that the construction be suitably guaranteed:

(a) Construct on-site sewers to serve the tract as determined by the City 
Engineer.

(b) Construct any necessary drainage facilities.

(c) Install street lighting facilities to serve the tract as required by the Bureau 
of Street Lighting.

(d) Plant street trees and remove any existing trees within dedicated streets 
or proposed dedicated streets as required by the Street Tree Division of
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the Bureau of Street Maintenance. All street tree planting’s shall be 
brought up to current standards. When the City has previously been paid 
for tree planting, the subdivider or contractor shall notify the Street Tree 
Division (213-485-5675) upon completion of construction to expedite tree 
planting.

(e) Repair or replace any off-grade or broken curb, gutter and sidewalk 
satisfactory to the City Engineer.

(f) Construct access ramps for the handicapped as required by the City 
Engineer.
Close any unused driveways satisfactory to the City Engineer.(9)

(h) Construct any necessary additional street improvements to comply with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990.

(0 That the following improvements be either constructed prior to recordation 
of the final map or that the construction be suitably guaranteed:

Improve Waverly Drive adjoining the subdivision by the construction 
of the following

a.

(1) A concrete curb, a concrete gutter, and a 4-foot concrete 
sidewalk.

(2) Suitable surfacing to join the existing pavements and to 
complete an 18-foot half roadway.

(3) Any necessary removal and reconstruction of existing 
improvements.

(4) The necessary transition to join the existing improvements.

Construct the necessary on-site mainline sewers satisfactory to the 
City Engineer.

b.

Notes:

Any questions regarding this report should be directed to Mr. Georgic Avanesian of the 
Land Development Section, located at 201 North Figueroa Street, Suite 200, or by 
calling (213)202-3484.

Notes:

The Advisory Agency approval is the maximum number of units permitted under the
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tract action. However the existing or proposed zoning may not permit this number of 
units.

Approval from Board of Public Works may be necessary before removal of any street 
trees in conjunction with the improvements in this tract map through Bureau of Street 
Services Urban Forestry Division.

Satisfactory arrangements shall be made with the Los Angeles Department of Water 
and Power, Power System, to pay for removal, relocation, replacement or adjustment of 
power facilities due to this development. The subdivider must make arrangements for 
the underground installation of all new utility lines in conformance with Section 17.05-N 
of the LAMC.

The final map must record within 36 months of this approval, unless a time extension is 
granted before the end of such period.

The Advisory Agency hereby finds that this tract conforms to the California Water Code, 
as required by the Subdivision Map Act.

The subdivider should consult the Department of Water and Power to obtain energy 
saving design features, which can be incorporated into the final building plans for the 
subject development. As part of the Total Energy Management Program of the 
Department of Water and Power, this no-cost consultation service will be provided to 
the subdivider upon his request.

FINDINGS OF FACT (CEQA)

The Department of City Planning issued Mitigated Negative Declaration No. ENV-2013- 
1998-MND-REC1 on April 23, 2015. The Planning Department found that potential 
negative impact could occur from the project’s implementation due to:

Air Quality (construction, operational); 
Biological Resources (tree removal);
Cultural Resources (historic, archaeological); 
Geology and Soils (construction, seismic); 
Hazards and Hazardous Materials (asbestos); 
Hydrology and Water Quality (storm water); 
Land Use and Planning (zoning);
Noise (construction, operational);
Public Services (fire, schools);

and
Utilities (solid waste).

The Deputy Advisory Agency, certifies that Mitigated Negative Declaration No. ENV- 
2013-1998-MND-REC1 reflects the independent judgment of the lead agency and
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determined that this project would not have a significant effect upon the environment 
provided the potential impacts identified above are mitigated to a less than significant 
level through implementation of Condition Nos. 18 and 19 of the Tract's approval. 
Other identified potential impacts not mitigated by these conditions are mandatorily 
subject to existing City ordinances, (Sewer Ordinance, Grading Ordinance, Flood Plain 
Management Specific Plan, Xeriscape Ordinance, etc.) which are specifically intended 
to mitigate such potential impacts on all projects.

The Initial Study prepared for the project identifies no potential adverse impacts on fish 
or wildlife resources as far as earth, air, water, plant life, animal life, and risk of upset 
are concerned. However, measures are required as part of this approval, which will 
mitigate the above, mentioned impacts to a less than significant level. Furthermore, the 
project site, as well as the surrounding area are presently developed with residential 
structures and do not provide a natural habitat for either fish or wildlife.

In accordance with Section 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code (AB 3180), the 
Deputy Advisory Agency has assured that the above identified mitigation measures will 
be implemented by requiring reporting and monitoring as specified in Condition Nos. 
18 and 19.

The subject site is improved with a single-family dwelling (referenced as the “Tirado 
House”) for which a request was submitted to designate the property as a Historic- 
Cultural Monument. On February 6, 2014, the Cultural Heritage Commission (CHC) 
voted unanimously to support the Office of Historic Resources (OHR) staff 
recommendation that the subject property met none of the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance’s criteria for designation. The CHC did not declare the subject property as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 
22, Article 1, Section 22.171.1. Among the findings presented to the CHC were that the 
subject building does not embody the distinguishing characteristics of the Ranch style; it 
also found that while Gilbert Leong is unquestionably a notable architect, particularly for 
his role in designing New Chinatown, he does not rise to the level of a “master architect” 
whose “individual genius influenced his age,” as would be required for designation 
under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance based on association with an architect.

Furthermore, the Advisory Agency hereby finds that modification(s) to and/or 
correction(s) of specific mitigation measures have been required in order to assure 
appropriate and adequate mitigation of potential environmental impacts of the proposed 
use of this subdivision.

The custodian of the documents or other material which constitute the record of 
proceedings upon which the Advisory Agency’s decision is based are located with the 
City of Los Angeles, Planning Department, 200 North Spring Street, Room 750, Los 
Angeles, California 90012.
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FINDINGS OF FACT (SUBDIVISION MAP ACT)

In connection with the approval of Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 72367-SL the 
Advisory Agency of the City of Los Angeles, pursuant to Sections 66473.1, 66474.60, 
.61 and .63 of the State of California Government Code (the Subdivision Map Act), 
makes the prescribed findings as follows:

THE PROPOSED MAP HAS NOT BEEN DETERMINED TO BE CONSISTENT 
WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PLANS.

(a)

The adopted Hollywood Community Plan designates the subject property for Low 
Medium II Residential land use with the corresponding zone(s) of RD2 and 
RD1.5. The property contains 16, 182 gross square feet and is presently zoned 
RD1.5-1XL. The proposed vesting tentative tract is consistent with the Hollywood 
Community Plan. The subject property is not located in a specific plan. As 
conditioned, the project is in conformance with applicable general and specific 
plans.

THE DESIGN AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION ARE 
CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PLANS.

(b)

The adopted Hollywood Community Plan designates the subject property for Low 
Medium II Residential land use with the corresponding zone(s) of RD2 and 
RD1.5. The property contains 16, 182 gross square feet and is presently zoned 
RD1.5-1XL.

The proposed project is to create five lots for the construction of five single-family 
dwellings under the Small Lot Ordinance. Lot sizes will range from 1,884 square 
feet to 5,093 square feet, thereby meeting the minimum lot size requirement of 
600 square feet per the Small Lot Ordinance. All five (5) lots exceed the 
minimum lot width of 16 feet. The project will maintain a 15-foot front yard 
setback along Waverly Drive, consistent with the requirements of the RD1.5 
zone. As required by the Small Lot Ordinance, the subdivision will maintain, at a 
minimum, a 5-foot setback from adjoining properties. As required by the 
Ordinance, the proposed project is consistent with the density requirements of 
the RD1.5 zone.

The Bureau of Engineering has reviewed the proposed subdivision and found the 
subdivision layout generally satisfactory. As required by the Bureau of 
Engineering, the subdivider shall make improvements on Waverly Drive in order 
to meet current street standards, and also construct mainline and house 
connection sewers within suitable easements. Subdivision committee agencies 
provided input which is reflected in the various sections of this letter of decision.

Therefore, as conditioned, the design and improvement of the proposed vesting 
tentative tract is consistent with the intent and purpose of the applicable General
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Plan and specific plans.

(c) THE SITE IS PHYSICALLY SUITABLE FOR THE PROPOSED TYPE OF 
DEVELOPMENT.

The project site contains 16,182 gross square feet, rectangular in shape, and has 
a uniform depth of 295 feet. It slopes upward to the north and is improved with a 
one-story single family dwelling that would be demolished. The site is one of the 
under improved properties in the vicinity. The development of this tract is an infill 
of an otherwise mix density neighborhood. Access to the site would be from 
Waverly Drive.

Although the property slopes upward to the north from Waverly Drive, the 
property is not located in a slope stability study area, high erosion hazard area or 
fault-rupture study zone. However, the site is located in an established landslide 
area. The project site is suitable for the propose development contingent on the 
recommendations of the Building and Safety Grading Division.

(d) THE SITE IS PHYSICALLY SUITABLE FOR THE PROPOSED DENSITY OF 
DEVELOPMENT.

Adjoining property to the north is improved with a service station in the CM-1VL 
Zone. Adjoining property to west is improved with a 54-unit condominium 
building in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. Adjoining property to the east is improved with 
a single family dwelling in the RD. 1.5-1 XL Zone. Properties to the south across 
Waverly Drive are improved primarily with single-family dwellings in the RD1.5-1 
Zone. In addition, on the south side of Waverly Drive other properties are 
improved with apartment units and condominiums in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. The 
proposed development of five single family dwellings is below the maximum 
density permitted in the RD1.5 zone which would permit a total of 10 units on the 
property.

(e) THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 
ARE NOT LIKELY TO CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE OR 
SUBSTANTIALLY AND AVOIDABLY INJURE FISH OR WILDLIFE OR THEIR 
HABITAT.

The Deputy Advisory Agency certified that Mitigation Negative Declaration No. 
ENV-2013-1998-MND-REC1 reflects the independent judgment of the lead 
agency and determined that this project would not have a significant effect upon 
the environment provided that the potential impacts identified above are 
mitigated to a less than significant level through implementation of conditions 
nos. 17 and 18 of the tract’s approval. Other identified potential impacts not 
mitigated by these conditions are mandatorily subject to existing City ordinances 
(Sewer Ordinance, Grading Ordinance, Flood Plain Management Specific Plan, 
Xeriscape Ordinance, etc.) which are specifically intended to mitigate such
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potential impacts on all projects.

(f) THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 
ARE NOT LIKELY TO CAUSE SERIOUS PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLEMS.

There are no apparent health problems that might be caused by the design or 
construction of the proposed single family units. This development is required to 
be connected to the City’s sewer system where the sewage will be directed to the 
Los Angeles Hyperion Treatment Plant, which has been upgraded to meet 
statewide ocean discharge standards. The Bureau of Engineering has reported 
that the proposed subdivision does not violate the existing California Water Code 
because the subdivision will be connected to the public sewer system under 
Waverly Drive and will have only a minor incremental impact on the quality of the 
effluent from the Hyperion Treatment Plant.

(g) THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 
WILL NOT CONFLICT WITH EASEMENTS ACQUIRED BY THE PUBLIC AT 
LARGE FOR ACCESS THROUGH OR USE OF PROPERTY WITHIN THE 
PROPOSED SUBDIVISION.

The subdivision includes easements for sewer access and pipe lines. 
Furthermore, needed public access for roads and utilities will be acquired by the 
City prior to recordation of the proposed tract. The Bureau of Engineering has 
included conditions of approval which requires that the applicant record a 
covenant and agreement to maintain all elements of those areas being merged 
with the public right-of-way, that the construction be guaranteed, and waivers of 
any damages that may occur as a result of such improvements.

(h) THE DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION WILL PROVIDE, TO THE 
EXTENT FEASIBLE, FOR FUTURE PASSIVE OR NATURAL HEATING OR 
COOLING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE SUBDIVISION. (REF. SECTION 66473.1).

In assessing the feasibility of passive or natural heating or cooling opportunities 
in the proposed subdivision design, the applicant has prepared and submitted 
materials which consider the local climate, contours, configuration of the 
parcel(s) to be subdivided and other design and improvement requirements.

Providing for passive or natural heating or cooling opportunities will not result in 
reducing allowable densities or the percentage of a lot which may be occupied by 
a building or structure under applicable planning and zoning in effect at the time 
the tentative map was filed.

The lot layout of the subdivision has taken into consideration the maximizing of 
the north/south orientation.

The topography of the site has been considered in the maximization of passive or
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natural heating and cooling opportunities.

In addition, prior to obtaining a building permit, the subdivider shall consider 
building construction techniques, such as overhanging eaves, location of 
windows, insulation, exhaust fans, planting of trees for shade purposes and the 
height of the buildings on the site in relation to adjacent development.

These findings shall apply to both the tentative and final maps for Vesting Tentative 
Tract Map No. 72367-SL.

Michael J. LoGrande 
Advisory Agency

r

JOSE CARLOS ROMERO-NAVARRO 
Deputy Advisory Agency

JR:dm:ab

Note: If you wish to file an appeal, it must be filed within 10 calendar days from the 
decision date as noted in this letter. For an appeal to be valid to the West Los 
Angeles Area Planning Commission, it must be accepted as complete by the City 
Planning Department and appeal fees paid, prior to expiration of the above 10- 
dav time limit. Such appeal must be submitted on Master Appeal Form No. CP- 
7769 at the Department’s Public Offices, located at:

Figueroa Plaza
201 N. Figueroa St., 4th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213)482-7077

Marvin Braude San Fernando 
Valley Constituent Service Center 
6262 Van Nuys Blvd., Room 251 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818)374-5050

Forms are also available on-line at http://cityplanning.lacity.org/

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code 
of Civil Procedure Section 1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to 
that section must be filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which 
the City's decision became final pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure 
Section 1094.6. There may be other time limits which also affect your ability to 
seek judicial review.

If you have any questions, please call Subdivision staff at (213) 978-1456.

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/
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April 23, 2015

Michael & Yiffat Rublevich (O) (A) 
1203 Park Way 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

Sam Trude (R)
Southerly Group
3575 Long Beach Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90807

RE: Reconsideration of Environmental Impact Report No. ENV-2013-1998-IVIND-REC1;
Related cases: VTT 72367-SL; ZA-2013-2288-ZAA (terminated)
Hollywood Community Plan Area

On June 9, 2014, the Department of City Planning issued a Mitigated Negative Declaration 
(ENV-2013-1998-MND) for Case No. VTT 72367-SL and concurrent Case No. ZA-2013-2288- 
ZAA, with project address 2925 West Waverly Drive in the Hollywood Community Plan area. 
The original project description was:

A Vesting Tentative Tract Map involving a Small Lot Subdivision for five lots in the 
RD1.5-1XL Zone. The applicant wants to do early start construction and has applied for 
a Zoning Administrator’s Adjustment to permit reduced side yards, reduce area between 
buildings, and to permit a 3-foot guardrail over the otherwise required 30-foot height limit 
for a maximum height of 33 feet.

On November 11, 2014, the applicant’s representative requested a reconsideration of the 
Mitigated Negative Declaration, ENV-2013-1998-MND-REC1. The applicant has withdrawn all 
the requests for Zoning Administrator adjustments and modified the project description as a 
result of the Advisory Agency public hearing proceedings on July 9, 2014. As such, the project 
description is revised to read as follows:

A Vesting Tentative Tract Map for a Small Lot subdivision to create five lots for the 
development of five single-family dwellings (one dwelling unit on each lot). The project 
site is an approximately 16,182 square feet in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. The project requires 
the demolition of an existing structure on site.

http://www.planning.lacity.org


The proposed VTT 72367-SL, as revised, will not create any substantial impacts beyond what 
has been previously analyzed in the original environmental assessment and does not represent 
any dwelling unit increase or substantial change to the originally proposed project.

The subject site is improved with a single-family dwelling (referenced as the “Tirado House”) for 
which a request was submitted to designate the property as a Historic-Cultural Monument. On 
February 6, 2014, the Cultural Heritage Commission (CHC) voted unanimously to support the 
Office of Historic Resources (OHR) staff recommendation that the subject property met none of 
the Cultural Heritage Ordinance’s criteria for designation. The CHC did not declare the subject 
property as a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, 
Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.1. Among the findings presented to the CHC were that the 
subject building does not embody the distinguishing characteristics of the Ranch style; it also 
found that while Gilbert Leong is unquestionably a notable architect, particularly for his role in 
designing New Chinatown, he does not rise to the level of a “master architect” whose “individual 
genius influenced his age,” as would be required for designation under the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance based on association with an architect.

As the previously issued Mitigated Negative Declaration ENV-2013-1998-MND addresses the 
potential environmental impacts of the proposed project, the mitigation measures imposed still 
serve to mitigate the impacts of the project to less than significant levels as required by the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

Sincerely,
/

JOSE CARLOS ROMERO-NAVARRO 
Deputy Advisory Agency

JCRN
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

ROOM 395, CITY HALL 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012 

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 
PROPOSED MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION

COUNCIL DISTRICT
CD 4-TOM LABONGE

LEAD CITY AGENCY
City of Los Angeles

CASE NO.
VTT-72367-SL

PROJECT TITLE
ENV-2013-1998-MND
PROJECT LOCATION
2925 W WAVERLY DR
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A Vesting Tentative Tract Map involving a Small Lot Subdivision for five lots in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. The applicant wants to do early 
start construction and has applied for a Zoning Administrator's Adjustment to permit reduced side yards,reduce area between 
buildings and to permit a 3-foot guardrail over the otherwise required 30-foot height limit for a maximum height of 33 feet.
NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT IF OTHER THAN CITY AGENCY
Michael Rublevich 
1203 ParkWay 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

FINDING:
The City Planning Department of the City of Los Angeles has Proposed that a mitigated negative declaration be adopted for 
this project because the mitigation measure(s) outlined on the attached page(s) will reduce any potential significant adverse 
effects to a level of insignificance

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2)

SEE ATTACHED SHEET(S) FOR ANY MITIGATION MEASURES IMPOSED.

Any written comments received during the public review period are attached together with the response of the Lead City 
Agency. The project decision-make may adopt the mitigated negative declariation, amend it, or require preparation of an EIR. 
Any changes made should be supported by substantial evidence in the record and appropriate findings made.

THE INITIAL STUDY PREPARED FOR THIS PROJECT IS ATTACHED.

NAME OF PERSON PREPARING THIS FORM TITLE TELEPHONE NUMBER

(213) 978-1456DARYLL MACKEY City Planning Associate

SIGNATURE (Official)ADDRESS DATE

200 N. SPRING STREET, 7th FLOOR 
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90012
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MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION
ENV-2013-1998-MND

Air Pollution (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities)111-10.

• All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted at least twice daily during excavation and construction, 
and temporary dust covers shall be used to reduce dust emissions and meet SCAQMD District Rule 403. Wetting 
could reduce fugitive dust by as much as 50 percent.

• The construction area shall be kept sufficiently dampened to control dust caused by grading and hauling, and at all 
times provide reasonable control of dust caused by wind.

• All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be discontinued during periods of high winds (i.e., greater 
than 15 mph), so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust.

• All dirt/soil loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other appropriate means to prevent spillage and dust.
• All dirt/soil materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently watered or securely covered to prevent excessive 

amount of dust.
• General contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust emissions.
• Trucks having no current hauling activity shall not idle but be turned off.

Tree Removal (Non-Protected Trees)
• Environmental impacts from project implementation may result due to the loss of significant trees on the site. 

However, the potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures:
• Prior to the issuance of any permit, a plot plan shall be prepared indicating the location, size, type, and general 

condition of all existing trees on the site and within the adjacent public right(s)-of-way.
• All significant (8-inch or greater trunk diameter, or cumulative trunk diameter if multi-trunked, as measured 54 inches 

above the ground) non-protected trees on the site proposed for removal shall be replaced at a 1:1 ratio with a 
minimum 24-inch box tree. Net, new trees, located within the parkway of the adjacent public right(s)-of-way, may be 
counted toward replacement tree requirements.

• Removal or planting of any tree in the public right-of-way requires approval of the Board of Public Works. Contact 
Urban Forestry Division at: 213-847-3077. All trees in the public right-of-way shall be provided per the current 
standards of the Urban Forestry Division the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Street Services.

Cultural Resources (Archaeological)
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to discovery of unrecorded archaeological 

resources. However, the potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures:
• If any archaeological materials are encountered during the course of project development, all further development 

activity shall halt and:
• The services of an archaeologist shall then be secured by contacting the South Central Coastal Information Center 

(657-278-5395) located at California State University Fullerton, or a member of the Society of Professional 
Archaeologist (SOPA) or a SOPA-qualified archaeologist, who shall assess the discovered material(s) and prepare a 
survey, study or report evaluating the impact.

• The archaeologist's survey, study or report shall contain a recommendation(s), if necessary, for the preservation, 
conservation, or relocation of the resource.

• The applicant shall comply with the recommendations of the evaluating archaeologist, as contained in the survey, 
study or report.

• Project development activities may resume once copies of the archaeological survey, study or report are submitted 
to: SCCIC Department of Anthropology, McCarthy Hall 477, CSU Fullerton, 800 North State College Boulevard, 
Fullerton, CA 92834.

• Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit a letter to the case file indicating what, if any, 
archaeological reports have been submitted, or a statement indicating that no material was discovered.

• A covenant and agreement binding the applicant to this condition shall be recorded prior to issuance of a grading 
permit.

Cultural Resources (Human Remains)
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to discovery of unrecorded human remains.
• In the event that human remains are discovered during excavation activities, the following procedure shall be 

observed:
• a. Stop immediately and contact the County Coroner: 1104 N. Mission Road, Los Angeles, CA 90033. 323-343-0512 

(8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or 323-343-0714 (After Hours, Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays)

IV-70.

V-20.

V-40.
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MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION
ENV-2013-1998-MND

b. The coroner has two working days to examine human remains after being notified by the responsible person. If the 
remains are Native American, the Coroner has 24 hours to notify the Native American Heritage Commission.
c. The Native American Heritage Commission will immediately notify the person it believes to be the most likely 
descendent of the deceased Native American.
d. The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make recommendations to the owner, or representative, for the 
treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, of the human remains and grave goods.
e. If the descendent does not make recommendations within 48 hours the owner shall reinter the remains in an area 
of the property secure from further disturbance, or;
f. If the owner does not accept the descendant’s recommendations, the owner or the descendent may request 
mediation by the Native American Heritage Commission.
Discuss and confer means the meaningful and timely discussion careful consideration of the views of each party.

VI-10. Seismic
• Environmental impacts to the safety of future occupants may result due to the project's location in an area of 

potential seismic activity. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the 
following measure:

• The design and construction of the project shall conform to the California Building Code seismic standards as 
approved by the Department of Building and Safety.

Landslide Area
• Environmental impacts may result due to the proposed project's location in an area with landslide potential. However, 

these potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures:
• Prior to the issuance of grading or building permits, the applicant shall submit a geotechnical report, prepared by a 

registered civil engineer or certified engineering geologist, to the Department of Building and Safety, for review and 
approval. The geotechnical report shall assess potential consequences of any landslide and soil displacement, 
estimation of settlement, lateral movement or reduction in foundation soil-bearing capacity, and discuss mitigation 
measures that may include building design consideration. Building design considerations shall include, but are not 
limited to: ground stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and depths, selection of appropriate structural 
systems to accommodate anticipated displacements or any combination of these measures.

• The project shall comply with the conditions contained within the Department of Building and Safety’s Geology and 
Soils Report Approval Letter for the proposed project, and as it may be subsequently amended or modified.

Explosion/Release (Existing Toxic/Hazardous Construction Materials)
• Due to the age of the building(s) being demolished, toxic and/or hazardous construction materials may be located in 

the structure(s). Exposure to such materials during demolition or construction activities could be hazardous to the 
health of the demolition workers, as well as area residents, employees, and future occupants. However, these 
impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measure:

• (Asbestos) Prior to the issuance of any permit for the demolition or alteration of the existing structure(s), the 
applicant shall provide a letter to the Department of Building and Safety from a qualified asbestos abatement 
consultant indicating that no Asbestos-Containing Materials (ACM) are present in the building. If ACMs are found to 
be present, it will need to be abated in compliance with the South Coast Air Quality Management District's Rule 1403 
as well as all other applicable State and Federal rules and regulations.

• (Lead Paint) Prior to issuance of any permit for the demolition or alteration of the existing structure(s), a lead-based 
paint survey shall be performed to the written satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. Should 
lead-based paint materials be identified, standard handling and disposal practices shall be implemented pursuant to 
OSHA regulations.

Increased Noise Levels (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities)

VI-60.

VIII-10.

XII-20.

The project shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance No. 144,331 and 161,574, and any 
subsequent ordinances, which prohibit the emission or creation of noise beyond certain levels at adjacent uses 
unless technically infeasible.
Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 7:00 am to 6:00 pm Monday through Friday, and 8:00 
am to 6:00 pm on Saturday.
Demolition and construction activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid operating several pieces of equipment 
simultaneously, which causes high noise levels.
The project contractor shall use power construction equipment with state-of-the-art noise shielding and muffling 
devices.
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MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION
ENV-2013-1998-MND

Public Services (Fire)
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the location of the project in an area having 

marginal fire protection facilities. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the 
following measure:

• The following recommendations of the Fire Department relative to fire safety shall be incorporated into the building 
plans, which includes the submittal of a plot plan for approval by the Fire Department either prior to the recordation of 
a final map or the approval of a building permit. The plot plan shall include the following minimum design features: 
fire lanes, where required, shall be a minimum of 20 feet in width; all structures must be within 300 feet of an 
approved fire hydrant, and entrances to any dwelling unit or guest room shall not be more than 150 feet in distance 
in horizontal travel from the edge of the roadway of an improved street or approved fire lane.

Public Services (Construction Activity Near Schools)
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the close proximity of the project to a school. 

However, the potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures:
• The developer and contractors shall maintain ongoing contact with administrator of WV^dys

administrative offices shall be contacted when demolition, grading and construction activity begin on the 
so that students and their parents will know when such activities are to occur. The developer shall obtain school walk 
and bus routes to the schools from either the administrators or from the LAUSD's Transportation Branch 
(323)342-1400 and guarantee that safe and convenient pedestrian and bus routes to the school be maintained.

• The developer shall install appropriate traffic signs around the site to ensure pedestrian and vehicle safety.
• There shall be no staging or parking of construction vehicles, including vehicles to transport workers on any of the 

streets adjacent to the school.
• Due to noise impacts on the schools, no construction vehicles or haul trucks shall be staged or idled on these streets 

during school hours.
XVII-100. Utilities (Solid Waste Disposal)

XIV-10.

XIV-40.

chool. The
project site

All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use appropriately labeled recycling bins to recycle demolition and 
construction materials including: solvents, water-based paints, vehicle fluids, broken asphalt and concrete, bricks, 
metals, wood, and vegetation. Non recyclable materials/wastes shall be taken to an appropriate landfill. Toxic wastes 
must be discarded at a licensed regulated disposal site.

XVIII-10. Cumulative Impacts
There may be environmental impacts which are individually limited, but significant when viewed in connection with 
the effects of past projects, other current projects, and probable future projects. However, these cumulative impacts 
will be mitigated to a less than significant level though compliance with the above mitigation measures.
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

ROOM 395, CITY HALL 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT
INITIAL STUDY 

and CHECKLIST
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15063)

LEAD CITY AGENCY:
City of Los Angeles

COUNCIL DISTRICT:
CD 4-TOM LABONGE

DATE:
04/24/2014

RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: Department of City Planning

ENVIRONMENTAL CASE:
ENV-2013-1998-MND

RELATED CASES:
VTT-72367-SL

□PREVIOUS ACTIONS CASE NO.: Does have significant changes from previous actions. 
Does NOT have significant changes from previous actions□

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
SMALL LOT SUBDIVISION FOR FIVE DWELLING UNITS
ENV PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
A Vesting Tentative Tract Map involving a Small Lot Subdivision for five lots in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. The applicant wants to do early 
start construction and has applied for a Zoning Administrator's Adjustment to permit reduced side yards,reduce area between 
buildings and to permit a 3-foot guardrail over the otherwise required 30-foot height limit for a maximum height of 33 feet.

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTINGS:
The project site is located in a hillside area with sloping lots and narrow winding hillside streets. The project site is a rectangular 
shaped lot having a frontage of 55 feet on the northerly side of Waverly Drive and slopes upward from Waverly Drive. The site consist 
of 16,182 square feet and is improved with a one story single family dwelling that was built by the famous architect Gilbert Leong. The 
house was reviewed for its historical significance and has been determined not to be historically significant. The block wherein the 
project site is located is improved primarily with single family dwellings in the RD1.5-1XL. Adjoining property to the west is improved 
with a 54-unit condominium building in the RD1.5-1XL Zone. Adjoining property to the east is improved with a single family dwelling. 
The property is located in a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone and landslide area. Waverly Drive is a winding local street in the 
hillside and is dedicated to a width of 60 feet.

PROJECT LOCATION:
2925 W WAVERLY DR

COMMUNITY PLAN AREA:
HOLLYWOOD
STATUS:

AREA PLANNING COMMISSION:
CENTRAL

CERTIFIED NEIGHBORHOOD 
COUNCIL:
SILVER LAKE

Does Conform to Plan

0 Does NOT Conform to Plan

MAX. DENSITY/INTENSITY 
ALLOWED BY ZONING:
10-units

EXISTING ZONING:
RD1.5-1XL

MAX. DENSITY/INTENSITY 
ALLOWED BY PLAN 
DESIGNATION:

LA River Adjacent:GENERAL PLAN LAND USE: 
LOW MEDIUM II RESIDENTIAL NO

PROPOSED PROJECT DENSITY:
5-units
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Determination (To Be Completed By Lead Agency)
On the basis of this initial evaluation:

I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, and a NEGATIVE 
DECLARATION will be prepared.

I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, there will not be a 
significant effect in this case because revisions on the project have been made by or agreed to by the project 
proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.

I find the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
REPORT is required.

I find the proposed project MAY have a "potentially significant impact" or "potentially significant unless mitigated" 
impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been adequately analyzed in an earlier document 
pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) has been addressed by mitigation measures based on earlier 
analysis as described on attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must 
analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed.

I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, because all potentially 
significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to 
applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE 
DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are imposed upon the proposed project, nothing 
further is required.

□
V'

□
□

□

City Planning Associate (213) 978-1456

Signature Title Phone

Evaluation Of Environmental Impacts:
A brief explanation is required for all answers except "No Impact" answers that are adequately supported by the information 
sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses following each question. A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the 
referenced information sources show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project 
falls outside a fault rupture zone). A "No Impact" answer should be explained where it is based on project-specific factors as 
well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants based on a project-specific 
screening analysis).
All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-site, cumulative as well as 
project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as operational impacts.
Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, then the checklist answers must indicate 
whether the impact is potentially significant, less that significant with mitigation, or less than significant. "Potentially Significant 
Impact" is appropriate if there is substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are one or more "Potentially 
Significant Impact" entries when the determination is made, an EIR is required.
"Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" applies where the incorporation of a mitigation 
measure has reduced an effect from "Potentially Significant Impact" to "Less Than Significant Impact." The lead agency must 
describe the mitigation measures, and briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less than significant level (mitigation 
measures from "Earlier Analyses," as described in (5) below, may be cross-referenced).
Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA process, an effect has been 
adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR, or negative declaration. Section 15063 (c)(3)(D). In this case, a brief discussion should 
identify the following:

Earlier Analysis Used. Identify and state where they are available for review.
Impacts Adequately Addressed. Identify which effects from the above checklist were within the scope of and adequately 
analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and state whether such effects were addressed by 
mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis.
Mitigation Measures. For effects that are "Less than Significant with Mitigation Measures Incorporated," describe the 
mitigation measures which were incorporated or refined from the earlier document and the extent to which they address 
site-specific conditions for the project.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a.
b.

c.
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Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information sources for potential impacts (e.g., 
general plans, zoning ordinances). Reference to a previously prepared or outside document should, where appropriate, 
include a reference to the page or pages where the statement is substantiated.
Supporting Information Sources: A sources list should be attached, and other sources used or individuals contacted should be 
cited in the discussion.
This is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats; however, lead agencies should normally 
address the questions from this checklist that are relevant to a project's environmental effects in whatever format is selected. 
The explanation of each issue should identify:
a. The significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and
b. The mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significance.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Environmental Factors Potentially Affected:
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at least one impact that is a 
"Potentially Significant Impact" as indicated by the checklist on the following pages.

□ AESTHETICS
□ AGRICULTURE AND FOREST 

RESOURCES
AIR QUALITY

V" BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
V" CULTURAL RESOURCES 
>/ GEOLOGY AND SOILS

□ GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
Y HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS

MATERIALS
□ HYDROLOGY AND WATER 

QUALITY
□ LAND USE AND PLANNING
□ MINERAL RESOURCES 
y' NOISE

□ POPULATION AND HOUSING 
y' PUBLIC SERVICES
□ RECREATION
□ TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC 

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
y' MANDATORY FINDINGS OF 

SIGNIFICANCE

INITIAL STUDY CHECKLIST
Background 

PROPONENT NAME:
Michael Rublevich 
APPLICANT ADDRESS:
1203 ParkWay 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 
AGENCY REQUIRING CHECKLIST: 
Department of City Planning 
PROPOSAL NAME (if Applicable):

(To be completed by the Lead City Agency)

PHONE NUMBER:
(310) 720-0101

DATE SUBMITTED:
07/02/2013
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Potentially
significant

unless
mitigation

incorporated

Potentially
significant

impact

Less than
significant

impact No impact

I. AESTHETICS
Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?a.

b. Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, 
rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?

V'Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its 
surroundings?

c.

✓d. Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect 
day or nighttime views in the area?

II. AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES
Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide 
Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the 
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources 
Agency, to nonagricultural use?

v'a.

Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract?b.

Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined 
in Public Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public 
Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production 
(as defined by Government Code section 51104(g))?

c.

Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use?d.

Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location 
or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use or 
conversion of forest land to non-forest use?

*e.

III. AIR QUALITY

✓Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?a.

✓b. Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or 
projected air quality violation?
Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for 
which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state 
ambient air quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed 
quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)?

NfC.

✓d. Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?e.

IV. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat 
modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special 
status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the 
California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?

a.

b. Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive 
natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or 
by the California Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and Wldlife 
Service?

✓Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined 
by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, 
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological 
interruption, or other means?

c.

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory 
fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife 
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?

d.

*Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, 
such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?

f. Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural 
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state 
habitat conservation plan?

V. CULTURAL RESOURCES
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Potentially
significant

unless
mitigation

incorporated

Potentially
significant

impact

Less than
significant

impact No impact

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical 
resource as defined in § 15064.5?

a.

b. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological 
resource pursuant to § 15064.5?

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or 
unique geologic feature?

V'c.

d. Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal 
cemeteries?

VI. GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including 
the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Rupture of a known earthquake 
fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning 
Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other substantial 
evidence of a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology Special 
Publication 42.

a.

b. Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including 
the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Strong seismic ground shaking?

v'

Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including 
the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Seismic-related ground failure, 
including liquefaction?

✓c.

d. Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including 
the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Landslides?

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?e.

f. Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become 
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site 
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform 
Building Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property?

g-

h. Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or 
alternative waste water disposal systems where sewers are not available for 
the disposal of waste water?

VII. GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may 
have a significant impact on the environment?

a.

b. Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose 
of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases? V'

VIII. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the 
routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?

a.

b. Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through 
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of 
hazardous materials into the environment?

v'

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous 
materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or 
proposed school?

c.

d. Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites 
compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, 
would it create a significant hazard to the public or the environment?
For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan 
has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use 
airport, would the project result in a safety hazard for people residing or 
working in the project area?

✓e.

f. For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in 
a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency 
response plan or emergency evacuation plan?

g-
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Potentially
significant

unless
mitigation

incorporated

Potentially
significant

impact

Less than
significant

impact No impact

h. Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death 
involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized 
areas or where residences are intermixed with wildlands?

IX. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements? V'a.

Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with 
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume 
or a lowering of the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of 
preexisting nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support 
existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have been granted)?

b. V'

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including 
through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which 
would result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site?

c.

d. Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including 
through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially 
increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result 
in flooding on- or off-site?

V'

Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing 
or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional 
sources of polluted runoff?

e.

f. Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?

Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal 
Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard 
delineation map?

g-

h. Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede or 
redirect flood flows? ✓

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death 
involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or 
dam?

✓I.

Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?j-
X. LAND USE AND PLANNING

Physically divide an established community?a.

Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency 
with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, 
specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the 
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?

b.

Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community 
conservation plan?

c.

XI. MINERAL RESOURCES
Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of 
value to the region and the residents of the state?

✓a.

b. Result in the loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource 
recovery site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land 
use plan?

XII. NOISE
Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards 
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable 
standards of other agencies?

a.

b. Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or 
groundborne noise levels?
A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project 
vicinity above levels existing without the project?

c.

d. A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the 
project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
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For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan 
has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use 
airport, would the project expose people residing or working in the project 
area to excessive noise levels?

e.

f. For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project expose 
people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels? ✓

XIII. POPULATION AND HOUSING
Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, 
by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through 
extension of roads or other infrastructure)?

v'a.

Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the 
construction of replacement housing elsewhere?

b. v'

Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of 
replacement housing elsewhere?

c.

XIV. PUBLIC SERVICES
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated 
with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for 
new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which 
could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable 
service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for any of the 
public services: Fire protection?

a.

Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated 
with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for 
new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which 
could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable 
service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for any of the 
public services: Police protection?

b.

Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated 
with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for 
new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which 
could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable 
service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for any of the 
public services: Schools?

c.

d. Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated 
with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for 
new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which 
could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable 
service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for any of the 
public services: Parks?

Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated 
with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for 
new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which 
could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable 
service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for any of the 
public services: Other public facilites?

e.

XV. RECREATION
Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional 
parks or other recreational facilities such that substantial physical 
deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated?

v'a.

b. Does the project include recreational facilities or require the construction or 
expansion of recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical 
effect on the environment?

XVI. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC
Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of 
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account 
all modes of transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel 
and relevant components of the circulation system, including but not limited to 
intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, 
and mass transit?

a.
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Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but 
not limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other 
standards established by the county congestion management agency for 
designated roads or highways?

b.

Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic 
levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks? Yc.

Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or 
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

d. Y
Result in inadequate emergency access? ✓e.

f. Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, 
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or 
safety of such facilities supporting alternative transportation (e.g., bus 
turnouts, bicycle racks)?

V'

XVII. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water 
Quality Control Board?

Ya.

b. Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment 
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could 
cause significant environmental effects?

Y

Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or 
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause 
significant environmental effects?

Yc.

Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing 
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed?

d. Y
Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves 
or may serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s 
projected demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments?

e.

f. Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the 
project’s solid waste disposal needs?

Y
Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid 
waste?

v'g-

XVIII. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment, 
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or 
wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a 
plant or animal community, reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare 
or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the major 
periods of California history or prehistory?

Ya.

b. Does the project have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively 
considerable? ("Cumulatively considerable" means that the incremental 
effects of a project are considerable when viewed in connection with the 
effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects of 
probable future projects)?

Y

Does the project have environmental effects which will cause substantial 
adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly?

Yc.

Note: Authority cited: Sections 21083, 21083.05, Public Resources Code. Reference: Section 65088.4, Gov. Code; Sections 21080, 
21083.05, 21095, Pub. Resources Code; Eureka Citizens for Responsible Govt. v. City of Eureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357; Protect 
the Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cal. App.4th at 1109; San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown 
Plan v. City and County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656.
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DISCUSSION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION (Attach additional sheets if necessary)

The Environmental Impact Assessment includes the use of official City of Los Angeles and other government source reference 
materials related to various environmental impact categories (e.g., Hydrology, Air Quality, Biology, Cultural Resources, etc.). The State 
of California, Department of Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology - Seismic Hazard Maps and reports, are used to identify 
potential future significant seismic events; including probable magnitudes, liquefaction, and landslide hazards. Based on applicant 
information provided in the Master Land Use Application and Environmental Assessment Form, impact evaluations were based on 
stated facts contained therein, including but not limited to, reference materials indicated above, field investigation of the project site, 
and any other reliable reference materials known at the time.

Project specific impacts were evaluated based on all relevant facts indicated in the Environmental Assessment Form and expressed 
through the applicant's project description and supportive materials. Both the Initial Study Checklist and Checklist Explanations, in 
conjunction with the City of Los Angeles's Adopted Thresholds Guide and CEQA Guidelines, were used to reach reasonable 
conclusions on environmental impacts as mandated under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

The project as identified in the project description may cause potentially significant impacts on the environment without mitigation. 
Therefore, this environmental analysis concludes that a Mitigated Negative Declaration shall be issued to avoid and mitigate all 
potential adverse impacts on the environment by the imposition of mitigation measures and/or conditions contained and expressed in 
this document; the environmental case file known as ENV-2013-1998-MND and the associated case(s), VTT-72367-SL . Finally, 
based on the fact that these impacts can be feasibly mitigated to less than significant, and based on the findings and thresholds for 
Mandatory Findings of Significance as described in the California Environmental Quality Act, section 15065, the overall project 
impact(s) on the environment (after mitigation) will not:

• Substantially degrade environmental quality.
• Substantially reduce fish or wildlife habitat.
• Cause a fish or wildlife habitat to drop below self sustaining levels.
• Threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community.
• Reduce number, or restrict range of a rare, threatened, or endangered species.
• Eliminate important examples of major periods of California history or prehistory.
• Achieve short-term goals to the disadvantage of long-term goals.
• Result in environmental effects that are individually limited but cumulatively considerable.
• Result in environmental effects that will cause substantial adverse effects on human beings.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
All supporting documents and references are contained in the Environmental Case File referenced above and may be viewed in the 
EIR Unit, Room 763, City Hall.
For City information, addresses and phone numbers: visit the City's website at http://www.lacity.org ; City Planning - and Zoning 
Information Mapping Automated System (ZIMAS) cityplanning.lacity.org/ or EIR Unit, City Hall, 200 N Spring Street, Room 763.
Seismic Hazard Maps - http://gmw.consrv.ca.gov/shmp/
Engineering/Infrastructure/Topographic Maps/Parcel Information - http://boemaps.eng.ci.la.ca.us/index01.htm or 
City's main website under the heading "Navigate LA".

PREPARED BY: TITLE: TELEPHONE NO.: DATE:

DARYLL MACKEY City Planning Associate (213) 978-1456 04/23/2014
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Mitigation
MeasuresExplanationImpact? 1

APPENDIX A: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS EXPLANATION TABLE

I. AESTHETICS
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The are no established or registered 

scenic vistas within the vicinity of the 
project site. All views in the vicinity of the 
project site are views of residential 
buildings.

a.

There are no established scenic 
resources, including rock outcroppings or 
historic buildings within a scenic highway. 
The site is improved with a one-story 
single family dwelling that was designed 
by Gilbert Leong. A historic evaluation 
was done and it was determined by 
Cultural Heritage Commission to be not 
historically significant.________________

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTb.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The proposed single dwellings will have a 
modern design but will not degrade the 
existing visual character or quality of the 
site and its surrounding.

c.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The surrounding area is illuminated by 
street lights and exterior lighting on the 
residential buildings. The exterior lighting 
on the proposed single family dwellings 
will not substantially increase the ambient 
light levels but will add to existing lighting. 
The impact will be less than significant.

d.

II. AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES
NO IMPACT The project site is located in an urban 

environment and is not zoned or 
designated for farmland. Therefore, the 
proposed project would have no impact 
on converting any kind of farmland to a 
non-agricultural use._______________

a.

NO IMPACTb. The project site is not zoned for 
agricultural use and the project will not 
involve any agricultural use. Thus, the 
project will not conflicting with existing 
zoning for agricultural use or a Williamson 
Act Contract.

NO IMPACT The site is developed with a one-story 
single family dwelling and is not 
designated for forest land or will result in 
the conversion of forest land or will be 
subject to rezoning for timberland. It is 
zoned RD1.5-1XL which permits 
residential development. Therefore, the 
proposed project will not conflict with 
existing zoning for or cause rezoning of 
forest land or timberland. No impact 
would result.

c.
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NO IMPACTd. The project site is developed with a single 
family dwelling and not designated for 
forest land or will result in the conversion 
of forest land to a non-forest use. Thus 
the proposed project will have no impact 
on the lost of forest land or conversion of 
forest land to a non-forest use.

NO IMPACT The project site is developed with a single 
family dwelling and is not zoned or 
designated for farmland or an agricultural 
use. Therefore, the proposed use of land 
for five single family dwellings will not 
have an impact on the conversion of 
Farmland to a non-agricultural use.

e.

III. AIR QUALITY
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The proposed single family development 

will not conflict with the growth 
assumptions in the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District's Air Quality 
Management Plan. All growth associated 
with the project is well within the 
parameters needed to allow attainment of 
ozone standard on schedule.

a.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

b. During the construction phase of the 
project, onsite levels of particulate 
matter PM2.5 from offsite road 
equipment could exceed one pound 
per day of emissions. This potential 
impact will be reduced to less than 
significant by incorporating the 
attached mitigation measure.

111-10

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The single family dwellings will have 
ventilation incorporated into building 
design. There will be no operational 
impact to the occupants.

c.

d. NO IMPACT During the construction phase it has been 
determined that PM2.5 levels could 
exceed the local threshold standards 
established by the SCAQMD but because 
of recommended mitigation measures 
during the construction phase, the project 
would not expose sensitive receptors to 
substantial pollutant concentrations. 
Therefore no impact would result.

NO IMPACT The project consist of five single family 
dwellings and will not result in activities 
that create objectionable odors affecting a 
substantial number of people.__________

e.

V. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
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NO IMPACT The project site is located in an urban 
area containing primarily single family 
dwellings with a few buildings containing 
multiple dwelling units on Waverly Drive. 
Therefore, the project would not have a 
substantial adverse effect directly or 
through habitat modifications as there is 
no fish or wildlife habitat on or 
surrounding the property.

a.

NO IMPACTb. The project site is not located on any 
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural 
community. Therefore, the proposed 
project consisting of five single family 
dwellings will have no impact on riparian 
habitat or other sensitive natural 
community.

NO IMPACT The project site is not located on any 
federally protected wetlands. No impact 
would result.

c.

d. NO IMPACT The project site is located in an urban 
environment surrounded primarily with 
single family dwellings The project site is 
improved with a one-story single family 
dwelling that will be demolished. 
Therefore the project will not interfere 
with the movement of any native resident 
or migratory corridor, or impede the use 
of native wildlife nursery sites.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

The project site has a total of 20 trees 
ranging from 5 to 20 inches in 
diameter. All trees that are at least 8 
inches that will be removed shall be 
replaced on a 1:1 ratio.

IV-70e.

f. NO IMPACT No locally designated natural 
communities are known to occur on or 
adjacent to the site. Thus, the proposed 
project would not conflict with the 
provisions of an adopted Habitat 
Conservation Plan or other approved 
local, regional or state habitat 
conservation plan.

V. CULTURAL RESOURCES
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The subject property is developed with a 

one-story single family dwelling that has 
was determined to have no historical 
significance. No impact would occur.

a.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

b. The subject property is located within 
one of the oldest sections of Los 
Angeles and there is the possibility 
during grading and excavation for the 
foundations of the proposed single 
family dwellings that an archaeological 
resource may be discovered. If this 
occurs the following mitigations will

V-20
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reduce the impact to less than 
significant.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT It is not anticipated that any unique 
paleontological resource or site geologic 
features will be destroyed or discovered 
on the site.

c.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

The subject property is located in one 
of the oldest section of Los Angeles 
and there is the possibility during 
grading and excavation for the 
respective foundations for the 
proposed single family dwellings that 
human remains could be unearthed. If 
this occurs the following mitigation 
will reduce any potential impacts to 
less than significant.

d. V^tO

VI. GEOLOGY AND SOILS
NO IMPACT The project site is not located within an 

established Alquist Priolo Earthquake 
Fault Zone. No impact would result.

a.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

The proposed development has the 
potential to be subject to strong 
seismic ground shaking. This potential 
impact can be reduced to a less than 
significant by incorporating the 
attached mitigation measures._______

b. VI-10

NO IMPACT The project site is not located in a 
liquefaction zone. No impact would occur.

c.

d. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

The project site has been identified to 
be located in a landslide area. The 
implementation of the attached 
mitigation measure will reduce the 
impact to less than significant.

VI-60

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT During the construction phase of the 
project, the grading and excavation would 
expose minimal amounts of soil for a 
limited time, allowing for possible erosion.

e.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

f. The project site is located in a 
landslide area. A geotechnical report 
prepared by a registered civil engineer 
or certified engineering geologist is 
required and submitted to the 
Department of Building and Safety for 
review. In addition, the proposed 
project shall comply with the 
conditions contained within the 
Department of Building and Safety's 
Geology and Soils Report Letter. This 
will mitigate any potential impact to 
less than significant.

VI-60

NO IMPACT The subject property is not located on 
expansive soils. No impact would occur.

9-
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NO IMPACTh. The site is located in an urban area within 
the City of Los Angeles which is served 
by a wastewater collection, conveyance 
and treatment system. No systems are 
necessary or proposed.

VII. GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT There are currently no applicable adopted 

thresholds or guidance adopted by the 
South Coast Air Quality Management 
District or City of Los Angeles to assess 
the significance of potential impacts 
associated with greenhouse gases 
(GHG). In the absence of established 
GHG thresholds, the Govenor's Office of 
Planning Research (OPR) recommends 
that lead agencies make a good-faith 
effort to calculate, model or estimate the 
amount of carbon oxide and other GHG 
emissions from a project. The 
construction of the project would emit 
GHG emissions through the combustion 
of fossil fuels from a variety of sources 
and vehicle trips generated by 
construction workers traveling to and from 
the site. The impacts will vary day to day 
over the duration of construction 
activities.

a.

b. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT There are currently no applicable adopted 
thresholds or guidance adopted by the 
South Coast Air Quality Management 
District or City of Los Angeles to assess 
the significance of potential impacts 
associated with green house gases 
(GHG). In the absence of established 
guidelines given the size of the project it 
can be assumed that the project will meet 
the goals of the Air Resource Board AB 
32 Scoping Plan for GHG emissions.

VIII. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT During construction there is the potential 

for use of hazardous materials, including 
vehicle fuels, oils and transmissions 
fluids. However, all potentially hazardous 
materials will be contained .stored and 
used in accordance with manufacture's 
instructions and handled in compliance 
with applicable standards and regulations. 
There is nothing unique or specific about 
the project or its location that would 
warrant any mitigation beyond general 
compliance.

a.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTb. The existing single family dwelling will be 
demolished and could release 
microbiological particles from asbestos 
and lead paint into the environment.
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POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

Ivanhoe Elementary School is located 
within 500 feet of the subject property. 
Students, employees and visitors to 
the school could potentially be 
impacted by hazardous material 
emitted into the atmosphere during the 
demolition of the existing single family 
dwelling and construction of the new 
single family dwellings. However, the 
implementation of mitigation VII110 
will reduced potential impacts to less 
than significant.

VIII-10c.

NO IMPACTd. The project site is not located on a 
hazardous materials list. No impact would 
result.

NO IMPACT The project site is not located within 
airport land use plan or within two miles of 
a public airport. Therefore, the project 
would not result in a safety hazard for 
people residing or working in the project 
area.

e.

f. NO IMPACT The project site is not located within the 
vicinity of a private airstrip. As such, the 
project would not result in a safety hazard 
for people residing or working in the 
project area._________

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project as designed would not impair 
implementation of or physically interfere 
with an adopted emergency response 
plan or emergency evacuation plan.

9-

h. NO IMPACT The design of this project will not expose 
people or structures to a significant risk of 
loss, injury or death involving wildland 
fires. The project site is located in an 
urban environment.

IX. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project will comply with the national 

Pollutant Discharde Elimination System 
Program which establishes a 
comprehensive storm water quality 
program to manage urban storm water 
and minimize pollution of the environment 
to the maximum extent possible. The City 
of Los Angeles has adopted the 
regulatory requirements set forth in the 
Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation 
Plan (SUMP) of the Los Angels Regional 
Water Quality Control Board under 
Ordinance No. 173,494. These Best 
Management Practices BMP typically 
include controlling roadways and parking 
lot contaminants by installing oil and 
grease separators at storm drain inlet; 
cleaning parking lots on a regular basis, 
incorporating peak flow, reduction and

a.
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infiltration features (such as grass filter 
strips) into landscaping. The utilization of 
these BMP will prevent any violations of 
any water quality standards or waste 
discharge. No impact would result.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTb. The project will comply with Los Angeles 
Municipal Code Section 64.70. This is 
associated with the Low Development 
Impact Ordinance. The Low Impact 
Development (LID) is a storm water 
management strategy that seeks to 
prevent impacts of runoff and storm water 
pollution and storm water pollution as 
close to its source as possible. The 
ordinance was passed in 2011 and 
amends LAMC 64.70 (the City's Storm 
Water Ordinance) and expands the City's 
existing SUMP requirements!

NO IMPACT The project will comply with L.A.M.C. 
Section 64.70.

c.

d. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project will comply with Section 
64.70.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project will comply with Section 
64.70.

e.

f. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project does not include other 
sources of contaminants that could 
substantially degrade water quality. No 
impact would occur.

NO IMPACT The project is not located within a 
100-year flood hazard area. No impact 
would occur.

9-

h. NO IMPACT The project is not located within a 
100-year flood hazard area.

NO IMPACT The project site is not located near a dam 
or levee. Thus the project would not 
expose people or structures to a 
significant risk of loss due to flooding as a 
result of failure or a levee or dam. No 
impact would result.

i.

NO IMPACT The project site is not located within a 
Tsuanami Inundation Zone.

J-

X. LAND USE AND PLANNING
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project site is located in a primarily 

single family neighborhood and is 
adjoined by a 54-unit condominium to 
west and single family dwelling to the 
east. Thus, the proposed project will not 
physically divide an established 
community.

a.
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LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTb. The proposed project will not conflict with 
any applicable land use plan, policy, or 
regulation of an agency jurisdiction over 
the project (including but not limited to 
the general plan, specific plan, local 
coastal program or zoning ordinance).

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project site is not located on a natural 
habitat and would not conflict with any 
applicable habitat conservation plan or 
natural community conservation plan.

c.

XI. MINERAL RESOURCES
NO IMPACT Neither the project site or the surrounding 

area is identified as an area containing 
mineral deposits of regional or statewide 
significance. Also, the site is not located 
within an oil field or oil drilling area, and is 
not a part of any oil Drilling Surface 
Minning Use District.

a.

b. NO IMPACT The project site is not located on an 
established locally important mineral 
resource site. No impact would result.

XII. NOISE
POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

There will be construction related 
noise impacts due to the operation of 
heavy equipment for grading and site 
preparation and various construction 
for the proposed single family 
dwellings. These impacts will be 
reduced to a less than significant level 
through the implementation of 
construction mitigation measures.

XII-20a.

b. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT Groundbome vibrations during the 
construction phase of the project will not 
result in a substantial permanent increase 
in ambient noise levels in the project 
vicinity above levels without the project.

NO IMPACT The development of the project will not 
result in a substantial permanent increase 
in ambient noise levels in the project 
vicinity above existing noise levels 
already occurring in the project vicinity.

c.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTd. There will be temporary or periodic 
increase in ambient noise levels in the 
project vicinity during the construction 
phase of the project. These temporary 
impacts will be mitigated through the 
established construction mitigation 
measures.

NO IMPACT The project site is not with an airport land 
use plan and will not expose people 
residing or working in the project area to 
excessive noise levels.

e.
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f. NO IMPACT The project site is not located within the 
vicinity of a private airstrip and will not 
expose people residing or working in the 
project area to excessive noise levels.

XIII. POPULATION AND HOUSING
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The proposed project will not result in an 

induction of substantial growth as a result 
of five new single family dwellings. The 
increase in population will be 
insignificant.

a.

NO IMPACTb. The site is currently improved with a 
single family dwelling and the new 
development will add additional single 
family dwellings on the property. This will 
add to the housing stock as oppose to 
displacing existing housing.

NO IMPACT The existing single family dwelling is 
owner occupied and will be replaced with 
single family dwellings that will be owner 
occupied. Therefore no displacement of 
people will occur.

c.

XIV. PUBLIC SERVICES
POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

The project site is located in a 
designated Very High Fire Severity 
Zone. The attached mitigation measure 
will reduce any potential impacts to 
less than significant.

XIV-10a.

b. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT It does not appear that the size of the 
project will have a significant impact on 
the demand for public resources for police 
protection.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

Ivanhoe Elementary School is located 
within 500 feet of the project site and 
could be impacted by construction 
activity of the proposed development. 
Any potential impacts will be reduced 
to less than significant by 
incorporating the attached mitigation 
measures.

XIV-40c.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTd. Local parks in the vicinity of the project 
include Chevy Chase Park, North Atwater 
Park, and Glenhurst Park. The impact on 
public resources as it relates to parks is 
less than significant.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project site is serviced by Atwater 
Village Library. The impact on the 
demand for libraries is less than 
significant.

e.

XV. RECREATION
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT There are sufficient number of parks in 

the area and the proposed project would 
not substantially increase the demand on 
these existing parks.

a.
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LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The proposed project will not include 
recreational facilities or require the 
construction or expansion of recreational 
facilities which might have an adverse 
physical effect on the environment.

b.

XVI. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT This project does not meet the threshold 

whereby a traffic study was required by 
the Department of Transportation. Any 
impact pertaining to performance 
standards as it relates to the circulation 
system, taking into account all modes of 
transportation will be less than significant.

a.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT This project will not conflict with any 
congestion management program, 
including level of service standards and 
travel demand measures or other 
standards established by the county 
congestion management agency for 
designated roads or highways.

b.

NO IMPACT This project is not in close proximity to an 
airport and will not result in a change in 
air traffic patterns, including either an 
increase in traffic levels or a change in 
location that result in substantial safety 
risk.

c.

d. NO IMPACT This project does not include any 
hazardous design features.

NO IMPACT This project will not result in inadequate 
emergency access. Direct access to the 
properties will be from Waverly Drive.

e.

f. NO IMPACT This project will not conflict with any 
adopted policies, plans or programs 
regarding public transit, bicycle, or 
pedestrian facilities.

XVII. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
NO IMPACT The project is located within the service 

area of the Hyperion Treatment Plant 
(HTP). HTP has been designed to treat 
450 million gallons of waste-water per day 
to full secondary treatment. Full 
secondary treatment prevents virtually all 
particles suspended in effluent from being 
discharged into the Pacific Ocean, and is 
consistent with the Los Angeles Regional 
Water Quality Board for the Santa Monica 
Bay. The City's Sewer Allocation 
Ordinance (166,660) limits the annual 
increase in waste-water flow to HTP to 
five million gallons per day. Prior to the 
issuance of buildings permits, the project 
would be required to demonstrate 
compliance with the monthly allocation 
set forth by the ordinance. In addition, the

a.
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project would not be able to connect to 
the City's waste-water system until 
capacity is available. All of these factors 
will ensure capacity with the HTP. As 
such the project will not exceed 
waste-water treatment requirements and 
the impact will be less than significant.

b. NO IMPACT All waste water-water generated by the 
project can be handled adequately by the 
HTP. Therefore, the project will not 
require any construction of new waste or 
waste-water treatment facilities or the 
expansion of existing facilities. No impact 
would result.

NO IMPACT The project will include landscaping and 
an irrigation system and will not require 
the construction of new storm water 
drainage facilities or expansion of existing 
facilities.

c.

d. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The Department of Water and Power will 
supply the project with water. No impact 
would result.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The HTP has the capacity to adequately 
treat wastewater from the project. No 
impact would result.

e.

f. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT All solid waste that will be generated from 
the project will be disposed of at the 
Sunshine Canyon Landfill. There is 
currently adequate capacity to handle any 
solid waste that would be generated from 
the project. No impact would occur.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

This project will be required to provide 
on-site recycling to reduce the amount 
of trash going to landfills. This will 
reduce the amount of solid waste 
impact to less than significant level.

XVII-100g-

XVIII. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
NO IMPACT The project site is located in an urban 

area surrounded by properties improved 
with residential uses. The project does 
not have the potential to substantially 
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife 
species to drop below self-sustaining 
levels. No impact would result.

a.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED

b. The proposed project will result in 
environmental impacts, however, each 
impact can be impacted to a less than 
significant level with the incorporation 
of the attached mitigation measures.

XVIII-10

NO IMPACT After implementation of the mitigation 
measures, the proposed project will not 
have any significant direct or indirect 
impacts to human beings.

c.
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City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning

iW W 7
)y- 7/1/2013

PARCEL PROFILE REPORT
PROPERTY ADDRESSES
2925 W WAVERLY DR

Address/Legal Information
PIN Number

Lot/Parcel Area (Calculated) 

Thomas Brothers Grid 

Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 

Tract

Map Reference 

Block

151-5A207 49 

16,182.1 (sq ft)

PAGE 594 - GRID D3 

5434025018 

IVANHOE 

M R 17-65/68

ZIP CODES
90039

RECENT ACTIVITY
None 2

Lot FR 44
CASE NUMBERS
CPC-2008-3125-CA 

CPC-2007-3036-RIO 

CPC-2006-48-ICO 

CPC-1986-831 -GPC 
ORD-164697 

ENV-2007-3037-MND

Arb (Lot Cut Reference)

Map Sheet

Jurisdictional Information
Community Plan Area 

Area Planning Commission 

Neighborhood Council 

Council District 

Census Tract #

LADBS District Office 

Planning and Zoning Information 
Special Notes 

Zoning

Zoning Information (Zl)

General Plan Land Use 

General Plan Footnote(s)

Hillside Area (Zoning Code)

Baseline Hillside Ordinance 

Baseline Mansionization Ordinance 

Specific Plan Area 

Special Land Use / Zoning 

Design Review Board 

Historic Preservation Review 

Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 

Other Historic Designations 

Other Historic Survey Information 

Mills Act Contract

POD - Pedestrian Oriented Districts 

CDO - Community Design Overlay 

NSO - Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay 

Streetscape 

Sign District

Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area

CRA - Community Redevelopment Agency

Central City Parking

Downtown Parking

Building Line

500 Ft School Zone

500 Ft Park Zone

2

151-5A207

Hollywood 

Central 

Silver Lake 

CD 4 - Tom LaBonge 

1882.01

Los Angeles Metro

None

RD1.5-1XL

ZI-2427 Freeway Adjacent Advisory Notice for Sensitive Uses 

Low Medium II Residential

Yes

Yes

No

No

None

None

No

No

None

None

None

None

None

None

No

No

No

None

None

No

No

None

Active: Ivanhoe Elementary School

No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is” from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Assessor information
Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 

APN Area (Co. Public Works)* 

Use Code 

Assessed Land Val.

Assessed Improvement Val. 

Last Owner Change 

Last Sale Amount 

Tax Rate Area 

Deed Ref No. (City Clerk)

5434025018 

0.380 (ac)

0101 - Single Residence with Pool

$41,393

$122,226

11/02/94

$0

13

547365

1988116

Building 1 

Year Built 

Building Class 

Number of Units 

Number of Bedrooms 

Number of Bathrooms 

Building Square Footage 

Building 2 

Building 3 

Building 4 

Building 5

Additional Information
Airport Hazard 

Coastal Zone 

Farmland

Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone 

Fire District No. 1 

Flood Zone 

Watercourse

Hazardous Waste / Border Zone Properties 

Methane Hazard Site 

High Wind Velocity Areas

Special Grading Area (BOE Basic Grid Map A- Yes 
13372)

Oil Wells

Seismic Hazards
Active Fault Near-Source Zone 

Nearest Fault (Distance in km)

Nearest Fault (Name)

Region 

Fault Type 

Slip Rate (mm/year)

Slip Geometry 

Slip Type

Down Dip Width (km)

Rupture Top 

Rupture Bottom 

Dip Angle (degrees)

Maximum Magnitude 

Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone 

Landslide 
Liquefaction

Tsunami Inundation Zone

Economic Development Areas

1959

D8B

1
2
2

2,031.0 (sq ft)

No data for building 2 

No data for building 3 

No data for building 4 

No data for building 5

None

None

Area Not Mapped

Yes

No

None

No

No

None

No

None

0.5515599 

Hollywood Fault

Transverse Ranges and Los Angeles Basin

B

1

Left Lateral - Reverse - Oblique 

Poorly Constrained

14

0
13

70

6.4

No

Yes

No

No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Business improvement District 

Renewal Community 

Revitalization Zone 

State Enterprise Zone 

State Enterprise Zone Adjacency 

Targeted Neighborhood Initiative 

Public Safety 
Police Information 

Bureau

Division / Station 

Reporting District

None

No

None

None

No

None

Central

Northeast

1132

Fire Information 

Division 

Batallion

District / Fire Station 

Red Flag Restricted Parking

3

5

56

No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set 1orth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles Counly's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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CASE SUMMARIES
Note: Information for case summaries is retrieved from the Planning Department's Plan Case Tracking System (PCTS) database.

Case Number:

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s): Data Not Available 

Case Number:

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

Case Number:

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s): AN INTERIM CONTROL ORDINANCE REQUIRING A PROJECT PERMIT IN ORDER TO ISSUE A BUILDING PERMIT FOR
PROPERTIES ALONG THE LOS ANGELES RIVER, IN THREE SECTIONS WITH WIDTHS OF 300 FEET, 500 FEET AND 1,000 
FEET.

CPC-1986-831-GPC

GPC-GENERAL PLAN/ZONING CONSISTENCY (AB283)

CPC-2008-3125-CA 

CA-CODE AMENDMENT

CPC-2007-3036-RIO

RIO-RIVER IMPROVEMENT OVERLAY DISTRICT

CPC-2006-48-ICO

ICO-INTERIM CONTROL ORDINANCE

Case Number:

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s): HOLLYWOOD COMMUNITY PLAN REVISION/GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY PLAN AMENDMENT, ZONE CHANGES AND 
HEIGHT DISTRICT CHANGES

ENV-2007-3037-MND

MND-MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION

Case Number:

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s): Data Not Available

DATA NOT AVAILABLE
ORD-164697

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.

zimas.lacity.org I cityplanning.lacity.org
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LEGEND

GENERALIZED ZONING
os

A, RA

RE, RS, R1, RU, RZ, RW1

R2, RD, RMP, RW2, R3, R4, R5

CR, Cl, Cl .5, C2, C4, C5, CW, ADP, LASED, CEC, USC

CM, MR, WC, CCS, M1, M2, M3, SL

P, PB

PF

HILLSIDE

GENERAL PLAN LAND USE 
LAND USE 

RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL
Minimum Residential 

Very Low/Very Low I Residential 

Very Low II Residential 

Low / Low I Residential 

Low II Residential

Low Medium / Low Medium I Residential 

Low Medium II Residential 

Medium Residential 

High Medium Residential 

High Density Residential 

Very High Medium Residential 

COMMERCIAL

Limited Commercial 

Limited Commercial - Mixed Medium Residential 

Highway Oriented Commercial 

Highway Oriented and Limited Commercial 

Highway Oriented Commercial - Mixed Medium Residential 

Neighborhood Office Commercial 

Community Commercial 

8888 Community Commercial -Mixed High Residential 

Regional Center Commercial

Commercial Manufacturing 

Limited Manufacturing 

Light Manufacturing 

Heavy Manufacturing

HH

PARKING

Parking Buffer

PORT OF LOS ANGELES

General / Bulk Cargo - Non Hazardous (Industrial / Commercial) 

General / Bulk Cargo - Hazard 

Commercial Fishing 

Recreation and Commercial 

Intermodal Container Transfer Facility Site 

LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

Airport Landside 

Airport Airside 

Airport Northside 

OPEN SPACE / PUBLIC FACILITIES 

Open Space 

Public/Open Space 

Public / Quasi-Public Open Space 

MB Other Public Open Space 

Public Facilities

*

.......

FRAMEWORK
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL

Neighborhood Commercial 

General Commercial 

Community Commercial 

Regional Mixed Commercial

Limited Industrial 

Light Industrial



CIRCULATION
STREET

assess!® Arterial Mountain Road 

Collector Scenic Street

----------  Collector Street

---------- Collector Street (Hillside)

Collector Street (Modified) 

Collector Street (Proposed)

Country Road 

Divided Major Highway II 

Divided Secondary Scenic Highway 

Local Scenic Road 

Local Street

Major Highway (Modified)

Major Highway I 

Major Highway II 

Major Highway II (Modified)

W Major Scenic Highway 

SB. Major Scenic Highway (Modified) 

SSSSffl8 Major Scenic Highway II
---------- Mountain Collector Street

--------- Park Road

---------- Parkway

Principal Major Highway 

Private Street

Scenic Divided Major Highway II

----------  Scenic Park

Scenic Parkway 

Secondary Highway 

Secondary Highway (Modified) 

Marass» Secondary Scenic Highway
---------- Special Collector Street

Super Major Highway

(*|®6X3©-I®S®38

FREEWAYS
..... !----- Freeway

............ Interchange

----------  On-Ramp / Off- Ramp

*......... Railroad

Mw Scenic Freeway Highway

MISC. LINES
--------- Airport Boundary

............  Bus Line

---- - Coastal Zone Boundary

------- ' Coastline Boundary

Collector Scenic Street (Proposed)

□ a a Commercial Areas

■•■■■■■ Commercial Center

- ■ - ■ Community Redevelopment Project Area

---------- Country Road

k- x x * DWP Power Lines

Desirable Open Space 

• = • = Detached Single Family House 

Endangered Ridgeline 

........ Equestrian and/or Hiking Trail

---------- Hiking Trail

............. Historical Preservation

»=-= Horsekeeping Area 

----------  Local Street

MSA Desirable Open Space 

»= Major Scenic Controls 

— Multi-Purpose Trail 

t-tut-tu Natural Resource Reserve

--------- Park Road

---------- Park Road (Proposed)

..— Quasi-Public

Rapid Transit Line 

Residential Planned Development

— — - Scenic Highway (Obsolete) 

o—■ Secondary Scenic Controls

• = • Secondary Scenic Highway (Proposed)

------- Site Boundary

-------- Southern California Edison Power

..... Special Study Area 

• • ■ Specific Plan Area

— • Stagecoach Line 

Wildlife Corridor

liiinuiiiiiitiiiu

ivm-mm

<s>

o o <> o o o



POINTS OF INTEREST
"E Public Elementary School 

Ft] Public Elementary School (Proposed) 

t Public Golf Course 

1X1 Public Golf Course (Proposed)

L Public Housing

@ Public Housing (Proposed Expansion) 

jf} Public Junior High School 

jh Public Junior High School (Proposed)

MS Public Middle School

§fj Public Senior High School

;SHJ Public Senior High School (Proposed)

5j Pumping Station

j£jj Pumping Station (Proposed)

Refuse Collection Center 

Regional Library

(§) Regional Library (Proposed Expansion) 

Regional Library (Proposed)

U Regional Park 

I Regional Park (Proposed)

RPD Residential Plan Development

A Scenic View Site

[A] Scenic View Site (Proposed)

adm School District Headquarters

jscj School Unspecified Loc/Type (Proposed)

[ij Skill Center

;ssi Social Services

★ Special Feature 

Special Recreation (a)

Special School Facility

[sf] Special School Facility (Proposed) 

ill Steam Plant 

'jm Surface Mining 

*)to Trail & Assembly Area

Trail & Assembly Area (Proposed) 

utl Utility Yard

# Water Tank Reservoir

^ Wildlife Migration Corridor 

Wildlife Preserve Gate

W Horticultural Center 

Hospital

HH Hospital (Proposed)

HW House of Worship 

6 Important Ecological Area 

6 Important Ecological Area (Proposed)

'[&] Interpretive Center (Proposed)

JC Junior College 

® MTA / Metrolink Station 

[g] MTA Station 

§) MTA Stop 

mwd MWD Headquarters 

(W) Community Library (Proposed Expansion) few Maintenance Yard

A Municipal Office Building 

P Municipal Parking lot 

Neighborhood Park

Neighborhood Park (Proposed Expansion) 

Neighborhood Park (Proposed)

T Oil Collection Center 

Parking Enforcement

* Police Headquarters 

9 Police Station

Police Station (Proposed Expansion)

Police Station (Proposed)

* Police Training site 

PO Post Office 

f Power Distribution Station

Power Distribution Station (Proposed) 

Power Receiving Station 

Power Receiving Station (Proposed)

C Private College 

E Private Elementary School 

Private Golf Course 

Private Golf Course (Proposed)

JH Private Junior High School 

PS Private Pre-School 

(tXx) Private Recreation & Cultural Facility 

Private Senior High School 

SF Private Special School

Public Elementary (Proposed Expansion)

U*]| Alternative Youth Hostel (Proposed) 

•jT Animal Shelter 

(wi Area Library

Area Library (Proposed)

¥T Bridge 

A Campground 

A Campground (Proposed)

§3 Cemetery 

HW Church 

j. City Hall 

[Xu Community Center 

Mi Community Library

i/I; Community Library (Proposed)

XX Community Park

(§) Community Park (Proposed Expansion) 

Community Park (Proposed) 

Community Transit Center 

+ Convalescent Hospital 

Correctional Facility 

Cultural / Historic Site (Proposed) 

Cultural / Historical Site 

# Cultural Arts Center 

dmv DMV Office

X

a

o
HQ

m

dwp DWP

DWP Pumping Station 

Equestrian Center 

Fire Department Headquarters 

Fire Station

Fire Station (Proposed Expansion) 

Fire Station (Proposed)

Fire Supply & Maintenance

Fire Training Site

Fireboat Station

Health Center / Medical Facility

Helistop

Historic Monument 

Historical / Cultural Monument 

Horsekeeping Area 

Horsekeeping Area (Proposed)

mh6
• •

A

+

i
SH

E



□ Flood Zone 
Hazardous Waste

I 1 High Wind Zone
□ Hillside Grading
□ Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 

Specific Plan Area
I I Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone 

® Oil Wells

Airport Hazard Zone 
Census Tract 
Coastal Zone 
Council District 
LADBS District Office 
Downtown Parking 
Fault Zone 
Fire District No. 1

Lot Line 
Tract Line

------ Lot Cut
.......  Easement
—.> - Zone Boundary 
... Building Line
— Lot Split 

Community Driveway
> Tract Map 

□ Parcel Map 

\ Lot Ties 

.......  Building Outlines

SCHOOLS/PARKS WITH 500 FT. BUFFER
Existing School/Park Site 

Planned School/Park Site 

Inside 500 Ft. Buffer

osAquatic Facilities Opportunity School 

| | Other Facilities

| | Park/Recreation Centers

Beaches

CT Charter School

M Child Care Centers Parks

Elementary School Performing / Visual Arts Centers

T? Recreation CentersGolf Course.

Span School

Special Education School

HS High School

'__? SEHistoric Sites

m Senior Citizen CentersrV.\ Horticulture/Gardens

Skate ParksMS Middle School

OTHER SYMBOLS

□□
□□

□O
D
D



EXHIBIT 8 - Aerial Photograph
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LEGEND

GENERALIZED ZONING
OS, GW 

A, RA

RE, RS, R1, RU, RZ, RW1

R2, RD, RMP, RW2, R3, RAS, R4, R5

CR, C1, C1.5, C2, C4, C5, CW, ADP, LASED, CEC, USC, PVSP

CM, MR, WC, CCS, UV, UI, UC, M1, M2, LAX, M3, SL

P, PB

PF

HILLSIDE

GENERAL PLAN LAND USE
LAND USE

RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL

Minimum Residential

Very Low / Very Low I Residential

Very Low II Residential

Low / Low I Residential

Low II Residential

Low III Residential

Low Medium / Low Medium I Residential

Low Medium II Residential

Medium Residential

High Medium Residential

High Density Residential

Very High Medium Residential

Commercial Manufacturing 

Limited Manufacturing 

Light Manufacturing 

Heavy Manufacturing 

Hybrid Industrial

PARKING

Parking Buffer

PORT OF LOS ANGELES

General / Bulk Cargo - Non Hazardous (Industrial / Commercial) 

General / Bulk Cargo - Hazard 

Commercial Fishing 

Recreation and Commercial 

Intermodal Container Transfer Facility Site 

LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

Airport Landside 

Airport Airside 

Airport Northside 

OPEN SPACE / PUBLIC FACILITIES 

Open Space 

::::::: Public / Open Space

Public / Quasi-Public Open Space 

Other Public Open Space 

Public Facilities

COMMERCIAL

Limited Commercial 

§§88 Limited Commercial - Mixed Medium Residential 

Highway Oriented Commercial 

Highway Oriented and Limited Commercial 

8$88 Highway Oriented Commercial - Mixed Medium Residential 

Neighborhood Office Commercial 

Community Commercial 

888& Community Commercial - Mixed High Residential 

Regional Center Commercial

*

FRAMEWORK
COMMERCIAL

INDUSTRIALNeighborhood Commercial 

General Commercial 

Community Commercial 

8$£§ Regional Mixed Commercial

Limited Industrial 

Light Industrial



CIRCULATION
STREET

-—--•■-- Arterial Mountain Road

........... - Collector Scenic St reet

-----------  Collector Street

-----------  Collector Street (Hillside)

-----------  Collector Street (Modified)

------------ Collector Street (Proposed)

Country Road 

Divided Major Highway II 

Divided Secondary Scenic Highway 

Local Scenic Road 

Local Street

Major Highway (Modified)

Major Highway I 

Major Highway II 

■ Major Highway II (Modified)

Major Scenic Highway 

i5.----.--v-. Major Scenic Highway (Modified) 

Major Scenic Highway II
------- Mountain Collector Street

Park Road

-------Parkway

Principal Major Highway 

Private Street

Scenic Divided Major Highway II 

Scenic Park 

Scenic Parkway

----------  Secondary Highway

----------  Secondary Highway (Modified)

........... 1 Secondary Scenic Highway

---------- Special Collector Street

— — Super Major Highway

©3£©£©©2©SS

©©©©©©©©©as

©©©3©3S©©® e©e©e©ee©se

00000000000

FREEWAYS
Freeway 

Interchange 

On-Ramp / Off- Ramp 

Railroad

Scenic Freeway Highway

MISC. LINES
Airport Boundary 

--- Bus Line

-■ Coastal Zone Boundary 

Coastline Boundary 

Collector Scenic Street (Proposed) 

Commercial Areas 

Commercial Center

Community Redevelopment Project Area 

Country Road 

DWP Power Lines 

Desirable Open Space 

Detached Single Family House 

Endangered Ridgeline 

= ” = ” Equestrian and/or Hiking Trail 

■ - Hiking Trail

Historical Preservation 

= = " Horsekeeping Area 

Local Street

MSA Desirable Open Space 

Major Scenic Controls 

Multi-Purpose Trail 

i i iuu Natural Resource Reserve

— Park Road

— Park Road (Proposed)

---------  Quasi-Public

............ Rapid Transit Line

...........  Residential Planned Development

— — - Scenic Highway (Obsolete)

— Secondary Scenic Controls

• - • Secondary Scenic Highway (Proposed)

-------  Site Boundary

-------- Southern California Edison Power

-------  Special Study Area

• ♦ ♦ Specific Plan Area

— • — • Stagecoach Line

Wildlife Corridor

.........

AAAAAAAAAA

••••••



POINTS OF INTEREST

1 Alternative Youth Hostel (Proposed) 

Animal Shelter 

Area Library 

Area Library (Proposed)

Bridge

Campground 

Campground (Proposed)

Cemetery 

Church 

City Hall

Community Center 

Community Library 

Community Library (Proposed Expansion) 

Community Library (Proposed) 

Community Park

Community Park (Proposed Expansion) 

Community Park (Proposed)

Community Transit Center 

Convalescent Hospital 

Correctional Facility 

Cultural / Historic Site (Proposed)

Cultural / Historical Site 

Cultural Arts Center

Horticultural Center 

Hospital

Hospital (Proposed)

House of Worship 

Important Ecological Area 

Important Ecological Area (Proposed) 

Interpretive Center (Proposed)

Junior College

MTA / Metrolink Station

MTA Station

E Public Elementary School 

"e Public Elementary School (Proposed) 

t Public Golf Course

Public Golf Course (Proposed)

Public Housing

Public Housing (Proposed Expansion) 

Public Junior High School 

jh Public Junior High School (Proposed) 

Public Middle School 

Public Senior High School 

sh Public Senior High School (Proposed) 

Pumping Station 

Pumping Station (Proposed)

Refuse Collection Center 

Regional Library

Regional Library (Proposed Expansion) 

Regional Library (Proposed)

I* Regional Park

Regional Park (Proposed)

RPD Residential Plan Development

▲ Scenic View Site

▲ Scenic View Site (Proposed)

School District Headquarters 

School Unspecified Loc/Type (Proposed)

[#] Skill Center 

Social Services

★ Special Feature 

Special Recreation (a)

Special School Facility

sf Special School Facility (Proposed)

Steam Plant 

Surface Mining 

Trail & Assembly Area 

|5§ Trail & Assembly Area (Proposed) 

utl Utility Yard

# Water Tank Reservoir

^ Wildlife Migration Corridor 

Wildlife Preserve Gate

JL
[M]

HW

e
A
A © JH

a JC
HW MS

i SH

MTA Stop

MWD Headquarters 

Maintenance Yard

ll/l MWD

LJ
Municipal Office Building 

Municipal Parking lot 

Neighborhood Park

Neighborhood Park (Proposed Expansion) 

Neighborhood Park (Proposed)

Oil Collection Center

ll/I

Xx P li/U
X ll/H

Ill/M

S
+

0 Parking Enforcement 

Police Headquarters 

Police Station

Police Station (Proposed Expansion) 

Police Station (Proposed)

Police Training site 

Post Office

Power Distribution Station

Power Distribution Station (Proposed)

Power Receiving Station

Power Receiving Station (Proposed)

Private College

Private Elementary School

Private Golf Course

Private Golf Course (Proposed)

Private Junior High School 

Private Pre-School

Private Recreation & Cultural Facility 

Private Senior High School 

Private Special School 

Public Elementary (Proposed Expansion)

HQ

*
* ADM

DMV OfficeDMV sc

dwp DWP

1 DWP Pumping Station 

Equestrian Center 

Fire Department Headquarters 

Fire Station

Fire Station (Proposed Expansion) 

Fire Station (Proposed)

Fire Supply & Maintenance

Fire Training Site

Fireboat Station

Health Center / Medical Facility

Helistop

Historic Monument 

Historical / Cultural Monument 

Horsekeeping Area 

Horsekeeping Area (Proposed)

PO ssff

HQ

I
.X.
SF

8
c
E

)A

♦ JH

PS

I
SH

SF

E



Flood Zone 

Hazardous Waste 

High Wind Zone 

Hillside Grading

Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 

Specific Plan Area

Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone 

Oil Wells

Airport Hazard Zone 

Census Tract 

Coastal Zone 

Council District 

LADBS District Office 

Downtown Parking 

Fault Zone 

Fire District No. 1

-------  Lot Line

--------Tract Line

-------Lot Cut

------  Easement

— ■ - Zone Boundary

— Building Line

-------- Lot Split

-------  Community Driveway

I I Tract Map

I | Parcel Map

J Lot Ties

— Building Outlines

500 FT. SCHOOL/PARK ZONE
Existing School/Park Site 

Planned School/Park Site 

Inside 500 Ft. Buffer

Opportunity School 

| | Other Facilities

Park / Recreation Centers 

Parks

Performing / Visual Arts Centers

& Aquatic Facilities

A Beaches

■CT Charter School

Child Care Centers

ES Elementary School

□ 0Golf Course Recreation Centers

@ Spa 

|g Special Education School 

| | Senior Citizen Centers

Skate Parks

HS High School n School

Historic Sites

Horticulture/Gardens

ESI Middle School

COASTAL ZONES
Dual Jurisdictional Coastal Zone 

Calvo Exclusion Area 

Coastal Zone Commission Authority

OTHER SYMBOLS

□□
□□

□
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EXHIBIT 9 - Matrix of Cases 
Provided by Appellant



Matrix of Cases Provided by Appellant

Aerial
Distance

from
Project Site

File Land Use 
Density

LODAddress Maximum Density# Case No. Zone Request Lot AreaDate Date

9/15/20152925 W Waverly Drive 0 ft APPROVED - 5 small lots 10 dwelling unitsVTT-72367-SL 2013 RD1.5 16,182 SF 50%
[TERMINATED]
15 dwelling units

4,030 ft 
(0.76 mi) TERMINATED - 6 small lots Terminated1 VTT-73077-SL 2015 2241 Hyperion Avenue C1

8,074 SF (C2) 
and 7,321 SF (RD2)

3,300 ft 
(0.63 mi)

C2 & 6/9/201523 dwelling units2 ZA-2014-1639-ZV 2014 2420 Hyperion Avenue APPROVED - 22 apartments 96%
RD2

260 ft 
(0.05 mi) 6/2/20152905 W Waverly Drive APPROVED - 9 small lots 13 dwelling units3 VTT-71756-SL 2014 RD1.5 20,277 SF 69%

2220 W Duane Street (known) / 
1855 N Glendale Boulevard (PCTS)

49,528 SF (CM) 
and 13,123 SF (RD2)

CM &
6/22/2012APPROVED - 44 small lots 67 dwelling units4 TT-67952-M1 2011 1.46 mi 67%RD2

900 ft 
(0.17 mi)

6/18/19932753 W Waverly Drive APPROVED - 63 condominium units 63 dwelling units5 TT-50941-CN 1992 RD2 127,232 SF 100%

1,220 ft 
(0.23 mi)

APPROVED - 33 residential
1/21/2014132 dwelling units6 VTT-64086-M2 2013 2920 W Rowena Avenue C2 53,000 SF 25%condominium units
2/4/20142211 N Glendale Boulevard APPROVED - 9 small lots 10 dwelling units7 VTT-72431-SL 2013 1.10 mi RD2 21,813 SF 90%

7,992 SF (ZIMAS) 
8,400 SF (Parcel Map)

1628 Micheltorena Street PENDING - 4 small lots 4 dwelling units8 AA-2014-4159-PMLA-SL 2014 1.42 mi RD2 100%

9/15/2005APPROVED - 2 small lots 2 dwelling units9 AA-2005-3465-PMLA-SL 2005 2250 Fargo Street 1.28 mi RD3 7,497 SF 100%
8/23/2005APPROVED - 2 small lots 2 dwelling units10 AA-2005-2496-PMLA 2005 2240 Fargo Street 1.29 mi RD3 7,498 SF 100%

1020 ft 
(0.19 mi)

2844 W Rowena Avenue 
(2836-2851 Buzz Court, ZIMAS) 9/23/2011APPROVED - 6 small lots 25 dwelling units11 VTT-71566-SL 2011 C2 10,327 SF 24%

650 ft 
(0.12 mi)

11/15/20122722 Auburn Avenue APPROVED - 6 small lots 6 dwelling units12 VTT-71872-SL 2012 RD1.5 9,760 SF 100%

87 Single-Family Dwelling Units 
(87 trips generated)
118 Multi-Family Dwelling Units 
(64 trips generated)__________

TOTAL
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EXHIBIT 10 - LADOT Email 
Response



| LA
Mr* GEECS

Amanda Briones <amanda.briones@lacity.org>

VTT-72367-SL on 2925 W Waverly Drive

Amanda Briones <amanda.briones@lacity.org>
To: Taimour Tanavoli <taimour.tanavoli@lacity.org>

Tue, Oct 20, 2015 at 2:16 PM

Hello Taimour!

A subdivisions case in the Planning Department has been appealed and the Advisory Agency requests for a 
comment letter in response to some of the transportation and traffic concerns of the appellant. The case is VTT- 
72367-SL on 2925 W Waverly Drive. I have attached the objections (relevant parts highlighted on pages 5-8) and 
their related exhibits. If possible, please respond to this request within the next 7 days!

Sincerely,
Amanda

J| Lipjiimm- 
^ffctyfiinning

Amanda E Briones I Subdivisions
City of Los Angeles | Department of City Planning
200 N Spring St, 7th Floor I Los Angeles CA 90012
E: amanda.briones@lacity.org I T: (213) 978-1328

6 attachments

VTT-72367-SL Traffic Objections.pdf
183K

Exhibit 4 - DOT Driveway Design.pdf
1184K©

Exhibit 5 - Street Parking Photo.pdf
1448K

Exhibit 8 - Proposed & Planned Developments.pdf
754K©

Exhibit 9 - Traffic Analysis.pdf
5282K

Exhibits 6 & 7 - Related News Articles.pdf
10933K©

mailto:amanda.briones@lacity.org
mailto:amanda.briones@lacity.org
mailto:taimour.tanavoli@lacity.org
mailto:amanda.briones@lacity.org
tel:%28213%29%C2%A0978-1328
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=5b3472cf6d&view=att&th=150871c77c59a670&attid=0.2&disp=attd&realattid=f_ifzvciur1&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=5b3472cf6d&view=att&th=150871c77c59a670&attid=0.4&disp=attd&realattid=f_ifzvcivf3&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=5b3472cf6d&view=att&th=150871c77c59a670&attid=0.6&disp=attd&realattid=f_ifzvcivx5&safe=1&zw


| LA
Mr* GEECS

Amanda Briones <amanda.briones@lacity.org>

VTT-72367-SL on 2925 W Waverly Drive

Taimour Tanavoli <taimour.tanavoli@lacity.org> 
To: Amanda Briones <amanda.briones@lacity.org>

Fri, Oct 23, 2015 at 11:18 AM

Hi Amanda,

Current CEQA law allows for each jurisdiction to set the thresholds on which a traffic study is required, The City of 
Los Angeles has set thresholds based on the trip generation of individual projects and not cumulative projects. 
Cumulative projects are taken into account when the traffic study is performed for an individual project of potential 
significance. While the letter points out a list of related projects within two miles of the the project in question, 
there is no mention of what existing uses were removed (if any) as a result of these projects. Also, without 
distributing the trips over a network of intersections, there is no way to tell if these projects would impact the same 
intersections as the propose project.

If the number of cumulative trips were to be considered as a factor to determine whether a project needs a study 
or not, almost every potential project would require a traffic study. However, it is very unlikely that most of these 
projects would generate enough trips (when distributed over a network of study intersections) would cause a 
significant impact. The cumulative projects would raise the background traffic, but the actual project trips for small 
developments would be insignificant. Lager projects that meet the threshold have a far greater potential to impact 
an intersection chosen for study.

Finally, regarding concerns about LADOT's recommendations for a driveway width, we have not approved project's 
driveway(s) and we have a condition requesting applicant to submit a parking area and driveway plan for review 
and comments.

Thanks,

Taimour
[Quoted text hidden]

Taimour Tanavoli

Case Manager, Department of Transportation 

Development Services Case Management 

201 N. Figueroa Street, Room 1030 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Tel: 213-482-6505 
Fax: 213-482-6874

Metro Construction Services

Bureau of Planning & Land Use Development

201 N. Figueroa Street, Suite 400

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Tel: 213-482-7024

Fax: 213-482-7011

Taimour.Tanavoli@lacity.org

LfiOOT
Jfuuflffi

mailto:amanda.briones@lacity.org
mailto:taimour.tanavoli@lacity.org
mailto:amanda.briones@lacity.org
tel:213-482-6505
tel:213-482-6874
tel:213-482-7024
tel:213-482-7011
mailto:Taimour.Tanavoli@lacity.org
http://www.ladot.lacity.org/
http://www.youtube.com/user/LADOT2012


EXHIBIT 11 - Cultural Heritage 
Commission Letter of Decision



EXECUTIVE OFFICESDEPARTMENT OF 
CITY PLANNING

OFFICE OF HISTORIC RESOURCES 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 

Los Angeles, CA 90012-4801 
(213) 978-1200

City of Los Angeles
MICHAEL LOGRANDE

DIRECTOR 

(213) 978-1271

ALAN BELL, AICP 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

(213) 978-1272

USA WEBBER, AICP 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

(213) 978-1274

CALIFORNIA

r^iapCULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION

RICHARD BARRON
PRESIDENT

ROELLA H. LOUIE
VICE-PRESIDENT

FAX: (213) 978-1275TARAJ. HAMACHER 
GAIL KENNARD 

OZ SCOTT
ERIC GARCETTI

INFORMATION 
(213) 978-1270 

www.planning.ladty.org

MAYOR

FELY C. PINGOL
COMMISSION EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

(213) 978-1294

FEB 19 2014Date:

Michael and Yiffat Rublevich 
1203 ParkWay 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

CHC-2013-3522-HCM
TIRADO HOUSE
2925 W. WAVERLY DRIVE

CASE NUMBER:

This is to advise you that at its meeting of February 6, 2014, the Cultural Heritage Commission discussed 
the application for the above-mentioned property for possible declaration as an Historic-Cultural 
Monument.

The consensus of the Commission is that this property does not fall under the criteria in Section 22.171.7 
of the Los Angeles Administrative Code. Therefore, the request has been declined.

In accordance with the City Charter Section 245, actions of the Cultural Heritage Commission shall 
become final at the expiration of the next five meeting days of the Los Angeles City Council during which 
the Council has convened in regular session.

The above Cultural Heritage Commission action was taken by the following vote:

Moved:
Seconded:
Ayes:

Commissioner Louie 
Commissioner Hamacher 
Commissioners Kennard, Scott, and Barron

Fely C. P rigol, (Jbmmission Executive Assistant 
Cultural Heritage Commission

Vote: 5-0

CouncilmemberTom LaBonge, Fourth Council District 
Charles J. Fisher

c:

GIS

http://www.planning.ladty.org


Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CASE NO.: CHC-2013-3622-HCM 
ENV-2013-3623-CE

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION

201$HEARING DATE: 
TIME:
PLACE:

February 6 
10:00 AM 
City Hall, Room 1010 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 
90012

Location: 2925 W. Waverly Drive 
Council District: 4 
Community Plan Area: Hollywood 
Area Planning Commission: Central 
Neighborhood Council: Silver Lake 
Legal Description: Block 2, Lot FR44

Historic-Cultural Monument Application for 
TIRADO HOUSE

PROJECT: .

Declare the property a Historic-Cultural MonumentREQUEST:

Michael and Yiffat Rublevich 
1203 ParkWay 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

OWNER:

Charles J. Fisher 
140 S. Avenue 57 
Los Angeles, CA 90042

APPLICANT:

That the Cultural Heritage Commission:RECOMMENDATION

1. Not declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative 
Code Chapter9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.7,

2. Adopt the report findings.

MICHAEL J. LOGRANDE 
Director of Planning

lAW&'SKr V6 SSI

Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect 
Office of Historic Resources

KenBefnstein, AICP, Manager 
Office of Historic Resources

Historic-Cultural Monument ApplicationAttachments:
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A. AESTHETICS AND VISUAL RESOURCES

INTRODUCTION

Aesthetics, views, shading, and nighttime illumination issues are related elements in the 
visual environment. Aesthetics generally refer to the identification of visual resources and the 
quality of what can be seen, or overall visual perception of the environment. Views refer to visual 
access and obstruction, or whether it is possible to see a focal point or panoramic view from an area.
Shading issues are concerned with effects of shadows cast by existing or proposed structures on 

adjacent land uses. Nighttime illumination addresses the effects of a proposed project's exterior 
lighting upon adjoining uses.

City of Los Angeles L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide
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A.3. SHADING

1. INITIAL STUDY SCREENING PROCESS

A. Initial Study Checklist Question

I.c): Would the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site
and its surroundings?

B. Introduction

Shading refers to the effect of shadows cast upon adjacent areas by proposed structures. 
Consequences of shadows upon land uses may be positive, including cooling effects during warm 
weather, or negative, such as the loss of natural light necessary for solar energy purposes or the loss 
of warming influences during cool weather. Shadow effects are dependent upon several factors, 
including the local topography, the height and bulk of the project’s structural elements, sensitivity of 
adjacent land uses, season, and duration of shadow projection. Facilities and operations sensitive to 
the effects of shading include: routinely useable outdoor spaces associated with residential,
recreational, or institutional (e.g., schools, convalescent homes) land uses; commercial uses such as 
pedestrian-oriented outdoor spaces or restaurants with outdoor eating areas; nurseries; and existing 
solar collectors. These uses are considered sensitive because sunlight is important to function, 
physical comfort, or commerce.

Shading of existing sensitive uses can occur with the development of new structures located to 
the south of these uses. The relative effects of shading from structures are site-specific.

C. Screening Criteria

• Would the project include light-blocking structures in excess of 60 feet in height above the 
ground elevation that would be located within a distance of three times the height of the 
proposed structure to a shadow-sensitive use on the north, northwest or northeast1?

1 Depending upon the position of the sun relative to the earth’s rotation, shadows cast by a structure are projected 
east or west of true north according to the time of day and the season. For an explanation of the variation in 
shadow bearings specific to the latitude of Los Angeles, see Project Impacts.

City of Los Angeles L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide
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A. 3. Shading

A "yes" response to the preceding question indicates further study in an expanded Initial Study, 
Negative Declaration, Mitigated Negative Declaration or EIR may be required. Refer to the 
Significance Threshold for Shading, and review the associated Methodology to Determine 
Significance, as appropriate.

A "no" response to the preceding question indicates that there would normally be no significant 
impact on Shading from the proposed project.

D. Evaluation of Screening Criteria

Review the description of the proposed project, project site and surrounding area. Locate 
shadow-sensitive uses in the area, including, but not limited to residential, commercial, institutional 
or other land use types where sunlight is important to function, physical comfort, or commerce. 
First, calculate the distance and direction between the project and each shadow-sensitive use and 
determine whether the project would include light-blocking structures in excess of 60 feet in height 
or the equivalent. For example, structures or structural elements in excess of 30 feet in height, and 
located at an elevation 30 feet higher than surrounding land uses, would be equivalent to a structure 
in excess of 60 feet at the same elevation as the surrounding land uses. Next, determine whether 
shade-sensitive uses exist to the north, northeast, or northwest within a distance of three times the 
height of the proposed structure(s). For example, identify shade-sensitive uses located within 270 
feet and north of a proposed 90-foot tall structure. Compare this information to the Screening 
Criteria.

2. DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANCE

A. Significance Threshold

A project impact would normally be considered significant if shadow-sensitive uses would be 
shaded by project-related structures for more than three hours between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 
3:00 p.m. Pacific Standard Time (between late October and early April), or for more than four hours 
between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Pacific Daylight Time (between early April and late 
October).

City of Los Angeles L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide
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A. 3. Shading

B. Methodology to Determine Significance

Environmental Setting

In a description of the environmental setting, include a description of shade-sensitive uses in 
the surrounding area located to the north of the project site. Identify the distance from the 
project to each use and describe any elevation differences between the sensitive use(s) and the 
project site.

Facilities and operations that are sensitive to the effects of shading generally include, but are 
not limited to, routinely useable outdoor spaces associated with residential, recreational or 
institutional land uses; commercial uses such as pedestrian-oriented outdoor spaces or 
restaurants with outdoor eating areas; nurseries; and existing solar collectors.

Project Impacts

Review the project description and identify any proposed light-blocking structures or 
structural elements that would exceed 60 feet in height relative to nearby shade-sensitive uses. 
Determine the number of hours shadow-sensitive uses would be shaded by project-related 
structures.

As appropriate, diagram the footprint of the proposed structure(s) and nearby shade sensitive 
uses. Calculate and diagram the length of shadows that would be cast by proposed buildings 
during extreme conditions, as represented by the Winter Solstice (December 22) and Summer 
Solstice (June 21). The Spring and Fall Equinox represent intermediate conditions.

Exhibit A.3-1 identifies shadow length values and shadow bearings in the Los Angeles area 
for the solstices and equinox for morning, noon, and afternoon hours. The shadow length 
multiplier values represent the length of a shadow proportional to the height of a given building, 
at specific times of day. Hence, a building of 100 feet in height would cast a shadow 303 feet 
long at 9:00 a.m. during the Winter Solstice.

Exhibit A.3-2 provides morning and afternoon maximum shadow lengths generated for 
given structure heights during the Winter Solstice. Exhibit A.3-3 provides the same information 
calculated for the Summer Solstice. Use these tables, together with the shadow bearings 
provided in Exhibit A.3-1, to determine shadow patterns from the proposed project.

Exhibit A.3-4 shows how to plot shadows generated by individual buildings for a specific 
season and time of day. For buildings located on topography elevated above surrounding

City of Los Angeles L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide
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A. 3. Shading

shadow-sensitive uses, the differences in ground elevation between the building and a shadow- 
sensitive use is added to the shadow length to account for the elevation difference.

Based on the shadow patterns, determine the number of hours a project structure would 
shade an adjacent sensitive use. For programs or long range projects where specific structure 
design (i.e., building footprints and/or dimensions) have not been determined, use the maximum 
development envelope (i.e., maximum heights, minimum setbacks, and maximum lot coverage 
permitted according to the zoning) and determine shadow patterns as described above.

Cumulative Impacts

Review the list of related projects and identify those, which would affect the same shadow- 
sensitive uses as the proposed project. Calculate the project shadows of the related projects and 
determine the combined effect of these shadows, along with those of the proposed project, using 
the methodology described above.

Sample Mitigation Measures

Potential mitigation measures include the following:

Limit the width/size of structural elements above 60 feet in height; and

Move proposed structures further from shadow-sensitive uses.

3. DATA, RESOURCES, AND REFERENCES

City of Los Angeles specific plans, particularly West Los Angeles and Warner Center. Available 
from the City Planning Department’s Central Maps and Publications Office at 200 N. Spring 
Street, 5th Floor, Los Angeles, California 90012; Telephone: (213) 978-1255 or
http://www.lacity.org/PLN/.

City of Los Angeles L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide
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A. 3. Shading

Exhibit A.3-1
SHADOW LENGTH MULTIPLIERS AND BEARINGS 

FOR 34° LATITUDE - LOS ANGELES

b,cTime Shadow Length 
Multiplier3

Shadow Bearing

Winter Solstice
(December 22)

45/West9 a.m. 3.03

NOON 0/North1.60

45/East3 p.m. 3.03

Spring/Fall Equinox
(March 22/September 22)

73/West8 a.m. 2.18

NOON 0/North0.72

73/East4 p.m. 2.18

Summer Solstice
(June 22)

85/West9 a.m. 2.18

1 p.m. (solar noon) 0/North0.16

85/East5 p.m. 2.18

a Shadow length is identified per unit of height; the height of the structure is multiplied by the shadow length 
multiplier. Therefore, a 100-foot building would cast a shadow 303 feet long during the Winter Solstice at 9 
a.m. (e.g., 100 x 3.03).

b Shadow bearing is identified in degrees from north. 45/West means 45 degrees west of north; 73/East means 
73 degrees east of north, etc.

c Shadow sensitive uses located greater than 45 west or east of due north would not be affected by winter 
shadows, regardless of the distance between the proposed building and the shadow-sensitive use. Similarly, 
shadow sensitive uses located greater than 85° west or east of due north would not be affected by summer 
shadows.

Source: Planning Consultants Research, 1995.
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A. 3. Shading

Exhibit A.3-2
MAXIMUM SHADOW LENGTH GENERATED FOR 

GIVEN SOURCE HEIGHTS DURING WINTER SOLSTICE

Source Height
(in feet)a

Maximum Shadow Length
(in feet)

Source Height
(in feet)a

Maximum Shadow Length
(in feet)b b

60 182 310 939

70 212 320 970

80 242 330 1,000

90 273 340 1,030

100 300 350 1,061

110 333 360 1,091

120 364 370 1,121

130 394 380 1,151

140 424 390 1,182

150 455 400 1,212

160 485 410 1,242

170 515 420 1,273

180 545 430 1,303

190 576 440 1,333

200 606 450 1,364

210 636 460 1,394

220 667 470 1,424

230 697 480 1,454

240 727 490 1,485

250 758 500 1,515

a Height increments could include either of the following: (1) the height of a proposed building; or (2) in cases of 
varying topography, the height of a proposed building together with the differential in finished ground elevations 
between the proposed building and an adjacent shadow-sensitive use.

b Shadow length at 9:00 a.m. or 3:00 p.m. during the Winter Solstice.

Source: Planning Consultants Research, 1995.
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A. 3. Shading

Exhibit A.3-3
MAXIMUM SHADOW LENGTH GENERATED FOR 

GIVEN SOURCE HEIGHTS DURING SUMMER SOLSTICE

Maximum Shadow Length
(in feet)

Source Height
(in feet)a

Maximum Shadow Length
(in feet)

Source Height
(in feet)a b b

60 80 310 412

70 93 320 426

80 106 330 439

90 120 340 452

100 133 350 466

110 146 360 479

120 160 370 492

130 173 380 505

140 186 390 519

150 200 400 532

160 213 410 545

170 226 420 559

180 239 430 572

190 253 440 585

200 266 450 599

210 279 460 612

220 293 470 625

230 306 480 638

240 319 490 652

250 333 500 665

a Height increments could include either of the following: (1) the height of a proposed building; or (2) in cases of 
varying topography, the height of a proposed building together with the differential in finished ground elevations 
between the proposed building and an adjacent shadow-sensitive use.

b Shadow length at 9:00 a.m. or 5:00 p.m. during the Summer Solstice (June 22).

Source: Planning Consultants Research, 1995.
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A. 3. Shading

Exhibit A.3-4

SHADOW PLOTTING METHODOLOGY

To plot potential shadows, use the following steps:

• Draw the building footprint. Measure the shadow lengths for the structure along the shadow bearings 

identified for the Winter Solstice in Exhibit A.3-1. Project the shadows the distance indicated in Exhibit A.3- 
2, from each corner of the structure. Connect the end points of the shadows cast, at the times of day for which 
shadow projections were made, by drawing an arc which incorporates the end points of the morning, noon 
and afternoon shadows, as projected from a single corner of the structure (see Exhibit A.3-5). This represents 
the coverage of the shadow cast by the structure throughout the day.

• Undertake the above on a separate footprint for each season identified in Exhibit A.3-1.

• At 9:00 a.m. on the Winter Solstice, shadows project at 45 west of true north. As time approaches noon, 
shadows both move closer to true north (at a rate of 15° per hour) and also shorten in length. After the noon 
hour, shadows begin to move east and elongate until 3:00 p.m., at which time they project at 45° east of true 
north. Summer shadows move, shorten and then lengthen in the same way throughout the day, except that 
they project further southward (i.e., 85° from true north during the Summer Solstice and progressing at a rate 
of 21.25° per hour) and reach maximum lengths shorter than those of winter shadows.

• Subdivide the shadow into equal sections which represent where the end point of the shadow will be located 
during each hour of the day (i.e., six equal sections to represent the six hours between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. 
during the winter and eight equal sections to represent the eight hours between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. during 
the summer).

• Place the sun shadow layout generated above onto a base map, which shows adjacent lot lines and the 
approximate location of shadow-sensitive uses (see Exhibit A.3-6).

• Determine the length of time during the day that a land use receives a shadow cast by the structure. The 
shadow projected by a structure, moves at a constant rate from west to east, corresponding to the movement 
of the sun throughout the day, and thus allowing a general determination of shadow movement, onto and 
away from a shade-sensitive use.
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A. 3. Shading

Exhibit A.3-5 

Shadow Projection
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A. 3. Shading

Exhibit A.3-6 

Shadow Coverage
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